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INTRODUCTION

(1)* Dr Martin Luther King Jr. was fatally wounded at 6:01

p.m. as he stood in front of his room No 306 on the second-floor
balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis Tenn Within minutes
an ambulance was dispatched to the scene from Memphis Fire Sta
tion No 3 at Third and Linden Streets While enroute to St Joseph
Hospital the ambulance crew administered oxygen to the unconscious
Dr King and tried to stop the bleeding

Dr King was admitted to St Joseph emergency room No 1
at 6:15 p.m. and was examined initially by Ted J Galyon M.D In
his report concerning the emergency room treatment of Dr King Dr

Galyon noted that the victim was unconscious He observed a "large
gaping wound in the root of the neck on the right which was not ac

tively bleeding . (1) and blood covered Dr King's neck shoulder
and clothes Dr Galyon noted a palpable heartbeat and radial pulse
and began blood transfusions John Reissner M.D. began a second
cutdown for a transfusion through the saphenous vein of the left
ankle

Rufus Brown M.D. the chief surgical resident-in-charge of
the emergency room arrived at 6:18 p.m and made a tracheotomy
incision in the neck because breathing had ceased That operation
into the trachea or windpipe was completed with the assistance of

Jerry Barrasso M.D. a general surgeon who came into the room
at 6 :22 p.m The cardiac monitor indicated weak to no heart function
Intracardiac adrenalin was injected into Dr King and cardiac mas

sage begun
Dr Galyon and Dr Barrasso explored the neck and concluded

there was a complete loss of spinal cord substance in the lower neck
area between the seventh cervical and first thoracic vertebrae A

neurosurgeon Fred Gioia M.D. confirmed this diagnosis At this

time Dr King's pupils were dilated and the electrocardiogram in
dicated no heart function Resuscitative efforts were continued but
there was no indication "of any kind of vital signs. Dr King was

pronounced dead at 7:05 p.m by Dr Barrasso Death was attributed
to a gunshot wound to the right side of the face and neck

Postmortem X-rays were taken before Dr King's body was
removed to the John Gaston Hospital city morgue Officers of the
Memphis Police Department retained Dr King's clothing and other

belongings that they recovered in the emergency room Shelby County
Tennessee Coroner J W Ross and Shelby County Medical Examiner
Jerry T Francisco M.D. recommended that an autopsy be performed

*Arabic numerals in parentheses at the beginning of paragraphs indicate the
paragraph number for purposes of citation and referencing italic numerals in
parentheses in the middle or at the end of sentences indicate references which
can be found at the end of eachreport or section
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County District Attorney Phil N Canale ordered the autopsy after
notifying the next of kin Mrs Coretta Scott King wife of Dr
'King as required by Tennessee law (.2)

Dr Francisco began the autopsy of Dr King at 10:45 p.m
that same evening (3) He removed a deformed bullet from Dr King's
back scratched the autopsy No 252 on the fragment photographed
it and then gave it to Lt James D Hamby Memphis Police
Department Lieutenant Hamby gave it to agents of the Memphis
Federal Bureau of Investigation field office and the bullet as well
as other evidence was sent to the FBI Laboratory in Washington
D.C. early in the morning of April 5 1968 It was identified as a
.30-06 caliber metal-jacketed soft point Remington-Peters bullet

On April 11 1968 Dr Francisco submitted his autopsy find
ings a report which became a public document under Tennessee law
(4) He concluded that Dr King's death was the result of a single
"gunshot wound to the chin and neck with a total transection of
the lower cervical and upper thoracic spinal cord and other struc
tures of the neck."(5) He also noted that these injuries were fatal
shortly after Dr King was wounded

Dr Francisco testified to his findings on March 10 1969 at
the guilty plea hearing of the accused perpetrator James Earl Ray
At this hearing the prosecution entered into evidence proof of the
corpus delicti or body of the crime as required by Tennessee law
Francisco said among other things that he had visited the crime
scene at the instruction of the prosecution and that in his opinion
the angle of the bullet through Dr King's body was consistent with
a shot fired from the second-floor bathroom window at the rear of
a roominghouse located at 418-4221/9 South Main Street (6) Other
evidence indicated this was the site of the origin of the shot

Several critics have taken issue with Francisco's testimony con
cerning the angle of the shot (7) Some have charged that his testimony
was deficient that it provided no basis for the conclusion that the shot
came from the bathroom window and that he did not state he knew
where Dr King was standing the direction he was facing or whether
he was leaning over when he was shot In addition at least two eye
witness accounts placed the origin of the shot in a clump of bushes be
neath the windows of the roominghouse not the bathroom window
Solomon Jones Dr King's chauffeur in Memphis said that he saw
someone run from these bushes on the embankment sloping down from
the roominghouse immediately after the shot was fired and Harold
Carter reportedly heard the shot and saw a man with a rifle run from
the bushes

Questions also have been raised about the autopsy report itself
Critics have asserted that there are several ambiguities and errors in
Francisco's report First That although two entry wounds are men
tioned in the chin and neck there is no explanation of how the bullet
exited from the first wound Second The angle of the bullet's trajec
tory and its path through the body was not clearly delineated further
clouding the issue of the shot's origin Third The bullet fragment re
moved from Dr King was not weighed and Dr Francisco did not men
tion whether other bullet fragments were present in the body Fourth
It was charged that Dr Francisco failed to include the results of post
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mortem X-rays in his report Finally Dr Francisco did not attempt to

identify the "blackened debris found in the entrance wound
To fulfill one aspect of its obligation to investigate all of the

circumstances surrounding the death of Dr King and in its attempt
to resolve the issues raised by critics the committee convened a panel
of forensic pathologists to review the medical treatment provided Dr

King and the autopsy procedures and conclusions
From among the nine leading forensic pathologists it had pre

viously engaged to evaluate the death of President John F Kennedy
the committee chose three pathologists to study the death of Dr King
(The selection process is reviewed in the introduction to the John F

Kennedy medical panel's report.) Each panel member is an experi
enced medical examiner qualified to conduct medical-legal investiga
tions to determine the cause of death in cases of violent suspicious
unexplained unexpected or medically unattended deaths and specifi
cally trained to evaluate attendant aspects of death that might have

medical-legal significance The forensic pathologist has expertise by
training and experience in correlating circumstances of death the evi
dence at the scene of death the autopsy and toxicologic and other lab

oratory findings to evaluate injury or illness and to determine the
cause of death A medical-legal autopsy includes determination of the

identity of the deceased the cause and manner of death and other
information that may be of value in subsequent proceedings In 1his

instance the three member panel reviewed medical reports physical
evidence photographs X-rays clothing scene investigation the au

topsy findings and microscopic slides
The three forensic pathologists chosen to serve on the commit

tee's King panel were Dr Michael Baden chief medical examiner of
New York City Dr John I Coe chief medical examiner of Hennepin
County Minn and Dr Joseph H Davis chief medical examiner of
Dade County Fla

Dr Michael Baden received an M.D degree from New York

University School of Medicine in 1959 and completed his residency in

pathology at Bellevue Hospital in 1964 He has been a visiting profes
sor of pathology Albert Einstein School of Medicine adjunct profes
sor of law New York University Law School and lecturer in pathol
ogy at the College of Physicians and Surgeons Columbia University
A lecturer at various law and medical schools on legal medicine he is

presently an associate professor of forensic medicine at the NYU
School of Medicine

Dr Baden was a special forensic pathology consultant to the
New York State Organized Crime Task Force that investigated the
violence and deaths at Attica Prison in 1971 and he is a member of
New York State Commissions investigating deaths in prisons and
mental hygiene hospitals He is the author of numerous professional
articles and books

Dr John I Coe received his M.D degree from the University
of Minnesota in 1945 and completed his residency in pathology in 1950
He received certifications in pathologic anatomy and forensic pathol
ogy from the American Board of Pathology

Dr Coe is a fellow of the American Society of Clinical Pa

thologists and the American Academy of Forensic Sciences He is a
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founding member and 1979 president of the National Association of
Medical Examiners and also belongs to the International Academy of
Pathology among other professional organizations He is a professor
of pathology at the University of Minnesota Dr Coe is the author of
numerous articles that have appeared in professional journals and he
has contributed to several books

Dr Joseph H Davis received his M.D degree from Long Island
College of Medicine in 1949 and completed his residency in pathology
at the U.S Public Health Service Hospital in New Orleans He re
ceived his certifications in pathologic anatomy and forensic pathology
from the American Board of Pathology

Dr Davis has served as vice president of the American Acad
emy of Forensic Sciences He has been a vice president and from 1975
to 1976 president of the National Association of Medical Examiners

Dr Davis is chairman of the Florida Medical Examiners Com
mission and a professor of pathology at the University of Miami Med
ical School He has written numerous articles for professional journals

The medical panel was assisted by Ida Dox a medical illustrator
with the Georgetown University School of Medicine and Dentistry in
Washington D.C

Ms Dox graduated from Tulane University in 1951 and from
the Johns Hopkins University Medical School Department of Art as
Applied to Medicine in 1954 From 1954 until 1957 she was a medical
illustrator for the Anatomy Department of the Georgetown Univer
sity School of Medicine and Dentistry and since 1957 she has worked
as an illustrator with the Department of Medical-Dental Communica
tion at Georgetown Over 4,000 of her illustrations have been pub
lished in medical journals textbooks and periodicals

The committee asked the members of the King forensic pathol
ogy panel to consider the following issues

1 Was the damage to Dr King's body and clothing consistent
with that normally caused by a missile of the type recovered from his
body

2 What medical treatment was administered to Dr King by
the ambulance crew hospital staff Was it responsible and complete
Were reports of medical treatment and accompanying exhibits accu
rate and complete

3 What autopsy procedures were followed Was the autopsy
conducted responsibly and in accordance with prescribed practices of
forensic pathology Were autopsy reports and accompanying exhibits
accurate and complete

4 Does the trajectory of the bullet as it can be determined from
the entrance wound and the path of the bullet through the body indi
cate the point of origin of the shot

The panel was encouraged to explore any additional issues re
lating to the death of Dr King that it deemed appropriate

On May 26 and 27 1978 the forensic pathology panel met with
the committee and medical illustrator Ida Dox at the committee offices
in Washington D.C The panel examined the available evidence re
lating to the injuries sustained by Dr King including the clothing
worn by Dr King at the time of his death the bullet fragment recov
ered from his body color and black and white photographs and 35
millimeter slides taken in the emergency room and during the course



of the autopsy microscopic slides and tissue blocks from the autopsy
and the neuropathology study medical reports notes and documents
submitted by the physicians who treated Dr King and the medical
examiner X-rays and firearms evidence including a preliminary
report of the committee's firearms panel The committee obtained
evidence from the offices of the Shelby County medical examiner the
Shelby County attorney general and the Criminal Court of Shelby
County The materials were stored in the committee's security unit
and all available original materials were examined in the committee's
offices

The panel visited the scene of the homicide in Memphis on
June 10 1978 with Herbert G Koogle and Joe M Stewart of Koogle
and Pouls Engineering Inc. the committee's civil engineering con
sultants who surveyed the scene While in Memphis the panel mem
bers also interviewed Dr Francisco Dr Galyon and Dr Brown

The panel consulted with other specialists in the course of their
work At the request of the panel Dominic J Cara M.D. Memphis
Tenn. reexamined the X-rays that were taken at the St Joseph Hos
pital emergency room and David O Davis M.D. Washington D.C.
independently reviewed those X-rays The panel also asked McCrone
Research Institute Chicago Ill. to analyze particulate matter in the
skin on the microscopic slides that had been prepared from the
autopsy

7

I SUMMARYOF THE EVIDENCE

(32) The King forensic pathology panel reviewed the following
evidence related to the death of Dr Martin Luther King Jr (Federal
Bureau of Investigation questioned evidence index numbers or Q
numbers are noted where appropriate.)
A Physical evidence

(1) Clothing worn by Dr King at the time he was shot
White shirt (Q76)
Necktie (Q77)
Suitcoat (Q78)
Trousers (Q79)
Socks (Q80 and Q81)
Undershorts (Q82)
Undershirt (Q83)
Shoes (Q84 and Q85)
Handkerchief (Q235)

(2) Materials from Shelby County Medical Examiner Dr Jerry T
Francisco's autopsy

Microscopic slides (15)
Paraffin blocks (14)
Microscopic slides of brain sections (18)
Paraffin blocks of brain sections (18)

(3) Firearms evidence
(a) Remington Gamemaster .30-06 rifle with a Redfield telescopic

sight (Q2)
Peters high velocity centerfire cartridge box (empty)
Five unfired Remington-Peters .30-06 cartridges (Q4-Q8)
Four military .30-06 caliber cartridges (Q9-Q12)
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Bullet fragment recovered from Dr King's body (Q64)
(f) An expended Remington-Peters .30-06 Springfield cartridge

case (Q3)
Browning rifle packing box (Q1)
Remington Gamemaster riffle packing box

B Photographic evidence

(1) Photographs of Dr King's white shirt (Q76) necktie (Q77)
and suitcoat (Q78)

(2) Postmortem photographs taken in the emergency room and at
the autopsy

(a) Color 35-iillimeter slides (20)
13.)Color prints (from slides) (20)

Black-and-white prints (14)
35-millimeter slides of brain sections (6)

(3) Photographs of the crime scene
C X-rays of Dr King (10) some duplicates from St Joseph Hos

pital and the office of the Shelby County medical examiner
The panel also reviewed reports and notes written by the physi

cians who treated Dr King at the St Joseph Hospital emergency
room as well as the reports of Dr Francisco On June 10 1978 the
panel examined the scene of the homicide in the Lorraine Motel/
Brewer roominghouse area of Memphis Tenn

M OBSERVATIONANDANALYSISOF THE EVIDENCE

A Physical evidence

(1) Dr King's clothing
The panel examined the clothing worn by Dr King at the time

he was shot on April 4 1968 The clothing had been analyzed by the
FBI Laboratory in Washington D.C. during its 1968 investigation
of the assassination The panel studied the clothing and made the
following observations

(a) Black suitcoat (Q73) with a single button in the front
manufacturer Petrocelli label.distributed by Zimmerman of Atlanta
Ga Three defects are present in the right lapel damaging the outer
suit fabric which is not torn completely through The point of disrup
tion begins 2 inches above and medial to the small 1-inch lapel notch
The defects extend upward along the edge of the collar for 2 inches
revealing the inner liner material The lower defect is triangular
measuring approximately 0.3 by 0.4 inch the middle defect is irregu
lar measuring approximately 0.6 inch at its widest point and the
superior defect is approximately 0.4 by 0.4 inch with a rip extending
0.5 inch laterally along the upper margin of the defect The tan-colored
lapel lining of coarse weave material is intact except for a tiny vertical
rent approximately 0.3 inch in length at the uppermost defect The
edges of the cloth were frayed but the collar is not perforated com
pletely through its multiple layers The outside and inside of the coat's
collar and back show apparent bloodstains The right sleeve of the
coat and the material immediately above the right inside pocket had
been previously cut

(b) A narrow-collared long-sleeved white shirt (Q76) Arrow
label made of Dacron polyester The top button is missing but the
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button threads although frayed and bloodstained are still on the
shirt When viewed with the collar down in the usual wearing posi
tion one defect completely penetrates through the collar on the right
disrupting the top seam along the upper edge of the shirt The defect
begins about 1 inch from the front of the collar and about 0.3 inch
from the side of the free edge of the collar The margins of the defect
are frayed and irregular When viewed with the collar spread flat
the defect varies from 0.5 to 1.4 inches wide by 3 inches in length
Immediately adjacent to the upper edge of the large defect is an addi
tional small superficial defect that does not completely perforate the
collar but only affects the outer layer This defect measures approxi
mately 0.4 by 0.2 inch about 0.4 inch from the side of the collar and
is similar to the three superficial defects on the collar of the suitcoat
The shirt cloth had a chemical odor and purple to red dye specks on the
material The panel was advised that the odor and specks were the re
sult of testing by the firearms panel The back of the shirt and the right
shoulder are stained by what appears to be old dried blood The shirt
sleeve has been cut

With the suitcoat and the shirt in the usual wearing position
the defect in the shirt would be immediately below the angle of the
jaw with the coat collar a little lower and to the side of the jaw The
defect of the shirt corresponds to the neck injury described in the
autopsy and shown in the autopsy photographs The thin strand of
skin between the skin defects approximates the uppermost edge of
the shirt collar

(c) A gold and black necktie (Q77) labeled Apparel Shop
The tie is severed just to the right of the knot and the edges are
frayed

(d) A white T-shirt (Q83) of Lewis manufacture size M Its
collar apparently bloodstained is free of defects The shirt has been
cut in the front The panel also examined other miscellaneous items
of clothing which were free of any significant defects a bloodstained
handkerchief (Q235) one pair of black trousers that matched the
suitcoat (Q97) (281/2-inch inseam measurement) one black slip-on
right shoe (Q84) one black slip-on left shoe (Q85) one black boxer
shorts Sherwood brand size 34 (Q82) and one pair of black socks
(Q80 and Q81)

(2) Materials from the autopsy
The panel examined 15 hematoxylin and eosin stained slides

from the autopsy Each slide was labeled "A.68.252 mm except one
slide of a larynx section labeled "Francisco Decal P.D. Eighteen
additional hematoxylin and eosin stained slides were of the central
nervous system they were labeled "A.68.252LH, and numbered
from 1 to 17 two slides having the number 13

Three duplicate sections of skin are mounted on one microscopic
slide Numerous hair follicles and sebaceous.oil.glands with mel
anin pigment of the hair and the basal epidermal layers characterize
the skin The epidermis and underlying tissue along one edge are
disrupted showing changes typical of a gunshot entrance wound
Hemorrhage without reaction is evident There are several black
opaque fragments of material in the margins of the tissue depths vary
ing in size with the largest approximately 30 by 100 micra The frag
ments do not transmit light The edges of the largest fragment tend
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to be rather sharp This amorphous debris is not characteristic of
gunpowder residue and there is no other evidence of such residue
Another slide of the skin was made after reimbedding according to
Dr Francisco and has the same characteristics as the previous slide
but lacks epidermis and is seen from a different angle

One slide of a larynx and vocal cord shows extensive hemor
rhage in the submucosal and muscular tissue The cartilage shows
some ossification along one edge

Two slides of lung show intra-alveolar hemorrhage focally and
focal intrabronchial hemorrhage Sections of thyroid gland reveal
scant interstitial hemorrhage A coronary artery section has a minimal
to moderate amount of arteriosclerotic plaque formation.an indica
tion of hardening of the arteries.containing a few lipid.fat
deposits Two slides of the heart are not remarkable The liver shows
pronounced vacuoles within the cytoplasm diffuse throughout the
lobules but not involving every cell The pancreas spleen kidney
prostate and adrenal glands are not remarkable No sickling of the red
blood cells is evident

The opaque debris in the skin section noted above could not be
further defined by light microscopy The panel submitted to McCrone
Institute Chicago Ill. two slides for analysis of the dark opaque
material In subsequent analysis this material was identified as lead
particles and it was the interpretation of the panel that they were
derived from the bullet proper after impact The particles were not
gunpowder residue The following report dated August 10 1978 was
submitted to the panel by Mr Skip Palecik senior research microsco
pist with McCrone

We have identified the black amorphous particles in the tis
sue sections which you submitted.2 slides labeled A68.252
mm-as particles of lead metal

The particles were examined microscopically when they
were found to be completely opaque by transmitted light* * * and silver-gray by reflected light * * * Particles
were present in the same position in each of these serial sec
tions The presence of striations on the surface indicated the
metal was soft They can be accounted for by the edge of the
microtome blade used to cut the sections The striations all
run in the same direction on each of the particles which con
firms that they were caused by the microtome blade and are
not for example due to the rifling of a gun

The particles were then readily identified as a gray metal
ruling out such metals as copper brass and bronze for in
stance With your permission we cut out a small circle of
coverslip * * and removed and washed the 60 x 21 mm
particle of metal shown in the figure This was then mounted
on a beryllium plate with amyl acetate and collodion for
analysis with the electron microprobe analyzer

The analysis shows the particle is principally lead possibly
with a trace of zinc Some silicon sulfur and potassium were
also detected The silicon may be due to glass particle con
tamination on removal of the sample from the slide The
traces of sulfur and potassium could be due to contamination
from the explosive power used to propel the projectile The
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possible sources of these minor elements is however open to
speculation since they may conceivably be associated also with
the tissue dyes used the tissue itself or a fixative

(49) The 18 hematoxylin and eosin stained slides of the central nerv
ous system include sections of cervical spinal cord One spinal cord
slide shows a scant amount of hemorrhage beneath the arachnid
membrane along the edge Tissues from the injured area of the spinal
cord were not submitted for gross or microscopic evaluation
(50) The paraffin blocks obtained from Dr Francisco corresponded
to the microscopic slides received and reviewed by the panel except
for one section of skin mentioned above that had been reimbedded
and recut

(3) Firearms evidence
(51) The panel examined the following firearms evidence (FBI
questioned evidence index numbers or Q numbers are noted where
appropriate)

Model 760 Remington Gamemaster .30.06 caliber pump-action
rifle serial number 461476 with a Redfield brand two-to-seven
power telescopic sight (Q2)
A Peters .30.06 Springfield caliber cartridge box (The box
was empty and the surface was soiled with fingerprint powder
The box contained a styrofoam receptacle.)
Five unfired Remington-Peters .30.06 Springfield caliber car
tridges with the bullets pulled and separated from the powder
(Q4.Q8) (Each bullet had been cut longitudinally to expose
the core.)
Four military .30.06 caliber cartridges of Remington-Peters
manufacture with the head stamp RA55 (Q9.Q12)
A bullet fragment in a small cardboard pillbox (Q64) labeled
"A68.252 Bullet removed from Dr Martin Luther King on
4-4.68 at 2140 Placed in plastic by J Francisco No 252 on
base. (The evidence envelope contained a major portion of a
bullet jacket with "252 scratched on the base and showing six
right hand grooves A corresponding fragment of a lead core and
a small fragment of bullet jacket were also present Some specks
of transparent material consistent with dehydrated tissue re
moved from the bullet were also included in this exhibit.)
An expended Remington-Peters .30.06 Springfield caliber car
tridge case (Q3) (There was no powder debris inside the
cartridge.)
A Browning rifle packing box (Q1)
An empty cellophane-wrapped cardboard box labeled
"Remington Gamemaster Slide Action High Power Rifle serial
No 461476 model 760 .30.06 Springfield stock number 9684.

(NOTE The panel was informed that the alleged murder weapon
was recovered inside the Browning box (Q1) on April 4 1968 in the
doorway of Canipe's Amusement Co at 424 South Main Street
Memphis Tenn The Remington box was found subsequently by the
FBI during the course of its 1968 investigation of the death of Dr
King.)
(52) The medical panel reviewed a preliminary report of the King
firearms panel including the results of the Greiss nitrite tests and four
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11 by 14-inch glossy sheets of paper upon which testing had been done
for nitrites One sheet contained a test fire pattern of gunpowder resi
due labeled "3 to 6 inches away that bore an orange stain The other
three sheets dated September 24 1977 were patterns of Dr King's
jacket shirt and tie that showed no stain indicating no nitrites were
present and therefore a firearm was not discharged in close range
of the clothing
B Photographic evidence

(53) The panel examined 20 35 millimeter color slides taken at the
time of the autopsy Eighteen of the transparencies were numbered
and labeled "Medical Photography UTCHS and BMC Memphis
Tenn.. and the other two slides numbered 19 and 20 were labeled
"Kodachrome duplicate and dated "November 1978 F10. The trans
parencies reviewed included the following views

Right side of the face with gloved fingers approximating the
wound margins
Bullet fragment poorly lighted from the side (This photo
graph was made before autopsy case number "252 was in
scribed on the bullet.)
An underexposed photograph of the bullet fragment from the
side
Entrance wound of right cheek with partial abrasion collar
along upper anterior margins The head is supported by an
autopsy block
The back with a mass under the skin to the left of the midline
at the inner margin of the scapula (shoulderblade) and sev
eral inches below the level of the shoulder
Corner of the right side of the mouth with the wound edges
approximated
The right cheek with the inferior posterior aspects of the
wound margins approximated by fingers (A thin strip of
skin separates the face portion of the wound from the neck
portion.)
Neck portion of the wound with fingers approximating the
cheek wound margins
More distant photograph showing the head supported by an
autopsy block
Deformed bullet fragment base alongside a ruler
Upper part of the body seen from behind
Poorly lighted photograph of the base of the recovered bullet
fragment
The thin strand of skin that separates the cheek from the
neck injury is shown The strand is narrow indistinct in its
posterior margin and the epidermis is not completely intact
The fractures of the mandible are also apparent
The right cheek showing an abrasion collar along the upper
anterior margin closest to the mouth There are small splits of
skin at the upper and lower wound margins
Wound area closest to the mouth margins held in place Poor
lighting obscures detail
Wound reviewed from the right with the head supported by
a block The depth of the wound is poorly illuminated
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View of the back
Right side of the head turned to the left to stretch open the
margins The large triangular shaped defect of the right cheek
and large oval defect of the neck with only a thin strand of
of tissue separating the defects are apparent
Transparency of a black-and-white print of Dr King on a
stretcher
Transparency of a black-and-white photograph of the back

Color prints made from the transparencies were also examined
as well as fourteen 8-inch by 10-inch black-and-white prints taken at
the emergency room including nine of the wound and five of the back
The black-and-white photographs show a healed transverse scar above
the nipple level extending from the chest midline toward the right
armpit There is a healed midline vertical scar over the upper
midsternum

The panel also reviewed six 35-millimeter transparency photo
graphs of formalin fixed brain (labeled "A68-252 May 1968 D3.")
These photographs show the ventral and dorsal surface of the brain
three coronal cross sections and the vessels of the brain dissected free
No evidence of brain injury is evident in these photographs The cut
margin of cervical spinal cord is slightly irregular
C X-ray evidence

The panel examined two folders of X-rays One folder labeled
"Department of Radiology City of Memphis Hospital University of
Tennessee, contained three 17 by 14-inch copies of original X-rays
including a view of the head and upper chest with a trail of bullet
fragments proceeding from right to left a view of the upper abdomen
and chest showing a portion of the bullet track and a 17 by 14-inch
duplicate of an original 11 by 13-inch X-ray showing the upper cer
vical spine and the lower chest region that also reveals bullet
fragments

The second folder contained seven X-ray films including origi
nal and duplicate X-rays The original showed the head and upper
chest with a label in the upper right-hand corner "St Joseph's
Hospital Memphis Tenn. and the printing "King Mr Martin L.
No 5016 and "April 4 1968. The date is indented punched out
April 4 1968 in the lower left corner A fracture of the right mandibile
is apparent with some fine metal fragments discernible next to the
fractured bone Multiple radiopaque fragments extend from the right
supraclavicular or collarbone region across the midline to the left with
apparent destruction of the second and third thoracic vertebrae The
largest missile fragment is to the left of the midline in the upper
back The fragment track proceeds slightly downward from right to
left and from front to back The X-ray is indicative of a single-bullet
track

Another X-ray labeled in the upper right corner "King Mr
Martin L. No 5016 and "April 4 1968, indicates the thoracic and
lumbar spine The heart appears enlarged and there are suggestive
fractures of the second third and fourth thoracic vertebrae with
small bullet fragments in the track

The third X-ray is a side view of poor quality It shows radio
paque metal fragments in the upper portion

42-636 0 79 2
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The remaining four smaller X-rays are duplicates with the
identification label "St Joseph Hospital Memphis Tennessee King
Mr Martin L. 5016 April 4 1968 in the lower left-hand corner One
X-ray shows the lower part of the face the neck and the upper chest
with fine metallic particles in the right supraclavicular region proceed
ing in a slightly downward direction into the area of the second third
and fourth thoracic vertebrae An underexposed view of the left
lateral lower half of the skull and upper chest with many radiopaque
metallic particles in the lower cervical region is apparent on another
X-ray The other two films are poorly exposed lateral (side) chest
views

The medical panel is satisfied that the injuries shown in the
X-rays are indicative of a single highly destructive gunshot wound
track producing a trail of metal bullet fragments after striking the
mandible with the largest fragment removed by Dr Francisco
beneath the skin of the left upper back and inscribed "252.

Supplemental X-ray interpretation
The medical panel requested that the X-rays be reevaluated by

Dr Dominic J Cara Jr. Memphis Tenn. who had examined the
original X-rays ,at the time of the homicide The panel asked Dr
Cara to restudy and validate the available X-rays Dr David O Davis
chairman of the department of radiology George Washington Uni
versity Medical Center Washington D.C. a special consultant to the
panel was asked to independently review the X-rays

Dr Cara's 1978 analysis of the X-rays substantially agreed
with the findings he made 10 years earlier On August 4 1978 he
submitted the following report

Four films are available for interpretation They are in
fact copies of original films of King taken at the time he
was in the emergency room of St Joseph Hospital on
April 4 1968 These films were made with a portable X-ray
machine in the emergency room The copies fail to demon
strate the detail that was present on the original films but
they can be interpreted satisfactorily Films are of the cervi
cal spine the chest and the left shoulder area

The films of the cervical spine demonstrate a missile track
outlined with multiple metallic fragments that begin in the
right cervical area extending across the right apical area and
then across the midline of the patient and the main frag
ment lies in the region of the left shoulder area

The significant radiographic findings concerning bone de
tail are as follows

There is demonstrated in the lateral view absence of out
line of the bone architecture of the posterior inferior aspect
of the body of C-7 Also in the lateral projection is demon
strated a relatively large missile fragment measuring almost
1 cm in size lying just dorsal to the disc space between C-7
and T.1 This fragment is considered to be in the lateral aspect
of the spinal canal In the AP view there is demonstrated a
fracture of the transverse process of C.7 on the right side and
a fracture of the transverse process of T 1 on the right side
There is a fracture of the first rib on the right near the verte
bral border and a portion of the bone at this point has been
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displaced There is a disruption of the body of T.1 and T.2
A bone fragment is identified along the left side of the tho
racic spine overlying the first thoracic vertebra and the first
thoracic interspace This fragment is from one of the
thoracic vertebral bodies or a portion of a neural arch
There is a loss of bone substance of T.2 These findings indi
cate that the missile has passed along the right lateral aspect
of the lower cervical and upper thoracic region fracturing
bones as above described and indicating that the missile has
passed through the spinal column both the vertebral bodies
and spinal canal

The films of the chest and left shoulder area demonstrate
the following

There is contusion of the right lung and there is blood in
the right pleural space but no pneumothorax is demon
strated The trachea is intact and the left border of the
mediastinum is sharply delineated There is no pathology in

volving the left side of the chest
There are two metallic fragments overlying the bodies of

T.4 and T.5 that maintain a constant relationship in the
three frontal films of the patient each of which is always
taken in a somewhat different position In view of the fact
that they maintain a constant relationship to themselves and
to the respective vertebral bodies this places the missile frag
ments in the vertebral bodies or in the spinal canal Logically
they are in the spinal canal

Sumnnary..It is known that the missile entered the right
side of the patient in the cervical area near the thorax It
is known that the right first rib is fractured and also that
the main missile fragment could be palpated in the region of
the left shoulder posteriorly The missile fragment did not
enter the soft tissues of the mediastinum because there is no
mediastinal hematoma the left border of the mediastinum is

normal and there is no air in the mediastinum There is no

pathology involving the left lung The fractures above de
scribed and the absence of mediastinal pathology indicate
that the missile passed through the spine and spinal canal

Dr Davis independently examined the X-rays for the panel
and on August 10 1978 he submitted the following report

I have reviewed the films taken of Dr King at St
Joseph's Hospital in Memphis Tenn. on April 4 1968 They
consist of an AP film of the upper trunk neck and most of
the head labeled No 1 (an original film) an AP film of the

upper chest mediastinum and lower cervical spine labeled
No 2 (a copy film) a lateral swimmers view with the patient
supine of the spine and mediastinum from C3 down to ap
proximately T5 (labeled No 3) (an original film) and a
lateral view of the cervical spine labeled No 4 (a copy film)

There is a 1.5 x 1.5 cm metallic fragment just above the left
third rib approximately at the medial border of the left

scapula This missile apparently entered in the region of the

right mandible where there is a transverse fracture near the
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mandibular angle and as evidenced by the metallic frag
ments coursed downward along the lateral aspect of the
cervical spine striking C7 T1 and T2 regions where it then
crossed over the midline and went into the left upper chest
region posteriorly and tracked to its final position

There are fractures of the lateral mass of C7 on the right
side the transverse process of Ti on the right side fractures
through the right first and second ribs on the right side prox
imally just lateral to the transverse processes and a verti
cal fracture seen only on film No 1 of the body of C7 There
seems to be a break in the body of T2 along the left infero
lateral region suggesting that there is a significant fracture
in the region of that break and lack of visualization of the
body of T2 Unfortunately there are a great number of me
tallic fragments immediately overlying the T2 area which
makes evaluation somewhat difficult but when combined
with the lateral view there is some suspicion that there has
been significant damage to that vertebral body

Just below and medial to the pedicle of T1 there is a frag
ment of bone the origin of which is not identifiable but
which has a configuration suggesting that it is tubular which
could mean that it is part of the head of the right first rib
On the other hand because of the nature of this injury I
cannot be sure that this is the source of that particular bony
fragment and it could conceivably even be from a vertebral
body in that region

There is soft tissue swelling behind the trachea at the C6-7
T1 level Additionally there is an air fluid level just anterior
to the prevertebral soft tissue which suggests that there is a
pooling of secretions or blood in that region perhaps in a
cavity formed by the bullet or possibly in the esophagus
There may well be some evidence of minimal cervical soft
tissue emphysema although this is less evident

The right apical region is opacified and there is rather
marked soft tissue thickening extending downward along the

right chest wall Whether this is due to old injury or new
injury cannot be determined accurately but one would pre
sume that the upper lobe apical density is clot secondary
to the recent injury

OPINION It is obvious that this patient was struck by a
high velocity missile in the region of the right mandible
the course of which took a turn through the lateral cervical

region just lateral to the cervical spine striking the cervical
spine at about C7 and coursing downward medially from
that point to its final resting place posteriorly in the thoracic
cage at the medial scapular third rib area on the left side
While I have enumerated the identifiable fractures in the
above discourse I feel that it is very likely that the fracture
of T1 and presumably of T2 are relatively extensive although
obscured by the overlying metallic fragments It is very likely
in my opinion that extensive injury to the spinal cord behind
this area occurred but I cannot be 100 percent sure that is
without the shadow of a doubt on the basis of these films
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FINDINGSOFTHEFORENSICPATHOLOGYPANEL

On June 10 1978 in Memphis the panel interviewed Shelby
County Medical Examiner Dr Francisco and Dr Brown and Dr
Galyon at the office of the Shelby County medical examiner Also
present were Deputy Medical Examiner Charles W Harlan M.D.
Chief Deputy Medical Examiner James Spencer Bell M.D. and
Director of Toxicology David T Stafford M.D (8)

III INJURIES TO DR KING(9)

Dr King was struck by a single rifle bullet tangentially on
the right side of the face one inch to the right of and one-half inch
below the angle of the mouth The missile entered the mouth frac
tured the mandible (jawbone) exited the inferior aspect of the right
side of the chin and reentered the base of the neck just above the
collarbone tearing the suit jacket and shirt collar The bullet con
tinued from right to left from front to back and slightly downward
in the body (Fig 1) The right cheek was burst open by the bullet

FIGURE1.-Diagram of the entrance wound to the jaw and the reentrance wound
to the neck after emergencytreatment

leaving a gaping wound about 3 inches long The upper leading edge
of the wound showed a one-eighth inch marginal abrasion indicative
of an entrance wound The destruction of skin and soft tissues of
the cheek and chin obscured the exit perforation the entrance and
exit wounds were connected by a large excavated area The bursting
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lacerations were caused by the bullet's high velocity and the fracture
effects of its impact on the mandible No gunpowder soiling was
present on the surface or inside the face or neck wound indicatingthat the fatal shot had not been fired at close range
(82) The neck injury caused by the bullet was modified by the re
suscitation efforts in the emergency room The lower border of the
reentrance wound was elongated during the surgical attempt to stopthe bleeding In figure 2 the dotted line extending downward depicts

FIGURE2.-Reconstruction of the reentrance wound to the neck before emer
gency treatment The dotted line indicates the surgical incision made to
enlarge the lower edge of the neck wound for resuscitative treatment

the surgical incision made by the physicians in the emergency room
to permit exploration of the wound The size of the initial neck wound
was reconstructed from photographs X-rays clothing medical re
ports interviews with the doctors and the autopsy report Dr Fran
cisco's report indicates that the skin defect in the neck was "3 inches in
length. The perforations in the clothing and the absence of damage
in the undershirt also assisted the panel in establishing the original
wound size A bridge of skin at the inner crease of the neck was intact
and separated the exit perforation beneath the jaw and the reentrance
wound in the neck The bullet partially deformed after striking the
mandible then tore the suitcoat collar perforated the shirt collar
and severed the necktie just to the right of the site of the reentrance
wound (Figs 3 4 and 5.) The outermost layer of the suitcoat collar
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FIGURE3.-Suitcoat (Q78) worn by Dr King at the time of the shooting

FIGURE4.-Collar of shirt (Q76) worn by Dr King at the time of the shooting
spread for observation of damage
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noun 5.-Tie (Q77) worn by Dr King at the time of the shooting

material was torn immediately to the right of the large defect in the
outer fold of the shirt collar By means of microscopic and chemical
tests the firearms panel found lead particles in the shirt and coat de
fects but there was no trace of gunpowder indicating that the shot
had not been fired at close range
(83) The X-rays showed fractures of the right side of the mandible
with small metal bullet particles in the mandible There were a few
fragments in the skin at the base of the neck and multiple fragments
were evident in the X-rays where the bullet reentered in soft tissues
just above the right intact collarbone (Figs 6 and 7.) The track pro
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FIGuaE6.-X-ray of Dr King after death and before autopsy
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FIGURE7.-X-ray of Dr King after death and before autopsy

ceeded from the right to left spraying fragments of metal in its
course downward at approximately a 30-degree angle fracturing the
right first and second-ribs posteriorly and the lower cervical-upper
thoracic spine stopping just beneath the skin of the left upper back
where a bullet was apparent The seventh cervical vertebra and the
first and second thoracic vertebrae appeared to be fractured and there
was most probably injury to the spinal cord at this level The specific
extent of these injuries could not be determined conclusively because
the track and spinal cord were not examined at the autopsy Incorpo
rating all the available information the panel agreed with medical ex
aminer Francisco's conclusion based on his autopsy findings that Dr
King's head was facing downward and to the right at the time he was
struck by the bullet
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Figure 8 is a reconstruction of the bullet pathway The panel

FIGURE8.-Reconstruction of the bullet pathway in Dr King's body from
photographs X-rays clothing and medical and autopsy descriptions

was unable to precisely identify all the injured structures in the neck
from the medical and autopsy descriptions so the extent of injuries is
indicated by a broad shaded area The panel did conclude that major
blood vessels including the external jugular vein the subclavian
artery and the vertebral artery were probably injured as was the
right upper apical portion of the lung The black material depicted
in the drawing represents some of the metal fragments in the path
of the bullet that were evident in the X-rays

A deformed .30-06 Remington-Peters soft-point rifle bullet
was recovered from beneath the skin of the left upper back According
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to the firearms panel this fragment had an aggregate weight of 64.4

grains less than half of the bullet's original 150 grains It was removed

by Dr Francisco photographed and marked on the base with autopsy
No 252 Handling and examination of the bullet fragment since the
1968 autopsy had caused its separation into three parts the residual
lead alloy core the main jacket base and a small piece of the deformed

jacket
(86) The initial entrance wound in the right cheek was 59 inches
above the right heel with the chin turned toward the right to afford
alinement of the wound pathway The bullet was recovered 3 inches
to the left of the posterior midline at the medial aspect of the left
shoulder blade several inches below the upper surface of the shoulder
and 551/2 inches above the left heel (Fig 9.) The main bullet mass

FIGURE9.-Diagram of the back with protrusion to the left of the midline where
the main bullet fragment lodged

was thus approximately 3 to 31/2 inches below the level of entrance
with the chin turned slightly toward the right and tilted slightly
downward The track proceeded from front to back right to left
and downward

The extent of deformation of the recovered bullet fragment
was consistent with the damage to be expected after a similar missile
strikes the mandible and vertebra The X-rays also indicate that only
one bullet struck Dr King

The panel concluded that Dr King's injuries and the damage
to his clothing were entirely consistent with that caused by a single
bullet fired from a .30-06 caliber rifle
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IV MEDICALTREATMENTOF DR KING

(89) The panel reviewed a 14-page report concerning the treatment
of Dr King in emergency room No 1 St Joseph Hospital Memphis
Tenn. on April 4 1968 (10) The report contained the following
material

A cover letter listing the contents
A handwritten note releasing Dr King's body to a funeral
director
A list of therapeutic procedures
A note by registered Nurse M Steinkirch listing the doctors
who were in the emergency room
A note from Shelby County medical examiner Dr Jerry T
Francisco regarding duplicate copies of Dr King's X-rays
A typewritten description of events in the emergency room by
T J Galyon M.D (3 pages)
A typewritten description of events in the emergency room
by J N Barrasso M.D (2 pages)
A typewritten neurosurgical report by D Frederick Gioia M.D
The electrocardiograph report on Dr King including a card
board folder that contained the terminal electrocardiogram
strip with readings (2 pages)
A St Joseph Hospital press release concerning the death of
Dr King (unsigned)

(90) The report indicated that Dr King was (admitted to the emer
gency room at about 6:15 p.m. on April 4 1968 He was pronounced
dead by Dr J N Barrasso at 7:05 p.m During this time variously
12 physicians a registered nurse a practical nurse and an attendant
treated Dr King
(91) Dr Galyon the only doctor in emergency room 1 at 6:15 p.m.
initially examined Dr King when he was admitted He noted that
he was unconscious and had "a large gaping wound in the root of
the neck on the right side * * "(11) that was not actively bleeding
and blood covered his neck right shoulder and clothing Dr Galyon
began blood transfusions after he detected a palpable pulse and a
heart tone "of good quality (12) Dr John Reisser started a second
transfusion in the saphenous vein of the left ankle
(92) The chief surgical resident Dr Brown arrived at the emer
gency room at 6:18 p.m He noticed that Dr King was not breathing
and began a tracheotomy incision into the neck to assist breathing
Dr Barrasso general surgeon arrived at 6 :22 p.m. and assisted with
the tracheotomy Following the establishment of an airway little
heart tone could be heard An electrocardiogram showed poor to no
heart function Intracardiac adrenalin injections and cardiac chest
massage were attempted without success
(93) Dr Galyon with Dr Barrasso and a neurosurgeon Dr D

Frederick Gioia explored the large wounds in the face and neck In
his report Dr Galyon described the wound (13)

(94) There was a large wound through the right side of the face
with broken shattered fragments of mandible lying in the
wound The wound opened directly into the mouth * * * The
wound in the right side of the neck was in the immediate
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supravascular area with approximately a 5-inch wound with
massive soft tissue damage * * * The apex of the right lung
was extending up into the wound Through the wound could
be palpated a large bony defect in the region of the pedicle
and body of the first second and third dorsal spines or per
haps the C7 T1 and T2 vertebral bodies The spinal cord was
felt to be completely absent from where it should normally
have been posterior to the bodies of the upper thoracic and
lower cervical vertebrae The bullet tract [sic] had apparently
completely transected the cord in shattering these posterior
elements and posterior edges of the vertebral bodies

Dr Gioia the neurosurgeon confirmed the damage to the seventh
cervical and second thoracic vertebrae noting "loss of spinal cord sub
stance, according to Dr Barrasso's report.(14) Barrasso also wrote
that Dr King's jugular vein had been severed

Dr Joe Wilhite a chest surgeon and Dr Julian Fleming an
internist were consulted Resuscitative measures continued but the
electrocardiogram indicated diminished activity and then no activity
Dr King's eyes dilated and showed no reaction Dr Barrasso noted
"no response of any kind of vital signs and he pronounced Dr King
dead at 7 :05 p.m. 50 minutes after he was admitted to the emergency
room (15)

On June 10 1978 the members of the forensic pathology panel
met with Dr Galyon and Dr Brown in Memphis Tenn (16)

Dr Galyon explained to the panel that Dr King was accom
panied by his close friend Rev Ralph David Abernathy when he was
brought into the emergency room A pulse was present but he was
completely comatose unresponsive and breathing ineffectively He
was not actively bleeding probably the result of shock Primary re
suscitative measures were started immediately Catheters were inserted
into the veins for blood transfusions and Dr Brown began a tra
cheotomy An electrocardiogram showed that heart function was
abnormal but there was an indication of heart rhythm Dr Brown
recalled that the tracheotomy took about 5 minutes He said he made
an incision "separate and apart from the principal perforation, surgi
cally enlarging the lower neck wound to perform the operation and
there was no difficulty in establishing an airway.(17) (See fig 2.)

Once resuscitative measures were begun Dr Galyon attempted
to assess the extent of Dr King's injuries He noticed two separate
injuries one in the face and one in the neck that appeared to be
entrance and reentrance wounds The lower wound in the neck was
surgically enlarged during the resuscitative measures There was no
surgical enlargement of the upper jaw wound Dr Galyon said frag
ments of bone "were visible in the wound of the mandible. (18) He
was uncertain whether the neck wound was caused by bullet frag
ments alone or by bullet fragments together with mandibular bone
as "secondary projectiles. (19 )

Dr Galyon reviewed slides with the panel portraying Dr
King's wounds and said that it was his impression that there were no
powder burns noting that there was no tattooing or soiling character
istic of such burns (20)
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In response to a rumor that a police officer put his hand in Dr
King's wound and tried to feel the bullet Dr Galyon said that only
medical personnel touched the wound (.21)

The panel concluded based on the hospital records and inter
views that the emergency medical treatment administered to Dr King
was entirely proper and appropriate Cardiopulmonary resuscitative
measures transfusions a tracheotomy and surgical exploration of
the right side of the neck were performed When Dr King was
brought in at 6 :15 p.m. although he showed a pulse and weak heart
beat the panel determined that his brain had been irreparably dam
aged from lack of oxygen As Dr Michael Baden noted in his testi
mony before the committee on August 15 1978 Dr King

could have been pronounced dead at 6:18 or 6:20 if they
the doctors.had wished but it is clearly the judgment of our
panel from what the doctors told us from the autopsy report
and from other independent evidence that the nature and ex
tent of the injuries to Dr King were such that in no way
shape or form could he have at that time or could he pres
ently with all additional medical knowledge that we have
could he have been saved from dying (22)

V EVALUATIONOF THE AUTOPSYREPORT

The panel reviewed Shelby County Tenn. medical examiner
Dr Francisco's autopsy report(23) and related materials including

Autopsy report dated April 11 1968
Autopsy protocol dated April 11 1968
Report of the external examination of Dr King's body (5 pp.)
Diagrams with Dr Francisco's marks and notations indicating
the location of Dr King's wounds measurements and so
forth (4 pp.)
Microscopic summary dated June 10 1968 and signed
Thomas C Littlejohn Jr. chief medical examiner State of
Tennessee (2 pp.)
Report of investigation by county medical examiner dated
April 4 1968 signed by Dr Jerry T Francisco (2 pp.)
Case report office of the Shelby County medical examiner
dated April 4 1968 concerning the bullet fragment Dr
Francisco recovered from Dr King's body and turned over to
Lt J D Hamby Memphis Police Department
Identification of body dated April 4 1968 signed by Dr
Ralph D Abernathy "friend and associate (2 pp.)
University of Tennessee Toxicology and Chemical Pathology
Report dated May 2 1968 signed by E Faye Sinclair M.D
University of Tennessee neuropathology report dated April 30
1968 microscopic description submitted by J H Garcia M.D
(4 pp.)
Memphis Police Department homicide report dated August 15
1968 indicating name of the accused James Earl Ray
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(1) Recommendation and order for autopsy dated April 4 1968
The recommendation is signed by Dr Francisco and J W
Ross Shelby County coroner Notice of impending autopsy
to Coretta Scott King Atlanta Ga. signed by Shelby County
Tenn district attorney general Phil N Canale Return
signed by Lt J L Harrison Order for autopsy signed by
Phil N Canale
Release of the body to R S Lewis Funeral Home signed by
Rev Ralph D Abernathy
Telegram to Dr J T Francisco from Mrs Martin Luther
King Jr. dated June 28 1966 Request for a copy of the
autopsy report
St Joseph Hospital Department of Roentgenology report
concerning April 4 1968 X-rays of Dr King indicating
injuries to the cervical and thoracic spine
Certificate of death for Dr King dated April 5 1968 signed
by Dr Francisco
To-whom-it-may-concern letter dated May 23 1978 signed
J T Francisco W.D. concerning destruction of organ samples
taken at Dr King's autopsy

The panel also reviewed Dr Francisco's testimony from the March 10
1969 guilty plea hearing of James Earl Ray (24)

The records reviewed by the panel indicated that immediately
following Dr King's death on April 4 1968 Shelby County coroner
J W Ross and medical examiner Jerry T Francisco M.D. recom
mended to Shelby County District Attorney General Phil N Canale
that an autopsy be performed on the body of Dr King At 9 :30 of the
evening of Dr King's death Mr Canale notified the next of kin
Coretta Scott King Atlanta Ga. that he was ordering an autopsy
He then told Dr Francisco to perform the post mortem operation (25)

According to the autopsy report Dr Francisco began the
procedure at 10:45 p.m. on April 4 1968 (26) In his report dated
April 11 1968 Francisco indicated that the cause of death was a
"gunshot wound to spinal column lower cervical upper thoracic. (27)
In the narrative of findings he wrote

Death was the result of a gunshot wound to the chin and
neck with a total transection of the lower cervical and upper
thoracic spinal cord and other structures in the neck The
direction of the wounding was from front to back above
downward and from right to left The severing of the spinal
cord at this level and to this extent was a wound that was
fatal very shortly after its occurrence (28)

Francisco completed his final pathological diagnoses in the
April 11 1968 autopsy report (29) (See addenda)

Primary Series
I Instant gunshot wound to body and face

Fracture of right mandible
Laceration of vertebral artery jugular vein and sub
clavian artery right
Fracture of spine (T-1 C.7)
Laceration of spinal cord (lower cervical upper
thoracic)
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Submucosal hemorrhage larynx
Intrapulmonary hematoma apex right upper lobe

Secondary series
Remote scars
Pleural adhesions
Fatty change liver moderate
Arteriosclerosis moderate
Venous cut-downs
Tracheotomy

In his report Dr Francisco noted various evidence of surgical
efforts that had been made in an attempt to resuscitate Dr King
including packing and clamping the neck wound a tracheotomy
incisions in the inner left elbow and inner left ankle insertion of a
thoracotomy tube in the right side of the chest near the right axilla
(armpit) and injections of medication made directly into the heart
from the front (30) He also described evidence of prior surgery in
cluding an 8-inch horizontal scar above the right breast a 61/2-inch
midfrontal scar on the upper chest and a small soar below and to
the side of the right breast Internal examination showed scarring
between the right lung and the inner chest wall (31) These scars were
the results of a stabbing in 1957 and the resultant treatment at a New
York City hospital The committee attempted to obtain for review
the 1957 medical records and X-rays from Harlem Hospital New
York City where Dr King was treated The hospital administrator
advised the committee that despite a careful search the X-rays and
records could not be located Apart from the gunshot wound the
internal organs were normal except that the heart was slightly en
larged weighing 450 grams there was evidence of moderate arterio
sclerosis of the coronary arteries and the liver showed moderate fatty
change (3.3) A May 2 1968 toxicology report prepared by Dr E
Faye Sinclair M.D. of the University of Tennessee Institute of Pa
thology at the request of Dr Francisco indicated extremely small
amounts of alcohol present in the blood and urine specimens removed
at the time of the autopsy (33)

Dr Francisco described Dr King's wounds in his report on
the external marks and scars (34)

* * * There is an extensive excavating lesion affecting
the right side of the beginning at a point 1 inch lateral to the
right corner of the mouth and one-half inch inferior to the
right corner of the mouth that measures approximately 3
inches in length At the superior aspect of this gaping wound
there is an abrasion collar that measures one-eighth of an inch
in maximum thickness having brownish discoloration present
at the superior margin Adjacent to this area there is extensive
laceration of the soft tissues of the face with a fracturing of
the right side of the mandible A re-approximation of the tis
sues reveals the laceration to extend to the base of the neck and
into the base of the neck with intervening skin unaffected in
this area The second penetrating wound at the base of the
neck in the superior aspect of the chest measures 3 inches in
length The missile path is through the external jugular vein
and vertebral artery There is a penetration into the lateral
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aspect of the base of the neck into the upper thoracic and
lower cervical cord totally severing the lower cervical and
upper thoracic cord passing through the spinal column at
the level of C7 and T1 into the posterior aspect of the back
The bullet is removed from the posterior aspect of the back
56 inches superior to the right heel and 551/2inches superior
to the left heel 3 inches to the left of the midline of the spine
in the medial aspect of the left scapula The entrance wound
is 611/2inches superior to the right heel and 59 inches superior
to the right heel with the head turned and positioned so that
the wound in the face corresponds with the path of the
missile into the neck and spine The total thickness from the
entrance wound to the posterior aspect of the back is 81/2
inches in thickness The angle of the penetrating wound is
approximately 45 from a sagittal plane at an angle from
right to left inferiorly and anterior to posteriorly at about a
30 angle with a coronal plane

Dr Francisco also noted about 25 cubic centimeters of blood in the
right thoracic cavity and some subpleural hemorrhage "affecting the
right and left (lung) in the posterior apex. (35) His examination of
the left lung indicated a diffuse congestion and "hemorrhage affecting
the right upper lobe of that lung (36)

Dr Thomas C Littlejohn Jr. chief medical examiner for
the State of Tennessee noted in the June 10 1968 "Microscopic Sum
mary that his examination of Dr King's skin samples showed
"Blackened debris throughout the hemorrhagic area of the dermis
having no identifiable form. (37)

Dr J H Garcia University of Tennessee Division of Neuro
pathology found the brain to be normal on gross and microscopic
examination (38) Dr Garcia noted however that no samples were
submitted from the injured part of the spinal cord (See panel's
analysis of microscopic evidence.)

During the course of the autopsy Dr Francisco removed a
bullet fragment from Dr King's back and identified it by scratching
the number "252 in the base of the fragment (39) He gave it to Lt
J D Hamby Memphis Police Department When he measured the
body in the anatomic position Dr Francisco determined that the
bullet fragment had lodged 56 inches above the right heel 551/2inches
above the left heel and 3 inches to the left of the midline of the spine
in the medial aspect of the left scapula (4.0) The bullet fragment was
examined by the FBI and the committee's firearms panel (See report
of the King firearms panel.)

Dr Francisco testified at the March 10 1969 guilty plea hear
ing of James Earl Ray for the first degree murder of Dr King in the
Shelby County Criminal Court before Judge W Preston Battle Dur
ing the presentation of the prosecution's case against Ray Francisco
said that his autopsy examination of Dr King's body "revealed a gun
shot wound to the right side of the face passing through the body into
the neck through the spinal cord at the base of the neck with the bullet
lodging beneath the skin near the shoulder blade on the left. (41)
He stated that the cause of death was "a gunshot wound to the cervical
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and thoracic spinal cord. (42) Francisco testified that the angle of
the wound was "from above downward from right to left passing
through the chin base of the neck spinal cord into the back* * *

(43) After discussing his examination of the scene the Brewer
rooming house and the Lorraine Motel Dr Francisco indicated that
the wound Dr King suffered was consistent with a shot from the
second-floor bathroom window at the rear of the rooming house (44)

On June 10 1978 the panel interviewed Dr Francisco at his
Memphis office (45) He discussed the procedures preceding the autopsy
including his recommendation for an autopsy to Shelby County At
torney General Phil N Canale and the notification of the next of kin
Mrs Coretta Scott King in Atlanta He explained that the require
ment for permission from the next of kin did not constrain his per
formance of the examination including the extent of his dissection He
emphasized that he was only limited by his own sensibilities and
judgment (46) The panel concluded that Dr Francisco had complete
control of the autopsy room and performed the autopsy without as
sistance and without interference Dr Francisco explained that Dr
Srpunt's name customarily appeared on every autopsy protocol
whether or not he was 13resent because he was head of the pathology
department at that time Dr Sprunt was not present at this
autopsy (47)

Dr Francisco also reviewed with the panel photographic slides
that he had taken of Dr King's injuries It was his conclusion that
the bullet entered Dr King's right cheek exited the jaw and reentered
the neck Dr Francisco explained that this finding was based on his
examination and lining up of the wound components (48) (He did not
have access to Dr King's clothing which had been retained by Mem
phis police.) An inner crease of skin on the neck separated the cheek
wound from the neck wound Dr Francisco determined that Dr King
must have had his head downward and to the right at the time of
impact (49)

Dr Francisco described the incision he made to recover the
main bullet fragment from the back that had lodged about 3 inches
to the left of the midline (50) When asked about his failure to dissect
the bullet pathway through Dr King's body Dr Francisco stated
that he believed such a procedure would have been an unnecessary
mutilation of the body and would not have added materially to the
autopsy (51)

The panel also asked Dr Francisco about the note "Blackened
debris present throughout the hemorrhagic area of the dermis having
no identifiable form."(52) Although he was unable to identify the
material Dr Francisco said he had concluded that it was not gun
powder and that there was no evidence of powder burns in or around
Dr King's wound (53)

The panel raised the possibility with Dr Francisco that the
procedure for notification of the next of kin had the potential to

impair a medical examiner's ability to exercise freely his medical

judgment.(54) Under Tennessee law in 1968 an autopsy could be

performed at the discretion of the prosecutor but only after a rather
cumbersome formal notification of the next of kin by legal service of
notice of intent to perform an autopsy In this case however Dr
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Francisco stated neither the prosecutor Mr Phil N Canale nor
the next of kin Mrs Coretta Scott King hindered him and he was
under no constraints

Dr Francisco documented his autopsy findings with photo
graphs and a written report (55) The panel did conclude that the
autopsy was deficient in some points particularly the failure to ex
plore the wound and track The extent of injury to the blood vessels
and other structures in the neck and the spinal cord remains unclear
It is not apparent for example whether the common carotid artery
was torn although it does appear that the subclavian artery was torn
Such a distinction may have no importance with respect to the sur
vivability of Dr King but accurate documentation of all injuries is
desirable in all homicidal deaths in anticipation of issues known or
unknown at the time of the autopsy that may arise later and to permit
others to independently review the findings Nevertheless the medical
reports photographs and X-rays do supplement the autopsy report
sufficiently to permit adequate evaluations of these injuries

Further Dr Francisco noted in his report that the cause of
Dr King's death was the missile's severance of the spinal cord the
main pathway of all nerve impulses from the brain to the rest of the
body He reached this conclusion based on his autopsy and subsequent
discussions with other doctors but the bullet track was not dissected
because he believed that such dissection would be an unnecessary muti
lation of the body He made this decision because of his own sensi
bilities As a result the panel in the review of the evidence could not
determine conclusively whether the spinal cord was indeed severed
Even if the spinal cord was not destroyed by the bullet the lines of
force emanating from the missile could have caused significant damage
to the spinal cord (Much of the hemorrhaging and destruction of
tissues in the face and neck were caused by such emanating lines of
force and not by direct physical contact with the bullet.)

The panel concurred with Dr Francisco's conclusion that Dr
King died as the result of a single high velocity bullet wound of the
face that proceeded through the body and that these injuries were
rapidly fatal despite proper medical attention

VI ORIGIN OF THE SHOT

In Memphis Tenn. on the morning of June 10 1978 the panelmet with Mr Herbert Koogle and Mr Joseph Stewart of Koogle and
Pouls Engineering Inc. Albuquerque N Mex. the committee's engi
neering consultants The purpose of the meeting was to review the
crime scene.the roominghouse at 418.4221/2 South Main Street and
the Lorraine Motel at 406 Mulberry Street (Fig 10 indicates the rela
tionship of these buildings The measurements and relationships to
scale are included in the civil engineering survey report.)
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The roominghouse at 418-4221 South Main Street a brick
building with wood interior is in the middle of a block of storefront
buildings Access was through a narrow door and a flight of steps
led to the second story A hallway extended from front to rear along
the left side as one faced the rear of the building A small bathroom
with a window in the rear wall on the left side as one faces the back
yard was at the extreme left rear of the building The window sash
which could be raised about a foot revealed a view of the backyard
and Lorraine Motel across the street One could make out the location
where Dr King had been standing when shot although foliage shown
in 1968 photographs reviewed by the panel had grown considerably
since the assassination (The angles and measurements from the win
dowsill to the victim are detailed in the civil engineering survey
report.) The rearmost bedroom was on the right of the second floor
of the building Immediately in front of this rearmost room was room
5-B Posing as John Willard James Earl Ray rented this room on
April 4 1968 Its two windows faced the wall of the adjacent building
only a few feet away A view from these windows toward the Lorraine
Motel was possible by leaning out of either window but foliage
blocked the view of the motel

At the left rear of the building in front of the bathroom a
steep flight of wooden steps led to the ground level where a door
opened into the backyard In t978 the backyard was a garden Foliage
at ground level was rather dense along the retaining wall separating
these premises from the street below

The panel also examined the Lorraine Motel at 406 Mulberry
Street The motel an L-shaped building of two stories faced a park
ing lot and a swimming pool An outside balcony ran along the second

CRIME SCENE
Assassination of Dr Martin Luther king Jr
Memphis Tennessee

IT
>Q

z

FIGURE10.-Diagram of the homicide scene
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story with access by outside stairways The longest facade of the motel
was parallel to Mulberry Street A glass enclosure erected since the
assassination covered the second-floor balcony outside room 306 the

place where Dr King was standing when shot A wall plaque and
flowers identified this area as the assassination site The glass enclosure
consists of sliding doors affording an opportunity to stand in the
approximate location and position of the victim When one faces away
from the building the balcony stretches straight to the right to a
right-angle wing of the building Immediately to the left the balcony
curves sharply rearward alongside room 306

Members of the panel simulated Dr King's position at the
moment he was struck He was standing on the second-floor balcony
of the Lorraine Motel talking with someone in the courtyard one
story below and slightly to his right according to information the
committee supplied to the panel The bullet pathway as identified
at the autopsy was entirely consistent with a shot from his right and
slightly above Dr King collapsed immediately his feet adjacent to
the railing knees bent back on the balcony floor and head to the
right as one enters of the door to room 306 Thus the panel was
able to eliminate certain firing locations such as the firehouse which
would have been to Dr King's left at the time he was hit

Although it was impossible to determine how far Dr King
was leaning forward or backward the information on his approxi
mate position immediately limited the possible trajectories and made
the trajectory from the direction of 418.4221/2 South Main Street
reasonable If he were standing bolt upright head straight forward
in the anatomic position the point of impact would have been 59
inches off the ground If he were bent forward in normal posture
this point could have been as low as 54 inches The panel determined
that 56 inches off the ground was a reasonable approximation of the

height of the entrance wound thus giving the engineers a point of
reference above the balcony floor In consultation with the engineers
the panel concluded that the difference in the trajectory from the

backyard or the bathroom window was between 54 and 59 inches
The sensitivity of the engineering equipment was much greater than
the autopsy findings which the forensic pathology panel believed
could not distinguish 5 degrees or 10 degrees of trajectory in this
situation

Based on its examination of the scene and the available medi
cal evidence the panel concluded that the bullet that struck Dr King
came from across Mulberry Street from the right The shot came
from an elevation higher than 8.5 feet the height of the retaining
wall on Mulberry Street opposite the parking lot of the Lorraine
Motel from either the backyard of 4184221/2 South Main Street or
from the building Above the retaining wall the yard now a garden
slopes quickly upward at an angle from a point 56 inches above the

balcony floor the approximate height of Dr King's right cheek at
the moment he was shot This point is horizontal to the backyard level
A prone rifleman could not have fired the shot that caused Dr King's
injuries Either a rifleman standing at the bushy edge of the yard
firing slightly downward at a vertical angle of 2 degrees 20 minutes
or one firing downward from the second-floor bathroom window at
the rear of 418.4221 South Main Street at a vertical angle of 4 de
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grees 36 minutes at a slope of 207.17 feet from the window to the vic
tim could have caused the wound pathway It is not possible from
the medical evidence to rule out either possible location of the assassin
because the difference of 2 degrees 16 minutes was negligible medically
and because it was impossible to determine the precise posture of
Dr King at the moment he was hit This determination must be made
from evidence other than that derived from wound analysis (See
report of civil engineering survey.)

The panel concluded that either firing position the backyard
or the bathroom window was consistent with the bullet trajectory in
the body

VII CoxcLUsIo

The medical panel concluded that the injuries to Dr King
and the damage to his clothing were caused by a single bullet fired
from a .30.06-caliber rifle The emergency medical treatment of Dr
King at St Joseph Hospital was appropriate Although his report
of the autopsy of Dr King's body was deficient in some respects the
panel concluded that Dr Francisco's autopsy was performed without
constraint or pressure from any source and that he conducted a gen
erally thorough post mortem examination Based on the medical evi
dence it examined the panel was unable to determine the exact point
of origin of the shot that killed Dr King but it did eliminate certain
possibilities and determined that the injuries to Dr King were en
tirely consistent with a shot originating from the second-floor bath
room at the rear of the roominghouse at 418.4221/2 South Main Street
a point of origin suggested by other nonmedical evidence
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TEDOEESSEEEEPARTNEHTOFPUBLICEEALTII

OFFICEOFTHECHIEFMEDICALEXti',1HER
853MadisonAvenue

MemphisTennessee33103

AUTOPSYREPORT

NAMEOFDECEDENTMartin 1,11_tb.erl~lna;=Tr.  RACEN SEXMAGE3')
HOMEADDRESS Atlanta, GeorgiaNuN.EONSTREET CITEPPTOE Ta
COUNTYMEDICALEXAMINER T FTanniSrOYFLfl

ADDRESSM 11I /

DISTRICTATTORNEYGENERALPhil A -Canale
ADDRESS_ MetnphiasTennessee _

ANATOMICALDIAGNOSISGnT1Ghotwoundto hndy_and fare with
Fracture of mandible
Laceration vertebral artery jugular vein and sub
clavian artery right

.Laceration of spinal cord (Lowe cervical upper
.thoracic)

.Intrapulmonary hematoma apex, right upper lobe

CAUSEOFDEATH_GOnchntlAFnndto spinal co7u1n offer cervicDTrttnpnr
thoracic

NARRATIVEOFFINDINGSDeath was the result Of a gunshot wound to the

.chin and neackwith "a total tan.sectj.on of the lower cervical and

ltpper thoracic spinal cord and other structures in the neck The

direction of the woundingwas from front to back above downwardand

.from right to left The severing of the spinal cord at this level

and ,~.s a woundthat was fatal very shortly after its

occurrence

Thepurposeof this reportis to providea certifiedopinionto the CountyMedical
ExaminerandtheDistrictAttorneyGeneral Tnefactsandfindingsto supportthesecon
clusionsarefiledwiththeofficeof theStateMedicalExaminer

L_._SIGNATURE i M.D_
//i / i xancsco "~

ADDRESS

SS8/7/
.adasoh Avenue-Memphis Tennessee_

TENNESSEEDEPARTMENT''OEPUBLICHEAL1RI64
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THE CITYOF MEMPHISHOSPITALS

AUTOPSY PROTOCOL

Autos No A68-252 erv'c Med Ex

NameMartin Luther King Jr

DateofAdmission DOA

DateandHourofAutopsy

.Age39 RaceNegroSex Male
Unknown-Approximately

DateandHourofDeath '4`4-68 P.M
44-4--6810:45 P.M

Assistant
DateCompleted 4-13=68

38

PathologistOrs.Sprunt and Francisco
Checkedby

'FINALPATHOLOGICAL'DIAGNOS'IS

PRIMARYSKIES

I Distant gunshot woundto body and face
A Fracture of right mandible
B Laceration of vertebral artery jugular vein and subclavian

artery right .
Fracture of spine (T-1 C-7)
Laceration of spinal cord (lower cervical upper thoracic )Submucosalhemorrhage larynx
Intrapulmonaryhematomaapex right upper lobe

SECONDARYSERIES
Remotescars as described
Pleural adhesions
Fatty change liver moderate
Arteriosclerosis moderate
Venouscut-downs
Tracheostomy

LABORATORYFINDINGS
BloodAlcohol 0.01%
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39

EXTERNALEXAMINATIONOFTEEBODY

Thisis a welldevelopedwellnourishedNegromalemeasuring691/2
inchesin lengthandweighingapproximately140pounds Thehair is
black the eyesare brown Thereis a line mustachepresent

EXTERNALMARKSANDSCARS

Thereis a remotemidlinescar presentin thecenterof the chest
anda remotescarpresentextendingto the right axilla measuring8
inchesin length Thereis a suturedvertical surgicalincisionpresent
at the baseof.the neck Asuturedincisionis presentin the right chest
at theanterioraxillaryline Threeneedlepuncturesare presentin the
precordiumhavingnohemorrhagepresentsurroundingthe area Thereare
bloodsplatters presentonthe palmanddorsumof the right hand Aremote
scar is presentin the right lateral chest Suturedincisionsare present
in the left antecubitalfossa onethat is obliquelydirectedmeasuring
2 inchesin length onethat is horizontallydirectedmeasuring1 inchin
length. Thereare twosuturedincisionspresentonthemedialaspectof the
left ankle Thesuperiorincisionmeasuring2 inchesin length the inferior
incisionmeasuring1/4 inchin length Thereis an extensiveexcavating
lesionaffectingthe right side of the facebeginningat a point.1 inchlate
eral to the right cornerof themouthand1/2inchinferior to the right
cornerof themouththat measuresapproximately3 inchesin length At the
superioraspectof this gapingwoundthereis anabrasioncollar that measures
1/8of an inchin maximumthicknesshavingbrownishdiscolorationpresent
at the superiormargin Adjacentto this area thereis extensivelaceration
of the soft tissuesof the facewitha fracturingof the right side of the
mandible P re-approximationof the tissues revealsthe lacerationto extend
to the baseof the eachandinto the baseof the neckwithinterveningskin
unaffectedin this area Thesecondpenetratingwoundat the baseof the
neckin the superioraspectof the chestmeasures3 inchesin length The
missilepathis throughthe externaljugularveinandvertebralartery
Thereis a penetrationinto the lateral aspectof the baseof the neckinto
the upperthoracicandlowercervicalcordtotally severingthe lowercervical
andupperthoraciccordpassingthroughthe spinalcolumnat the level of C7
andTl into the posterioraspectof the back Thebullet is removedfromthe
posterioraspectof the back 56inchessuperiorto the right heeland551/2
inchessuperiorto the left heel 3 inchesto the left of themidlineof the
spinein themedialaspect'ofthe left scapula Theentrancewoundis 611/2
inchessuperiorto the right heeland59inchessuperiorto the right heelwith
theheadturnedandpositionedso that thewoundin the fate correspondswith
the pathof themissileinto the neckandspine Thetotal thicknessfromthe
entrancewoundto the posterioraspectof the backis 8 1/2 inchesin thickness
Theangleof the penetratingwoundis approximately45 froma sagittai plane
at ananglefromright to left inferiorlyandanteriorto posteriorlyat
abouta 30 anglewitha coronalplane

SECTION

Theabdcerine:lpanniculusmeasuresan inchin maximumthickness The
skeletalmusclesare redandfibillary Thereis scarringpresentoverthe
right anterior-superiorchestwithpleuraladhesionspresentin this area
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BODYCAVITIES

Thereis approximately25cc of bloodpresentwithinthe right thoracic
cavityandsanesubpleuralhemorrhagethat is presentaffectingthe right
andthe left in the posteriorapex Themissiledid not enter the right
pleuralcavity

GROSSDESCRIPTIO!OFTHEORGANS

HEART Theheartweighs450prams Themyocardiumis pale
brown Thevalvularsurfacesrevealnosignificant
changes Thereis focalyellowingof the subendo
cardialareasaffectingthe left aspectof the inter
ventricularseptum Theright ventriclemeasures
5mmin maximumthickness Theleft ventricle
measures201min maximumthickness Thecoronaryostia originatein normalpositionandhavea normal
distributionovertheeoicardialsurface Thereis
minimalintinal proliferationpresent Focalyellow
plaqueingis presentin the ascendingaspectof the
aortic archbutulcerationis not present Thereis
nosignificantdilatationaffectingthe chambersof
the heart

AORTA Focalyellowplaquesare presentthroughoutthe
aortabut ulcerationandcalcificationis not presentThegreatvesselsoriginatenormally Thereis
perivascularheaorrhegoaffectingthe right carotid
arterybutnopenetrationof the wall Therightsubclavianartery is lacerated

ESOPHAGUS Partiallydigestedfoodfragmentsare presentthroughoutthe esophagus
TRACHEA Hemorrhagicmucoidmaterialis presentthroughoutthe

uppertrachea

LUNGS Theright lungweighs300grams Theleft lungweighs325grams Thereindiffusecongestionconsolidation
andhehorrheeeaffectingthe right upperlobeof the
lung Frothyfluid is exeressablefre:mthe sectioned
surface Thereis minimalwrinklingof the pleura
diffuselythroughoutthe pulmonaryparenchyma

BPJ\IE Thebrainweighs1400grams Thereis someflattening
of thegjri andrarrea!ingof the sulci Thecerebral
vesselsare sy:metrical Thereis nosubdural
epidural cr extraduralhemorrhagepresent Thereis
nosignificantflatteningthroughoutthecerebralvessels

KIDNEYS Thekidneyswoich175mawsonthe left and150grams
ontheright Thecapsularsurfaceis smooth The
parenchymais of nonal coloration Thecortical
medullaryjunctionis prominent
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Thepancreaticparenchymais wellpreserved The
lobularpatternis preserved Thereis nofatty
infiltration present Theparenchymais yellowish
grey
Thereis diffusehemorrhagepresentthroughoutthe
superiorlarynxalongwithsuheucosalhemorrhage
that is presentwithinthe intra-laryngealareas
Thereis a tracheostonyperforationthat is superior
to thethyroidpenetratingto theright of the pyra
midallobe

Nosignificantchanges

Thespleenweighs80grams Thecapsuleis wrinkled
Thereis nocapsularthickeningpresent Thefollicles
are notprominent
Thestomachcontainsapproximately10cc of partially
digestedfoodfragments Thereis noulcerationpresent

DUODENUM Nosignificantchanges
CALLBLADCER Thegallbladdercontainsapproximately5cc of light

greenbile Nostonesare present
LIVER Theliver weighs1600grams Theparenchymais pale

yellowish-brownThelobularpattern is accentuated
Theparenchyma-is-quitesoft

BLADDER Thereis approximately25cc of cloudyyellowurine
present

PROSTATE Nosignificantgrossabnormalitiesare present

COLON Theappendixis present Thecoloniccontentsis normal

S;ALLINTESTINE Thereis alternatelyliquidandgaseousdistention
presentthroughoutthe smallintestine

ADRENALS Theadrenalsare in normalpositionandweigh8 grams
together Thecortexis brightyellow Themedulla
is grey
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A68-252 MICROSCOPICSUiM?IARY

Focal areas of intro-alveolar hemorrhageare present
throughout Otherwisethe alveoli are well preservedwithout hyperdistention or collapse There is a loss
of bronchial epithelium free within the lumensof the
bronchioles Thepulmonaryvessels reveal no significant chances
Thepancreatic parenchymais well preserved The islets
and acini are well preserved There is minimal congestion present but no fibrosis or hemorrhage
The glomeruli and tubules are well preserved There is
no parenchymalfibrosis evident or vascular proliferation present The tubules are filled with eosinophilicmaterial There is no collapse of the tubular lumen
The follicles are uniformand regular Thereis a small
quantity of extravasation of mature erythrocytes into
peri-follicular locations Cellular inflammatoryreac
tion is not present There is no marginationof poly
morphonuclearleucocytes within the areas of hemorrhage

LIVER There is diffuse cytoplasmicvacuolation throughout the
hepatic cytoplasmbeing distributed throughout the lo
bules and in both pericentral and periportal locations
A small numberof mononuclearcells are present in portal areas There is somevariation in size shape of
the hepatic nuclei Thevacuoles that are present are
irregular in size being numerousin somecells and
being single large vacuoles in others with a disruptionof cytoplasmic borders in some

ADRENAL There is congestion of the inner cortical zones of the
adrenal The cytoplasmis otherwise well maintained
Thecortico-medullary ratio is maintained

SPLEEN Thefollicles are present but without secondary reactive
centers There is somecongestion of the pulp but focal
hemorrhageis not present

HEART Themyocardial fibers are well-preserved The nuclei
are regular Fibrosis is not present throughout the
myocardiumand cellular inflammatoryreaction is not
present The atrium reveals no significant changes

SKIN There is dermal hemorrhagepresent but no accumulation
of polymorphonuclearleucocytes Blackeneddebris is
present throughout the hemorrhagicarea of the dermis
having no identifiable form There is pronouncedeo
sinophilia of the collagen bundles There is hemorrhageinto the dermal layers with an alteration in the tint
torial properties of the epithelium with focal fragmentation of the epithelium adhcent to the area of dermal
hemorrhage
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CORONARY There is moderate intimal proliferation along with an
extra cellular deposition of lipid within the sub
intimal areas along with lipid filled macrophagespre
sent in this location Small foci of perivascular mono
nuclear cells are present in the regions of most pro
nouncedintimal proliferation

PROSTATE The glandular elements are well preserved without any
significant increase in collageneous connective tissue
Inflammatoryreaction is not present
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL UNITS
DIVISION OF NEUROPATHOLOGY

AutopsyReport

case # A68-252 Nome King Martin Luther Jr

Age 39 Race Neqro Sex Male
Dateof Death April 4 1968 Doteof Report April 12 1968

MacroscopicDescription

Specimen consists of brain only (weight 1560 gms.) which
was received fixed in formaldehyde The'specimen has been
resected approximately 1.5 cros below the lower end of the
medulla (level of the foramen magnum) and therefore only
this small portion of the cervical spinal cord is available
for examination

Cerebral hemispheres are symmetrical There is no evidence
of swelling There are no atrophic changes No anatomical
variations or anomalies are observed on external examination
No areas of softening are felt The leptomeninges are thin
glistening transparent and except for two very small areas
of recent subarachnoid hemorrhage over the right frontal lobe
and the left parietal area ( each measuring less than 1.0 cms.)
there are no abnormalities Herniations of brain tissues
are observed on both uncinate gyri to a minimal degree
(0.5 cros on the right and 0.4 cros on the left)

The vessels at the base of the brain are carefully dissected
away to demonstrate perfectly normal blood vesselwalls
free of atheroma No aneurysms are visualized The anatomi
cal configuration falls within the pattern of the majority
with two very wide posterior communicating branches and a
relatively small rudimentary single anterior communicating
artery

External examination of the cerebrum and spinal cord discloses
no abnormality in the origin of the cranial nerves or in
the rest of the anatomical landmarks No significant
alterations are observed in the shzmpof cervical spinal
cord that is available in the way of petechial hemorrhages
or similar type'of changes The ventral surface of the
cerebellar hemispheres also shows a minimal degree of recently
collected blood in the subarachnoid space
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Coronal sections of cerebral hemispheres disclose no shift
of the midline structures The ventricular system is normal
in caliber shape and location Cerebral cortex has a
uniform width and measures 0.5 cms in average thickness
No abnormalities are observed in the white matter in the
form of myelin loss hemorrhages or destructive lesions of
any other type Lenticular nuclei caudate nuclei claustrum
amygdaloid nuclei thalamic nuclei hypothalamic nuclei
subthalamic nuclei lateral geniculate bodies corpus
callosum fornices internal cerebral veins choroid plexus
and other commonly easily identified structures are carefully
evaluated for any other abnormalities but they all appear
to be well within normal limits Intracerebral blood
vessels are inconspicuous No exudate is observed over the
surface of the ependymal lining

Transverse sections of the brain stem are made approximately
at 0.3 cms intervals and no petechial hemorrhages softening
or other type of abnormalities are detected at any of the
levels examined No evidence of compression (i.e. deformity)
by the uncinate gyri is seen at the level of the midbrain

Sagittal sections of the cerebellum show no demonstrable
abnormalities in the cortex the white matter the dentate
nucleus or the lining of the fourth ventricle All the
anatomical landmarks that are visible to the naked-eye are
identified and they appear free of abnormalities

Sections taken frontal cortex hippocampal gyrus
basal ganglia cerebellar cortex midbrain pons medulla
and several sections of the small portion of the cervical
cord that is available The left side is labeled with a
notch

Specimen is permanently saved photographs are taken

Julio H Garcia M.D
Neuropathologist
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL UNITS
DIVISION OF NEUROPATHOLOGY

AutopsyReport Date April 30 1968

Casea A68-252 Name King Martin Luther Jr

Age 39 Race Negro Sex Male Expired 4-4-68

FinalNeuropathologicalDiagnoses
1 Normal central nervous system

Other Pertinent Anatomical Findings*
* Trauma gunshot wound by history approximately one

hour prior to death

Microscopic Description

Samples obtained from the following areas were -examined
after embedding in paraffin and staining with Hematoxylin
and Eosin left frontal gyrus right basal ganglia left
hippocampus right parietal lobule optic chiasm midbrain
cerebellum pons medulla and multiple sections of the

shall fragment of cervical spinal cord available All sections
show histological structures that are well within the
normal limits There is a minimal collection of red blood
cells in the subarachnoid space observed in some of the
sections taken from the cortex A slight degree of thickening
and early hyalinization in the arterioles in the basal
ganglia is also noticed A few of the capillaries in the
medulla display accumulation of lymphocytes at the periphery
No further histological changes are noted

J H Garcia M.D
Neuropathologist
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INTRODUCTION

From the outset the King assassination task force of the Select
Committee on Assassinations believed that a complete scientific ex
amination of all firearms evidence * was essential to its investigation
The committee wanted to address the many questions that had arisen
since the assassination concerning the alleged assassination rifle the
bullet recovered from the body of Dr King and other evidence related
to the actual shooting A particular question was whether the bullet
recovered from Dr King had been fired from the rifle a question
that the FBI had been unable to resolve

Background
In early April 1968 the FBI laboratory in Washington D.C.

examined the bullet removed from Dr King by the autopsy patholo
gist Dr Jerry T Francisco It also examined several other items
allegedly related to the shooting which had been recovered at the
entrance to Canipe's Amusement Co (1) by the Memphis police soon
after the murder.a rifle in which was found an expended cartridge
case and a Peters cartridge box containing nine .30-06 Springfield
caliber cartridges These items had been delivered to the Memphis
FBI office on April 4 by Memphis Police Inspector N E Zachary (2)
and were brought to the FBI Laboratory in Washington D.C at
5:10 a.m on April 5 by Special Agent Robert Fitzpatrick (3)

The FRI tests consisted of visual and microscopic examinations
and comparisons of each item of evidence The Laboratory identified
the bullet removed from Dr King as a ".30 caliber metal-jacketed
`soft-point sporting type bullet of Remington-Peters manufacture,
the same type as the bullet portions of five of the cartridges found in
the Peters cartridge box

On April 17 1968 the FBI issued its report,(4) which con
cluded in summary that

.The expended cartridge case had been fired in the rifle

.The bullet recovered from Dr King's body could have
been fired from the rifle but its deformation and the absence
of clearcut marks precluded a positive determination

.It was not possible to establish a positive link between the
bullet and the cartridge case through marks on the bullet

.Of the nine cartridges in the Peters cartridge box five
were commercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber of Reming
ton-Peters manufacture The bullet removed from Dr King
matched the bullet components of those five

.The four remaining cartridges were miltary type am
munition made by the Remington Arms Co

to glossary of technical terms can be found at the back of the report
(55)
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.Similar Peters cartridge boxes normally contain Rem

ington-Peters ammunition identical to the five commercial

type cartridges The expended cartridge case was also a

component of this type of ammunition

In a further attempt to establish links between the bullet the

expended cartridge case and the five commercial-type cartridges the
FBI conducted spectrographic and neutron activation analyses It was
hoped that by comparing the elements making up these items it would
be possible to determine if all had been packaged in the same Peters
cartridge box (5)

On April 29 1968 the FBI issued its report (6) Though the
five cartridges were from the same manufacturer they varied in their
elemental composition and could not be used as standards for compari
son with the bullet

The FBI also examined Dr King's clothing to see if anything
could be determined about the cause of the damage specifically whether
it had been caused by either the bullet or secondary missiles or both
and the possible direction of a shot or shots The clothing had been
obtained by Memphis Police Detective E S Berkley from St Joseph
Hospital where Dr King was given emergency treatment Subsequent
ly it was delivered to the FBI laboratory (7)

In a report dated April 18 1967,(8) the FBI concluded that
it was not possible to determine if a bullet or bullet fragments had
struck or penetrated the clothing because of the ambiguous nature of
the damage

An additional item of evidence examined by the laboratory was
a section of a windowsill removed from the second floor north wing
bathroom of the rooming house at 418-4221/2 South Main Street Mem
phis.the assassin's alleged location It had been removed by Lieut
James P Hamby and Special Agent Franklin Johnson after they ob
served what appeared to be ,a recent indentation on its surface which
they thought might have been caused by the rifle (9)

In a report dated April 11 1964,(1O) the FBI concluded that
the characteristic markings in the indentation were insufficient for a
determination of whether the impression was made by the rifle

At the conclusion of its examinations the laboratory returned
all firearms evidence to the Criminal Court of Shelby County Tenn.
the court of jurisdiction

Criticism of the FBI for failing to link the bullet positively
with the rifle stemmed in part from the common belief that the tech
nology existing then was so exact that it should have been possible
to determine if a certain bullet was fired from a certain rifle as long
as a substantial portion of the bullet were available the case in this
instance

Some critics claimed that if the bullet and the rifle could not
be tied together it could not be proven that Ray was the assassin or
the only person involved Mr Lane Ray's counsel wrote in Code
Name "Zorro "The failure of the State to prove that the `death slug
was fired from what was alleged to be Ray's rifle reflected very poorly
upon the case against Ray. (11) In his book "Frameup, Harold Weis
berg said that he sought firm proof "from the very precise science
available * * * that the bullet had been fired from that rifle to the
exclusion of all others."(12)
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In light of the criticism of the FBI's treatment of the fire
arms evidence and as part of its obligation to investigate fully the
events surrounding Dr King's assassination the committee decided to
convene a panel of experts to reexamine the firearms evidence
Selection of the panel

In April 1977 the committee sought recommendations for
membership for the panel from the Association of Firearm and
Tool Mark Examiners the Forensic Science Foundation and the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences Candidates were to be lead
ing firearms experts who had had no prior affiliation with either the
King or the Kennedy assassination case.*

A list of 27 experts was proposed Five were eliminated initially
three were current or past employees of the FBI one had authored
material on the firearms evidence and one was unable to undertake
the project

The remaining 22 prospects were asked to submit resumes with
information on past affiliations with the case and opinions about the
assassination or the firearms evidence Eighteen responded 10 of
whom did not want to be considered or did not meet the committee's
criteria

Prior to final selection of the panel the committee advised
Jack Kershaw then attorney for James Earl Ray of the names and
qualifications of each prospect Kershaw declined to participate in the
selection

Five experts were chosen to serve on the panel
John S Bates Jr..senior firearms examiner in the New York

State Police Laboratory at Albany He has been a lecturer at the New
York State Police Academy New York State Municipal Police Train
ing Council and various community colleges

Bates is a member of the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark
Examiners serving as secretary since 1973 In that year he received
the association's Distinguished Member Award He has written numer
ous professional articles

Donald E Champagne.firearm and tool mark examiner with
the Florida Department of Criminal Law Enforcement in Tallahassee
for the past 10 years He served in the Crime Detection Laboratory of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Ottawa Ontario for 15 yearsand he has lectured extensively at the Canadian Police College and
other law enforcement agencies

Champagne is president and a distinguished member of Fire
arm and Tool Mark Examiners He is a member of the Southern Asso
ciation of Forensic Scientists and the Canadian Society of Forensic
Science

Monty C Lutz-firearm and tool mark analyst with the Wis
consin Regional Crime Laboratory in New Berlin He has been the
chief firearm and tool mark examiner for the U.S Army

Lutz is a past president of the Association of Firearm and
Tool Mark Examiners He has been named a distinguished member
of the association He has lectured at colleges and law enforcement
schools across the country and is the author of numerous professional

*The same panel was to conduct an examination of the firearms evidence in
the Kennedyassassination case
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publications He received a B.S in criminal justice from the Uni
versity of Nebraska

Andrew M Newquist.special agent and firearm tool mark
and latent fingerprint examiner for the Iowa Bureau of Criminal
Investigation

Newquist is a distinguished member and past president of the
Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners and currently
serves on its executive committee He is a member of the International
Association for Identification and a lecturer at the Iowa Department
of Public Safety

The panel conducted its examination at the facilities of the

Metropolitan Police Department Firearm Identification Section
Washington D.C Assigned as liaison to the panel and working closely
with it as technical assistant was George R Wilson senior firearms
examiner Metropolitan Police Department Washington D.C. a po
sition he has held for 9 years The Laboratory which he established
was the first in the Department's history

Wilson is second vice president of the Association of Firearm
and Tool Mark Examiners In 1974 he received the association's
Distinguished Member Award During his 25-year tenure with the
Metropolitan Police Department he has been awarded over 30 com
mendations for outstanding and meritorious performance of duty

Photographic services were provided by police photographer
Gary R Phillips of the Metropolitan Police Department's Photo

graphic Services Section

Issues addressed by the panel
The panel was asked to study the evidence and attempt to an

swer the following questions
Was the bullet recovered from Dr King fired from the alleged

assassination rifle
Was the expended cartridge case found in the rifle fired in that

rifle
Had the expended cartridge case been loaded into the rifle

through the magazine or directly into the chamber
Is the expended cartridge case the same type and brand as the

five commercial-type cartridges or the four military-type cartridges
found in the Peters cartridge box

Is the bullet removed from Dr King the same type and brand
as the bullet portions of the Peters cartridge box commercial-type
cartridges or the four military-type cartridges

Were the bullet recovered from Dr King and the cartridge
case found in the rifle components of the same cartridge

Were any of the cartridges found in the Peters cartridge box
ever loaded into the chamber or magazine of Ray's rifle or any other
firearm

Did the rifle cause the indentation on the surface of the win
dowsill taken from the roominghouse

Was the damage to Dr King's shirt necktie and suitcoat pro
duced by a bullet bullet fragments or something else

The panel was informed that it could also pursue other areas
at its discretion



As noted the panel was to conduct visual and microscopical
examinations as necessary on each item of evidence A summary of
general principles follows

A cartridge or round of ammunition consists of a cartridge
case primer powder and bullet The primer contains a detonable
mixture and fits into the base of the cartridge case which contains
powder The bullet constructed of lead or a lead core encased in a
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Procedures and equipment
As noted the panel conducted its examination at the Firearms

Identification Section of the Washington D.C. Metropolitan Police
Department These facilities were conveniently located to the National
Archives and the select committee's offices and were made available

b&
Police Chief Maurice J Cullinane and Firearms Section Supervisor

(ireorge R Wilson
The panel members met initially on August 24 1977 with the

committee and the technical assistant from the Metropolitan Police
Department's Firearms Laboratory At that time the following
examination procedures were adopted

Each panel member would independently examine and com
pare under a microscope the bullet recovered from Dr King the
cartridge case found in the rifle the bullets and cartridges test-fired
by the panel (see below) and the bullets and cartridge cases received
from the FBI and listed as having been fired in the rifle

The panel would jointly conduct microscopical chemical and
visual examinations of all other evidence as well as of the rifle bul
lets and cartridges test-fired in it (see below) Each examiner would
keep individual worksheets and notes

Among the specific tests to be conducted were
Comparison of the bullets test-fired by the panel from the rifle

(see below) and with bullets received from the FBI and listed as hav
ing been fired from the rifle

Comparison of the cartridge case found in the rifle with car
tridge cases test-fired by the panel in the rifle and with cartridge cases
received from the FBI and listed as having been fired in the rifle

Comparison of the exterior of the rifle with an impression in
the surface of the windowsill

Before discussing his findings with other panel members each
examiner would submit his individual notes and worksheets and a final
report to the technical assistant

On completion of the individual examinations the panel would
meet to discuss the findings of each member reexamine the evidence
as necessary and then prepare a final joint report to be submitted to
the select committe

Members would not be shown the results of the earlier FBI
tests The FBI reports were however to be reviewed by the technical
assistant

After considering the results of the FBI's neutron activation
analysis the committee decided not to conduct further examina
tions of this type Because the elemental composition of the five Peters
cartridge box commercial-type cartridges differed they could not be
used as standards of comparison with the bullet recovered from Dr
Kings body
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stronger metal jacket fits into the mouth of the cartridge case A
bullet is fired by placing the cartridge in the chamber of the firearm
The cartridge base rests against a solid support called a breech or
bolt face When the trigger is pulled the firing pin strikes the primer
igniting the detonable mixture which in turn ignites the powder in
the cartridge case The combustion propels the bullet through the
barrel

The bore (inside of the barrel) of modern firearms is rifled
with spiral grooves in it to give bullets fired thrc sigh it a spinning
motion for flight stability The raised portions between the grooves
are called lands The number width and direction of twist of the lands
and grooves are called the class characteristics of a barrel

In addition to the class characteristics the components of every
firearm such as the barrel firingpin and breech face bear distinctive
microscopic characteristics While the class characteristics are com
mon to all firearms of a given model and manufacture an individual
firearm's microscopic characteristics differ from all other firearms re
gardless of model or manufacture These distinctive markings usually
referred to as individual identifying characteristics are produced
initially by the manufacturing tools which change microscopically
during operation and vary from one firearm to another Further in
dividual identifying characteristics may be produced as the firearm
is used during its disuse and as a consequence of maintenance or the
lack of it

When a firearm is discharged the individual identifying
characteristics of its barrel as well as its class characteristics are en
graved on the bearing surface of the bullet The individual identifying
characteristics of the firingpin and breech or bolt face are impressed
on the base or primer of the cartridge case at the time of firing

Using a comparison miscroscope an expert can compare the
markings with those produced on a similar cartridge test-fired in the
same firearm If the patterns of the microscopic markings are suffi
ciently similar it can be concluded that both cartridge cases were fired
in the same firearm

Microscopical examination of other firearm components and
the markings they produce may also demonstrate such things as
whether a cartridge was ever loaded into a particular firearm or was
loaded into a firearm more than once It is also possible through com
parative miscroseopical examinations to determine whether two
bullets were fired from the same firearm

The committee obtained the firearms evidence from the
Criminal Court of Shelby County Tenn. on March 11 1977 the au
topsy photographs came from the office of the Shelby County medical
examiner All items of evidence were inventoried before and after
being transferred to and from the police laboratory in Washington in
August and September Deputy Clerk of the Criminal Court of Shelby
County Charles Koster came to Washington on August 24 1977 to
oversee the transfer of the firearms evidence to the police laboratory
and to review security precautions generally The evidence was se
cured in a safe in the laboratory a log was maintained to record when
the evidence was removed for examination

The bullets and cartridge cases test-fired by the FBI from the
rifle were obtained for the committee from Special Agent Cort
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landt Cunningham Chief of the FBI Firearms Identification Unit
by George R Wilson

The examinations were conducted August 24 to 27 and Septem
ber 23 to 27 1978 The following equipment was used

Two American Optical forensic comparison microscopes
model K1453 serial Nos 328 and 277 with fluorescent and in
candescent lighting fiber optics photographic unit and l0X eye
pieces and objectives One had a combined magnification of 12X 20X
and 40X the other of 20X 40X and 80X

American Optical low-power binocular microscope with zoom
lens of 0.7 to 3-power eyepieces

EPOI "Electromike measuring projector model MP6
Mico model 5100 balance with a 1,000-grain capacity
Slocomb "Speedmike direct readout micrometer
Brown and Sharpe stage micrometer for air gap measuring
Marshall's reagent (Griess test)
Sodium rhodizonate reagent
Horizontal water recovery tank

81 Horizontal cotton waste recovery box
82) .30.06 Springfield caliber 150-grain soft-point jacketed

cartridges of Remington-Peters manufacture index 3033 Those
cartridges test fired by the panel were designated panel T-1 to T.12
No designation was made for the unfired cartridges which the panel
loaded and unloaded in the rifle

This ammunition was supplied from the police department's
stock It was similar to the expended cartridge case found in the Q.2
rifle and to the five commercial-type cartridges found in the Peters
cartridge box

The panel conducted 12 test firings of the rifle using the .30.06
Springfield caliber cartridges The first test shots were fired into a
water recovery tank This resulted in excessive expansion of the bullets
nose portion Subsequent shots were fired into a horizontal cotton waste
recovery box which left the bullets more intact All test-fired bullets
and cartridge cases were used for comparison

Additional .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridges were used un
fired for loading and unloading in the rifle to obtain class and individ
ual identifying characteristics produced in that process

At the time of the panel's examination the telescopic sight
mounted on the rifle was set at "3X. An FBI report dated April 17
1968 noted that the sight was set at "61/2X when the laboratory re
ceived the rifle the day after the assassination (13) The laboratory had
test fired the rifle as received on April 5 1968 to determine its ac
curacy using the sight Groups of three shots were fired at 205 feet
the distance from which Dr King was believed to have been shot Ac
cording to its report dated April 14 1968 "the center of the groups was
approximately 3 inches to the right and only slightly below the line of
aim."(14) The report noted that the sight could have become mis
aligned when the rifle was abandoned or during subsequent handling
before the FBI laboratory received it and that this could have caused
the distortion found in the tests For this reason the panel decided not
to test the rifle for accuracy using the telescopic sight
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(87) The panel's examination required a total of 257 man-hours The
panel submitted a final joint report of its findings on October 28 1977

Evidence examined

88) The evidence examined was
(89) Exhibit Q11.One two-piece gold brown and black box la
beled "Browning Mauser, found along with other evidence at Canipe's
Amusement Co. (See figure 1.)
(92) Exhibit Q2.One .30-06 Springfield caliber pump-action rifle
Remington Gamemaster model 760 serial No 461476 found at Canipe's
Amusement Co Attached is a Redfield 2X to 7X variable telescopic
sight serial No A17350 and a Weaver sight mount. (See figs 2A
and 2B.)

Exhibit Q3..One expended commercial-type .30-06 Springfield
caliber cartridge case of Remington-Peters manufacture found in the
Q2 rifle (See figs 3A and 3B.)

Exhibit Q4-Q1Z.Q4-Q8.Component parts of the five com
mercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridges of Remington-Peters
manufacture with 150-grain jacketed pointed soft-point bullets
found at Canipe's Amusement Co in the Peters cartridge box (See
fig 4A.) Q9-Q12.Four military-type .30-06 Springfield caliber car
tridges of Remington Arms Co manufacture with full metal-jacketed
bullets found at Canipes Amusement Co in the Peters cartridge box
(See figs 4B and 4C Cartridge box.One Peters .30-06 Springfield
caliber cartridge box found at Canipes Amusement Co (See fig 4 n.)

Exhibit Q64..Three fragments 4 from the damaged jacketed
bullet removed from Dr King They were (1) the base portion of the
bullet jacket weighing 30.9 grains (2) a jacket fragment weighing
6.7 grains (3) a portion of the lead core material weighing 26.8
grains The combined total weight was 64.4 grains (See fig 5.)

Exhibit Q71 .A piece of wooden board with a tag marked
"part of windowsill from window of bathroom on east side of apart
ment house second floor (north wing) over 418-4221/2 South Main
Street Memphis Tenn. It was about 31% inches long 5 inches wide
and 1 inch thick highly weathered with a considerable quantity of
white paint on one edge It had a shallow elongated indentation about

The "Q numbers were designated by the FBI2The panel found it to be in poor condition held together with masking
transparent and orange tape It was wrapped in white twine with a tag marked
"James Earl Ray State No 3035and 3487. This box was originally intended as
a shippingcontainer for a Browningbrand rifle

The panel found the rifle to be in good operating condition The trigger pull
was measured at 4% pounds well within the manufacturer's specificationsof 3%
to 6% pounds The magazine was a detachable box-type with a four-cartridge
capacity The barrel was rifled with six lands and six grooves right twist

An examination of the rifle barrel revealed a residue in the bore which the
panel believed should be removed prior to test firing This was done with a dry
cloth patch pushed through the barrel

A red-colored substance was found on the front of and inside the magazine
where the operating rod screws into the receiver Pursuant to the panel's request
the Remington Arms Co identified it for the record as most probably "Loktite,
a red-coloredcement used by the Remington Arms Co to secure certain threaded
connections(15)

The bullet was recovered intact from Dr King's body As a result of subse
quent handling the bullet has sincefragmented into three pieces
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five-sixteenths inch long on the top surface midway along its length and
4 inches from the painted edge (See figs 6A and 6B.)

Exhibit Q76..One white men's long-sleeved button-down
shirt by Arrow and a pill box containing a small piece of cloth re
moved from the shirt by the FBI for analysis (See figs 'TA and 'TB.)

Exhibit Q77.-One gold brown and black necktie by Super
lain and a pill box containing two small pieces of cloth removed from
the tie by the FBI for analysis (See fig 8.)

Exhibit Q78..One black suit coat by Pe,trocelli and a pill box

containing a small piece of cloth removed from the coat by the FBI for

analysis (See fig 9.)
FBI laboratory test-fired cartridges..Four deformed com

mercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber jacketed softpoint bullets of

Remington-Peters manufacture and two .30-06 Springfield caliber

cartridge cases all fired in the rifle by the FBI
Autopsy photographs..Autopsy photographs of Dr King

FINDINGSANDCONCLUSIONSOFTHEFIREARMSPANEL

The findings and conclusions were prepared by staff of the
House Select Committee on Assassinations based on material submitted

by the panel members The panel has read and accepts those findings
and conclusions

Was the Q64 bullet fired from the Q2 rifle
The Q64 bullet had been substantially distorted and generally

damaged because of impact and penetration into Dr King Wiping
effects from penetration were also noted (See fig 10.) Of the three
Q64 bullet fragments (fig 5) the panel found that only the base por
tion of the jacket showed class characteristics which consisted of six

grooves and six lands right twist
Each panel member made a total of 81 comparisons between

the Q64 bullet the four bullets previously test-fired by the FBI and
the 12 bullets test-fired by the panel in the Q2 rifle With respect to
class 'characteristics all members found correspondence among all
bullets (See fig 11.) On the other hand with respect to individual

identifying characteristics no significant correspondence was found
between the Q64 bullet and the test bullets conversely no gross dif
ferences were found The panel was unable positively to identify or
eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been fired from the Q2 rifle

The panel noted that it is not unusual that a bullet cannot be

positively identified with a particular rifle This can result from one
or more factors

.Damage to the bullet

.Variations in the hardness of the bullet's metal

.Variations in gas pressures created during firing from one car

tridge to another
.Natural variations caused by the intense heat and friction result

ing from the high velocity of the bullet as it is driven through the
barrel

When the bullets test-fired by the FBI and the panel in the
Q2 rifle were compared microscopically the panel found so much vari
tion among the individual identifying characteristics that most could
not be identified with each other
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The panel concluded that the Q2 rifle inconsistently engraves
individual identifying characteristics on successively fired bullets

Was the Q3 cartridge case fired in the Q2 rifle
The Q3 expended cartridge case was compared microscopically

with the two cartridge cases test-fired by the FBI and the 12 cartridge
cases test-fired by the panel The panel found correspondence among
the individual identifying characteristics produced by the firing pin
and bolt face (See figs 12 (bolt face and extractor of the Q2 rifle) 13
(bolt face impressions) 14 (extractor impressions) 15 (chamber im
pressions) 16 (bolt locking lugs of the Q2 rifle) and 17 (bolt locking
lug impressions)) The panel concluded that the Q3 cartridge case was
fired in the Q2 rifle

Was the Q3 cartridge case loaded into the Q2 rifle through the maga
zine or directly into the chamber

The panel identified bolt drag marks (longitudinal striations)
on the Q3 cartridge case (see fig 17) similar to those produced experi
mentally on the test-fired cartridge cases and unfired cartridges The
relative position of bolt drag marks to the extractor marks (see fig 12)
on the rim of the Q3 cartridge case which were engraved by the extrac
tor and the bolt locking lugs (fig 16) of the Q2 rifle was also similar
Is the Q3 cartridge case the same type and brand as the cases of the

Q4.Q8 or the Q9.Q12 cartridges
The headstamp on the base of the Q3 cartridge case ("R.P

.30.06 SPRG (see fig 3B)) indicated to the panel that it is com
mercial-type Remington-Peters ammunition.the same as the Q4.Q8
cartridges (see fig 4A) The headstamps on the Q9.Q12 cartridges
("R A 55 (see fig 4C) ) indicated to the panel that they were mili
tary-type Remington Arms ammunition unlike the Q3 and Q4.Q8
cartridges
Is the Q64 bullet the same type and brand as the bullet portion of the

Q4.Q8 or the Q9.Q13 cartridges
The Q64 bullet and the bullet components of the Q4 Q12

cartridges are all .30 caliber Examination of the bullet jacket and core
material of the Q64 bullet revealed that the jacket was of the same
design and caliber and had cannelures similar to those of the bullet
components of the Q4.Q8 cartridges (fig 4A) The Q64 and the Q4
Q8 bullet components are therefore the same type

There were differences in design between the Q64 and the full
metal-jacketed bullets loaded into the Q9.Q12 cartridges (fig 4B)
The Q64 bullet is not the same type of bullet as those in the Q9.Q12
cartridges
Are the Q64 bullet and the Q3 cartridge case components of the same

cartridge
The panel concluded that the Q3 cartridge case and the Q64

bullet had the same physical characteristics as the case and bullet
components of the Q4.Q8 cartridges and that Q64 and Q3 could there
fore be components of the same cartridge However the panel noted
that there is no scientific procedure available that allows a fired bullet
to be related conclusively to an expended cartridge case
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Were any of the Q4.Q12 cartridges ever loaded into the chamber or
magazine of the Q2 rifle or any other firearm

Visual and microscopical examination of the cartridges by the
panel revealed no extractor ejector or other marks to indicate that
they were ever loaded in the magazine or chamber of the Q2 rifle
or any other firearm

The panel did find marks within the extractor grooves of the
Q4.Q8 cartridges similar to those made by an inertia-type bullet
puller Because the cartridges were originally recovered intact the
panel assumed that the FBI laboratory had taken the cartridges apart
for its examinations

The panel found a series of marks and striations in the ex
tractor grooves on the sides and across the bases of the Q9.Q12 car
tridges that differed significantly from the marks and striations that
the Q2 rifle leaves The panel concluded that these cartridges once were
part of a disintegrating machinegun link belt or were contained in an
eight-round clip of the type used with the Garand Ml rifle (See
fig 18.)
Did the Q2 rifle cause the indentation on the surface of the Q71

windowsill
The windowsill board was examined visually microscopically

and chemically The sodium rhodizonate test for lead conducted at a
point on Q71 removed from the impression area was positive indi
cating possible contamination from lead in the paint The Griess test
for nitrites from gunpowder residues yielded negative results The
panel decided that nothing of significant value would be obtained by
further testing

Evidence of class characteristics (size and form) which could
indicate the type of object making the indentation were likewise not
found

The panel concluded that class and other characteristics were
insufficient either for identifying or eliminating the Q2 rifle with re
spect to the identation (See figs 6A and 6B.)
Was the damage to Dr King's Q76 shirt Q77 necktie and Q78 suit coat

produced by a bullet bullet fragments or something else
The Q76 shirt was visually microscopically and chemically

examined (figs 'TA and 'TB) It has been cut across the left and right
front and on both sleeves A small rectangular bit of material had been
removed from the back collar area as well as two small rectangular
bits of material from the left cuff area The collar button and part of
the right collar stay were missing The shirt was extensively blood
stained

The shirt had a large elongated hole of irregular shape in the
right point area of the collar extending below the collar line Visual
and microscopical examination revealed no partially burned or un
burned gunpowder in this area The Griess test for nitrites indicated
no gunpowder residue The sodium rhodizonate test for lead showed
lead particles at the perimeter of the hole in the right collar area

The Q77 tie was visually microscopically and chemically ex
amined (fig 8) It was completely severed next to the right side of the
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knot A small bit of material had been cut from the rear of the neck
band and two small bits from the inside lining

Visual and microscopical examination revealed no unburned
or partially burned gunpowder particles in the severed area The
Griess test for nitrites was negative The sodium rhodizonate test for
lead was positive on the light-colored strand of lining protruding from
the severed edge of the tie

The Q78 suit coat was visually microscopically and chemically
examined (fig 9) It had been cut on the right sleeve and across the
right chest Small bits of material had been cut from the right upper
sleeve area and the inner lining The coat was extensively bloodstained
The upper right lapel area shows a series of irregular tear-like holes
in the outer layer of cloth No penetration of the interfacing of the
lapel was noted

Visual and microscopical examination revealed no unburned or
partially burned gunpowder particles The Griess test for nitrites was
negative Sodium rhodizonate testing revealed several areas with lead
particles around the damaged right lapel area

Based on the visual microscopical and chemical examinations
of the clothing the examination of the autopsy photographs of Dr
King and considering the relative position of the garments when worn
in the usual manner the panel concluded that all damage to the Q76
shirt Q77 necktie and Q78 jacket was consistent with the damage that
would be caused by a high velocity bullet which fragmented on impact
and by the resultant secondary missiles such as bone and teeth frag
ments The absence of gunpowder residues indicates that a firearm was
not discharged in close proximity to the garments

Summary of the findings
Every effort was made by the firearms panel to identify or

eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been fired from the Q2 rifle The
panel conducted numerous microscopical comparisons among bullets
test-fired from the Q2 rifle by the panel and by the FBI Not only
could the Q64 bullet not be identified or eliminated through compari
sons with test-fired bullets but the test-fired bullets could not in a ma
jority of cases be identified with one another although they are known
to have been fired from the same rifle

The panel found that the Q2 rifle when the type of high veloc
ity ammunition that was recovered in this case was used did not pro
duce similar individual identifying characteristics with any degree of
consistency on bullets fired through it Because of this situation the
panel could not identify or eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been
fired from the Q2 rifle

The panel was able to determine based on visual and micro
scopical examination that the Q64 bullet is of the same type as the
bullet portions of the Q4 Q8 cartridges Thus Q64 is the deformed
bullet portion of a commercial-type .30.06 Springfield caliber car
tridge of Remington-Peters manufacture and is unlike the bullet por
tions of the Q9.Q12 Remington Arms cartridges which are military
type

The panel determined that the Q3 cartridge case was fired in
the Q2 rifle and had most probably been loaded into that rifle through
the magazine rather than directly into the chamber Further the Q4
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Q12 cartridges possess no marks indicating that they had ever been
loaded into the magazine of or chambered in the Q2 rifle or any rifle
The Q9.Q12 cartridges do possess marks indicating that they may have
been loaded into disintegrating-type machinegun link belts or an eight
round clip for the Ml Garand rifle

The panel finds that the Q64 bullet the Q3 cartridge case and
the Q4.Q8 cartridges are consistent in type with ammunition which
would normally be contained in the 20-round Peters cartridge box
There is however no method of conclusively determining whether the
cartridge case and the Q64 bullet were packaged by the manufacturer
in the same box as the Q4.Q8 cartridges

Spectrographic and neutron activation analysis by the FBI
of the Q64 bullet and the bullet portions of the Q4.Q8 cartridges con
ducted for purposes of elemental comparison were inconclusive be
cause of variation among the bullet portions ofthe Q4.Q8 cartridges

The panel found that the damage to the collar of the Q76 shirt
the Q77 necktie and the Q78 jacket is consistent with the damage caused
by a high-velocity bullet fragmentation on impact and the resulting
secondary missiles such as bone and teeth fragments Chemical analysis
revealed particles of lead throughout the damaged area of the cloth
ing but no gunpowder residue

The panel found no characteristic markings within the im
pression area of the Q71 windowsill which would either identify or
eliminate the Q2 rifle as having been the cause Chemical analysis for
the presence of lead was performed on the windowsill but the tests
were negated by the lead-based paint in the impression area Chemical
analysis for the presence of gunpowder residue was performed with
negative results The panel noted that these findings did not eliminate
the possibility that a rifle was discharged at a point above or nearby
windowsill

The results of the panel's microscopical examination of the
Q76.Q78 clothing and the Q71 windowsill essentially correspond with
those of the FBI There is however no indication that the FBI had
performed any chemical analysis of the Q71 windowsill
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FIGURE1.-Ql the rifle box recovered from in front of Canipe's AmusementCo
It was designed to contain a Browning rifle
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KING

4)2RIFt1ActionSide

FIGURE2A..Q2 Ray's alleged assassination rifle a .30.06 Springfield caliber
pump action rifle Remington Gamemaster model 760 serial No 461476 with
a Redfieldbrand 2X.7X telescopicsight right side
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FIGURE2B..Q2 Ray's alleged assassination rifle a .30-06 Springfield caliber
pump action rifle Remington Gamemaster model 760 serial No 461476 with
a Redfieldbrand 2X.7X telescopicsight left side
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FIGURE3A..Q3 the expended cartridge case found in the chamber of the Q2
rifle side view
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FIGURE3B..Q3 the expended cartridge case found in the chamber of the Q2
rifle The headstamp seen here indicates that the cartridge case is a com
ponent of commercial-type.30-06Springfieldcaliber ammunition of Remington
Peters manufacture
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FIGURE4A..Q4-Q8 componentparts of five commercial-type.30-06 Springfield
caliber cartridges of Remington-Peters manufacture found in the Peters
cartridge box recovered from in front of Canipe's AmusementCo
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FIGURE4B..Q9-Q12 four military-type .30-06 Springfield caliber cartridges
found in the Peters cartridge box recovered from in front of Canipe's Amuse
ment Co
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Fro= 4C..Q9-Q12 headstamps of the four military-type .30-06 Springfield
caliber cartridges
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FIGURE4D.-The Peters cartridge box recoveredfrom in front of Canipe'sAmuse
ment Co It contained the Q4-Q12cartridges
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FIGURE5.--Q64 three fragments of a bullet removedfrom the body of Dr King
side view
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FIGURE6A..Q71 windowsill board retrieved from the second floor north wing
bathroom of the roominghouseat 418-422%S Main Street Memphis Tenn.
the assassin's alleged location
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FiauEE 6B..Q71 windowsill board retrieved from the second floor north wing
bathroom of the roominghouseat 418-4221/2S Main Street Memphis Tenn.
the assassin's alleged location closeup of the indentation
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FIGURE7A..Q76 the shirt worn by Dr King at the time of the shooting It has
a large elongated hole of irregular shape in the right point area of the collar
extending below the collar line
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FiaumE7B..Q76 the shirt worn by Dr King at the time of shooting This closeup
shows the large irregular hole in the right point area of the right collar ex
tending belowthe collar line
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FIGURE8..Q77 the necktie worn by Dr King at the time of the shooting It was
completely severed next to the right side of the knot This closeup shows a
strand of lining protruding from the severed edge
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FIGURE9..Q78 the suit coat worn by Dr King at the time of the shooting This
closeupshows a series of irregular tear-like holes on the upper right lapel area
Nopenetration of the lapel's lining was noted by the panel
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FIGURE10.-Photomicrograph of one of the land impressions on the Q64bullet
removedfrom Dr King's body It shows the type of damage sustained by the
bullet
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Flauiu 11 Photomicrographshowingcorrespondenceof class characteristics on
the Q64bullet removedfrom Dr King's body (left) and those produced on the
panel T.2 bullet (right) test-firedfrom the Q2rifle
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Fiaun 12 Photomicrograph showing the individual identifying characteristics
(machine marks) on the bolt face and the location of the ejector of the Q2rifle
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FIGURE13.-Photomicrograph showingthe correspondencebetween the individual
identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case (left) and those produced
on the panel T.3 cartridge case (right) by the bolt face of the Q2rifle
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FIau&E14.-Photomicrograph showingthe correspondencebetween the individual
identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case (left) and those produced
on the panel T-2 cartridge case (right) by the extractor of the Q2rifle
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FIGURE15.-Photomicrograph showingthe correspondencebetween the individual
identifying characteristics on the Q3cartridge case (left) and those on the FBI
test-2cartridge case (right) producedby the chamber of the Q2rifle
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Fiaun 16.-Photomicrograph showingone of the bolt lockinglugs of the Q2rifle
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FIGURE17 Photomicrographshowingthe correspondencebetween the individual
identifying characteristics on the Q3 cartridge case (left) and those on the
panel T-3cartridge case (right) produced by the bolt locking lug of the Q2
rifle
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Fiauaa 18.-The ammunition link belts and an eight-round ammunition clip used
for comparisonpurposes by the panel

GLOSSARY

Action The heart of any firearm It consists of the receiver bolt or breech block
feed and firing and unloading mechanisms

Bearing Surface That part of the outside surface of a bullet which comes in
contact with the rifling as it passes through the barrel

Bolt face That portion of a rifle's bolt which engages the cartridge case head
and from which the firing pin protrudes when the rifle is fired

Bore The interior of the barrel of a firearm
BreechFace In revolvers the.area of the frame whichsupports the cartridge case

head and through which the firing pin protrudes when the revolver is fired
Breech Face Impressions When a cartridge is fired the burning gases exert

pressures that force the base of the cartridge back against the bolt or breech
face When this occurs the toolmarks that are present on the bolt or breech
face are imprinted on the fiat areas of the contacting surfaces of the primer
and cartridge case base

Bullet That part of a cartridge intended to be fired from the barrel of a firearm
It is usually composedof lead plated lead or lead encased in a metal jacket

Cannelure A knurled or plain ring around the bearing surface of a bullet used
to hold surface lubricant retain the bullet in the cartridge case or identify
the type or weight of bullet Canneluresmay also be found on cartridge cases

Cartridge A completeassembly of a round of ammunition consistingof the case
primer propellant powder and bullet

Cartridge Case That part of a cartridge which holds the bullet primer and pro
pellant powder together

Cartridge Clip A device for holding a number of cartridges to permit their easy
insertion into a magazine The Mannlicher-Carcanoclip remains in the maga
zine until after the last cartridge is fed into the chamber at which time it is
designedto fall through the bottom openingof the magazine
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Chamber In a rifle the rear portion of the barrel designed to hold and support
a cartridge In a revolver it is also the recess cut into the cylinder to hold
each cartridge

Chambering The manual or mechanical process of feeding a cartridge into the
chamber of a firearm

ComparisonMicroscope A scientific instrument designed to allow the similarity
or dissimilarity of individual identifying characteristics of two bullets or
two cartridge cases to be observedat the same time

Cylinder A rotating cartridge container in a revolver
DoubleAction The modeof firing a revolver in which the hammer of the firearm

is cockedand released bya singlepull of the trigger
Eject The act of throwing the expendedcartridge case clear of the action during

the firing process
Emission Spectrography Allows the metallic compositionof samples to be com

pared so that the possibility of commonorigin can be determined This is done
by subjecting the material to intense heat and comparing the color of gases
emitted

Extract The process of withdrawing an expended cartridge case or unfired car
tridge from the chamber of a firearm either by mechanicalor manual means

Firearms Identification A study of firearms bullets cartridge cases and other
ammunition componentswith the purpose of identifying those ammunition
components as having been fired from or in a particular firearm to the
exclusion of all other firearms

Firing Pin That part of a firing mechanism which strikes the primer
Firing Pin Impression The indentation caused by the firing pin striking the

primer of the cartridge case
Gas Erosion The wear caused by the action of the hot propellant powder gases

on the bearing surface of a bullet
Grooves The depressedareas between the lands of a rifledbarrel
Horizontal Cotton RecoveryBox A box filled with cotton material designed to

recoverfired bullets in an undamaged condition
Horizontal Water RecoveryTank A metal water-filledtank designedto recover

fired bullets in an undamagedcondition
Individual Identifying Characteristics Unique reproducible microscopicmarks

which can be used to identify a fired bullet or expendedcartridge case with
a particular firearm

Lands The raised areas betweenthe groovesof a rifledbarrel
Loading Ramp A device that aids in guiding a cartridge into the chamber of a

firearm
Magazine A device either separate or integral to the firearm in which cartridges

are held in position to be fed into the chamber of the firearm
MicroscopicExamination An examination of evidence which is enhanced by

the use of scientificinstruments
Muzzle The forward end of the barrel where the bullet exits
Neutron Activation Analysis A method of nucelar elemental analysis in which

samples are irradiated to make their various elements detectable by radio
active measurement The elemental composition of the activated samples
is then compared to determine the probability of common origin

Photomicrograph Photograph taken through a microscope
Primer The ignition part of a cartridge
Rechambering The process of altering the dimensionsof a chamber to accommo

date other cartridges
Recrowning The process of restoring the rounded contour to the muzzle after

the barrel has been shortened
Rifling The spiral lands and grooves in a barrel which impart spin or rotation

to the bullet stabilizing it in flight
Rifling Class Characteristics The number width and direction of twist of the

lands and groovesin a barrel
Sear Mechanism The part or device designed to hold the firing mechanismin a

cockedpositionuntil released by pressure on the trigger
Secondary Missiles Objects put in motion due to the impact of a bullet
Single Action The mode of firing a revolver that requires that the hammer be

manually cockedbefore it can fiefired
SpectrographicAnalysis See"emissionspectrography.
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Striations Minute grooves ridges or scratches normally running parallel with
each other that are causedby an abrasive action

Toolmark Characteristics of a surface imparted to a softer surface when they
come in contact under pressure and motion Toolmarks may be impressed
or engraved

Trigger Pull The amount of force expressed in pounds required to release the
firing mechanism

Twist The spiral direction of lands and grooves in a rifled bore expressed as
right or left

Visual Examinations Examination of evidence without the assistance of a
scientific instrument also referred to as macroscopicexamination

Wiping The removal of someof the fine microscopicscratches on a bullet par
ticularly the lead variety as it enters and passes through fabric heavy
tissue and muscle
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I INTRODUCTION

Dr Martin Luther King Jr. was shot and mortally wounded
on April 4 1968 as he stood in front of room 306 on the second-floor
balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis Tenn A .30-06 caliber bul
let entered his face and neck destroying structures in his neck and
damaging the upper thoracic and lower cervical spinal cord Accord
ing to the autopsy report of Jerry T Francisco M.D. chief medical
examiner of Shelby County Tenn. the direction of the bullet's path
was from front to back downward and from right to left As a result
of its investigation of Dr King's death the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation concluded that the bullet that killed Dr King was fired
from a second-floor bathroom at the rear of a roominghouse man
aged by Bessie Brewer at 422 South Main Street in Memphis Wit
nesses at the roominghouse decribed a man who fled from the bath
room immediately after the fatal shot was fired The window of that
bathroom does provide a view of room 306 at the Lorraine Motel
(Fig 1.)

FIGURE1.-Diagram of the crime scene

On April 22 1968 Frank Holloman director of the Memphis
Fire and Police Departments requested that Charles Blackburn di
rector of the Memphis Division of Public Works conduct a survey of
the scene of Dr King's assassination Holloman told Blackburn that
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CRIME SCENE
Assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr
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the FBI had requested that the Memphis Police Department furnish
triangulated measurements from the point where the murder weapon
was fired to the point where the bullet hit Dr King Arthur C Hol
brook Memphis city engineer and a crew of six persons from his of
fice met with Lt A S Zelinski and Lt J L Harrison Memphis
Police Department on the morning of April 23 1968 and surveyedthe Brewer roominghouse/Lorraine Motel area where the shooting
occurred Holbrook described his survey in an April 23 1968 letter to
Director Holloman

I was shown by Lieutenants Zelinski and Harrison the
spot where Dr King was standing and the window from
which the shot was fired and that the bullet entered Dr King
at a point 59 inches above the balcony floor of the Lorraine
Motel and that the gun was resting on a point on a window
sill of a building which fronts on South Main Street and
across Mulberry Street from the Lorraine Motel

An engineer's transit was placed over the spot where Dr
King was shot The telescope being 59 inches from the bal
cony floor and the instrument was made level

From this position two triangles were established with a
base line common to the two triangles established and meas
ured Angles were turned checked turned again and checked
again and every effort was made to provide for the utmost ac
curacy of the calculations

The level distance from the point from which the shot was
fired to the point where Dr King was standing is 206.36 feet
The distance along the flight of the bullet from the point
from which it was fired to the point where Dr King was
standing is 207.02 feet

The windowsill of the building from which the shot was
fired is 16.63 feet higher than a point 59 inches above the floor
of the balcony on which Dr King was standing when shot

According to the Holbrook survey the shot that killed Dr King
may have come from the window of the bathroom at the rear of
Brewer's roominghouse His survey however did not eliminate other
possible locations of the assassin particularly the bushes beneath the
bathroom window Holbrook resurveyed the scene in November 1968

On June 8 1968 suspected assassin James Earl Ray was arrested
in London England Ray pleaded guilty to the first-degree murder of
Dr King on March 10 1969 in the Shelby County (Tenn.) Criminal
Court and Judge W Preston Battle sentenced him to 99 years in
the State pentitentiary Dr Jerry T Francisco the medical examiner
who performed the autopsy of Dr King on April 4 1968 testified at
Ray's guilty plea hearing Francisco said he had visited the crime
scene and in his opinion the angle of the bullet through Dr King's
body was consistent with a shot fired from the second-floor bathroom
window at the rear of the roominghouse at 4221/2 South Main Street

Eyewitness accounts disagreed over the point of origin of the
fatal bullet and Dr Francisco's report did not resolve the ambiguities
A number of critics attacked the conclusion that the shot came from
the roominghouse bathroom window and specifically Francisco's testi
mony about the angle of the bullet's flight For example Mark Lane
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wrote in Code Name "Zorro that the value of Francisco's opinion
about the origin of the shot was reduced considerably because he did
not know where Dr King was standing the direction he was facing or
whether he was leaning over when he was shot Lane also discussed
accounts of eyewitnesses who said the shot came from a clump of
bushes under the bathroom window According to Lane Solomon
Jones Dr King's chauffeur in Memphis said that he saw someone run
from the bushes on the embankment sloping down from the rooming
house immediately after the shot was fired Harold Carter also said he
saw a man with a rifle run from the bushes after he heard a shot
In "Frame-Up, Harold Weisberg also wrote that Francisco's testi
mony provided no basis for a conclusion that the bullet that killed
Dr King came from the bathroom window charging that the medical
examiner made no effort to explore whether a shot from another paint
was possible

Among other issues the committee's forensic pathology panel
looked into the question of whether the angle of the wound and the
path of the bullet through Dr King's body indicated that the bullet
that struck him was fired from the bathroom window or from another
location The panel found that the bullet pathway was consistent with
a shot coming from the right and downward from across Mulberry
Street The bathroom window looked on to Mulberry Street and was
to the west-northwest of Dr King as he stood on the Lorraine balcony
or to his right The slope angle of the bullet was downward An 8.5
foot retaining wall runs along Mulberry Street opposite the Lorraine
Motel parking lot so the shot had to come from above that elevation
Thus the medical panel concluded that the bullet was fired from the
roominghouse building itself or from the backyard of the building
Above the 8.5-foot retaining wall the yard slopes quickly upward so
that the slope angle from a point 56 inches above the balcony floor
the approximate height of Dr King's cheek at the moment he was shot
is horizontal (zero degrees zero minutes) to the level of the backyard
Although the panel found that a prone assassin could not have fired
the shot a rifleman at the bushy edge of the yard would fire slightly
downward at a vertical angle of 2 degrees 20 minutes or one at the
second floor bathroom window at the rear of the roominghouse at
4221/2South Main Street would be firing downward at a vertical angle
of 4 degrees 36 minutes at a slope distance of 207.17 feet from the
window to the victim Either of these shots could have caused Dr
King's wounds The forensic pathology panel could not establish the
exact location of the assassin from the medical evidence it reviewed
because the exact position of Dr King at the moment he was hit could
not be determined and the difference of only 2 degrees 16 minutes ver
tical angle between these two alternatives is negligible

II SELECTIONOF THE ENGINEERINGFIRM

In its effort to resolve the location of the assassin at the time Dr
King was shot the committee in 1978 decided to retain an engineering
firm to resurvey the scene of the Memphis assassination It learned
that since the 1968 survey by Arthur C Holbrook Memphis city
engineer the state of the art has advanced tremendously as increas
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ingly precise and sophisticated engineering devices have been de
veloped The committee considered a number of firms based on the
recommendation of Dr Eugene Zwoyer executive director of the
American Society of Civil Engineers New York N.Y Zwoyer was
instructed that the survey would require a reputable and experienced
firm that had no previous involvement in the investigations of the as
sassinations of either Dr King or President John F Kennedy He was
also informed that the survey would involve a two-block commercial/
residential urban area in Memphis Tenn. and require the determina
tion of several lines of trajectory from possible locations of the
assassin to the victim using the most sophisticated equipment avail
able The committee considered five civil engineering firms suggested
by Dr Zwoyer It chose Koogle & Pouls Engineering Inc. of
Albuquerque N Mex The firm satisfied two important committee
criteria It had no previous involvement in either the investigation of
the death of Dr King or President Kennedy and it was unfamiliar
with the scene of Dr King's assassination and never before worked in
Memphis Tenn Thus the Koogle & Pouls firm demonstrated its
objectivity which complemented its experience with other surveys
The firm specializes in engineering geodetic and land surveys as well
as photogrammetric mapping and data acquisition It has surveyed
over 2,000 miles of high-voltage line and other route location projects
in the Rocky Mountains and desert of the Southwestern United States
In these surveys the firm used precision surveying instruments and
methodology for the measurement of angles and distances designed
to meet rigid National Geodetic Survey accuracy specifications

An experienced crew surveyed the Memphis scene in June 1978
including Herbert G Koogle president and chief engineer of Koogle
& Pouls and Joe M Stewart assistant vice president of the firm

Koogle received his B.S degree from Stanford University He
has worked on projects involving among other things geodetic con
trol surveying and photogrammetric mapping as well as engineering
design of many civil projects such as water supply drainage studies
and location surveys By 1978 he had 26 years experience in civil engi
neering He has served as president and chief engineer of Koogle &
Pouls since 1964

Koogle served two 5-year terms as a member of the New Mexico
State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land
Surveyors and twice served as chairman of the board He is a mem
ber and has served as president of the New Mexico Society of
Professional Engineers He is also a member of the American Society
of Civil Engineers the New Mexico Association of Surveyors and
Mappers the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping the
American Society of Photogrammetry and the American Public
Works Association

Stewart had 18 years of experience in 1978 in surveying
projects including photogrammetric control and geodetic surveying
ordinary and precision leveling and route surveys for roads and trans
mission lines He is responsible for Koogle & Pouls field management
and data reduction on specific surveying projects

The committee asked the Koogle & Pouls firm to survey the
scene and report on the probable location of the assassin specifically
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III TECHNICALINSTRUMENTATION

requesting determination of the horizontal and vertical angles dis

tances and physical relationships involved in possible trajectories to
the point of impact

Koogle & Pouls Engineering Inc. used the most sophisticated
engineering equipment available in its survey of the scene of Dr
King's assassination in Memphis Tenn

The Kern theodolite is a standard 1-second direct reading pre
cision instrument used for surveying angular measurements in
vertical and horizontal planes It is manufactured by the Kern Instru
ment Co of Aarau Switzerland and is capable of extremely precise
and reliable angular measurements The Kern DKM2.AE theodolite
is one of the most recent developments in a product line that represents
advanced technology with respect to optical sighting and angular
measurement The theodolite has automatic collimation for zenith
reference in the measurement of vertical angles It presents an upright
image to the eye of the viewer The angular measurements are read
from precisely engraved glass plates through an eyepiece that allows
for precise vernier settings and direct reading to 1 second of arc The
telescope magnification of 30 diameters permits precise sighting on
small objects This theodolite was chosen for its accuracy ease of

handling and suitability to the methodology used by the firm to
develop basic geometric data at the assassination scene

The AGA model 12 Geodimeter an electronic distance measur
ing (EDM) unit weighing 6.2 pounds uses an infrared beam carrier
to measure the time it takes a modulated carrier to traverse the dis
tance from the EDM to a reflector at a given point and return to the
instrument This amount of time based on the established velocity of

light is extremely short It is measured through complex electronic
circuitry that reduces the information to a direct readout of distance
in feet The light source is an infrared gas-emitting diode modulated
by a radio frequency signal which is decoded out to the returning
infrared beam from the reflector The phase modulations are then
compared in the electronic circuitry to establish the amounts of time
measured in nanoseconds (billionths of seconds) The information is
fed into a small microprocessor (computer) within the circuitry of
the instrument and a direct readout of the distance in feet is produced

The Geodimeter is manufactured by the AGA Corp of Lidingo
Sweden The equipment is assembled at the U.S AGA office in
Secaucus N.J That instrument was developed to satisfy a severe
need in civil engineering and land surveying for an instrument that
could accurately measure distances directly particularly over ob
stacles in urban areas and in rough ground terrain

IV THE SURVEY

On Friday evening June 9 1978 Herbert G Koogle president
of Koogle & Pouls Engineering Inc. met in Memphis Tenn with
the committee and with members of the committee's King forensic
pathology panel Michael Baden M.D. chief medical examiner for
New York City John Coe M.D. chief medical examiner for Hennepin
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County Minn. and Joseph Davis M.D. chief medical examiner for
Dade County Fla The medical examiners described Dr King's
wounds and explained that they were unable to fix conclusively the
precise azimuth (horizontal direction) and trajectory of the fatal
bullet on the basis of their examination of the medical evidence The
physicians noted that it was impossible to determine Dr King's
exact position at the moment he was hit

On Saturday morning June 10 1978 Koogle and Joe M
Stewart supervisor of field survey operation for Koogle & Pouls
with the committee and its medical examiners present surveyed the
area of the Lorraine Motel on Mulberry Street and the roominghouse
at 418-4221/2 South Main Street After a general examination of the
area the firm set up a Kern DKM2.AE theodolite on the second
floor balcony of the Lorraine Motel in front of the door to room 306
The center of the theodolite was placed 6.65 feet from the adjacent
(southerly) corner of the concrete floor of the balcony and 1.47 feet in
from the edge of the floor slab which is a 5-inch structural steel chan
nel beam This probable location of Dr King at the time he was shot
was selected on the basis of photographic evidence and eyewitness
accounts furnished by the committee The polar method of determin
ing angles and distances to various points required for checking
previous data and development of independent information was
considered most suitable and efficient for this survey An AGA geo
dimeter model 12 was mounted atop the Kern theodolite for electronic
distance measurement (See "Instrumentation section for a descrip
tion of this equipment.)

Using the Theodolite and electronic distance measuring (EDM)
unit certain measurements were made using the polar system of meas
urement which involves a relative azimuth (horizontal) and the meas
urement of a slope distance to a retrodirective reflector prism at the
exact point on the other end of the line from the theodolite and EDM
unit The horizontal azimuth angle measured from a reference base
line the vertical angle from zenith and the slope distance were meas
ured and recorded

To serve as the zero index for all horizontal angles a base
azimuth was established to the utility pole located on the northwest
corner of Mulberry Street and Butler Avenue Zenith (vertical)
angles are automatically indexed to gravimetric level by the automatic
leveling system in the Kern Theodolite Special care was taken to
insure that the line of sight for the EDM unit did not pass through
any portion of the glass enclosure built around the area in front of
room 306 (This glass enclosure was put up after Dr King's assassina
tion to protect a shrine erected in his honor.) For orientation three
polar measurements were made to specific points at or near the motel
and one to the utility pole on the sidewalk just west of the motel
swimming pool These polar measurements were reduced to horizontal
distances and carefully plotted on the film copy of the "Plan of Lor
raine Motel Area, prepared in November 1968 by Arthur C Hol
brook Memphis city engineer Based on the plotted points this site
map was determined to be an adequate graphic representation of the
area
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(21) A direct measurement was made to the center of the bathroom
windowsill at 418.422 South Main Street Three additional measure
ments were made in the area of the tree and bushes at the east end of
the garden area behind 418 and 422 South Main Street where one
witness reportedly saw a fleeing figure immediately after the shot that
killed Dr King was fired (Fig 2 and 3.)
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FIGURE2.-Plan view from 418 Main Street (rear) to front of Lorraine Motel
(This diagram has been reduced to about one-third its original size One
inch equals approximately 30 feet.)
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FIGunE3.-Section view from 418Main Street (rear) to front of Lorra
(This diagram has been reduced to about one-third its original
inch equals approximately 30 feet.)
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V RESULTSOF THE SURVEY

Based on the polar measurements the firm determined that the
"Plan of the Lorraine Motel Area, prepared in November 1968 by
Arthur C Holbrook city enO.neer of Memphis is entirely adequate
for the analysis required in this survey The slope distance or direct
line distance from a position 56 inches above the point on the surface
of the second-floor balcony that was established in front of room 306
at the center of the theodolite to the center front of the bathroom
windowsill at 418-4221/2 South Main Street is 207.17 feet at an angle
above the horizontal of 4 degrees 36 minutes The height above the

balcony of 56 inches was selected on the basis of the examination of
evidence by the members of the forensic pathology panel and eyewit
ness accounts furnished by the committee This evidence indicated
that the most probable posture of Dr King at the instant he was hit
by the projectile was with his head forward and looking down into
the parking area with a probable slight forward bend at the waist
typical for an individual standing with his attention focused down
ward A difference of 1 inch in the height above the surface of the
balcony floor will make an angular difference from the bathroom
windowsill of approximately 1.4 minutes of arc a negligible variance
for the purposes of this survey The 1968 autopsy report of the Shelby
County Tenn. Medical Examiner Dr Jerry T Francisco noted that
the distance from the right heel of Dr King to the probable point of
impact of the bullet was 59 inches After consulting with the com
mittee and the members of the forensic pathology panel the firm
determined that the point of impact could have been within a range
of 54 to 59 inches above the floor of the balcony Again this relatively
minor difference in height above the floor would result in a small
angular change from the bathroom window to the point where Dr
King was standing and these small differences would have no dis
cernible effect on Dr King's wound

At least one witness stated that he saw a person in the garden
area behind 4184221/2 South Main Street immediately after the shot
was fired The firm was unable to eliminate the garden area as a possi
ble location of the assassin Survey measurements made to selected
points in this area indicated that the general ground level in the vicin
ity of the top of the terrace beyond the retaining wall is essentially at
the same elevation as a point 56 inches above the surface of the balcony
floor Therefore the angular range in a vertical plane will vary from
level to an incline of approximately 2.5 degrees from the selected
point 56 inches above the balcony floor measured to a shoulder height
of 5.4 feet for a standing person

After considerable discussion with the three medical examiners
it became apparent that a 3 to 4-degree difference in angularity of
the trajectory would not enable them to reach a definite conclusion
about the possible location of the origin of the shot With the lack
of photographic or specific eyewitness evidence concerning Dr King's
posture when he was hit it is not possible to establish with certainty
the vertical angularity of the trajectory The lower the ballistic angle
the more Dr King would have had to be leaning forward perhaps
somewhat over the balcony railing to cause the resulting wound As
suming Dr King was standing with his head forward and facing
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downward his body titled slightly forward from the waist the path of
the bullet through his face neck and upper body indicates a descending
trajectory although the angle cannot be determined because of the
lack of evidence of Dr King's posture at the moment he was shot

VI CONCLUSION

(25) Although the top of the sloping ground behind the retaining
wall within the garden area at the rear of 418-422i/2 South Main
Street cannot be eliminated from consideration as a possible location
of the assassin based on the eyewitness information and photographic
evidence furnished to the firm the engineering measurements and
discussions with the medical panel and the committee the geometric
data tends to favor the second-floor bathroom window at the rear
of 418.422 South Main Street as the most probable location of the
assassin This location is consistent with the azimuth (66 degrees
from the edge of the balcony measured counterclockwise) and the
slight downward inclination of the trajectory of 4 degrees 36 minutes
This conclusion is supported by most eyewitness testimony as well
as the medical panel given the path of the bullet through the body
and the most probable posture of Dr King when he was shot
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I INTRODUCTION

A fingerprint is an impression made by ridges on the ends or
bulbs of fingers These impressions are useful as a means of identifi
cation because no two persons have the same ridge characteristics
appearing in the same positions on the fingers and fingerprints do not

change during one's lifetime Three features are considered in classify
ing fingerprints general shapes and contours finger positions of pat
tern types and relative size determined by counting the rides in

loops and by tracing the ridges in whorls This information is incor
porated in a concise formula the fingerprint classification

Fingerprints found at a crime scene are referred to as "latent

(hidden) impressions because in most cases they are difficult or impos
sible to see and therefore require development to make them visible
for preservation as evidence and for comparison with fingerprints of
a known person The fingertip ridges are covered with perspiration
that exudes from sweat pores in the ridges When an object is touched
an outline of the ridges is left on it in a deposit of perspiration or
oily matter from the fingers Latent prints are made visible by the
use of various chemicals by photographic enhancement and by dust
ing them with fingerprint powder that adheres to the moisture or oily
matter present in the latent prints The value of a latent print for iden
tification depends on its number of identifiable characteristics and
where it is found

Dr Martin Luther King Jr was assassinated on April 4 1968
in Memphis Tenn The Federal Bureau of Investigation's Laboratory
and Identification Division Latent Fingerprint Section examined
hundreds of fingerprints collected in the course of the FBI investiga
tion of the assassination of Dr King This fingerprint analysis even
tually helped lead to the identification and apprehension of the
assassin

Dr King's killer apparently fled the scene after firing the fatal
shot from a second story bathroom window at the rear of a rooming
house managed by Bessie Brewer at 4221/2 South Main Street This
bathroom window provided a view of Dr King's room at the Lorraine
Motel The suspect however left behind important evidence includ
ing a .30-06 caliber Remington rifle with a Redfield telescopic sight
binoculars and a blue zipper bag containing clothing and personal
articles These items were found in a bundle that had been dropped
almost immediately after the assassination in the doorway of Canipe's
Amusement Co. 424 South Main Street Investigators determined that
the suspect had rented room 5B at the roominghouse on the afternoon
of April 4 1968 using the name John Willard

The rifle found in the doorway of Canipe's Memphis store was
purchased on March 30 1968 at the Aeromarine Supply Co in Bir
mingham Ala. by a person using the name Harvey Lowmeyer On
April 11 1968 the FBI discovered the suspected assassin's getaway

(111)
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car a 1966 white Ford Mustang in the parking lot of an Atlanta Ga.
apartment house The car was registered to Eric Starvo Galt Galt had
stayed at James Garner's Atlanta roominghouse in late March 1968
and he spent the night before the assassination April 3 1968 at the
New Rebel Motel in Memphis Additional evidence was recovered from
Garner's roominghouse including a map of Mexico

On the evening of Dr King's murder April 4 1968 Capt Nick J
Carimi Memphis Police Department Bureau of Identification lifted
several prints from the second-floor bathroom at the rear of Bessie
Brewer's Memphis roominghouse and from room 5B.(1) On the
following day James H Brandon and Bobby F Ewing technicians
with the Memphis Police Department Bureau of Identification lifted
several more prints from the roominghouse (2) The 10 fingerprint
lifts taken by Captain Carimi and the technicians were given to the
FBI on April 6 1968 and Special Agent Robert Fitzpatrick person
ally delivered the specimens to the FBI Laboratory and Identification
Division in Washington D.C. on the same day

Of the 10 lifts from the roominghouse only 2 were of value for
later comparison One latent fingerprint lifted from the dresser in
room 5B matched the print of a Memphis police officer and a finger
print removed from the fireplace in room 5B was not identified (3)

The evidence from the bundle was examined and the following
latent prints were found.(4) (FBI "Q numbers are noted In index
ing evidence the FBI assigns "Q numbers to "questioned items and
"K numbers to "known items.)

Black rifle box (Ql).1 palm print
Rifle (Q2) 1 fingerprint
Telescopicsight (Q2).Do
Binoculars (Q14) Do
Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal newspaper

April 4 1968 (Q19).Do
After shave bottle (Q24) Do
Schlitz beer can (Q53) Do

The palm print on the black rifle box (Q1) was identified as that of
Donald Wood a clerk at Aeromarine Supply Co. Birmingham Ala.
where the rifle had been purchased Of the other prints from the evi
dence in the bundle the fingerprints from the rifle and the fingerprint
from the binoculars were made by the same finger The position of the
prints and the shape of the ridges indicated that the prints were prob
ably from a left thumb (5)

The windowsill from the second-floor bathroom at the rear of
Bessie Brewer's Memphis roominghouse was sent to the FBI Labora
tory and Identification Division Washington D.C The FBI found
one latent fingerprint on the sill but determined it belonged to FBI
Special Agent Frank Johnson (6) The FBI took 25 latent lifts from
room 34 of the New Rebel Motel in Memphis the place where Eric S
Galt stayed on April 3 1968 the day before Dr King was killed Only
four of these lifts were valuable Two prints from Galt's New Rebel
Motel registration card (Q86) were later found to belong to a motel
clerk and an FBI agent (7)

On April 15 1968 the FBI recovered a map of Mexico (Q194)
in the room where Galt had stayed at Garner's roominghouse in
Atlanta Ga A latent lift from the map matched the prints from the
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rifle and the binoculars (8) The FBI determined from the map lift
that the print probably from the left thumb had an ulnar loop of
12 ridge counts

In its efforts to identify the latent prints the FBI experts
under the direction of George Bonebrake reviewed all sections of its
single fingerprint file and compared all outstanding identification
orders The FBI noted that the map print was similar to that found on
the rifle and the binoculars From a search of the records of 53,000
fugitives the investigators discerned that approximately 1,900 of
these fugitives had ulnar loops of 10 to 14 ridge counts in the left
thumb On April 19 1968 15 days after Dr King's murder the
three latent fingerprints were identified with the prints of James Earl
Ray an escapee from the Missouri State Penitentiary who had been
serving a sentence for robbery (9)

Ray was apprehended at Heathrow Airport in London Eng
land on June 8 1968 Four days before his arrest he allegedly robbed
the Fulham Branch of the Trustee Savings Bank in London of about
.95 A holdup note printed on a paper bag was left at the scene by the
suspect and recovered by officers of the Metropolitan Police New Scot
land Yard Fingerprint specialists at New Scotland Yard and the FBI
positively matched the print found on the note with the left thumb
print of James Earl Ray (10) Ray however denied that he robbed
the Fulham Bank

The committee in its investigation of the assassination of Dr
Martin Luther King Jr. decided to review all fingerprints identified
as those of James Earl Ray as well as prints on other evidence that
had been associated somehow with Ray and might indicate conspiracy
It determined not to reexamine for example fingerprints that were
identified as those of investigating officers prints from anonymous let
ters and prints related to suspects other than Ray The fingerprints
that the committee determined should be reviewed came primarily
from (1) the bundle found in the doorway of Canipe's Amusement
Co. (2) the Brewer Memphis roominghouse (3) the New Rebel
Motel (4) the 1966 Ford Mustang and (5) the Garner Atlanta room
inghouse Some miscellaneous items were also selected for review such
as the June 4 1968 London robbery note because of Ray's contention
that he was not involved in the holdup

The committee needed a highly qualified expert in fingerprint
analysis to review more than 60 questioned specimens related to the
death of Dr King It first retained Victor J Scalice of Forensic
Control Systems New York N.Y. who had served as a member of
the committee's John F Kennedy fingerprint panel (See Kennedy
fingerprint panel report for a description of the selection of those
panel members.) Scalice reviewed six of the prints selected by the
committee He compared a photographic copy of the fingerprints of
James Earl Ray to latent lifts from the following items the rifle
(Q2) the binoculars (Q14) the Memphis Commercial Appeal news
paper (Q19) the Schlitz beer can (Q53) and the London robbery
note (Q389) and determined that these impressions had been made
by James Earl Ray confirming the conclusions of the FBI analysts
Scalice was unable to compare a lift from the telescopic sight (Q2)
however because the photograph of the original lift was poor (11)
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Scalice could not examine all of the relevant prints because of
an extremely full schedule of other work so he agreed that the com
mittee should employ an expert in the Washington D.C. area who
could review the original latent lifts at the FBI headquarters if
necessary

II SELECTIONOF FINGERPRINTPANEL

To fulfill its obligation to investigate all the circumstances of
the death of Dr King the committee convened a panel of fingerprint
examiners to review relevant latent prints that were collected by the
FBI in 1968 The panel members were asked to review the fingerprint
exhibits selected by the committee and compare them with the finger
prints of James Earl Ray and as part of its investigation of possible
conspiracy with the prints of his brothers John L Ray and Jerry W
Ray They also were asked to compare selected latent lifts with the
prints of known or suspected Ray associates including Jesse B
Stoner president of the segregationist National States Rights Party
and an associate of Jerry W Ray (12) Randy Rosenson an alleged
associate of Raoul who Ray mentioned in a 1977 Canadian Broadcast
ing Co interview (13) and Gus Prosch an alleged gunrunner
and supposed purchaser of a weapon at the Aeromarine Supply Co
in Birmingham Ala. on April 3 1968 a weapon that according to one
source may have been used in Memphis the next day (14)

The committee following the suggestion of fingerprint examiner
Victor J Scalice sought to use highly qualified fingerprint examiners
from the Washington D.C. area to review latent fingerprint lifts
relevant to the death of Dr King and if necessary examine the origi
nal materials at the FBI headquarters On the recommendation of
Burtell M Jefferson Chief of Police Metropolitan Police Depart
ment Washington D.C. the committee employed as consultants Ray
H Holbrook and Darrell D Linville fingerprint specialists with the
Metropolitan Police Department

Ray H Holbrook completed a Federal Bureau of Investigation
fingerprint training course in 1959 He worked in the FBI Identifica
tion Division from 1959 until 1969 He began his present work as a
fingerprint specialist with the Identification Branch Fingerprint
Examination Section Metropolitan Police Department Washington
D.C. in 1969 Holbrook has lectured at the Metropolitan Police
Academy and at the Antioch Law School in Washington D.C He is
a certified latent print examiner and a member of the International
Association for Identification

Darrell D Linville completed a Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion fingerprint training course in 1957 He worked with the FBI
Identification Division from 1957 until 1970 He began his present work
as a fingerprint specialist with the Identification Branch Metropolitan
Police Department Washington D.C. in 1970 Linville has taught at
the Metropolitan Police Department Academy Washington D.C. and
has instructed foreign police officers in the Henry System of Finger
print Identification He is a certified latent print examiner and a mem
ber of the International Association for Identification On numerous
occasions he has testified as a fingerprint expert
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Both Holbrook and Linville examined latent prints collected
at the scene of the June 1972 burglary of Democratic National Head
quarters in the Watergate Hotel Washington D.C Senator Sam J
Ervin's Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities
used their report in its investigation of the burglary

III REPORTOF THE FINGERPRINTPANEL

The following fingerprints were examined and compared (The
FBI questioned evidence index numbers or Q numbers are noted if
they were assigned.)
FBI photograph

No.
3 One fingerprint on side of telescopic sight (Q2) (Identified

by FBI as right ring fingerprint of James-Earl Ray.)
6 One fingerprint on aftershave bottle (Q24) (Identified by

FBI as right index finger of James Earl Ray.)
10 One fingerprint on latent lift marked "right side of fire

place from room 5B Brewer roominghouse Memphis
17 Two fingerprints and one palm print on Browning rifle

Two fingerprints on bathroom door.New Rebel Motel
Memphis

One fingerprint on bathroom door.New Rebel Motel
Memphis

One palm print on bathroom door.New Rebel Motel
Memphis

One palm print on bathroom door.New Rebel Motel
Memphis

One palm print from 1966 Mustang left door handle
One palm print from 1966 Mustang 8 inches from right

door plunger under right rear glass
One impression of value on 1966 Mustang right door handle
Two fingerprints on lined piece of paper Garner rooming

house Atlanta (Q168)
Two palm prints on piece of newspaper Garner rooming

house Atlanta
One palm print on latent lift A-1 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
One palm print on latent lift A-3 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
One palm print on latent lift A-5 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
Two palm prints on latent lift 9 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
One palm print on latent lift 10 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
Two palm prints on latent lift 11 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
One palm print on latent lift 12 Garner roominghouse

Atlanta
Two fingerprints on change of address order signed Eric S

Galt (Q173)
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Two fingerprints on change of address order signed Eric C
Galt (Q173)

One fingerprint on Mexican map (Q194)
One fingerprint on Mexican map (Q194)
One fingerprint on Mexican map (Q194) (Identified by

FBI as left thumb print of James Earl Ray.)
One fingerprint and one impression of value on Mexican

map (Q194)
One fingerprint on Mexican map (Q194) (Identified by

FBI as left index fingerprint of James Earl Ray.)
One fingerprint on Mexican map (Q194)
One fingerprint on paper bearing notation (Q214)
One fingerprint on money order (Q216)
One fingerprint on money order (Q216)
One fingerprint on money order (Q217)
One fingerprint on money order (Q219)
Two fingerprints on money order (Q221)
Three fingerprints on money order (Q221)
One fingerprint on money order (Q222)
One fingerprint on money order (Q223)
One fingerprint and one palm print on money order (Q223)
One fingerprint on letter signed Eric S Galt (Q225)
One fingerprint on back of envelope to Locksmithing Insti

tute (Q215)
One fingerprint on Futura Books order blank dated Feb

ruary 17 1968 signed Eric S Galt (Q255)
One fingerprint on order blank (Q255)
Two fingerprints on envelope (Q254)
One fingerprint on envelope (Q253)
One fingerprint on envelope (Q253)
Two fingerprints on envelope (Q293)
Three fingerprints on envelope (Q293)
One fingerprint on envelope (Q294)

115 One fingerprint on coupon from Eric S Galt to Modern
Photo Bookstore (Q326)

134-135 Three fingerprints on letter from Galt to Southern
African Council (Q334)

Palm print on Sneyd paper with name and address (Q367)
Five fingerprints on Sneyd letter (Q367)

158-159 Four fingerprints on Royal Bank of Canada
newsletter

162-164 Letter signed Galt (Q385)
165 One fingerprint on London robbery note (Q389) (Identi

fied by FBI as a fingerprint of James Earl Ray.)
166-167 Eleven fingerprints and two palm prints on rooming

house ledger and card (Q 407 and Q408)
173 One fingerprint on check from Indian Trails Restaurant

Winnetka Ill (Q404) (Identified by FBI as a fingerprint of
James Earl Ray.)

(22) Also two unnumbered latent lifts taken from the second-floor
bathroom at the rear of Bessie Brewer's Memphis roominghouse were
examined
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The following print photographs were provided for compari
son to the questioned fingerprints

A Inked finger and palm impressions of James Earl Ray
B *Inked finger and palm impressions of John L Ray
C Inked finger and palm impressions of Jerry W Ray
(The impressions of James Earl Ray and his brothers John and

Jerry were compared with all of the latent prints examined.)
D Inked impressions of Gus Prosch Jr. who allegedly bought

a weapon at Aeromarine Supply Co. Birmingham Ala. on April 3
1968 the day before Dr King was killed (Compared to photograph
17 only.)

E Inked impressions of Jesse B Stoner president of the segre
gationist National States Rights Party and an associate of Jerry W

Ray (Compared to photographs 31 and 44 only.)
F Inked impressions of Randy Rosenson an alleged associate

of Raoul who Ray mentioned in a 1977 Canadian Broadcasting Co
interview (Compared to photographs 31 44 55 56 and 60.)

No palm prints were available for Prosch Stoner or Rosenson
The results of the comparisons were as follows
Photograph 17 was compared with inked impressions of Gus

Prosch with negative results
Photographs 31 and 44 were compared with inked impressions

of Jesse Stoner with negative results
Photographs 31 44 55 56 and 60 were compared with inked

impressions of Randy Rosenson with negative results
(NOTE No palmar impressions were available for Prosch

Stoner or Rosenson.)
Photograph 3 developed on side of the Redfield telescopic

sights is an impression made by the right ring finger of James
Earl Ray

Photograph 6 developed on aftershave lotion bottle is an
impression made by the right index finger of James Earl Ray

Photograph 57 developed on 1966 Republica Mexicanna Guia

Roji (map of Mexico) is an impression made by the left thumb
of James Earl Ray

Photograph 59 developed on 1966 Republica Mexicanna Guia

Roji (map of Mexico) is an impression made by the left index

finger of James Earl Ray
Photograph 115 one fingerprint on coupon from Eric S Galt

to Modern Photo Bookstore
Photograph 165 developed on London robbery note is an im

pression made by the right thumb of James Earl Ray
Photograph 173 developed on Indian Trails check is an im

pression made by the right thumb of James Earl Ray
The panel concluded that James Earl Ray made the latent im

pressions from the telescopic sight (photograph 3) the aftershave
bottle (photograph 6) the Mexican map (photographs 57 and 59)
the London robbery note (photograph 165) and the check from the
Indian Trails Restaurant (photograph 173) Indian Trails Restau
rant (photograph 173) a coupon from Eric S Galt to Modern Photo
Bookstore (photograph 115) These results agree with the earlier

findings of the FBI Two impressions from an unnumbered latent
lift card taken from the second-floor bathroom at Brewer's 4221/2
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South Main Street roominghouse Memphis were also examined One
latent palm impression from the bathtub was of no value for com
parison The other palm impression from the bathroom windowsill
was compared to the palm print of James Earl Ray and found not to
match

The remaining latent impressions were compared with the
inked finger and palm impressions of James Earl Ray Jerry William
Ray and John Larry Ray but no additional identifications could
be made

The following consolidated identifications were made The
fingerprints are considered identical with an unknown person or
persons

Photograph 44 Two latent impressions of value developed on
lined piece of paper (Q168) The two latent impressions are iden
tical with each other

Photograph 53 Two latent impressions of value developed on
"Change of Address Order signed Eric S Galt (Q173) The two
latent impressions are identical with each other

Photograph 62 One latent impression of value developed on
back of Bank of America money order No 0799-18037 (Q216)
The one latent impression is identical with the latent impression
in photo No 65 and with one latent impression in photo No 67

Photograph 63 One latent impression of value developed on
back of Bank of America money order No 0799-18037 (Q216)
The one latent impression is identical with the latent impression
in photo No 64

Photograph 64 One latent impression of value developed on
back of Bank of America money order No 0799-18288 (Q217)
The one latent impression is identical with the latent impression
in photo No 63

Photograph 65 Two latent impressions of value developed on
back of Bank of America money order No 0799-17281 (Q219)
One of the two latent impressions is identical with the latent im
pression in photo No 62 and with one latent impression in photo
No 67 The other latent impression is identical with the latent
impression in photo No 69

Photo 67 Three latent impressions of value developed on back
of Bank of America money order No 0799-19701 (Q221) One
of the three latent impressions is identical with the latent impres
sion in photo No 62 and with one latent impression in photo No
65 One of the two remaining latent impressions is identical with
one latent impression in photo No 70

Photograph No 69 One latent impression of value developed
on front of Bank of America money order No 0799-19704 (Q223)
The one latent impression is identical with one latent impression
in photo No 65

Photograph 70 Three latent impressions of value (one of
which is a palmar impression) developed on front of Bank of
America money order No 0799-19704 (Q223) One of the three
latent impressions is identical with one latent impression in photo
No 67
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Photograph 76 One latent impression of value developed on
order blank for Futura Books dated February 27 1968 signed
Eric S Galt (Q255) The one latent impression is identical with
one latent impression in photo No 77

Photograph 77 Two latent impressions of value developed on
order blank for Futura Books dated February 27 1968 signed
Eric S Galt (Q255) One of the two latent impressions is identi
cal with the latent impression in photo No 76

Photograph 134 and 135 Four latent impressions of value de
veloped on letter from Galt to Southern African Council (Q334)
Three of the four latent impressions are identical with each other

Photographs 158 and 159 Five latent impressions of value de
veloped on bank newsletter Royal Bank of Canada Two of the
five latent impressions are identical with each other
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I INTRODUCTION

In the course of its investigation of the assassination of Dr Mar
tin Luther King Jr. the Federal Bureau of investigation obtained and
examined hundreds of documents that contained specimens of hand
writing Many of these documents were signed by or related to James
Earl Ray convicted assassin of Dr King or related to Eric S Galt
John L Rayns and Ramon George Sneyd aliases used by Ray The
documents examined included motel registrations laundry receipts
checks bank records sales invoices money orders passports corre
spondence and other miscellaneous writings The FBI also analyzed
letters from citizens including anonymous and crank mail as well as
handwriting samples and documents relating to suspects other than
James Earl Ray

Based on their examination of handwritten Eric S Galt signa
tures the FBI determined that the signatures were all written by the
same person and ultimately concluded that the relevant documents had
been executed by Ray Further comparisons revealed that documents
bearing the signatures of John L Rayns and Ramon George Sneyd
were also written by Ray

Since Ray admitted using the Galt Rayns and Sneyd aliases
there was little controversy about the origin of these writtings The
committee therefore determined that a comprehensive review of the
FBI handwriting examination was unnecessary and decided to ex
amine only the following items

1 London robbery note (FBI specimen Qc389 MLK exhibit F--
242) (Figs 1.1 and 1.2) On June 4 1968 4 days before his apprehen
sion James Earl Ray allegedly robbed the Fulham branch of the
Trustee Savings Bank in London England of about .95 The Metro
politan Police of New Scotland Yard sent the FBI a photocopy of a
robbery note left at the Fulham bank by the robbery suspect The FBI
laboratory received the copy on July 15 1968 The committee's King
fingerprint panel as well as the FBI examiners determined that a la
tent fingerprint on the note was the right thumbprint of James Earl
Ray The FBI experts however examined the handwriting on the note
and were unable to identify the handwriting as that of Ray because the
writer rather than printing the note outlined the letters and filled
them in so that the normal identifying characteristics were not evident
Ray denied that he was involved in the Fulham bank robbery The com
mittee therefore decided that a second handwriting analysis of the
note might provide further evidence bearing on Ray's part in the
holdup

(123)
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FIGURE1A.-Note found at the Fulham branch of the Trustee SavingsBank Lon
don England on June 4 1968 (front)

FIGURE1B.-Fulham bank note (back)
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2 Three items were examined that related to Ray's efforts to
obtain a Canadian passport in April 1968 Following the April 4
1968 assassination of Dr King in Memphis Tenn. Ray fled to
Atlanta Ga and from there he traveled to Toronto Ontario Canada
where he arrived sometime between April 6 and 8 1968 While in
Toronto Ray applied for a Canadian passport at a local travel agency
on April 16 1968 and the passport was issued from Ottawa Ontario
the Canadian capital on April 24 1968 The passport was issued to
Ramon George Sneyd the identity Ray had assumed He used the
passport to travel from Toronto to London England on May 6 1968
In the course of obtaining the passport Ray first adopted the alias
Paul Edward Bridgman which he used in a request for a Canadian
birth certificate he made on April 10 1968 He learned however that
the real Bridgman already had a passport Afraid that his ruse would
be detected if he used the Bridgman name Ray adopted the alias
Ramon George Sneyd by April 16 the day he applied for his passport
and ordered a birth certificate from the Bureau of Vital Statistics in
that name In connection with his passport application Ray com
pleted a Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor form so that he
did not need a witness to swear that he had been a Canadian citizen
for at least 2 years

Ray maintained that he secured his Canadian passport without
assistance The committee analyzed the handwriting on the following
items related to his efforts to secure a passport to determine whether
they had been prepared by Ray or by someone else

(a) Photocopy of an April 10 1968 letter from Paul Bridgman
requesting a birth certificate (MLK exhibit F.233A) (fig 2.)
The committee obtained a photocopy of this letter from the
FBI file of Canadian materials related to the investigation of
the death of Dr King received from the Shelby County Tenn.
district attorney general's office on July 25 1977
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FIGURE2.-April 10 1968 letter of request for birth certificate signed Paul
Edward Bridgman

(b) Photocopy of an April 16 1968 letter from Ramon George
Sneyd requesting a birth certificate (MLK exhibit F.233B)
(fig 3.) A photocopy of this document was also found in the
FBI Canadian materials which the committee received from
the Shelby County Tenn. district attorney's office
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FIGURE3.-April 16 1968 letter of request for birth certificate signed Ramon
GeorgeSneyd

(c) Photocopy of the Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor
signed by Ramon George Sneyd on April 16 1968 (FBI speci
men Qc364 MLK exhibit F-234) (fig 4.)
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FIGURE4.-Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor dated April 16 1968
and signed Ramon George Sneyd

(7) 3 Photocopy of hand-drawn map of escape plan from Brushy
Mountain State Penitentiary Petros Tenn (Fig 5.) In 1978 the corn
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mittee obtained a hand-drawn map of an escape plan allegedly made
by James Earl Ray The map was analyzed in an attempt to deter
mine if it indeed was drawn by Ray

H SELECTIONOF THE HANDWRITINGEXPERT

The committee needed a highly qualified questioned document
examiner to analyze the writings relevant to its investigation of the
assassination of Dr King It chose Joseph P McNally who had
served on the committee's John F Kennedy handwriting panel That
selection process is set forth in the introduction of the report of the
Kennedy handwriting panel

McNally received a B.S and an M.P.A in police science from
the John Jay College of Criminal Justice City University of New
York He began work in questioned document identification in 1942
with the New York City police laboratory He has worked as super
visor of the document identification section of the police laboratory
training officer in the police academy commanding officer of the po
lice laboratory and handwriting expert in the office of the district
attorney of New York County He retired from the police depart
ment at the rank of captain in 1972 and began private practice in
questioned document identification He is a consultant to the Human
Resources Administration of New York City

McNally is a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences a member of the International Association for Identifica
tion the American Society for Testing and Materials and the Ameri
can Society of Questioned Document Examiners He has lectured at
the City University of New York Rockland College and the New
York Police Academy

III FINAL REPORTOF DOCUMENTEXAMINERJOSEPH P MCNALLY

The following writings were examined and compared
Two photocopies of a note (apparently written on a paper bag)

(MLK exhibit F.242A front 242B back) (Fig 1.1 and 1.2.)
Front:"PLACE ALL

.5-10 POUND
NOTES IN THIS BAG

Back "P U T
ALL

Photocopy of April 10 1968 letter requesting birth certificate
signed "Paul Edward Bridgman (MLK Exhibit F.233A)
(Fig 2.)

Photocopy of April 16 1968 letter requesting birth certificate
signed "Ramon George Sneyd (MLK exhibit F.233B)
(Fig 3.)
Statutory Declaration in Lieu of Guarantor dated April 16
1968 signed "Ramon George Sneyd (MLK exhibit (F.234)
(Fig 4.)

Photocopy of hand-drawn map (Fig 5.)
Photograph of a handprinted note.exemplar (or specimen)
printing of James Earl Ray (Fig 6.) Designated "last page
and "pg 20 The note consists of 28 lines and begins as
follows
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"IT iS SUGGESTED THATON .L AND DEPENDANT
UPON ThE SUBMiSSiON OF ThE iSSUES hERE

PROPOSED TO BE RAiSED hAS BEEN .

FIGURE6.-Hand-printed note containing notations "last page and "James
Ray pg 20

(g) Canadian passport application papers Form A-0 May 16
1968 in the name Ramon George Sneyd (FBI specimen Q369)
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(Fig 7.) Four photographed pages which contain
Page 1.Hand printing
Page 2.Print and signature "Ramon George SneydPage 3.Affidavit (script) signed "Ramon George SneydPage 4--Typed letter dated May 17 1969

FIGURE7A.-Form A-O Application for Canadian Passport Department ofExternal Affairs printed name of applicant "Ramon George Sneyd (Page 1)
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FIGURE7B.-Application for Canadian Passport dated May 16 1968 and signed
"Ramon GeorgeSneyd in Lisbon Portugal (Page 2)
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FIGURE7C.Affidavit (in lieu of guarantor) dated May 16 1968 and signed
"Ramon George Sneyd (Page 3)
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FIGURE7D.-May 17 1968 typewritten letter from the Canadian Embassy
Lisbon Portugal (Page 4)

(h) Photograph of a letter (script) from H.M Prison Heathfield
Road Wandsworth London SW 18 signed "R G Sneyd
(FBI specimen Q387) (Fig 8.)
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FIGURE8.-Letter in script from H.M Prison Heathlleld Road Wandsworth
London SW 18 signed "R G Sneyd
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The London robbery note (item 1) the Bridgman and Sneyd
birth certificate request letters (items 2 and 3) the Sneyd statutory
declaration form (item 4) and the handdrawn map (item 5) were
examined as questioned documents The 28-line hand printed note
(item 6) the Sneyd Canadian passport application (item 7) and
the Sneyd letter from H.M Prison Heathfield Road London (item 8)
were used as exemplars or specimens of the writing and printing of
James Earl Ray for comparison to the five questioned items

The quality of most of the photocopies and photographs of
the questioned documents was rather poor and any opinion is nec
essarily qualified The following determinations were made however
from the examination of the five questioned items

A The handprint on the birth certificate request letters (items
2 and 3) and pages 1 and 2 of the Sneyd Canadian passport applica
tion (item 7) were made by the same person

B The script writing on the Sneyd letter from London (item 8)
and page 3 of the passport application (item 7) were made by the
same person

D The signatures "R G Sneyd (item 8) and "Ramon Geor
Sneyd (item 3) pages 2 and 3 of the passport application (item 7)
and the Sneyd signature on the statutory declaration form (item 4)
were made by the same person

E The script writing "Pers & Conf in question at the
bottom of the Bridgman birth certificate request letter (item 2) does
not correspond to the script writing in the Sneyd London letter (item
8)

F The handprint notations on the statutory declaration
form (item 4) although difficult to see do not appear to resemble
any handprint on the other documents

G The bulk of the handprint on the map (item 5) identified
as being by the same person is in uppercase handprint There are only
a few exceptions that occur in the lowercase letters "h "i and "p
There are many more lowercase handprinted forms on the hand
drawn map including "a "d "e "f "g "h "i "1 "r and
"t The letter "g in script also occurs on the hand-drawn map In
the writing of the documents used for the applications for passport
and birth certificates the writer may have tended to be more formal
precise and careful to have everything consistently in the same type
of handprint (uppercase) The hand-drawn map (item 5) is certainly
an informal writing intended for the writer alone and may have de
viated from the other writings described here primarily because of
its informality This map is intended as a series of "scratch notes and
the method of writing.lowercase handprint uppercase handprint
script forms writing in different directions.bear out this observation
The circumstances surrounding preparation of the hand-drawn map
apparently caused the deviation in the method of writing.a greater
use of lowercase letter forms mixed with uppercase letter forms than
found in the bulk of these writings

Unfortunately there are no "spontaneous writings of the

subject contemporaneous with the writing of the hand-drawn map
(item 5) available for comparison
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The uppercase writing forms of the hand-drawn map plus
lowercase writing forms which parallel those found in the other writ
ings were examined and compared From this examination and com
parison it was determined that the uppercase forms of the map (item
5) and the other handprintings correspond Similarities occur in the
"A's (both written with a tendency to flatten out the top section)
The "B's agree The "I) of the map is written without interruption
with the left vertical continuing on to form the right semicircle This
"D occurs in the other writings The "E's are also similar The small
"h of the map and that of the subject's writing corresponds The
odd quirk of using the lowercase "i and dotting it appears in the
writings The "L of the known documents with the curved horizontal
stroke is common to the map and other writings The "M of the map
has the middle section coming down to the baseline of writing It
does the same in the other writings The "N of both sets of writings
agrees The remainder of the uppercase handprinted forms in the map
and the other writings agree

There is sufficient agreement in the uppercase handprinted let
ter forms and the few lowercase handprinted letter forms which are
comparable in the map and the rest of the documents to warrant a
conclusion that the writing on this hand-drawn map resembles that of
other documents

H The script writing and signatures have been associated with
each other The handprint on some documents has also been associ
ated Where one has a combination of print and script on the same
documents it seems obvious that the documents involved emanated
from the same source or the same person though print and script usu
ally cannot be compared adequately because they are different forms
of writing

I On comparison of the printing on the two photographic
prints on the paper bag London robbery note (item 1) and the hand
printed 28-line "James Ray note (item 6) the writing on the holdup
note (item 1) could not be identified as the same as that on the Ray
note exemplar (item 6)

There is a loss in clarity and detail of the writing pattern in
both the questioned document (item 1) and known document (item 6)
In the questioned document the London robbery note it appears that
the individual letters were first written in dual lines one paralleling
the other and the opening then filled in (See figs 1A and 1B.) The
writer of the questioned document has carefully "lined-off letters
making up the message In this way the writer has effectively dis
guised the writing pattern thus precluding positive identification

A letter-by-letter examination and comparison of the questioned
holdup note (item 1) and the known Ray note (item 6) indicated as
follows

"A In the questioned note a triangular shape with the horizontal

placed right in the center This "A indicates that it has been
constructed with three separate strokes.two diagonals and
a horizontal

In the known document some of the "A's are written in
one continuous movement with a horizontal continuance of
the right diagonal Others have been written in two strokes
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a double-staffed left side continuing on to the right diagonal
and the horizontal written as a separate stroke Others are
written in three movements such as the questioned "A, but
the right side is more of a curve and in some forms appears
like a "7 with a horizontal stroke

The four "A's of the questioned note are careful and con
sistent The "A's of the known are careless and inconsistent

"C In the questioned note (item 1) the arc at the left is flattened
and the bottom curve is shallow

The "C of the known note appears to have more of a curve
"E In the questioned document the "E of "PLACE is writ

ten with the top horizontal slightly longer than the bottom
The "E of "NOTES is written with the bottom horizontal

slightly longer than the top
In the known note some of the "E's have been written with

four strokes.one vertical and three horizontal.all sepa
rated Some of the known "E's have been written as an "L
and then the last two horizontals added The "L form of
these "E's has a little "hump at the bottom left It seems
that the questioned "E's have been written with four separate
strokes but they are much more carefully formed than the
known "E's Neither of the questioned "E's show the "L

design found in some of the known "E's.
"i In the questioned document (item 1) the "i of "iN is written

without a dot while the "i of "THIS is written with a dot
In the known note (item 6) the capital "I is written like

the typed "I with serifs at the top and the bottom of the
vertical The small "i is usually written with the dot Only in
three instances is the dot missing over the "i "iSSUES (line
5) "SPiRiT (line Xl) and "NOTORiZED (line 28) In any
event a straight line stroke with "i is of little identifying
value

"L In the questioned note this letter is composed of two straight
line strokes The vertical is apparently one stroke and the hori
zontal is added as the second stroke

In the known note the "L is written in a continuous move
ment with a little "loop or "spur at the bottom left

The questioned "L is much different from the known "L.
"D In the questioned document (item 1) it appears to be written

in two strokes.a vertical and a curve
Most of the known "D's appear to be written in the same

manner with some made in a continuous writing movement
with a double-staffed vertical at the left side continuing on to
the curve at the right
The questioned note (item 1) gives the appearance of being
written in two movements.one for the "C curve and another
for the short horizontal that makes "C a "G.

The "G of the known document is written in a continuous
movement with the short horizontal spur a continuation of
the circle
A commonplace design form in the questioned note Only one
capital "H in the known note ("THE on line 6 fourth
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word) and this "H is changed from a small "h The rest
of the "h's of the known note are lower case
In the questioned note is a standard letter design form Some
of the "N's of the known document are carefully written
similar to the questioned "N. Most of the "N's are sloppily
written differing from the questioned writing
Commonplace design form in the questioned note which is
somewhat similar to some of the "0's of the known note
In the questioned document (item 1) a carefully written letter
form In the known note most of the "P's appear to have
been written in lower case with design forms different from the
questioned writing
In the questioned note the "T's are made up of two straight
line strokes

In the known writing the "T's are made in the same man
ner of many of the letter "T's In the known note however
the horizontal appears to be longer Many of the known "T's
have a little eyelet loop beginning the horizontal cross-stroke
This does not occur in the questioned writing
Carefully written standard letter form in the questioned
writing

In the known the "U is written carelessly It sometimes
looks like an "0, and other times like a "V.

"S In the questioned note this is just an ordinary standard form
It is similar to one or two of the "S's of the known which
tend to be somewhat inconsistent But the bulk of the "S's of
the known are different from that of the questioned

There are one or two similarities occurring between the ques
tioned writing (item 1) and known writing (item 6) But these simi
larities are not significant personal characteristics that would tend to
individualize the writing They fall more into the category of "class
or "group similarities On the other hand there are a number of
differences that occur Since the amount of writing in question is rather
restricted these differences indicate lack of similarity The writing of
the questioned document has been done carefully and methodically in
a manner that virtually defies identification Almost all the letters are
composed in whole or in part of straight lines "A, "E, "H, "i,
"L, "N, "T (20 letters) a combination of straight and curved
lines "B, "D, "P (5 letters) and curved lines "C, "G, "0, "S,
"U (8 letters) The straight-line stroke letters are virtually uniden
tifiable Those of mixed straight lines and curves are difficult to iden
tify The others may be more easy to identify

The numbers "5.10 on the questioned London note (item 1)
also fall into a standard writing pattern that is unidentifiable with the
known writings

The overall writing pattern of the questioned document the
London robbery note (item 1) is composed of letter design forms that
have been written in a disguised manner This disguised writing pat
tern precludes positive identification In the case of the specific known
exemplars that have been examined and compared in this report no
connection has been made between the questioned writing and the writ
ing of the known exemplars
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IV CONCLUSION

1 The writing on the London robbery note (item 1) could not
be identified with the James Earl Ray exemplar (item 6) The letters
of the robbery note were written in dual lines and filled in and the note
had no identifiable writing pattern thus precluding positive
identification

2 The Bridgman (item 2) and Sneyd (item 3) birth certificate
request letters and the Sneyd statutory declaration form (item 4) were
written by James Earl Ray with the exception of the lines of script
at the bottom of the April 10 1968 Bridgman letter beginning "Pers
& Conf. and ending "* * * in question, and the writing above the
signature on the statutory declaration form (item 4) The writing not
identified as that of Ray appeared to have been made by officials who
reviewed the documents

3 There is sufficient agreement in the 1978 hand-drawn map
and the other documents to support a conclusion that James Earl Ray
made the map although the writing on the map was informal intended
for the writer alone while the other documents were more formal and
precise This informality may explain the deviation in writing style
from the more formal documents identified as Ray's writing
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I INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of sophisticated devices are used to assist in the

apprehension of suspected criminals and in determination of their

guilt or innocence The results of tests relating to fingerprints fire

arms and handwriting are among those generally acceptable as

evidence in judicial proceedings The results of polygraph examina

tions however have not merited such acceptance as evidence at trial

The polygraph is an instrument that records various body
changes that occur as a person is interviewed This data may serve

as a basis for diagnosis of whether the person is truthful or lying
Polygraph equipment records responses with pens on a roll of paper
measuring simultaneously at least three physiological responses
Breathing patterns cardio (blood pressure and pulse) and galvanic
skin response (skin resistance) From the readings of physiological
activity a person's psychological set is determined.*

Under rules adopted at the time of the creation of the committee
in 1976 use of polygraph examinations during the investigation was

strictly limited In fact reference to either "the failure or agreement
to take a polygraph test, or to the results of a polygraph examina

tion was specifically prohibited
Such restrictions however were not provided for confidential

administration of tests or the review and analysis of polygraph tests
taken independently by key figures in the investigation Consequently
the committee employed a panel of polygraph consultants to review
the charts and other materials from polygraph examinations of Jack
Ruby and Yuri Nosenko important witnesses in the investigation of
the assassination of President John F Kennedy as well as James
Earl Ray convicted murderer of Dr Martin Luther King Jr

In 1977 James Earl Ray voluntarily submitted to two poly
graph examinations One for a Playboy magazine article the other
fora television report by newspaper columnist Jack Anderson Both
examinations were conducted at Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary
Petros Tenn. where Ray is serving a 99-year sentence for the murder
of Dr King On June 22 1977 polygraphist Douglas E Wicklander
of John E Reid & Associates Inc. Chicago Ill. tested Ray in con
nection with a Playboy magazine interview published in September
1977 Based on this examination Wicklander formed the opinion that
Ray lied in denying participation in Dr King's murder but told the
truth when he denied there was a conspiracy to kill the civil rights
leader Copies of charts questions and other materials from this test
were turned over to the committee following authorization by Ray's
lawyer at the time Jack Kershaw The committee's polygraph panel
reviewed this material

*See the introduction to the polygraph panel's analysis of the polygraph
examination of Jack Ruby for more detailed background information
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Chris Gugas director of Professional Security Services Holly
wood Calif. conducted another polygraph examination of Ray on
December 21 1977 for Ralph Andrews Productions The results of
the test were broadcast in "The Truth With Jack Anderson, a tele
vision program presented in January 1978 Gugas agreed to supply
copies of the original test questions and related material to the com
mittee Gugas like Wicklander with his Playboy test formed the

opinion that Ray lied in denying participation in the assassination
but was truthful in denying a conspiracy to kill Dr King

II SELECTIONOF THE PANEL

In August 1977 the committee decided to convene a panel of
polygraph experts to review the June 1977 polygraph examination
of James Earl Ray In its effort to hire the most qualified polyg
raphists the committee sought panel members who could approach
their work objectively free of substantial ties with Government
agencies and of involvement with the investigation of Dr King's
assassination Recommendations for panel membership were requested
from officers of the American Polygraph Association They suggested
nine persons who were then asked to provide resumes to the committee
Additional information was sought later and each person was asked
to provide his own list of leading polygraphists Although some names
appeared with regularity it was evident that there is no general
agreement about the leading polygraphists

The committee interviewed 19 prospective panel members and
chose 3 polygraphists

1 Richard 0 Arther received a B.S degree with honors in
police science from Michigan State University in 1951 and an M.A
degree in psychology from Columbia University in 1960 Arther
founded Scientific Lie Detection Inc. in 1958 and cofounded the
National Training Center of Polygraph Science also in 1958 He has
taught at Brooklyn College Seton Hall University the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate School of Public Ad
ministration of New York University

Arther has written over 200 professional articles and 2 books
He is a member of the Academy of Certified Polygraphists and the
American Polygraph Association

2 Charles R Jones received a B.S degree in education (major
in social science) and completed the training course at the National
Training Center in New York in 1959 Jones has been an instructor at
the police training school in Charleston W Va. and currently teaches
at the Zonn Institute of Polygraphy Inc. in Atlanta Ga He joined
the Lincoln M Zonn firm in 1961 and is currently the president of
that organization

Jones is a member of the American Polygraph Association In
1976 he was elected a vice president of that organization

3 Benjamin Frank Malinowski is a retired U.S Army war
rant officer with a career in criminal investigation and polygraph
examinations He attended the National Training Center in 1966 and
is a graduate of the Provost Marshal School at Fort Gordon Ga.
and of the Zonn Institute of Polygraphy He has been an instructor
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at the U.S Army Military Police School at Fort Gordon Ga. and
from 1967 to 1969 he was an operations officer with the Southern
European Criminal Investigations task force In 1975 he founded
the Malinowski Polygraph Service
(14) Malinowski is a member of the Academy of Certified Polyg
raphists the American Polygraph Association and the Georgia
Polygraph Association as well as a former president of the Georgia
organization He has written numerous articles and lectured exten

sively about polygraphy

III EVIDENCEEXAMINED

(15) The committee's panel reviewed both polygraph examinations
that James Earl Ray voluntarily took in 1977 The first examination
actually consisted of two separate examinations conducted at Brushy
Mountain State Penitentiary on June 22 1977 by Douglas E Wick
lander of John E Reid & Associates for Playboy magazine The
first Wicklander examination went from 11 :30 a.m to 1:30 p.m. and
was designed to investigate Ray's personal involvement in the assassi
nation of Dr Martin Luther King Jr The second examination started
at about 3:15 p.m that day after a rest period of about 1 hour 45
minutes and ended at 4:30 p.m It was designed to investigate Ray's
possible involvement in a conspiracy to assassinate Dr King
(16) The panel examined the following material

a complete set of the test charts
a short summary of the procedures used during the test written
by the polygraphist
the consent form
the test questions
the "polygraph data sheet reflecting information on the sub
ject's health and use of medication and
a letter sent from John E Reid & Associates to Playboy maga
zine summarizing the results of the examination

(17) The key questions asked during the first examination and Ray's
answers follow

Question 1 On April 4 1968 did you shoot Martin Luther

King Jr.
Answer No
Question 2 Did you kill Martin Luther King Jr.
Answer No
Question 3 Did you fire the shot that killed Martin Luther

King Jr.
Answer No
Question 4 Do you know for sure who killed Dr Martin

Luther King Jr.
Answer No

(18) Wicklander rendered an opinion that Ray was untruthful in
his response to the four questions Wicklander noted "significant emo
tional disturbances indicative of deception on the subject's polygraph
record * * *

(19) The critical questions asked during the second Wicklander ex
amination and Ray's answers follow
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Question 1 Did anyone ask you to kill Martin Luther King
Jr.

Answer No
Question 2 Did you arrange with anyone to kill Martin

Luther King Jr.
Answer No
Question 3 Did anyone give you money to kill Martin

Luther King Jr.
Answer No

(20) Wicklander rendered an opinion that Ray was truthful in his
response to these three questions Wicklander noted "no significant
disturbances indicative of deception on this subject's polygraph
records * * *.
(21) On December 21 1977 at about 2:10 p.m. Ray underwent a
second voluntary polygraph examination to investigate his personal
involvement in the assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr. and
his possible involvement in a conspiracy The examination was con
ducted at Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary by Chris Gugas Sr.
director of Professional Security Consultants for Ralph Andrews
Productions The panel examined copies of the following material

a complete set of the test charts
the test questions
information on Ray's consumption of food drink aspirin and
on his blood pressure readings and
a letter from Professional Security Consultants to Ralph
Andrews summarizing the examination procedure and results

(22) The critical questions and Ray's answers follow
Series 1

Question 1 Do you know who shot Dr Martin Luther
King Jr.

Answer No
Question 2 Did you shoot Dr Martin Luther King Jr.
Answer No
Question 3 Between 1960 and April 4 1968 do you recall

telling any person in the United States that you were going
to shoot or harm Dr Martin Luther King Jr.

Answer No
Question 4 Did you fire any rifle at any person in Memphis

in April 1968
Answer No

Series 2

Question 1 Were you involved with any other person or
persons in a conspiracy to shoot Dr Martin Luther King Jr.

Answer No
Question 2 Did you know Dr Martin Luther King Jr.

was going to be shot
Answer No
Question 3 Did you ever have any rifle or pistol with you in

the 4221/2 South Main Street roominghouse in Memphis on
April 4 1968

Answer No
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Question 4 Did you point any weapon toward Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. on April 4 1968

Answer No

(23) After reviewing Ray's polygraph charts Gugas opined that
"Ray answered question No 1 of test series 2 truthfully when he
denied conspiring with any person or persons to shoot Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. Gugas also said that Ray "attempted deception to
all the other critical questions on both series 1 and 2

IV EXAMINATIONPROCEDURES

(24) On June 27 1978 the three polygraph panelists Richard O
Arther Charles R Jones and Benjamin Frank Malinowski met with
the committee to review the two 1977 polygraph examinations of
James Earl Ray Prior to the meeting the committee provided each
panel member with a set of charts for each of Ray's polygraph exam
inations test questions consent forms and medical data Each polyg
raphist had independently examined the materials before the June 27
meeting
(25) The panel members were asked to focus on the following four
issues for each polygraph examination they evaluated

Did the circumstances surrounding the administration of the
polygraph examination affect the results
Did any characteristics or activities of Ray himself affect the
outcome of the test
Did the procedure technique or equipment used by the polyg
raphist in administering the tests affect the outcome
What conclusions could be made concerning interpretations of
the charts

V FINDINGS OF TIIE PANEL

A Review of the June 22 1977 Douglas E Wicklander polygraph ex
amination of James Earl Ray.Test 1 and test 2

(1) Did the circumstances surrounding the administration of the
polygraph examination affect the results

(26) The panel found indications of outside noises which may have
created a poor environment for the most reliable polygraph examina
tion One interruption occurred at the crucial question "Did you kill
Martin Luther King Jr. when Ray's attorney Jack Kershaw en
tered the testing facility The panel however could not determine
the effect the outside noises of Kershaw's interruption had on the test

(2) Did any characteristics or activities by Ray himself affect the
outcome of the test

(27) Ray interrupted the examination by talking at various times
The panel concluded the interruptions had no effect on the test

(3) Did the procedure technique or equipment used by the polyg
raphist in administering the test affect the outcome

(28) In reviewing the June 22 1977 Ray polygraph test the mem
bers of the panel noted several factors that may have affected the test
results
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(a) The panel objected to the use of the words "kill and
"killed in test questions such as "Did you kill Martin Luther King
Jr.?" "Did you fire the shot that killed Martin Luther King Jr
Two of the panel members thought less dramatic words perhaps
"shoot and "shot, should have been used while the third believed
the stronger verb "murder, should have been used

(b) The two control questions were inadequate For example
the question "During your escapes from jail did you take part in or
commit a crime is unnecessarily redundant and should be phrased
differently Either "take part in or "commit should be used but not
both expressions with "or. The question is also dangerous since it

encompasses the relevant area of inquiry Ray was an escaped convict
at the time Dr King was killed

(c) Stimulus marks were not used to show the beginning or end
of questions The panel believed such marks were necessary to deter
mine exactly when the questions were asked and the physiological
activity that occurred as the questions were asked

(d) The panel concluded that two questions from test No 2

("Did anyone ask you to kill Martin Luther King Jr. and "Did

you arrange with anyone to kill Martin Luther King Jr ?") should
have been constructed differently

(e) Two panel members would have combined the administra
tion of tests 1 and 2 although under different circumstances they
would not have objected to separate examinations They believed that
a "fatigue factor may have affected the results of the second test
given shortly after the first test The third panel member however
had no objection to giving test 2 later on the same day as test 1

(f) The panel members agreed unanimously that different
control questions should have been used in test 2 rather than the same

questions that were used in test 1

(4) What conclusions can be made concerning interpretations of
the charts
The three panel members formed the unanimous opinion that

the test 1 polygraph charts indicated that Ray was lying when he
denied participating in the murder of Dr King

The Wicklander questions in test 2 dealt with the possibility
of conspiracy in the King assassination All three polygraphists agreed
that Ray reacted somewhat to test 2 question 3 "Did anyone ask you
to kill Martin Luther King Jr. The panel members believed how

ever that test 2 was inconclusive

B Review of the December 21,1977 Chris Gugas polygraph examina
tion of James Earl Ray-Series 1 and series 2

(1) Did the circumstances surrounding the administration of the

polygraph examination affect the results

The panel concluded that the testing which took place at
2:23 p.m. was conducted at an unreasonably late hour Polygraph
testing should be conducted at an early hour after the examinee has
rested and the body is "fresh. In this case earlier testing might have

provided more readable tracings
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(2) Did any characteristics or activities by Ray himself affect the
outcome of the test

(38) In both series 1 and series 2 the panel noted an apparent
attempt by Ray to create artificial reactions to control questions It
seemed that Ray had studied polygraph technique and attempted to
produce lie-type reactions to the control questions a ruse used in an
attempt to convince the polygraphist that his answers to relevant
questions were truthful He did this by depressing his arm on the
cardio cuff producing an upward swing in his measured blood pres
sure tracings

(3) Did the procedure technique or equipment used by the polyg
raphists in administering the test affect the outcome

The panel noted that the galvanic skin resistance component
was improperly adjusted making the galvanograph tracings difficult
to discern The pneumograph pens also improperly adjusted allowed
the pens to hit the pen stops producing pneumograph tracings that
the panel found difficult to distinguish Finally the blood pressure
change tracings were hard to discern because of improper cardio
sphymograph pressure in the cardio cuff

Stimulation testing of Ray conducted before the relevant is
suss were introduced to determine if he was a good candidate for
testing was done to an unnecessary extent This preliminary testing
could have fatigued Ray impairing his performance on the relevant
questions

A relevant question (4) in series 1 "Did you fire a rifle at any
person in Memphis in April 1968 had no value The purpose of the
series was to determine direct involvement of Ray in the shooting of
Dr King so the question should have specifically mentioned Dr King

(4) What conclusions can be made concerning interpretations of
the charts

The polygraph panel had the opinion that Ray was deceptive
when answering in the negative question 3 of series 1 ("Do you know
who shot Dr Martin Luther King Jr.?") and question 5 of series 1
("Did you shoot Dr Martin Luther King Jr.?") The panel was
unable to reach a definitive conclusion about question 8 which con
tained two issues "Between 1960 and April 4 1968 do you recall
telling any person in the United States that you were going to shoot
or harm Dr Martin Luther King Jr. They did note that this
question was too long and ambiguous

The panel was unable to reach a definitive opinion about series
2 because of Ray's attempts to interfere with the test improper adjust
ment of the polygraph instrumentation and weak test question con
struction Series 2 was concerned with Ray's possible involvement in
a conspiracy but only one relevant question was asked in series 2 on
this issue All other questions touched on direct involvement which
had been dealt with earlier in series 1 Different questions should have
been asked in series 2 to allow a broader base for a conspiracy
conclusion
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I INTRODUCTIONTHE ISSUES AND THE APPROACH*

(1) Because of the extensive effort made by the FBI in both the

security (Cominfil) investigations and the COINTELPRO opera
tions carried out against Dr King and the SCLC during the 1960's the
House Select Committee on Assassinations was faced with the

troubling question of whether that same agency was either willing or
able to conduct a thorough and far-reaching criminal investigation of
the assassination itself Stated otherwise could the FBI abandon the

adversary posture it had assumed toward Dr King and carry out an

objective and aggressive investigation of the person(s) responsible for
the murder
(2) Because of this overriding issue the committee's review of the
Federal assassination investigation involved a number of additional
important inquiries

Did the Justice Department properly exercise its supervisory
authority over the direction and conduct of the investigation
Were all available investigative resources committed to the task
of identifying and locating the person(s) responsible for
Dr King's death
What was the nature of the FBI's coordination with and use

of the facilities and resources of local authorities including
the Memphis Police Department and the Shelby County
prosecutors
Was the investigation conducted with due regard for the con
stitutional rights of citizens Of investigative targets Of the

defendant James Earl Ray
(3) In order to examine these and other significant issues the com
mittee directed staff to undertake as its first step a thorough review
of pertinent investigative files from both the Department of Justice
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(4) Of primary importance were the FBI Headquarters MURKIN
file (the official designation of the FBI's assassination investigation
was "MURKIN") the Memphis FBI Field Office MURKIN file
(Memphis was "office of origin on the investigation) and major
field office reports from 16 separate FBI districts including the key
cities of Atlanta Birmingham New Orleans St Louis Kansas City
Chicago and Los Angeles In addition the Justice Department files
on the assassination investigation a separate Department file on Ray's
extradition and the 1977 Justice Department Task Force Report were
reviewed

*This staff report was released on Nov 27 1978 during the committee'spublic
hearings on the King assassination
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(5) This file review was followed by a series of lengthy in-person
interviews with former officials of both the Justice Department and
the FBI who played significant roles either as supervisors or field
agents in the assassination investigation The interviews were supple
mented by executive session testimony from Ramsey Clark former
Attorney General of the United States Cartha DeLoach former
Assistant to the Director of the FBI and Robert Jensen former
special agent in charge of the FBI's Memphis Field Office
(6) With the exception of J Edgar Hoover FBI Director in 1968
Clyde Tolson Hoover's Associate Director and Thomas Robinson
U.S attorney in Memphis in 1968 all of whom are deceased the
committee was able to interview all individuals whose testimony was
considered necessary for a thorough examination of the quality of the
performance of the FBI and the Justice Department during the
assassination investigation
(7) The results of the committee's inquiry into the issues described
above and other related areas are included in the following report
While the report is in places critical of both the FBI and the Depart
ment of Justice the committee has received the complete cooperation
of these agencies during this aspect of the committee's current investi
gation Without ready access both to investigative files and to
Department and FBI personnel involved in the assassination investi
gation the committee's task would have been far more difficult

II THE COURSEOF THE INVESTIGATION

A The investigators.Memphis field office
(8) Memphis Tenn. city of Dr King's assassination was 1 of 58
cities (1) in the United States in 1968 with an FBI "field or "dis
trict office The Memphis field office was manned by approximately
90 (2) (agents and administrative personnel) working either out of
Memphis or a resident agent office elsewhere in the district Because
of the location of the murder Memphis immediately assumed the
responsibilities of "office of origin, a designation which meant that
Memphis received a copy of most of the paperwork produced by the
Bureau and its various field offices during the investigation and
assumed in addition to its daily investigative chores reporting and
administrative responsibilities The head of the Memphis office car
rying the title of special agent in charge (SAC) was Robert Jensen
(9) SAC Jensen's "case agent for the FBI's assassination investi
gation was Special Agent (SA) Joseph Hester As case agent Hester
assumed immediate responsibility for monitoring all aspects of the
investigation coordinating investigative leads and preparing
monthly reports on the progress of the case

B The investigators.FBI Headquarters
(10) Because of the significance of the investigation and its na
tional and ultimately international dimensions the direction of the
investigation was shaped in Washington rather than out of the

Memphis field office consequently a number of FBI headquarters
officials were also closely involved in the investigation
(11) From the beginning the MURKIN investigation was classified
as a civil rights investigation Richard E Long an agent supervisor
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assigned in 1968 to the Civil Rights Unit of the Civil Rights Section
of the General Investigation Division became the headquarters "case

agent for the MURKIN investigation Long received this assignment
because Memphis fell within his area of geographic responsibility (3)
As case agent Long received incoming communications from field
offices worked with others in preparing daily memorandums for his

superiors within the FBI and separate reports for the Department of
Justice drafted leads to the field and coordinated interfield office
communications

Long's immediate supervisor and head of the Civil Rights
Unit was Edward J McDonough Immediately following King's assas
sination McDonough assumed Long's outstanding caseload so that
the case agent could devote full time to the paperwork of the MURKIN
investigation McDonough also screened all communications on the
MURKIN investigation and assisted in preparing the daily summary
memos used to keep FBI superiors informed on progress in the in
-restigation Neither Long nor McDonough exercised significant inde
pendent command authority McDonough stated in his committee
interview that except on rare occasions neither he nor Long initiated
leads from headquarters without clearing them with Clem McGowan
head of the Civil Rights Section (4)

Wilbur Martindale headof the Civil Rights Act of 1964 Unit
within the Civil Rights Section worked closely with McDonough and
McGowan in coordinating the MURKIN investigation While not in
the strict chain of command (5) Martindale performed a large part of
the daily report writing and recalls meeting on a daily basis with
Clem McGowan head of the Civil Rights Section and Alex Rosen
Assistant Director in charge of the General Investigative Division (6)
to assess the evidence and direct the field investigation Martindale
also spent several weeks in London following Ray's apprehension as

headquarters liaison with Scotland Yard and was one of four FBI
agents who accompanied Ray on his trip to Tennessee following his
formal extradition from England (7)

Clem McGowan chief of the Civil Rights Section of the Gen
eral Investigative Division represented the lowest level of significant
command authority at headquarters during the MURKIN investiga
tion leads to the field generally originated from his office or that of
Alex Rosen or Cartha DeLoach (8) McGowan's office reviewed most
incoming airtels and communications initially and then passed them

up to Alex Rosen or down to Ed McDonough and Richard Long de

pending on their importance McGowan recalls meeting on a daily basis
with the personnel of his section and almost as frequently with Rosen
and DeLoach to discuss the MURKIN investigation He never per
sonally discussed the case with Hoover (9) McGowan stated that the
daily memos prepared within the Civil Rights Section were the pri
mary means used to brief Hoover (10)

In 1968 the FBI was divided into nine operational divisions
each headed by an Assistant Director (11) The General Investigative
Division (Division 6) which contained McGowan's Civil Rights Sec
tionas one of fonr separate sections was the responsibility of Assistant
Director Alex Rosen Rosen who had held this same position since
1942 (12) identified his primary function as keeping Director Hoover

42-636-79 11
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informed of the significant case developments (13) In performing his
functions Rosen reported directly to Cartha DeLoach (14)

Rosen stated that active daily and hourly coordination of the
investigation was initially the responsibility of the Memphis office
followed closely by headquarters Once evidence was developed on
the international scope of Ray's travels however Rosen recalls that
the burden of coordinating the investigation shifted from Memphis to
headquarters (15)

Rosen's No 1 man James R Malley kept fully abreast of
MURKIN communications relayed to Rosen's office and had the au
thority to act independently on matters he felt Rosen had no need to
see (16) Malley did not meet with Hoover on the MURKIN investi
gation (17) in-person briefings of the Director were handled by Alex
Rosen or Cartha DeLoach or both

Cartha DeLoach one of two Assistants to the Director in 1968
is the highest-ranked member of the MURKIN chain of command still
living In addition to his direct supervisory responsibility for the
Bureau's investigative and public relations activities DeLoach was
also responsible for liaison with the Attorney General Ramsey Clark
During the MURKIN investigation as at other times DeLoach
answered directly to Clyde Tolson Associate Director and to J
Edgar Hoover Director In turn DeLoach dealt primarily with Alex
Rosen and recalls little contact with Malley or McGowan (18)
C Initial Response and the Identification of James Earl Ray

At 6 p.m on April 4 1968 Dr King was struck by a single bullet
fired from a high-powered rifle while standing on the balcony of the
Lorraine Motel in Memphis Tenn Approximately 1 hour later at
7:05 p.m. King was pronounced dead by attending physicians at St
Joseph's Hospital in Memphis Cause of death was a bullet that passed
through the lower right side of Dr King's jaw before severing the
spinal cord at the root of the neck and lodging in the upper back

Within brief moments after the shot members of the Memphis
Police Department had saturated the crime scene A call was placed to
the FBI field office in Memphis and SAC Jensen was notified of the
assassination attempt.(19) Jensen immediately contacted the night
duty man in Division 5 (Domestic Intelligence) ;(20) shortly there
after he was put through to Cartha DeLoach Assistant to the Director
of the FBI with supervisory authority over both the Domestic Intelli
gence Division and the General Investigative Division DeLoach in
turn notified Hoover (21)

While the news of the attempt on Dr King's life moved through
the FBI's command structure Attorney General Clark was first con
tacted he believed by Jim Lane a Justice Department community
relations specialists who was with King when he was shot (22) Steven
Pollak head of the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division (soon
to be responsible for supervising the civil rights investigation) be
lieved he was with Attorney General Clark at the time he first heard
of the crime (23) A short time later Clark was in telephonic contact
with DeLoach and thereafter with Hoover A decision was made
apparently almost instinctively.to involve the FBI completely in
the investigation of the assassination and later that evening a written
memorandum was sent from Pollak to the Director of the FBI ordering
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"a full investigation into a possible violation of 18 U.S.C 241".the
Federal stature barring conspiracies to impede or otherwise interfere
with the constitutional rights of an individual.in this case Dr
King's (21)

Back in Memphis witnesses to the shooting indicated that the
shot had come from the rear of a lower-class roominghouse located at
4221/2 South Main Street Memphis A bundle of evidence contain
ing among other things a 30.06 Remington Game Master rifle model
760 with scope a box of Peters cartridges binoculars articles of
clothing and various toilet articles was recovered from the entrance
of Canipe's Amusement Co. at 418 South Main Street Individuals
inside Canipe's at the time of the assassination recalled seeing a white
male walk quickly away from Canipe's immediately after the bundle
was dropped moments later a white Mustang parked just south of
Canipe's drove rapidly north on Main Street and away from the
crime scene

As the evening passed the Memphis office initiated a trace of
the weapon by serial number and interviewed witnesses including
Bessie Brewer the landlady at 4221/2 South Main Street who recalled
receiving a $20 bill earlier that day in payment for an $8.50 per week
room from a white male using the name John Willard (25) In addi
tion agents were attempting to locate and interview Charles Stephens
whom news releases identified as a witness to the assassination
Finally arrangements were made with the Memphis Police Depart
ment to forward all physical evidence to Washington for analysis in
FBI labs (26) Agent Bob Fitzpatrick of the Memphis office left the
city on a 12:25 a.m flight to Washington the evidence including the
binoculars the rifle the bullet taken from King's body and a $20
bill given to Bessie Brewer arrived in FBI laboratories as of 5:16
a.m. April 5 1968 and was immediately subjected to analysis (27)

While the FBI's Memphis investigation got off the ground
Attorney General Clark decided that an immediate visit to Memphis
was in order Accompanied by Roger Wilkins Director of the Com
munity Relations Service Clifford L Alexander Jr. Director of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and Cartha DeLoach
Assistant to the Director FBI Clark left Andrews Air Force Base
on a 6 :45 a.m flight to Memphis the morning of April 5 1968 (28)

Several reasons have been offered for this visit of high level
officials to the scene of the crime Attorney General Clark indicated
some concern over the explosive racial situation in Memphis follow
ing the assassination (29) He also felt a need to remain immediately
apprised of progress in the FBI's investigation in Memphis thus
explaining his decision to bring Cartha DeLoach with him (30)
DeLoach explained his participation in the trip as in part "window
dressing, prompted by a desire to have a high level FBI official on
the scene In Memphis members of this visiting group visited with
Mayor Loeb (31) and the US Attorney Thomas Robinson and made
stops at the FBI field office Director Holloman's office in the Memphis
Police Department and the Memphis airport to observe King's body
being placed on a plane for a return trip to Atlanta (32) Finally
a press conference was held in which Attorney General Clark ex
pressed a belief that the assassin's capture was imminent and that the
available evidence indicated the involvement of only one individual
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Clark has explained his remarks in terms of his desire to quell the
racial unrest that erupted throughout the Nation immediately follow
ing King's death (33)

Many of the early investigative developments or leads re
sulted from the Bureau's analysis of physical evidence discovered at
the scene of the crime Both the binoculars and the rifle were traced
to their respective places of purchase The binoculars had been
bought locally in the city of Memphis (34) The suspected murder
weapon on the other hand was traced to the Aeromarine Supply .Co.
in Birmingham Ala (35) Early ballistics tests conducted on the 30.06
rifle and the bullet fragment taken from Dr King's body during the
autopsy revealed that while "the bullet could have been fired from
the rifle found near the scene, the mutilation of the bullet made it
impossible to state "that it was actually fired from this one rifle. (36)
Interviews with clerks at Aeromarine established that the rifle had
been purchased on March 30 1968 by an individual using the name
of Harvey Lowmeyer generally described as a "white male 36 years
old 5 feet 8 inches tall 150.160 pounds black or dark brown hair.
.(37) Laundry marks found on a pair of undershorts and an under
shirt in the bundle of evidence were traced to a specific machine mod
el and efforts started throughout the country to locate a particular
laundry and a particular machine (38) One week after the assas
sination the suspect's use of the Home Service Laundry in Los An
geles was established (39) Finally by April 9 1969 a pair of duck
bill pliers found in the bundle was traced to the Rompage Hardware
Co in Los Anegeles (40)

The FBI's MURKIN investigation was treated from the begin
ning as a "major case or "special investigation Additional admin
istrative personnel and agents were assigned to Memphis during the
intitial stages including an accountant to maintain nationwide cost
figures on the investigation (41) A 24-hour deadline was imposed on
all field offices to check out leads and a tickler system was implement
ed by headquarters case agent Richard E Long to monitor compliance
during the field investigation (42) On April 7 1968 an "All SAC
memo issued from headquarters with instructions similar to those
normally issued in special investigations

All investigation must be handled under the personal di
rection of the SAC Leads are to be afforded immediate
thorough investigative attention You must exhaust all pos
sibilities from such leads as any one lead could result in the
solution of this most important investigation SAC will be
held personally responsible for any failure to promptly
and thoroughly handle investigations in this matter (43)

Finally in further recognition of the "special nature of the
MURKIN investigation the FBI sent an inspector from headquarters
to oversee the investigation in the crucial field offices Inspector
Joseph Sullivan selected for his past experience in civil rights in
vestigations in the deep South was sent to Memphis and remained
there for approximately one week before moving to Atlanta to direct
the investigation there (44) While in Memphis and Atlanta Sullivan
took over the day-to-day direction of the investigation leaving the
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SAC free to attend to other matters in the office (45) The Committee
has been assured that the assignment of Inspector Sullivan to Mem
phis and Atlanta during the initial stages of the investigation did not
indicate a lack of confidence in the field SAC's (46) but simply was
evidence of the importance of the investigation in the eyes of the
Bureau (47)

During the first 2 days of the investigation the FBI had dis
covered two aliases used by the suspected assassin.John Willard
(used in renting a room at Bessie Brewer's roominghouse on April
4 1968) and Harvey Lowmeyer (used during the Birmingham rifle
purchase) On April 9 a third possible alias.Eric S Galt was added
to a growing list During a routine motel search in the Memphis area
agents discovered that an individual using that name and driving a
Mustang with Alabama license plate "138993 had registered at the
New Rebel Motel on April 3 and checked out on April 4 1968 (48)
Galt's residence was listed as 2608 Highland Street Birmingham Ala
(noteworthy because it was the same area as the fake residence listed
by "Harvey Lowmeyer during the rifle purchase on March 29 and
30,1968)

An investigation of 2608 Highland Street Birmingham re
vealed a roominghouse owned by Peter Cherpes where Galt had
resided during 1967 Cherpes and other tenants noted similarities
between an artist's conception of the assassin and Galt Further in
vestigation in Birmingham disclosed that Galt had purchased the
Mustang in September of the previous year from one William Paisley
for a price of $1,950 At the time of the car purchase Galt possessed
a safe-deposit box at the Birmingham Trust National Bank and a
comparison of writing samples from safe-deposit box documents and
"Lowmeyer 's rifle purchase receipt revealed "similarities Galt's
name was added to the list of individuals sought for interview by the
Bureau (49) and a directive issued to all continental offices to search
records at the local offices of the Selective Service telephone company
motor vehicle departments financial institutions credit bureaus and
other "logical sources for information under the new alias (50) In
addition information on the Mustang was entered into the NCIC (51)
(National Crime Information Center) system insuring that inquiries
concerning the vehicle would be directed to the FBI

On April 11 1968 the Mustang was located in Atlanta aban
doned in the parking lot of the Capital Homes Apartment Building
at the intersection of Memorial Drive and Connally Street The car
provided a number of leads An inspection of mileage figures revealed
that it had been driven approximately 19,000 miles since Galt pur
chased it from William Paisley in September of 1967 A Mexican tour
ist sticker indicated that the car had entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
on October 7 1967 (52) The car had been serviced twice in California
once in Hollywood and on February 13 1968 in Los Angeles In the
trunk agents located clothing and bedding floor mats a hunting knife
and tools and a piece of cardboard with two names and the address
of "1535 North Serrano written thereon (53) Shortly after the car's
discovery laboratory tests proved that fibers found on a blanket in
the bundle of evidence in Memphis and on a sheet from the vehicle
trunk were identical the FBI concluded that "Galt's automobile
(was) involved in the murder. (54)
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Additional evidence on Eric S Galt the primary suspect con
tinued to accumulate By April 13 1968 9 days after the assassina
tion Galt's movements throughout the country had become clearer
Correspondence with the Locksmithing Institute Little Falls N.J.
showed Galt in Montreal Canada on July 31 1968 Field investiga
tion in Birmingham disclosed Galt's attendance of classes of the Conti
nental Dance Studio between September 12 and October 3 1967 and a
search of post office records in that city revealed his purchase of a sig
nificant amount of camera equipment in October of 1967 letters writ
ten to the Superior Bulk Film Co. Chicago carried return addresses
of Hotel Rio Puerto Vallarta Mexico and 1535 North Serrano Los
Angeles A second Los Angeles address for Galt.the St Francis
Hotel on Hollywood Boulevard.was established for the period of
January 21 1968 to March 17 1968

Particularly important for purposes of the upcoming prosecu
tion case against Galt was a Los Angeles postal change of address
card executed and mailed by Galt on March 17 1968 which gave a
new address of "General Delivery Atlanta Ga. the city of King's
home and SCLC headquarters Galt's actual Atlanta address.113
14th Street NE. was discovered on a change of address implemented
by the Locksmithing Institute Little Falls N.J. on March 30 1968
Agents were placed in the "hippie rooming house at that address
in an undercover capacity hoping to catch Galt if he returned to his
prior residence (55)

While agents awaited Galt's return to Atlanta others inter
viewed two of the suspect's chief acquaintances in California Charles
Stein an unemployed self-described "song-writer, and Marie Martin
a cocktail waitress at the Sultan Room Lounge on Hollywood Boule
vard Stein recalled meeting Galt on December 14 1967 the following
day December 15 Galt prevailed upon Charles Stein his sister Rita
Stein and Marie Martin to sign a petition in support of Governor
George Wallace's Presidential campaign Immediately thereafter Galt
and Stein drove to New Orleans to pick up Stein's niece and nephew
Stein recalled Galt mentioning a meeting with individuals associated
with an engineering or contracting firm (56) he met Galt once in
New Orleans on December 18 1967 the day after their arrival The
next day they returned to Los Angeles again driving nonstop While
in New Orleans Galt stayed at the Provincial Motel however inves
tigation at the motel revealed no long distance calls and local tele
phone call records had been destroyed prior to the agent's arrival

Using statements of Stein and Marie Martin as well as those of
other witnesses the FBI began to document aspects of the suspect's
personality Martin reported that he was constantly at the Sultan
Room took a bartendino course drank vodka and sometimes beer
didn't smoke and was solemn and emotionless She also remembered
Galt recounting an incident when he drove his Mustang through a
Black neighborhood and was hit by tomatoes thrown by the local
residents Charles Stein recalled neat dressing habits a soft-spoken
manner and a penchant for country western music (57)

In addition in California agents located a Los Angeles bartend
ing school attended by Galt and discovered two items of interest First
the FBI obtained its first photo of the illusive Eric Galt taken at
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the time of his graduation Galt's eyes were closed in the picture
Second Thomas Lau president of the Bartending School told agents
that on March 2 1968 Galt turned down an offer of employment ex
plaining that he would be leaving town in 2 weeks to visit his
brother (58) Meanwhile records were discovered at the Piedmont
Laundry in Atlanta indicating visits by Galt on April 1 1968 fol
lowing "Lowmeyer's purchase of the rifle in Birmingham and on
April 5 1968 the day after the assassination (59)

On April 17 in order to secure an arrest warrant and additional
publicity in the fugitive search a Federal complaint was filed with
the U.S Commissioner in Birmingham Mildred F Sprague charg
ing Eric S Galt "and an individual alleged to be his brother with
conspiracy to interfere with constitutional rights of Martin Luther
Ping Jr (60) A "fugitive press release was issued with the com
plaint (61) and widespread distribution of the information and
accompanying photo through the media was encouraged (62)

While the Department of Justice and the FBI solicited the
assistance of the public through their press release a fingerprint
project was in progress at Bureau headquarters which led on April 19
1968 to the largest break in the case.the identification of James
Earl Ray as the illusive suspect Almost immediately after the assas
sination the Bureau obtained unidentified latent prints of value from
the rifle binoculars beer cans and a Memphis newspaper.the Com
mercial Appeal.items found in the bundle of evidence thought to
have been dropped by the assassin shortly after the murder As the
evidence accumulated additional latents were obtained including one
on a map of Mexico discovered in the Atlanta rooming house by Galt
shortly before the assassination Comparisons revealed that at least
three prints found on the Mexico map the rifle and the binoculars
were identical and apparently came from the left thumb the print
was identified as "an ulner loop with 12 ridge counts. (63)

After unsuccessfully comparing this and other prints with
known prints of "approximately 400 suspects, the single fingerprint
file and "all outstanding FBI identification orders, (64) a systematic
search of fingerprint records of fugitives was initiated Approximately
1,900 fugitives were identified with "ulnar loops of 10-14 ridge cotmts
in the left thumb. (65) Fifteen days after the assassination a manual
comparison of the smaller group with the isolated latent produced a
positive match with the prints of James Earl Ray a fugitive from
Missouri State Prison (66)
D Identification to Arrest

It is clear from a review of the investigatory files that the
identification of James Earl Ray terminated a major phase of the
Bureau's investigation Inspector Joseph Sullivan the headquarters
representative assigned to coordinate activities in the Memphis and
Atlanta field offices during the early stages of the investigation was
taken off the case and sent to Detroit Mich to work on the racial in
formant program in that office In recommending this move Assistant
Director Rosen stated

In view of current developments there does not appear to
be any need for Inspector Joe Sullivan to be in Atlanta Ga.
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or Memphis Tenn We are now engaged in a fugitive in
vestigation and all officeswill have to focus their full attention
to any leads which might develop as a result of our
inquiries (67)

Simultaneously Memphis was directed to phase out the 15 agents
and 3 stenographic clerks they had received on the heels of the
assassination (68)

A new press release was issued with directions to all field
offices to insure "repeated and widespread distribution. (69) For only
the second time in Bureau history approval was given to make Ray a
"special addition to the "Ten Most Wanted List (70) Finally
short appeals for public assistance in the fugitive investigation were
drafted and approved for use on the April 21 and April 28 install
ments of "The FBI on television,(71) and within a week after the
identification various institutions and officials had offered a total of
$150,000 for information leading to the apprehension and conviction
of Ray (72)

With James Earl Ray a fugitive from Missouri State Prison
now at the center of the investigation the Bureau initiated efforts di
rected both at the family and at inmate and criminal associates of the
suspect Jerry Ray the youngest of the three brothers was interviewed
in Chicago on the day of Ray's identification denied knowledge of and
participation in the assassination supplied handwriting samples
photos and major case prints and stated that he had not seen his
brother outside of prison since 1952 (73) Three days later John Larry
Ray the middle brother who had been located in St Louis stated that
he had seen his fugitive brother twice in the last 20 years and most
recently 3 years back He expressed surprise to the interviewing
agents that so much effort was being expended in attempting to locate
James since all he had done was "kill a nigger. (74)

Interviews with Ray's inmate associates produced voluminous
and often contradictory information on a variety of topics including
the suspect's racial attitudes the manner of his April 23 1978 escape
from Missouri State Prison his involvement in the trafficking and use
of drugs while in prison assassination plots relating to King and in
formation on the suspect's present whereabouts On several occasions
and quite predictably agents attempting these interviews met with
antagonism or outright refusals to cooperate in the investigation

In addition to the information relating to narcotics the escape
and the suspect's racial attitudes some inmates also told of a prisoner
association known las "Cooley's Organization alleged to have been
active in the "protection business during the period of Ray's incar
ceration iat MSP After receiving one allegation that Ray was a mem
ber of the organization (75) and another that Ray said in 1963 that

Cooley or his organization would pay $10,000 to have King killed (76)
a directive issued from headquarters to the Kansas City Field Office to

"press every effort possible to determine any information whatsoever
concerning the Cooley organization. (77) Extensive field interviews
were conducted However no substantial evidence was developed of
the group's involvement in the assassination or of a concrete link be
tween Ray and the organization (78)

Throughout the country additional details on Ray's 1967-68
travels were developed
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Prostitutes bartenders and cigarette girls in Puerto Vallarta
Mexico told of the suspects interest in marihuana and of a possible
"racial incident between Ray and some Black customers at the Casa
Susana in Puerto Vallarta (79)

Interviews with Dale Rodriguez Lorraine Calloway and Mari
ane DeGrasse established the likelihood of a second visit by Ray to
New Orleans in March 1968 after leaving Los Angeles (80) Mean
while further efforts were made to determine who Ray telephoned
during his first drive to New Orleans with Charles Stein in December
1967.(81)

Nevertheless while the picture of Ray's preassassination life
style became clearer important issues remained a mystery With the
passage of time FBI files reflect increasing emphasis on establishing
Ray's source of funding during both the preassassination travels and
the postassassination flight "All-Sac directives were issued to con
tact local narcotic investigative agencies (82) to follow up on evidence
of Ray's interest in marijuana in Mexico and amphetamines in Mis
souri State Prison On April 23 1968 all offices were instructed to
consider Ray a suspect in the unsolved bank robberies burglaries and
armed robberies (83) And on April 29 1968 an "All-Sac memo
issued directing field offices to contact local law enforcement agencies
maintaining latent fingerprint records "for (the) purpose of possibly
establishing Ray's past whereabouts and source of funds. (84)

As the leads came up dry additional approaches to the funding
Issues appeared Ray's prison financial accounts at Missouri State
Prison were reviewed,(85) and on May 6 1968 Atlanta and Birming
ham were told to check local safety deposit box records for April 4
1968 to determine whether Ray had withdrawn valuables before flee
ing (86) On May 14 1968 following up on the April 23 1968 instruc
tions Washington directed all offices to display Ray's photograph to
"appropriate witnesses in unsolved bank robberies and bank burglaries
and to consider requesting the assistance of local police in displaying
the picture to witnesses in unsolved robberies. (87) A week later field
offices in Atlanta Birmingham Los Angeles Memphis and New Or
leans were told to investigate withdrawals from local banks exceeding
$10,000 during April 1968 to investigate the "possibility that Ray
was a hired assassin and received a timely payoff (88) Finally the
Springfield Field Office began a thorough reinvestigation of the
July 13 1967 robbery of the Bank of Alton in Alton Ill The lead
was considered promising because Ray was in the area at the right
time and his description approximated that of the two unidentified
suspects Ultimately however the investigation bore no fruit (89)

Above and beyond these questions however was the overriding
problem of Ray's apprehension itself Three clays after the positive
print identification a directive was sent to all offices re-emphasizing
the 24-hour lead deadline and directing contact with all criminal
racial and security informants to determine whether any possessed
information on James Earl Ray (90)

In addition record checks and interviews were performed at
local banks telephone companies credit agencies police departments
car rental agencies motor vehicle departments dancing schools low
and middle class hotels laundries libraries motels utility companies
selective service bureaus and appropriate unions (91)
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Beyond these general investigative efforts specific "Ray
oriented leads also appeared On April 24 1968 acting on Ray's use
of Garner's low-rent roominghouse and other similar establishments
Washington directed all offices to "conduct appropriate investigations
of all hippie roominghouses and similar establishments to obtain any
information concerning Ray (9w) And on April 25 a check by Ford
Motor Co of over 1.5 million warranty cards on work done since
August 30 1969 produced negative results with respect to Ray's
Mustang (93)

Despite these impressive nationwide efforts however it is
clear that the FBI felt the prospect for breaking the fugitive investiga
tion lay with Ray's family On April 20 1968 St Louis was directed
to obtain all telephone calls from the phones of John Larry Ray
Carol Ann Pepper (Ray's sister) and any phone located in the Grape
vine Tavern in St Louis (leased by John Larry Ray and licensed
to Carol Pepper) (94) This was followed up 2 days later by instruc
tions sent to the four field offices responsible for areas inhabited by
key members of the Ray family

Full coverage is to be afforded relatives of subject residing
in your respective territories This will include a spot surveil
lance of these persons as well as a determination of their
associates and individuals making frequent contact with
them You should also obtain all long distance telephone calls
from their residences for period April 23 1967 to the present
time You should make this a continuing project until other
wise advised by the Bureau * * * You should insure that each
relative is adequately covered to possibly assist in the sub
ject's location and apprehension (95)

While the Bureau approached Ray's relatives directly in
numerous field interviews in an effort to secure information on the
whereabouts of the fugitive additional indirect approaches of the
family were also considered On May 7 the St Louis office informed
the Director of discussions with the local U.S attorney in which the
latter had agreed to "cooperate fully in prosecuting Carol Pepper
Ray's sister for false responses in an official liquor license question
naire "in the event pressure of this nature needed. (96) And on
May 13 1968 an official request was sent to the office of the Attorney
General seeking authorization to install microphone and technical sur
veillance on the residence of John Larry Ray The purpose of the re
quested surveillance as phrased in the May 13 memo was to "assist
in the early apprehension of the subject. (97) The request was not
approved and was withdrawn on June 11 1968 immediately follow
ing Ray's apprehension in London (98)

Efforts to secure precise information on Rays location from
the family did not bear immediate fruit Nevertheless in a May 9
interview with John Larry Ray in St Louis (99) Ray's brother re
ported that Ray had mentioned an intention to leave the country if
he escaped Ray had also indicated on one occasion admiration for
Ian Smith head of the Rhodesian Government On May 10 1968
based on this interview and other independent evidence of Ray's in
terest in African countries (100) headquarters initiated a U.S pass
port review in the Washington Field Office (101) focusing initially on
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the 2,100,000 applications that had been filed since April 1967 the
month of Ray's escape from Missouri State Prison Thirty-six agents
were assigned to the task (they had completed a review of 700,000 ap
plications by the time of Ray's apprehension in London exactly 1
month later.)

Other steps were taken to supplement the domestic passport
project Wanted fliers were sent to the American consulate in Rhodesia
for distribution there and Washington instructed the FBI legal at
tache in Ottawa to implement a similar review project of Canadian
passports with the assistance of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(102) A check on flights between Montreal and Rhodesia was also
ordered (103) and 10 days later on May 21 1968 arrangements had
been made with the State Department to provide information on Ray
to the 290 U.S diplomatic establishments throughout the world (104)

In addition to these efforts on the international scene addi
tional often major domestic efforts were made in the fugitive investi
gation On May 14 membership lists of the John Birch Society were
checked for any ascertainable leads (105) (Ray had left a John Birch
Society pamphlet at Garner's in Atlanta) On May 21 1968 all do
mestic offices began a review of drivers license applications for the
months of April and May 1968 for all white males between the ages of
30 to 55 years (1001) On May 22 1968 (107) headquarters willing to
attempt every possible device considered placing an ad for "self-hyp
nosis in publications normally read by Ray "in an effort to surface
subject and sent a directive to various field offices to identify maga
zines habitually read by Ray (108) And on May 28 1968 in antici
pation of an extensive project the Director authorized a request to the
Department of Health Education and Welfare to check all new
social security card applications (received in 1968 at the rate of
110,000 per week) for a lead to Ray's whereabouts Despite these ef
forts however the FBI's fugitive investigation in May produced dis
couraging results As the days passed the illusive suspect was proving
an embarrassment to the Bureau

Then on June 1 1968 a break occurred in Canada when the
RCMP passport review project turned up a possible match of Ray
in the Canadian passport of one George Ramon Sneyd RCMP offi
cials determined from the Kennedy Travel Bureau in Toronto that
"Sneyd had purchased a Toronto-London-Toronto airline ticket
with a scheduled departure of May 6 and return on May 21 1968
Meanwhile the FBI ascertained through print comparisons that Ray
and Sneyd were in fact the same person (109) and the trail was once
again hot

A check with airline authorities revealed that Ray instead of
using the return portion of his airlines ticket had exchanged it in Lon
don and continued on to Lisbon Portugal (110) FBI headquarters
sent Unit Chief Wilbur Martindale to Europe to follow the latest
lead Martindale stopped off in London to meet with the FBI legal
attache from Paris the two then continued on to Lisbon

Unknown to the FBI however Ray had returned to London
on May 17 1968 after a 10-day stay in Portugal Approximately 3
weeks after his return to England and on the same day that Martin
dale arrived in Lisbon Ray was arrested at the London International
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Airport The time in London was 11:15 a.m. on June 8 1968 some
what more than 2 months after the assassination of Dr King
E Arrest to Guilty Plea

A quick review of basic cost information on the MURKIN in

vestigation reveals that the FBI's nationwide field investigation wound
down dramatically during the month of June 1968 For example the
overall mileage driven by FBI agents through May 31 1968 was
placed at 448,775 miles The mileage figure for June was 24,430 and
for the next 4 months.July through October.4,322 miles Similarly
the overall cost of the MURKIN investigation through May 31 1968
was $1,117,870 Expenditures for June ran to $135,375 and for the
next 4 months combined $34,390 (111)

Arrangements began immediately to bring Ray back to the
United States Attorney General Clark asked Fred Vinson Jr. the
Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division was told by the
Attorney General to handle the extradition proceedings in London
(112) and in Memphis and Birmingham Department of Justice attor
neys completed affidavits of key witnesses for possible use in the
English proceedings (113) At the same time Vinson's counterpart in
the Civil Rights Division Assistant Attorney General Stephen Pollak
was told by the Attorney General to work full time on the King case
(114) while at the FBI agents were selected to return with Ray to the
United States (115) and the London legal attache began to monitor
progress in Ray's various extradition hearings

In terms of the ongoing investigation FBI files reflect one
area of lingering concern The funding of Ray's travels On June 20
1968 the question of funding was raised in a discussion between Attor
ney General Clark and Director Hoover and in a memo later written
to summarize the meeting Hoover wrote

I stated that in Ray's case we have not found a single angle
that would indicate a conspiracy I said the only significant
thing is the money he had and what he spent freely in paying
bills and I thought that could have been obtained from a bank
robbery The Attorney General said that if we could show
he robbed the Bank of Alton it would be helpful I said we
are working on that because he was paving his bills with $50
bills up to his arrest I said on the other hand he stayed at
flop houses and never stayed at a first-class hotel but at the
same time spent I thought $1,200 or more in buying guns
and the car which I thought was $1,500 and then he took
dancing (116) lessons bartender lessons and lessons in pick
ing locks * * *

In search of a solution to the funding problem investigation
of Ray's involvement in the Alton Bank robbery continued in the
Springfield Office (117) Meanwhile the Kansas City Field Office was
instructed to contact the warden at Missouri State Prison for new
information on the "Cooley Organization".a lead "which may assist
in tracing subject's sources of funds (118) Finally on June 24 1968
Hoover authorized the liaison section to coordinate with the State
Department in an attempt to ascertain the existence of a Swiss bank
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account in Ray's name (119) Despite these efforts a specific answer to

Ray's manner of funding alluded the FBI
Also apparent following Ray's apprehension was some effort

to investigate the possibility of conspiracy in the assassination On
June 11 1968 AAG Pollak asked Assistant Director Rosen "whether
the FBI was running out all allegations relative to possible conspir
acy, and was assured that "so far (the FBI had) not been able to
establish that there was any conspiracy (but remained) constantly
alert to this possibility. (120) On June 13 Ray's contact with "a fat
man in Canada was resolved as an innocent occurrence (121) On
June 18 1968 FBI headquarters apparently in response to a second_
directive from the Department of Justice to continue to follow out
leads pertaining to a possible Federal violation (122) (that is con

spiracy) ordered a "specialized recheck in Birmingham and Mem
phis of clients at the New Rebel Motel and the Birmingham motels
during what was designated as the relevant conspiratorial period
(Mar 29 1968 and Apr 3 1968) in search of possible Ray associates

While a thorough analysis of the Bureau's conspiracy inves
tigation will be included in a later portion of this report it can be
noted here that the Bureau's finding that Ray acted alone remained
throughout the investigation constant and unshaken On July 23 1968
the FBI sent a memo to the Justice Department recommending dis
missal of the conspiracy complaint that had been filed 3 months earlier
in Birmingham "in view of the fact that this offense was not cited in
the order of extradition. (123) Fred Vinson AAG of the Criminal
Division concurred with the FBI's recommendation on July 29
1968 (124) however AAG Stephen Pollak (whose Civil Rights Divi
sion was responsible for the conspiracy prosecution) instructed the
FBI 1 day later that "it would not be appropriate to dismiss the com
plaint at this time The conspiracy investigation is still under
way. (125) Thus it was not until December 2 1971 that the con
spiracy complaint in Birmingham was ultimately dismissed.(120)

In Memphis the Tennessee State murder case against Ray
proceeded slowly to trial On July 19 Ray returned from London and
was released by the FBI into the custody of local authorities in
Shelby County Tenn Sometime before but after Ray's apprehension
Memphis FBI case agent Joe nester's "prosecutive summary report
had been distributed to Phil Canale district attorney general for his
use during the prosecution This was the first major release of FBI
investigative files to the local prosecutors since the assassination Ten
additional investigative reports from key field offices were sent to
Memphis on August 6 1978 (127)

As is indicated from the cost data cited earlier the FBI's inves
tigation had by this time been dramatically reduced however some
additional steps were being taken On August 27 a request was made
by the FBI to the Justice Department to consider a search warrant or
grand jury subpena to obtain the written notes of author William
Bradford Huie After lengthy consideration the Department decided
on November 27 1968 not to undertake this approach (128) While
the files contain no explanation for this decision it is noted that this
memo is dated after the publication of Huie's second Look magazine
article on Ray and the King case (129) it seems likely therefore t4lat
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the Department did not feel the potential gain would justify risking
an adverse legal ruling on the propriety of a search warrant served to
an author under contract to a criminal defendant to obtain the product
of his communications with the defendant

The November 12 trial date was postponed when Ray fired
his first attorney Arthur Hanes Sr. and hired Percy Foreman Mr
Hugh Stanton Sr. Shelby County public defender was assigned
to assist Foreman shortly thereafter and a March 10 1969 trial date
was ultimately set

In the end however the trial never occurred Rather Ray
pled guilty to the first degree murder of Dr King and accepted a
sentence of 99 years in the Tennessee State prison In an interview
with FBI Memphis 'SAC Jensen 3 days later Ray proved generally
uncooperative and provided no evidence of the involvement of others
in the assassination (130) and while the FBI MURKIN file remains
open today to accept incoming leads on the case nothing has oc
curred to change the official conclusion reached during the first months
of the investigation Ray killed King and acted alone

III COORDINATIONBETWEENTHE DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICE ANDTIIE
FEDERALBUREAUOF INVESTIGATION

Because the Federal Bureau of Investigation was and remains
only one of several component agencies within the Department of
Justice the conduct of the MURKIN investigation was ultimately the
responsibility of the Attorney General of the United States as head
of the Department of Justice and of the attorneys that the Attorney
General assigned to supervise the investigation
A The lawyers

By April 1968 Ramsey Clark had held the office of Attorney
General either acting or confirmed for approximately 18 months
he had spent an additional 18 months as Deputy Attorney General
under Nicholas deB Katzenbach

During the administration of the assassination investigation
Clark's two primary assistants were Stephen Pollak and Fred Vinson
Jr. Assistant Attorneys General for the Civil Rights Division and
the Criminal Division respectively Because Federal investigatory_
and prosecutorial jurisdiction was premised on a possible violation of
18 U.S.C 241 (conspiracy to interfere with the constitutional rights
of another) (131) Pollak's Civil Rights Division was formally
responsible for the conduct of the investigation and for any Federal
prosecutions that might develop From the beginning however Clark
decided to deviate somewhat from the customary Justice Department
practice of maintaining responsibility for an investigation exclusively
within the confines of the appropriate division instead he chose to
involve the Criminal Division equally in the investigation feeling
that it had a better working relationship with the FBI (133)
Thus it soon developed that both Pollak and his counterpart Fred
Vinson Jr. of the Criminal Division were reporting on the King
investigation directly to Clark moreover it was Vinson's recollection
that both he and Pollak were kept equally informed on this case and
shared the burden of responsibility for its progress (133)
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Outside of Washington the Department of Justice is repre
sented by local U.S attorneys one for each Federal district in the
country Normally the actual prosecution of a Federal criminal case
will be the responsibility of the local office subject only to the super
vision of the appropriate division of the Department in 1968 how
ever this was not the practice in the area of civil rights prosecutions
Because of political considerations together with the need to maintain
working relations with local law enforcement agencies the resident
U.S attorney often found it awkward to bring cases against the local
authorities under the various Federal civil rights statutes Thus by
1968 Federal civil rights investigations and prosecutions had with
very few exceptions become the responsibility of the Civil Rights Di
vision in Washington the local U.S attorney remained on the side
lines uninvolved in the prosecution except perhaps to provide infor
mation on local courtroom practices or to assist during the voir dire
of the jury panel (134)

In the King investigation this practice did not change While
the FBI's investigation was carried out by offices throughout the coun
try local U.S attorneys in important cities such as Atlanta Memphis
New Orleans Los Angeles Chicago and St Louis were excluded from
the information flow and therefore from the decisionmaking process
B The information flow and the role of the attorneys

The ability of the Justice Department to provide meaningful
input into the daily course of the FBI's investigation depended pri
marily on their ability to remain fully informed concerning develop
ments in the case Ultimately however the amount and quality of
investigative information transmitted to the Justice Department de
pended almost exclusively on the Bureau's willingness to provide the
data

During his executive session testimony Ramsey Clark recalled
that he "caused a quite different relationship between the Office of the

Attorney General and the Bureau in this (King) assassination * * *

I became personally and directly involved in the investigation and
received information directly about it in a way and to an extent that
exceeded all others during my term as Attorney General. (135) Prior
to Ray's arrest Clark's information came in the form of frequent
briefings either telephonically or in person from Assistant to the
Director Cartha DeLoach .as well as from written Bureau memo
randums (136) It was Mr Clark's recollection that AAG's Vinson and

Pollak backed him up on examining the documents that came

through (137) Despite Mr Clark's efforts however it is clear that
the written information received by the Attorney General and in many
ways more importantly by the rest of the Justice Department was
often both superficial and untimely

During the course of the FBI's MURKIN investigation the

paperwork produced in Washington and the field was voluminous The
various forms of reporting included airtels and teletypes to from and

among field offices internal field office and headquarters memoran

dums interview reports and the more formal letterhead memoran
dums In addition major field offices produced monthly reports
summarizing the previous 30 days of investigation which were in turn
transmitted to Memphis the office of origin as well as Washington
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Finally a prosecutive summary report was prepared by S A Hester
case agent in the Memphis field office shortly after Ray's arrest
(79) Information transmitted to the Department of Justice always
arrived from or at least with the approval of FBI headquarters in
Washington Moreover it was transmitted almost without exception
in sanitized and digested form During the first days of the investiga
tion following Dr King's assassination FBI memorandums to the
Department contained only the most basic and fundamental facts
(138) some such as the April 11 1968 FBI memorandum to the De
partment quoted below contained no facts at all but were merely
assurances that an investigation was being pursued

The investigation of the murder of Martin Luther King
Jr. on April 4 1968 has assumed gigantic proportions

All field divisions of the FBI are participating in an
around-the-clock operation designed to identify and appre
hend the person or persons responsible for the killing

Suspects are being developed and processed on a daily basis
as additional information is developed Every aspect of the
investigation is being vigorously pursued and the complete
facilities of this Bureau will remain fully committed until
this matter has been fully resolved (139)

(80) The superficial nature of these initial memorandums was ac
knowledge during committee interviews with FBI agents who
worked in Washington during the MURKIN investigation the situa
tion was explained in terms of the need to take security precautions

or to prevent leaks concerning an ongoing fugitive investigation
Moreover it was the clearly stated opinion of these FBI head

quarters personnel that the Bureau had sole responsibility for the on
going efforts to identify and to locate the assassin (142) and would
have resented any efforts by Justice Department personnel to get more
deeply involved in the daily investigative process (143)
(81) It is important to note that early involvement by Department
of Justice attorneys in criminal investigations was not common
throughout the Department in 1968 (144) thus none of the Justice
Department officials interviewed by the committee expressed any dis
satisfaction with the nature of information received from the FBI
Assistant Attorney General Vinson of the Criminal Division expressed
his confidence in the ability of the FBI to determine what if any in
formation should be distributed to the Department (145) and AAG
Pollak characterized the information received as more than normal
and consistent with the traditional FBI practice to send digested
material to the Department (146)
(82) In addition to the daily memorandums described above the
Department of Justice also received starting on May 2 1968 field
office summary reports submitted by the major offices Memphis Bir
mingham Los Angeles and Atlanta (147) These reports were also
distributed to the office of the Birmingham U.S attorney in light of
the fact that a Federal complaint against Eric S Galt was filed in
that city on April 17 1968 Those reports were distributed with spe
cific instructions that they were not to be disseminated to any other
U.S attorney in the country thus insuring from an early point that
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the local U.S attorney would play no meaningful note in the investi

gation (148) The exclusion of the U.S attorneys was of course
consistent with normal practice on civil rights investigations (149)
Moreover Attorney General Clark when asked about the Bureau's
instructions to exclude the local U.S attorneys from the information
flow expressed total agreement with the policy

The need for all those U.S attorneys to have all the infor
mation is not at all clear to me and you might as well print
it in the newspapers

* * * I don't know why it would have
enhanced the investigation to have U.S attorneys all over
the country privy to all the information (150)

The background role (151) which had been assumed by the

Department of Justice during the 2 months following Dr King's
assassination changed somewhat with Ray's arrest in London In a
meeting in the Attorney General Office the day of the arrest Clark
directed AAG Pollak to put aside other commitments and concen
trate exclusively on the King case Cartha DeLoach was instructed
simultaneously to keep Pollak advised of "any communication airtel
or cablegram that might come in connection with this case. (150
At the same meeting Clark decided that Vinson would coordinate the
prisoner's extradition and return to the United States Vinson left
for London shortly thereafter and Justice Department attorneys
from the Civil Rights Division were sent to Memphis and Birmingham
to prepare affidavits for use in the upcoming British legal pro
ceedings (153)

Despite this flurry of activity however the files reflected no dis
cernible change in the depth of involvement of the Justice Depart
ment in the investigatory process itself AG Clark's request that Pollak
immediately receive all communications concerning the case was on
Hoover's personal instructions ignored (154) As an interim measure
Pollak received a more detailed daily memorandum However even
this practice stopped on June 19 after only seven memos had been
sent (155) Finally as was noted earlier both Pollak and Clark indi
cated a general interest following the assassination in the extent to
which the FBI was exploring the possibility of conspiracy Beyond
these general inquiries however the course and direction of the in
vestigation remained exclusively in the hands of the FBI with results
conveyed to the Justice Department.after the fact-either in the
form of monthly field officereports or in LHM's concerning the resolu
tion of specific areas of inquiry Active and contemporaneous par
ticipation by Justice Department attorneys for example through the
use of a grand jury the identification of possible witnesses the use
of immunity grants and the consideration of electronic surveillance
lawful after June 19 1968 was virtually nonexistent While further
analysis of the grand jury and other investigative tools available to
the Justice Department will be included in a later portion of this

report it would be appropriate at this point to include the following
excerpt of Mr Clark's executive session testimony

Q Specifically referring to the people in the Department
of Justice Mr.Vinson and Mr Pollak how did you perceive
their relative roles in this investigation

42-636-79 12
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A Well I guess I didn't see them as having any real role in
the investigation I saw them as backing me up on examining
the documents that came through on thinking about what
could and should be done They were given some special as
signments Fred Vinson went over to London to represent
the United States when the arrest was made over there But
I don't recall thinking that they were or should be involved
in the actual investigation (156)

C Personal relations between the Department and the Bureau
Much has been written of the independence of the FBI under

Director Hoover and the inability of the Department of Justice and
specific Attorneys General to control or even be familiar with the
scope and nature of the Bureau's operations The FBI's COINTEL
PRO (counterintelligence program) against Dr King is one example
The MURKIN investigation at least to the extent that it reflects the
arrogance and independence of various agency personnel is another

Throughout the committee's analysis of the FBI's assassina
tion investigation evidence was disclosed.both in the files during the
extensive interviews with FBI and DOJ personnel which followed
instances reflecting a poor and often counterproductive relationship
between the investigators of the Bureau and the lawyers at the Justice
Department Examples range from the inevitable and normally
healthy policy disagreements which may be expected during any
lengthy and dynamic criminal investigation to situations of mutual
distrust between members of the two organizations that seriously un
dermined the possibility of a productive working relationship

Perhaps the most significant source of friction between the two
organizations beyond the Bureau's apparent inbred fear of depart
mental intrusion into and control of their activities was the poor rela
tionship that existed between Attorney General Clark and the FBI
Director J Edgar Hoover Much of the friction stemmed from basic
philosophical differences characterized by Mr Clark as "dia
metrically opposing views of the role of law in a free society."(157)
For example Clark's opposition to the death penalty and general sup
port of the Warren Court defendant-oriented decisions were strictly
at odds with Hoover's more conservative law and order beliefs (158)
In the same vein Clark and Hoover differed fundamentally over the
use of electronic surveillance in FBI investigations and the AG's
unwillingness to authorize requests was a constant source of conten
tion (159) Finally and probably of equal overall significance there
was a significant difference in age and experience between the two
men DeLoach Assistant to the Director in 1968 recalled that while
Hoover had great respect from Tom C Clark (Ramsey Clark's father
and a former Attorney General under President Truman before be
coming a Supreme Court Justice) he was disturbed by the idea of
having to deal with his son some 20 years later (160) As was so often
the case Hoover's views quickly became those of the FBI rank and
file In interviews with members of the FBI headquarters chain-of
command it was readily apparent that the Director's basic philosophi
cal disagreements with and lack of respect for Attorney General
Clark became prevalent opinions within the Agency (161)
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With this situation as a background this report now turned
to specific instances of difficulty that arose in the DOJ/FBI relation
ship during the MURKIN investigation

1 On April 17 a Federal complaint was filed in Birmingham
Ala. charging Eric S Galt with conspiracy to interfere with the
civil rights of Dr King (18 U.S.C 241) Because the assassination
and a large portion of the initial investigative activity occurred in
Memphis that city would seem the obvious initial choice for a con
spiracy complaint relating to the crime however in a memo from
Rosen to DeLoach recommending Birmingham rather than Memphis
as the location for filing the supporting argument for this choice
focused on security considerations and included the statement that
"we cannot rely on the U.S attorney at Memphis If we tried to file
there we would immediately lose control of the situation and the com
plaint would become public knowledge. (162) Thus the complaint
was filed in Birmingham city of the rifle purchase

While Attorney General Clark apparently authorized the filing
itself on April 16 1968 there is no indication in FBI files that the
selection of a filing location was discussed either with the AG or with
members of the Civil Rights Division in Washington until after the
fact In fact the memorandum itself clearly envisioned informing AG
Clark of the selection of Birmingham and of the circumstances sur
rounding that decision only after the filing had occurred (163)

FBI Headquarters personnel have assured the committee first
that normal procedure required the Justice Department to authorize
the complaint and the location of its filing and second that proper pro
cedure was followed in this case (164) Nevertheless in interviews with
Mr Clark Mr Pollak and Mr Pollak's Deputy Assistant Attorney
General Mr D Robert Owen none had any specific recollection of
discussing the Birmingham filing and Mr Pollak had a "dim recollec
tion"(165) of being surprised when the decision to file in Birmingham
was announced a reaction which would be consistent with the appar
ent Bureau plans reflected in the April 17 1968 memo.to inform the
AG of the selection after the filing in Birmingham (165a)

2 Throughout the period prior to Ray's arrest FBI files re
flect Hoover's irritation over Attorney General Clark's comment to the
press concerning the progress of the Bureau's investigation In re
sponse to a report that Clark promised a progress report "soon on
the FBI search for the assassin Hoover noted "We are not going to
make any progress reports Our sole objective is to apprehend the
assassin not to give blow-by-blow accounts just to appease a selfish
press and get cheap headlines. (166) After reading a copy of an
April 28 1968 news article quoting Clark as indicating that there was
"no significant evidence that the assassination * * *

`goes beyond the
single actor, Hoover penned the following notes "I do wish the AG
would stop talking about this case until it is solved." (167) and on a
copy of an article written 2 weeks later citing Clark's "optimism over
Ray's imminent capture Hoover noted "Still talking! (168)

Hoover's overall dissatisfaction over Clark's public statements
is found in his reaction to an April 24 1968 Washington Post article
written by Robert Evans and Robert Novak and reporting Hoover's
"deep-seated unhappiness with the AG "aggravated by Clark's mis
leading public optimism about a quick solution to the murder of the
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Rev Martin Luther King. Hoover's terse note scribbled on a copy of
the article "Well written. (169)

3 On June 8 1968 the day of Ray's arrest in London rela
tions between the Department and the Bureau appear to have reached
their nadir at least in terms of the MURKIN investigation FBI files
reflect a series of telephone calls and meetings between Attorney Gen
eral Clark Cartha DeLoach and other officials from both Justice and
the FBI Based on a review of FBI files detailing the incidents the en
counters can fairly be characterized as hostile and riddled with mutual
distrust Attorney General Clark's decision to send AAG Vinson to
London to coordinate extradition proceedings was immediately re
sented and Clark was advised that "this was completely unnecessary if
the representative would be going for the purpose of attempting to
look into FBI activities (170) London Legal Attache Minnich (171)
was then instructed that "while he should confer with Assistant At
torney General Vinson he should not be `bossed around by Vinson or
allow Vinson to upset any delicate relations that we have with law en
forcement authorities in England. (In)

In addition to the Bureau's resentment of Vinson's role June 8
1968 marked a major breach in the relations of Mr Clark and Cartha
DeLoach (until that time Clark's primary liaison with the Bureau on
the King investigation) FBI memos reflect the Attorney General's
displeasure over the Bureau's failure to keep him fully informed on
the recent developments in the case a disagreement which ultimately
caused DeLoach to hang up on Clark during a telephone conversation
Summoned to a meeting in Clark's office immediately after the tele
phone incident DeLoach wrote that he brought Assistant Director
Rosen "as a witness".a clear reflection of the erosion of any trust
which might have existed between the two men When interviewed con
cerning the June 8 difficulties Mr Clark and Mr DeLoach differ in
their recollection of the overriding cause of the confrontation (173)
Both confirm its occurrence however and Mr Clark recalled directing
Hoover to replace DeLoach immediately with another agent for liaison
purposes The former Attorney General recalled no further contact
with DeLoach on the King investigation (174)

4 Not surprisingly evidence of a poor Justice Department/
FBI relationship continued to appear after the June 8 1968 inci
dents As was indicated previously the Attorney General's request of
that day that his Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Divi
sion Stephen Pollak receive all communications (i.e teletypes airtels
cablegrams etc.) relating to the case was ignored 4 days later on the
personal direction of Hoover (175) In addition internal FBI memos
reflect criticism of the Department of Justice for making direct con
tact with FBI field offices and thereby failing to remain in the proper
channels of communications (176) and for issuing conflicting instruc
tions to the FBI on the question of dismissing the Birmingham con
spiracy complaint against Galt The latter instance is referred to in one
memorandum as a "typical example in the Department of the left hand
not knowing what the right hand is doing. (177)

The committee reviewed these incidents in some detail not be
cause the issues raised were of inherent importance but rather because
they and other incidents not described herein were one indication of
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the nature of the overall relationship which existed between the Justice
Department and the FBI in 1968 It is of more than passing signifiance
for example that relations between Mr Clark and Mr DeLoach were
so strained as to require a curtailment of the latter's liaison functions
It is perhaps equally significant that FBI headquarters personnel often
viewed the Department as both unnecessarily intrusive and internally
mismanaged These and other incidents are helpful in gaining an over
all understanding of the quality of the King investigation and the

respective roles played therein by the Bureau and the Department

IV COORDINATIONBETWEENTHE BUREAUANDOTHERS

During the course of its assassination investigation the FBI
made contact with or was contacted by countless individuals orga
nizations and State Federal and local authorities throughout the
United States and abroad Often the contacts were simply routine
stops in a widespread fugitive investigation on other occasions spe
cific leads were being pursued In addition random citizen inquiries
were received almost daily the White House expected regular brief
ings and the media was constantly seeking information either through
direct requests or investigative reporters

The Bureau's relationship with these outside individuals and
organizations during the MURKIN investigation reflected a variety
of elements On the one hand the FBI took great satisfaction in their
successes.past and present.and relished their reputation as the
country's leading investigative agency Laudatory remarks from
public officials were filed and circulated (178) and cooperative authors
were assisted in preparing articles expected to comment favorably on
various aspects of the King investigation (179)

On the other hand however FBI files reflected a constant
fear of potentially compromising situations which could tarnish the
Bureau's public image a fear which resulted at times in a type of
"we-they, or siege mentality The outside world was divided into
friends and foes reporters were either for the Bureau (and thereby
members of a "special correspondent list") or against often becoming
themselves the targets of FBI investigative efforts A curious conflict
arose in situations where a person possessed potentially valuable
information but at the same time carried a "cuestionable, or anti
Bureau reputation that was perceived as a threat to the agency's
public image Through an analysis of these "outside contacts (which
were normally not unique to the Bureau's MURKIN investigation) a
clearer picture of the strengths and weaknesses of the agency itself
may be gained
A Local law enforcement agencies

The term "one-way street is often used to characterize the
FBI's relationship with local authorities during official investigations
The import of the phrase is that while the Bureau is willing to receive
sand often solicits information from local authorities during an on
going investigation it traditionally has refused to release anything
in return Two explanations for this conduct have been offered First
it reflects a legitimate concern for security especially in fugitive
investigations which dictates that information be released only on a
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need-to-know basis Second the practice manifests the FBI's strong
sense of professional rivalry resulting during important criminal
investigations in a desire not to assist local police departments inves
tigative reporters (180) or any other interested parties

During the assassination investigation the FBI received edi
torial criticism concerning the lone role it had assumed vis-a-vis major
metropolitan police departments (181) In fact the Bureau did not

totally exclude local authorities from the case Their assistance was
solicited on a number of matters including comparison of Ray's de

scription to those of suspects in local offenses (182) use of local latent

fingerprint files (183) display of Ray's photos to witnesses in unsolved
crimes (184) and use of local police department investigative files and

photographs (185)
Nevertheless the contacts with local police departments were

made at arms length and at no time do the files reflect consideration
of the potential for employing a task force approach that might have
been beneficial in areas peculiarly within the expertise of local
authorities The situation was one in which gains were weighed
against potential losses To the extent that the FBI chose to conceal
the nature of its investigation even from local police departments it
insured that no leak would result that could compromise its fugitive
investigation At the same time however the one-way streets estab
lished by the FBI throughout the country precluded the possibility
of a close-knit working relationship with local authorities on matters
peculiarly within their expertise
B Assistance in the Tennessee murder prosecution

Perhaps the best example of the caution with which the FBI
approached local authorities is found in its relationship with the
Shelby County officials responsible for investigating and prosecuting
James Earl Ray Federal jurisdiction to investigate Dr King's
assassination was premised on the possible existence of a conspiracy
to violate or interfere with his civil rights (18 U.S.C 241) Simul
taneously local authorities in Tennessee were proceeding with a mur
der investigation carried out by the Memphis Police Department and
scheduled for prosecution by the office of Mr Phil Canale district
attorney general for Shelby County Tenn Because of the limited
geographical jurisdiction of the Memphis authorities and the relative
simplicity of their facilities the FBI's nationwide investigatory
apparatus and sophisticated scientific laboratories were of enormous
potential value to Shelby County authorities It is therefore not sur
prising that relations between the two offices were harmonious

Within hours of the assassination Inspector Zachery chief
of the homicide bureau at the Memphis Police Department released
all available physical evidence to the FBI for analysis in Washing
ton The evidence remained in the custody of the FBI either in
Washington or Memphis for almost exactly 1 month (186) and was
used during much of this time for comparison purposes to further the
FBI's ongoing fugitive investigation

However despite the apparent harmony in relations between
Federal and Tennessee authorities and the initial cooperation of the
Memphis Police Department in supplying the FBI with all physical
evidence it is nevertheless apparent that the FBI approached its
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relationship with this local police department with pronounced cau
tion When the FBI's Memphis field office was approached by local
authorities on April 18 1968 with a request for assistance during
Canale's upcoming grand jury proceedings to indict Eric Galt for
murder FBI Headquarters concerned perhaps over 'leaks in the fugi
tive investigation informed its field office to limit information re
leased to the local police department and prosecutors to that which
had already appeared in a public press release Two weeks later SAC
Jensen received Bureau authorization to testify in the local grand jury
proceedings however he also received detailed instructions limiting
the permissible areas of testimony to various laboratory tests used to
identify the fugitive as James Earl Ray

After the May 7th grand jury proceedings no additional in
formation was released to the Shelby County authorities on a formal
basis until after Ray's arrest over 1 month later then after the case
was solved and the fugitive located a copy of the "prosecution sum
mary report (187) prepared by the Memphis field office was re
leased to the local authorities in preparing for trial

Ultimately prosecutors in Memphis had access to most of the
investigative files in the case (188) Nevertheless the limited distribu
tion that had occurred during the ongoing investigation remains an
excellent example of the extent to which the FBI has traditionally
guarded the substance of its ongoing cases

V PROTECTINGTHE BUREAU'SIMAGE

As was noted previously FBI files reflect a constant preoccu
pation with situations which threatened to embarrass the Bureau or
otherwise jeopardize the agency's public image This tendency is per
haps nowhere more apparent that in the FBI's reluctance even dur
ing an ongoing and challenging criminal investigation to pursue leads
which might associate the Bureau with anti-FBI or otherwise con
troversial individuals Some examples follow

A Kent Courtney
Shortly after Ray's guilty plea in Memphis Tenn. on March

10 1969 Kent Courtney a New Orleans conservative spokesman and
editor of the Conservative Journal was contacted by Jerry Ray
brother of the convicted assassin Jerry Ray asked Courtney to meet
with him in New Orleans to discuss a new attorney to handle his
brother's appeal Jerry also told Courtney that a conspiracy existed
and that James did not act alone (189)

Courtney immediately contacted the local office of the FBI
seeking "advice as to whether he should meet with Ray or not (190)
He was told to refer his inquiries to Phil Canale the State prosecutor
Informed of these events FBI headquarters checked their indices
found information indicating Courtney had opposed the nomination
of Abe Fortas to the Supreme Court and was "a rabble rouser and
hate monger and concluded.consistent with the action already
taken by its field office.that "the Bureau should in no way either by
implication or direct action be associated with this individual. New
Orleans was accordingly instructed "not (to) have any contact with
Courtney (191)
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(112) Instructions were sent to Memphis to conduct a field inter
view with Jerry Ray Nevertheless because of Courtney's character
as reflected in the Bureau's files the possibility of exploring Jerry
Ray's claimed knowledge of the existence of a conspiracy through the

publisher or with his cooperation was foreclosed This was of course
at a time when the FBI's conspiracy investigation was still open (192)
(113) The FBI's investigation of members of Ray's family will be

explored in greater detail later in this report however it should be
noted here that the Bureau was unsuccessful in its attempt to inter
view Jerry Ray on this new information On the advice of J B Stoner
his brother's attorney Jerry Ray refused to talk (193)
B Louis Lomax

(114) A situation similar in many respects to that of Courtney de

veloped much earlier in the investigation in the Bureau's relationship
with investigative reporter Louis Lomax
(115) Lomax was an investigative reporter operating out of Los

Angeles and writing for the North American News Alliance at the
time of the assassination Within weeks after the assassination Lomax

developed a relationship with Charles Stein Jr. Ray's driving partner
during a mysterious trip to New Orleans in December 1967 (194)
Lomax began writing stories containing references to Ray's receipt of a

payoff from a New Orleans industrialist and other intriguing conspir
acv possibilities Lomax and Stein also drove to Houston Tex. in an
effort to recreate the first portion of the New Orleans trip and to locate
a telephone booth used by Ray
(116) FBI files reflected a substantial and time-consuming effort by
Bureau field offices to monitor Lomax's investigative activities and to

keep abreast of the results of his efforts through interviews with
Charles Stein Stein's California relatives and confidential Bureau
sources in a variety of locations including a radio station (195) a

newspaper (196) a telephone company (197) a hotel in Los Angeles
(198) and a nightclub in Los Angeles.(199) In addition extensive
memos were written by headquarters personnel Two such memos au
thored on April 30 (200) and May 7 (201) analyzed Lomax's news
articles and defended the product of the Bureau's official investigation
a4gainst Lomax's criticism A third memo written on May 2 1968 and

including as an attachment Lomax's rap sheet deals with Lomax him
self and his past anti-Bureau activities and concludes that Lomax is
"no good * * * has repeatedly proven his antagonism toward the FBI
* * *

(and is using) his articles regarding the King case as a vehicle to
get back in `big time television (202) These memos written by the
FBI Headquarters personnel during the busiest weeks of the MUR
KIN investigation are revealing examples of the Bureau's preoccupa
tion with its image and its enemies In addition the files reflect from
the beginning a conscious decision to avoid contact with Lomax (203)
with no apparent consideration given to a field interview or a grand
jury subpena to obtain information he claimed to have developed on
the King investigation
C Jim Garrison

(117) Any number of theories can be proposed to explain the Lomax
memos discussed above one explanation is the apparent concern within
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the Bureau that a private investigative reporter would break the case
before the Nation's largest domestic investigative agency This fear
was also visible in the Bureau's relationship with Jim Garrison New
Orleans District Attorney and critic of the Bureau's lone assassin the
ory in the Kennedy assassination during the MURKIN investigation

On April 12 1968 headquarters received notice that "a repre
sentative of the district attorney New Orleans La., had requested an
interview with Walter Bailey owner of the Lorraine Motel in Mem
phis Tenn No reason for the interview request was given and it was
noted that "based on the information available it is not known whether
District Attorney Garrison is making an attempt to tie the killing of
King in with his investigation into the assassination of President
Kennedy or whether some ulterior motive exists. (204) Nevertheless 2
days following the indication of interest by Garrison's office Alex
Rosen Assistant Director of the General Investigative Division con
tacted the New Orleans FBI field office telephonically instructing the
agents to be "most circumspect in its investigation in view of the inter
est of DA Garrison in this case, and directing that there be "no
wholesale showing of photographs in New Orleans. (205) Three days
later in one example of compliance with these instructions a decision
was made with the approval of Clem McGowan head of the Civil
Rights Section not to interview one Orlena Miller in the MURKIN
case "as Miller was a very close friend of Jim Garrison. (206)

Another more prolonged example of the Bureau's reluctance to
pursue leads associated in any manner with Garrison occurred in May
1968 in a series of communications between Washington and Denver
Oklahoma City Little Rock Ark. and Los Angeles concerning the
appropriate manner to pursue a lead on Ray's location involving one
Edgar Eugene Bradley (207) Bradley who was then involved in
fighting extradition to New Orleans in connection with Garrison's
Kennedy assassination prosecution was alleged to have been in recent
contact with Ray in Tulsa Okla On May 28 1968 after several earlier
memos pertaining to the matter headquarters directed Los Angeles
not to interview Bradley (207a) Reasons given included the mental
condition of the original source of the Bradley lead and Bradley's
involvement in the "extradition matter by New Orleans District Attor
ney James Garrison. Rather despite the pressing fugitive investiga
tion the less direct and more time-consuming investigative approach
of accounting for Bradley's whereabouts on dates he is alleged to have
talked to the source was chosen Two days later Bradley learned of
the Bureau's field investigation into his past whereabouts and con
tacted the Los Angeles FBI office offering his assistance This in turn
prompted a thorough analysis by Los Angeles of the potential em
barrassment to the Bureau threatened by different investigative
approaches (208) and a request on June 7 1968 for headquarters
authority to accept Bradley's offer of assistance the request was with
drawn 3 days later after Ray had been arrested in London

In retrospect the committee is in possession of no information
that would indicate that curtailment of the MURKIN investigation to
avoid association with Garrison jeopardized the ultimate results of
the investigation however it is also noted that the perspective of
hindsight was unavailable to agents during the investigation itself
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D In search of favorable press
Just as the FBI avoided individuals who posed a threat to

their public image so they courted members of the press and authors
who could be counted on to provide favorable coverage of the Bureau's
activities Files were maintained on the writings and editorial posi
tions of correspondents and newspapers and letters of appreciation
under Hoover's signature were sent to acknowledge specific favorable
articles (209) In addition press officials with whom the Bureau main
tained particularly cordial relations were placed on a "special corre
spondent list.

Also demonstrated during the MURKIN investigation was the
FBI's practice of assisting friendly authors in preparing articles or
books covering the FBI investigation One article scheduled for the
August 1968 edition of Reader's Digest which described the FBI's
successful fugitive investigation in highly flattering terms was sub
mitted to the Bureau's Crime Records Division (210) for "review and
any changes (the FBI) desired made prior to publication The manu
script was reviewed in its entirety and small changes including the
insertion of two additional references to the participation of Director
Hoover and Associate Director Tolson were made

The day following Ray's guilty plea Assistant to the Direc
tor Cartha DeLoach proposed a second cooperative effort with a
friendly capable author to produce a carefully written factual book
on the investigation DeLoach noted that "while it will not dispel or
put down future rumors it would certainly help to have a book of this
nature on college and high school library shelves so that the future
would be protected. (211) In response to an inquiry by Associate
Director Clyde Tolson DeLoach suggested either the Reader's Digest
or author Gerold Frank noting "Frank is already working on a book
on the Ray case and has asked the Bureau's cooperation in the prep
aration of the book on a number of occasions. DeLoach added "we
have nothing derogatory on him in our files and our relationship with
him has been excellent. (212)

On March 12 1969 Hoover approached DeLoach's two-part
recommendation Nevertheless 1 week later in response to a second
memorandum directed to Thomas Bishop Assistant Director of the
Crime Records Division by a member of his Division and recommend
ing "cooperation with the Reader's Digest and (author) Jim Bishop
on his book Hoover apparently reverses his position noting "I think
we should wait and see what move Ray makes to reopen his case. (213)

In an interview with the committee Assistant Director Bishop
stated that the Bureau ultimately did not cooperate with any author
on the King case offering as a reason Hoover's concern that the result
ing publicity would jeopardize the Government's ability to uphold
Ra.y's conviction on appeal (214) In addition no further evidence of
evidence of active cooperation with any author was found in FBI files
On the other hand it is also clear that portions of Frank's 1971 book
"An American Death. bear striking similarities to the FBI reports
covering the same subject matter It seems quite likely therefore that
the author had access to FBI documents through some source prior to
the nrepa.ration of his book Possible sources include in addition to the
various offices of the FBI both the Department of Justice and the
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Shelby County prosecutors in Memphis Tenn Frank refused to dis
close his sources during an interview with the committee (215)

VI INVESTIGATIVEMETHODOLOGY

A variety of investigative techniques were available to the
Department of Justice and its investigative arm.the Federal Bureau
of Investigation.during the assassination investigation Some such
as field interviews record checks informant coverage laboratory anal
ysis of physical evidence and undercover surveillance.all capable of
being implemented by the FBI and its agents acting on their own
were used extensively during the investigation

To this extent the investigation presents an excellent case
study in traditional FBI police work Other investigative methods
specifically those which would have required active coordination with
and participation of Department of Justice attorneys such as search
warrants electronic surveillance immunity grants and the grand jury
are conspicuously absent In the following pages an attempt will be
made to understand this situation and to determine whether it reflects
a deficiency in the investigation
A Grand jury

In 1968 the early involvement of Department of Justice at
torneys in the FBI's criminal investigations was comparatively
rare (216) Traditional roles of the two bodies were clearly defined
with the Bureau responsible for the "investigation of the case and the
attorneys once presented with a complete investigative package re
sponsible for the prosecution In part this practice reflected FBI
resistance in any departmental efforts to oversee or intrude upon the
investigative process In part it reflected the reluctance of attorneys
to become involved in work outside of the court room

Perhaps the best example generally of cooperation between
attorneys and agents in the investigative process is in the use of a
grand jury Reluctant or adverse witneses are summoned before a
group of lay jurors and in a confidental proceedings asked to provide
evidence on a specified matter Grand jury subpenas can be issued for
records as well as for testimony and witnesses refusing to answer
questions on fifth amendment grounds can be compelled to testify
through the employment of a grant of immunity The grand jury has
been particularly effective historically in official corruption organized
crime and major criminal conspiracy cases crimes in which the evi
dence either because of the reluctance and fear of the witnesses or
the inherent secrecy of the criminal act are difficult to crack through
ordinary field interviews laboratory analysis and a search for the cru
cial eye witness

A review of the FBI and Justice Department files reflected
only one instance prior to Ray's plea in which the Bureau and the
Department considered as an investigative alternative empaneling
a Federal grand jury to secure the testimony of a witness (217) In
late Augut 1968 William Bradford Huie an author who wrote both
magazine articles and a book "He Slew the Dreamer about the
assassination interviewed Harvey and Clara Klingeman former
.employers of James Earl Ray while doing research for his writings
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During the interview Huie indicated that he had entered into a con
tract with James Earl Ray and Arthur Hanes Sr. Ray's attorney
to fund the defense through his writing Huie showed the Klinge
mans pieces of paper with Ray's handwriting on it and gave the
Klingeman's details of a vague conspiracy to kill King in which Ray
was only an unwitting dupe (218) On August 24 the FBI began
internal consideration of means to secure Huie's evidence including
seizure of the author's notes through use of a search warrant or a
grand jury subpena or the taking of Huie's testimony in a grand jury.
Three days later the matter was raised with D Robert Owen Deputy
Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division (219) and
Federal prosecutors initiated what turned out to be a lengthy and ulti
mately inconclusive consideration of the Bureau's alternative proposals

Meanwhile the Birmingham field office was contacted ap
parently coincidentally by Huie himself and receive a rather extraor
dinary offer from the author Huie stated that he was in "constant
contact with Ray through the defendant's attorney although he had
been denied personal access to the prisoner by the trial judge W Pres
ton Battle The author offered to turn over to the FBI on a confidential
basis all information received from the defendant both in the past and
in the future (including names of cities States places maps and indi
viduals contacted by Ray as well as activities from the date of his
escape from prison to his apprehension in England) if he could be
given current nonpublicized photographs of Ray of character type
and was afforded personal access to the prisoner Huie then requested
that the interview be kept confidential (220)

FBI officials conveyed this new information to the Justice
Department on September 10 1968 along with a request for permis
sion to inform Mr Phil M Canale Jr. State Attorney General of
Huie's evidence and a request that the Department give considera
tion to the urgency of making a determination as to the course of action
it desires to follow in this matter in light of the upcoming November
12 1968 trial date in Memphis (221) The Birmingham field office was
advised not to bargain with Huie and to keep headquarters informed
of any further approaches by the author

Within the Department's Civil Rights Division which was
ultimately responsible for any Federal conspiracy prosecution and
therefore most keenly interested in the evidence possibly in Huie's
possession a lengthy memorandum of law was drawn up exploring
practical and legal problems inherent in the use of the search warrant
or the grand jury subpena Despite the Bureau's request that the
Department also consider taking oral testimony from Huie before a
grand jury the memo reflected no consideration of this alternative
Clearly.and justifiably.concerned over possible damage to the
State and potential Federal prosecutions that would result from an
invalid search warrant (222) Pollak ultimately recommended cau
tious use of a search warrant under tight specifically defined proce
dures including requesting Huie's unconditioned cooperation prior to
use of the warrant Pollak's memorandum was transmitted to the
Attorney General(223) and the FBI was asked to postpone any
disclosure of information to the local prosecutors until a decision was*
reached by the Department (223a)
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0134) On October 4 1968 5 weeks after the matter was first submit
ted to the Department the Bureau sent another memorandum to AAG
Pollak reminding him that Canale had not yet been informed of
Huie's evidence and asking for a decision concerning the possible
employment of the search warrant or grand jury subpena No response
,of any type was given however until November 7 1968 when after
circulation of Huie's first Look magazine article (2.24) the Depart
ment asked the Bureau to investigate certain leads suggested by the
article (225) The same procedure was followed 1 week later (226) fol
lowing release of Huie's second Look magazine article (227)

Then on November 27 1968 3 months to the day after the
initial FBI request a short memo is sent to the FBI

This responds to an inquiry from your Bureau We have no
present plans to obtain a search warrant or issue a subpena in
order to obtain the notes and letters in the possession of Wil
liam Bradford Huie allegedly received by him from James
Earl Ray through Attorney Arthur Hanes (228)

No mention was made of the possibility of securing Mr Huie's oral
testimony before a grand jury and no steps were taken by Federal
prosecutors then or at any later time to secure that testimony (229)
In February 1969 prior to Ray's plea IFIuie was called before a local
grand jury in Shelby County conducted by District Attorney Gen
eral Canale to secure testimony concerning a variety of matters includ
ing the possibility of co-conspirators in the Tennessee murder case

Beyond this one instance the FBI never formally proposed
the use of a grand jury during their assassination investigation Differ
ent explanations for this situation were given by various members of
the FBI's headquarters staff during their interviews with the commit
tee Alex Rosen Assistant Director of the General Investigative Divi
sion noted that the Bureau traditionally resorted to the grand jury
only after all other investigative methods had failed Since active leads
existed until Ray's arrest the grand jury was unnecessary In addition
Rosen raised the possibility that an active field investigation and a
simultaneous grand jury investigation could wind up on different
tangents and expressed some concern over the premature publicity of
confidential information which might result from involvement of a lo
cal t'.& attorney in a grand jury proceedings (230)

Additional reasons given by FBI headquarters personnel for
the absence of a grand jury investigation included a general feeling
that people were cooperating during field interviews neither with
holding information nor giving false information (231) the Bureau's
customary practice of not bringing the prosecutor into the case until
the matter was ripe for indictment (232) a concern about the tenuous
jurisdiction supporting the FBI's investigation (233) a skepticism
about the value of this investigative approach considering the prob
ability that a prospective terget would either perjure himself or assert
the fifth amendment (234) a fear over loss of control of the investiga
tion that would result from the participation of Department attor
neys (235) and a feeling that the FBI's field investigation had solved
the case making a grand jury unnecessary (236)
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Department of Justice officials interviewed by the committee
were in many cases no more impressed with the potential value of the
grand jury in the assassination investigation than were their FBI
counterparts Assistant Attorney General Vinson of the Criminal Di
vision noted that the grand jury is comparatively an inefficient and
laborious means of investigation and stated that every effort should
be made to run out the "leg investigation before resorting to this ap
proach (237) Steven Pollak Assistant Attorney General of the Civil
Rights Division stated that the grand jury was not used in investiga
tions where individuals were cooperating and described the use of
grand jury in civil rights investigations as relatively rare To the best
of Mr Pollak's recollection the use of a grand jury in the assassination
investigation never became an issue

Attorney General Clark similarly had no recollection of con
sideration of a grand jury in the investigation (238) in addition he
was emphatic in his belief that it could not have furthered the investi
gation

A grand jury would have no conceivable utility in the in
vestigation of this case and one in Birmingham (referring to
the Federal complaint filed on April 17 1968 in Birmingham
charging Eric S Galt with conspiracy to interfere with Dr
King's civil rights.) It would be hard put to add to our ability
to solve the matter (239)

In part Mr Clark's skepticism concerning the productivity of
a grand jury investigation is explained by a strong philosophical and
practical opposition to the use of a grant of immunity to compel the
testimony of witnesses asserting their privilege against self-incrimina
tion under the fifth amendment

I have you know very strong feelings that the fifth amend
ment relates fundamentally to the integrity of the individual
I think that.this would nowadays offend some people but
this is what Christ was talking about when Pilate asked him
whether he was the king of the Jews and he said "Thou
sayest it. I am not going to bend my knee You can't compel
me I am a human being I have my rights * * * I think it is
coercive it is distortive the abuses that you see under it far
exceed the benefits that you derive from it but finally in a
society devoted to freedom and dignity it is not the way to
determine facts (240)

Using his own words Mr Clark saw the grand jury generally
speaking "as a shield not a sword (241) in existence to protect the
individual from unwarranted charges of criminal conduct and not as
a means of supplementing the criminal investigative process

Against this background and considering the general tension
that existed between the FBI and the Department the desire of the
Bureau to control the investigation and the general concern for
security during Ray's fugitive period it is perhaps not surprising to
observe the absence of consideration of grand jury work reflected by
the files during the first crucial months of the assassination investiga
tion Numerous situations arose however of uncooperative witnesses,.
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such as Charles Stein in Los Angeles who refused to provide the
Bureau with the names of several of Ray's associates he and investi

gative reporter Louis Lomax claimed to have located during their

private investigation (242) several of Ray's inmate associates,(243)
all potentially capable of providing information on the mysterious
"Cooley Organization at Missouri State Prison or the individual
considered by the FBI as the "most likely suspect in a search for
the person responsible for the transmission of a false CB broadcast in

Memphis 30 minutes after King's assassination and who denied mak
ing the broadcast in his FBI interview (244)

Similarly a grand jury might have been used to some advan
tage in tracing the possible involvement of Ray's brothers John and
Jerry Ray (245) or in resolving blatant conflicts of testimony be
tween the source of a conspiratorial allegation and the parties impli
cated by that allegation (246) or in the investigation of leads per
taining to members of extremist organizations such as the National
States Rights Party the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan or the
Minutemen individuals who could normally not be relied upon to be
totally candid or cooperative in interviews with agents of the FBI.

B Electronic Surveillance
At the time of Dr King's assassination the FBI was required

to submit all proposed "non-consensual electronic surveillance
either by "wiretap (that is electrical connection attached to tele
phone wires) or "bug (a concealed listening device used to pick up
conversations in the immediate vicinity) to the Attorney General for
his approval prior to installation "Consensual electronic surveil
lance (for example through a transmitter worn on the body of an
undercover agent during a conversation with the suspect) although
clearly legal under decided case law was monitored by the Justice
Department and approved prior to use by the appropriate Assistant
Attorney General (247) Because of these authorization procedures
electronic surveillance was another tool requiring coordination be
tween Justice Department attorneys and FBI investigators during
the investigative process

After assuming the position of Acting Attorney General in
1966 Ramsey Clark devoted much of his time to procedures for moni
toring and minimizing the FBI's use of electronic surveillance A
quarterly reporting system was established requiring the FBI to sub
mit to the Attorney General a "list of all taps installed all taps taken
off all taps pending at the beginning of the period and in place at the
end of the period. (248) In addition Mr Clark made it clear in per
sonal discussions with Mr Hoover that he did not approve of wire
tapping except in the national security area (249) and that their
use would be limited very severely even in that area (250)

The committee's file review reflects only very limited consid
eration and no actual use of non-consensual electronic surveillance
(that is wiretap or bug) during the FBI's assassination investiga
tion It seems reasonable to assume that this dearth of activity re
sulted in large part from Mr Clark's known opposition to
non-consensual electronic surveillance as an investigative tool except
in the area of national security In addition it also undoubtedly re
flected the limits placed on the use of electronic surveillance by the
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Supreme Court in the decisions of Berger v State of New York 388
U.S 41 (1967) and Katz v United States 389 U.S 347 (1967)

Despite those obstacles on May 9 1968 the FBI clearly con
cerned about their inability to locate the illusive Ray initiated
internal consideration of technical surveillance (that is wiretap) and

"microphone surveillance (that is bug) against John Larry Ray
Carol Pepper (Ray's sister) and the Grapevine Tavern a business

jointly owned and operated by the two relatives (251) Apparently
trying to fit the request into Attorney General Clark's national secu

rity preference the justification used on the May 13 1968 authoriza
tion request transmitted to the Justice Department reads as follows

These installations could assist in the early apprehension
of the subject which could possibly be instrumental in reduc

ing the stresses and tension placed on our national security
subsequent to the death of Martin Luther King Jr (Italic
added.) (252)

There are several significant aspects to this electronic sur
veillance request First while Dr King's assassination triggered im

mediate nationwide rioting in April 1968 it is clear that these disturb
ances had widely subsided by the second week in May the time period
of the FBI's request for electronic surveillance thus it seems fair to
characterize the national security justification as insubstantial

In addition however it is clear that the requested electronic

surveillance if installed would almost certainly have been judged
illegal under 1968 constitutional standards The purpose stated ex

plicitly in FBI memoranda discussing the proposal was to surveil the

family in hopes of catching the fugitive and not to gather evidence
of the commission of a crime by Carol Pepper or John Larry Ray
Moreover as to Carol Pepper at least there was no significant evidence
in FBI files to indicate her involvement in any criminal activity.even
harboring Absent a clear threat to national security or probable cause
as to the commission of a crime that might have justified an effort to
secure a judicial warrant no basis existed for the implementation of
this surveillance Moreover it is clear that the FBI recognized their
difficulties for in an internal memorandum analyzing the legality of
the proposed surveillance the conclusion was reached that the proposed
installation is unconstitutional as to the Peppers and that they have
at least a theoretical cause of action for damages against those who
have installed the devices by trespass (253) The willingness of the
FBI to proceed with this investigative approach in the face of their
own recognition of its unconstitutional nature reflects an absence of
concern for the rights of the surveillance targets

Finally the FBI's proposal was a clear indication either of the
Bureau's failure to seriously consider the possibility of conspiratorial
involvement by members of Ray's family or of its reckless disregard
for the damage that this investigative approach could have done to any
later prosecution of Ray's brothers Assuming as the Bureau appar
ently did the illegality of the proposed electronic surveillance any
evidence of conspiracy intercepted by the tap would have been inad
missible against individuals with standing to contest that illegality in
addition the installation of an illegal tap or bug would have raised
significant taint problems and seriously jeopardized the ability to use
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any subsequent developed evidence in a later conspiracy proseeu
tion (254)

The problems that could have been created by the FBI's pro
posal never materialized While Attorney General Clark has no recol
lection of receiving or acting on the request it seems clear from the files
and from various interviews that the proposal although sent was
neither authorized nor implemented (255) Harold F Dodson
MURKIN case agent in the St Louis field office (responsible for the
areas of proposed electronic surveillance) authorized no electronic
surveillance in the MURKIN investigation and stated specifically
that there were no surreptitious entries into the Ray family residences
or the grapevine ('255) In addition a review of the St Louis field of
fice files and of the headquarters MURKIN files produced no evidence
of the implementation of the proposed electronic surveillance In a
June 11 1968 memorandum (257) to Attorney General Clark Direc
tor Hoover withdrew the May 13 request for electronic surveillance in

light of Ray's apprehension in London
Earlier in this section it was noted that 1967 Supreme Court

decisions severely limited the use of electronic surveillance in criminal

investigations This situation changed on June 19 1968 with the pas
sage of title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Acts
of 1968 an act that permitted the use of court-authorized electronic
surveillance by law enforcement officers in the investigation of cer
tain enumerated crimes including murder Despite the potential for
imaginitive investigative efforts offered by the act President Johnson
publicly announced in signing title III into law that the adminis
tration's established policy of confining wiretapping to national se

curity cases would continue in force and instructions were sent to

Attorney General Clark to continue to limit electronic surveillance

accordingly (257a) Not surprisingly therefore FBI files reflect no
further attempts to implement electronic surveillance as part of the
assassination investigation

VII JAMES EARL RAY-THE ULTIMATESOURCEOF INFORMATION

The evidence against James Earl Ray at the time of his arrest
on June 8 1968 constituted a strong albeit circumstantial case A con
fession would have strengthened the Government's position however
it was certainly not essential to the prosecution

On the other hand information which Ray might possess on
the separate question of conspiracy would have been (and remains)
potentially invaluable It is therefore important to determine both the
adequacy and the legality of the steps taken by the Department of
Justice and the FBI in pursuing this source of information

A Post-west interview
At the time of his arrest Ray was placed in the custody of

Scotland Yard and was unavailable for interview until after his ar
raignment on June 10 1968 (258) A formal FBI request to interview
Ray was lodged with the British Attorney General who decided as
of June 24 1968 that the request would not be conveyed to the Gov
ernor of Prisons until after Rav's extradition (259) Wilbur Martin
dale a unit chief in the Civil Rights Section who was in London at
this point because of his knowledge of the case and his potential value

42-636-79-13
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in interviewing Ray was sent back to the United States (260) and the
Bureau along with the Department of Justice began to consider the
feasibility of interviewing Ray during his trip back from London to
the United States (261)

On July 11 1968 the possibility of such an interview dimin
ished somewhat when Arthur Hanes Sr. wrote Attorney General
Clark requesting that his client not be interviewed or interrogated
by any member of the Justice Department unless done in (his)
presence In addition Hanes asked that he be able to accompany his
client on the trip to the United States if extradited (262) Concerned
that the presence of an attorney during transportation of a witness
would provide a bad precedent,(263) in addition to posing other po
tential problems Attorney General Clark and Director Hoover de
cided to deny Hanes request to accompany his client,(264) and on
the following date Assistant Attorney General Vinson who had been
appointed by Clark to oversee the London extradition proceedings
formally recommended to the Director that no effort be made to inter
rogate Ray on his return trip to the United States The recommenda
tion was based on Vinson's grave doubts that the prosecution could
demonstrate a knowing and intelligent waiver of Miranda rights by
Ray.regardless of the actual facts.considering Hanes earlier re
quest and the added factor that on his trip back Ray will be in re
straining devices on a military aircraft (265) Vinson did note how
ever that this did not mean that statements volunteered by Ray may
not be used under some circumstances (266) Following up on this
possibility Wilbur Martindale was assigned as one of four FBI
agents who would accompany Ray on the return trip Ray did not
speak eat or drink during the flight home however and was even
reluctant to take aspirin provided by an accompanying military
physician after he complained of not feeling well (267) Thus no
inculpatory or otherwise valuable information was received from Ray
during the trip
B The FBI and Ray prior to the guilty plea attorney/client priv

ilege problems
Efforts to interview Ray ceased with his return to Tennessee

and it was not until after the guilty plea in March 1969 that re
newed consideration was given to a direct approach of the defend
ant (268) Nevertheless FBI files reflect almost from the moment of
Ray's arrival a strong interest in the prisoner's activities visitors
thoughts and communications At times this curiosity was harmless
At times however it reflected a disregard for the prisoner's attorney/
client relationship and for his right to privacy during the preparation
of his defense

Prior to his return to the United States Ray retained Arthur
Hanes Sr. to represent him in the Tennessee murder trial Hanes
was Ray's primary attorney until November 10 1968 when Ray
fired him and brought in Percy Foreman

On September 18 1968 Hanes filed a motion before trial Judge
Preston Battle seeking to modify various aspects of his client's con
ditions of confinement During the evidentiary hearing held on Sep
tember 30 1968 to determine the facts underlying the motion testi
mony was taken on various subjects including the methods used to
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monitor Ray's mail Capt Billie J Smith of the Shelby County
Sheriff's Department stated that Ray's general mail was read and
censored but then assured the Court that written material passing
between Ray and his attorney was perused for security purposes only
and was not read to determine the contents (269) Following the hear
ing Judge Battle memorialized this procedure in the form of a judi
cial order and in a teletype sent from the FBI's Memphis field office
to Washington the essence of the court's ruling was conveyed as
follows

Judge Battle ruled that written notes exchanged between
Ray and his attorney are privileged However the Shelby
County Sheriff or his designated agent has the authority to
peruse these notes to determine if there is any attempt to
breach security of the jail These notes should not be perused
for the purpose of ascertaining the full contents of the
message (Emphasis added.) (270)

Despite this indication of clear understanding of Judge
Battle's order however the need of the Memphis FBI Office to
monitor Ray's activities apparently proved overpowering Within
the month following the order no less then three letters from Ray
to his attorney Arthur Hanes were intercepted at the prison
photocopied passed to the FBI's Memphis field office and transmitted
to FBI Headquarters in Washington (271) In addition on one occa
sion the covering memorandum sent to Washington directed the
reader's attention to particularly interesting parts of the letter

Of significance Ray in his letter to Hanes requests that
Mr Huie not go to any of the addresses in Miami until after
the trial In this connection Ray also states "that part of
the story just covers a few days anyhow and is not too
important. (272 )

Robert Jensen SAC of the Memphis office conceded in in
terviews and executive session testimony that his signature or initials
were on memos transmitting two of the three memos (273) and
speculated (although he could not recall definitely) that the source
of the letters was the Shelby County Sheriff (274) Jensen felt that
the letters were volunteered to him rather than being solicited by
the Bureau (275) he had no recollections of informing the State
prosecutor or defense counsel of his receipt of the letters (276) He did
not consider the possibility that receipt of privileged information
might taint the prosecution and (277) explained the situation as
follows

Where the U.S Government or the FBI or the Justice
Department has an interest in a matter and I am volun
teered information relative the matter I am afraid that I
would accept it and I think this is what happened in this
case (278)

This was not it should be noted the only example of mail in
terception found in the FBI files which also contained correspondence
between Ray and J B Stoner (279) Trial Judge W Preston Battle
(280) Jerry Ray (281) William Bradford Huie (282) and Mrs Carol
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Pepper (283) Moreover it was not the only time in which the conduct
of the Memphis office intruded upon the privacy of the defense camp
On at least one occasion the office received information concerning
the planned defense strategy of Arthur Hanes Sr. during the upcom
ing trial In conveying the information to Washington Memphis
added the following caveat "Above for Bureau's information only
and is not being disseminated to local authorities lest we be accused
of interfering with client/attorney relationship (284) And on
August 26 1968 after receiving copies of a map drawn by Ray of his
Missouri State Prison escape and of questions sent to Ray by author
William Bradford Huie the Memphis field office noted that "since
there is some question that this information may be privileged it is
not being disseminated and will not be put in a report. (285)

In view of the inherent confidentiality which attaches to
communications between a defendant and his attorney a privilege
which was not created but only reinforced by Judge Battle's order
of September 30 1968 the knowing involvement of FBI's Memphis
office in the receipt and transmission of Ray's letters to Hanes stands
out as both illegal and potentially injurious to subsequent prosecutions

On October 31 1 month after Judge Battle's order FBI
Headquarters using a carefully worded directive initialed by Clyde
Tolson Cartha Deloach Alex Rosen and others instructed the
Memphis officeas follows

In view of the above order of W Preston Battle (referring
to Sept 30 1968 order) you should not accept any written
communication from the sheriff regarding correspondence
between Ray and other individuals If it is not in violation of
the court order you may accept information from the sheriff
if he volunteers this information and it is on an oral basis
only (286')

With the receipt of this directive the Bureau's practice of re
ceiving photocopies of Ray's correspondence apparently ceased
There is no evidence in files reviewed by the committee that knowledge
of the operation or of information found in the intercepted mail
spread beyond the Memphis field office and FBI Headquarters in
Washington (287)
C Post-guilty plea interview Miranda problems

Immediately following Ray's guilty plea on March 10 1969
at the initiative of Assistant Attorney General Jerris Leonard of the
Civil Rights Division (who had replaced Stephen Pollak with the
change in Presidential administrations in January 1969) considera
tion of various approaches to Ray began Alternatives considered in
eluded an immediate interview (288) an interview at some later date
and testimony under oath before a Federal grand jury The action was
being taken in light of President Nixon's reported plan "to take the
position in a future press conference that the Federal Government was
continuing to give intensive interest to the possibility of existence
of a conspiracy. (289)

An immediate decision was made following a discussion be
tween Leonard Rosen and Martindale to clear an interview of Ray
with the ,appropriate people (290) and by March 12 the Memphis field
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office had contacted Canale Ray's attorney-of-record Percy Fore
man (291) and Harry Avery Commissioner of the Tennessee Depart
ment of Corrections Foreman after an informative discussion with the
Houston FBI office concerning his relationship with his client and
various statements Ray had made about the case approved the inter
view of his client in his absence (292) Neither Canale nor Avery in

terposed any objections
The interview itself was conducted by Robert Jensen SAC of

the Memphis office Authority for the FBI to conduct the interview on
their own was given by D Robert Owen (293) Deputy Assistant At

torney General of the Civil Rights Division and in an interview
with the committee Owen recalled no consideration of the possibility
of having a Department attorney present during the interview Direc
tor Hoover gave specific instructions that results of the interview be
given first to him prior to dissemination to the Department (294)

Jensen's interview with Ray lasted 50 minutes and covered a

variety of topics.including Ray's dissatisfaction with his attorneys
his plans to reopen his case Charles Stephens Charles Stein the FBI
(a TV show) fingerprints on the rifle and Inspector Butler of Scot

land Yard Ray provided no evidence supporting the possibility of a
conspiracy (295)

Ray was not accompanied by an attorney during the interview
nor was he informed specifically of his right to have a lawyer present
his right to terminate the interview at will his right to remain silent
or the Government's ability to use his statements against him at a
later date (i.e. Miranda rights) In an interview with the committee
SAC Jensen confirmed that he did not advise Ray formally of his
Miranda rights explaining that surrounding circumstances including
Ray's extensive criminal record indicated that he was aware of his
rights without formal notification Moreover Jensen stated that the in
terview was not a hostile one that he had called the guard to terminate
the interview when Ray stated he wished to leave and that he changed
the subject matter of the interview when Ray refused to continue along
a specific line (296) Accepting for the moment the accuracy of Mr
Jensen's recollections the fact remains that this interview of Ray was
the first official effort to gain information on the possibility of con
spiracy from the self-confessed triggerman The ability to use any
statements Ray may have given in a subsequent trial of the prisoner on
conspiracy charges would depend on being able to survive a motion to
suppress the statements that would automatically be filed by any de
fense counsel certainly a foregone conclusion in light of the failure
of this experienced FBI agent to observe routine interview procedures
through the administration of Miranda rights prior to questioning

A second effort was made to interview Ray the following day
and Ray refused With the interview approach comparatively unpro
ductive consideration turned to the possibility of compelling Ray's
testimony before a grand jury Assistant Attorney General Leonard
recalled extensive consideration of this possibility within his division
and felt that his proposal met fairly stiff internal opposition (297)
he did not recall whether any of this opposition emanated from the
FBI and was not certain which specific attorneys objected to this
course Neither former Attorney General John Mitchell (298) nor
D Robert Owen Leonard's Deputy Assistant Attorney General (299)
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recalled active consideration of the grand jury alternative immediately
following Ray's plea
D Official approaches of James Earl Ray in 1970 and 1976

In September 1970 Assistant Attorney General Leonard asked
Mr K William O'Connor Chief of the Criminal Section of the Civil
Rights Division to review the file on the assassination case and bringhim up to date (300) Shortly thereafter a meeting was held between
O'Conner and Bernard Fensterwald Ray's attorney and Ray was
offered an opportunity to appear voluntarily before a Federal grand
jury to provide whatever evidence he possessed on the conspiracy issue
Fensterwald recalled at least the intimation that the Department would
make efforts to get the sentence against Ray reversed and to secure
a new identity for him through the witness protection program (301)if his client cooperated and provided useful information O'Connor
did not recall the specifics of the offer he conveyed but was certain
Fensterwald received the impression that the Department would at
tempt to better Ray's situation if he provided valuable information
(302) Ray rejected the offer explaining to Fensterwald that he did
not believe he could say enough to satisfy the Department and stating
that in testifying he would be signing his death warrant

After Ray's decision not to cooperate in 1970 no further
efforts were made either by the FBI or the Department of Justice to
talk to Ray until 1976 when the Department as part of an internal
review of the FBI's MURKIN investigation and Security and COIN
TELPRO operations against King attempted to conduct an interview
Ray refused to meet with members of the review force (303)

VIII THE CONSPIRACYINGESTIGATION

A The official findings
The ultimate conclusion of the Federal assassination investi

gation performed by the Justice Department and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation was that James Earl Ray acting alone killed Mar
tin Luther King Jr Moreover during the extensive interviews con
ducted by the committee on the subject of the MURKIN investigation
no dissent from this conclusion was voiced

Director Hoover's views on the issue of conspiracy are clearly
stated in a memorandum which he wrote on June 20 1968 summariz
ing a discussion with Attorney General Clark At one point during
this conversation Hoover told the Attorney General that "in Ray's
case we have not found a single angle that would indicate a conspir
acy. Later in the discussion he added his personal opinion that "he
(Ray) acted entirely alone, but then assured the Attorney General
that "we are not closing our minds that others might be associated
with him and we have to run down every lead. (304)

In a recent interview with the committee Attorney Gen
eral Clark indicated his agreement with these investigative findings
and added that the Bureau was probably more inclined to view the
assassination in conspiratorial terms than he was (305) It was Mr
Clark's instinctive feeling that Dr King's death resulted from the
act of an eccentric racist loner and that Ray's reference to a "broth
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er during the rifle exchange in Birmingham the week before the
assassination.the remark which was to provide the factual basis
for a Federal conspiracy complaint filed in that city approximately
2 weeks after the assassination.was merely an excuse created by
the assassin on the spur of the moment rather than sound evidence
of conspiracy

Additional evidence of the Department's agreement with the
results of the FBI's investigation is found in an August 20 1968
memorandum from AAG Fred Vinson Jr. of the Criminal Divi
sion to the Deputy Chief of the Organized Crime and Racketeering
Section (306) in which he wrote that

While we weren't prepared to announce publicly that we
had proved a negative I was personally satisfied that a thor
ough job had been done of running out all leads with respect
to any connection Ray might have with any sort of conspi
racy and that we had come up with nothing I told him that
to the contrary our information indicated that Ray was a
loner a shy reticent person who didn't even have many
acquaintances and that we were pretty well satisfied that
he had no independent source of finances

Moreover the opinions of Mr Clark Mr Vinson and Mr
Hoover described above represent the consensus of opinion of those
FBI supervisory personnel and Justice Department officials who
participated in the assassination investigation and who were inter
viewed on the subject by the staff of the committee
B The investigation

It would not be correct to conclude based on the ultimate
finding of "no conspiracy reached by the investigators and the
lawyers who supervised the original investigation that a conspiracy
investigation was not conducted In fact FBI investigative files
reflect almost from the moment of the assassination a consciousness
within the Bureau of the possibility of conspiracy surrounding the
crime During the first 2 weeks of the investigation the primary
focus was clearly directed toward ascertaining the true identity of
the individual who dropped the bundle of evidence and the 30.06
rifle while fleeing the crime scene However even during this initial
period directives from Washington were phrased in terms of iden
tifying the "person or persons responsible for the assassination of
Martin Luther King Jr. (307) (emphasis added) and it is apparent
that investigators were even at this early date sensitive to circum
stances which suggested the possibility of conspiracy

Perhaps the best example of the FBI's general awareness
of and willingness to consider a conspiracy angle in the assassina
tion investigation is found in an "All-Sac teletype issued on April
26 1968 3 weeks after Dr King's assassination (308) Two days
earlier headquarters had completed a review of the main Bureau
file on Martin Luther King (ironically created during the security
investigation of the civil rights leader) and had identified and
documented approximately 50 prior threats on Dr King's life (309)
These threats were set out in investigative leads and transmitted to
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the appropriate field office for resolution Accompanying the leads
in the April 26 teletype noted above were the following instructions

The main file on King has been reviewed at the Bureau
and leads are being sent out concerning persons involved in
prior threats against King These leads as well as leads
concerning any other suspects developed from any source
must be given immediate and thorough handling on a top
priority basis Process has been obtained against James Earl
Ray and extensive investigation is continuing to locate Ray
and to establish motive of crime You have been and will
be furnished information relating to other possible conspir
ators These must all be thoroughly resolved no matter how
remote (Emphasis added.) (310)

The truest indication of the FBI's overall sensitivity to the
conspiracy possibility however occurred after Ray's arrest on June 8
While cost data indicated a significant overall reduction in Bureau
expenditures at approximately the time of Ray's arrest FBI files
still reflected a limited number of additional conspiracy-oriented
investigative leads The major post-arrest focus an attempt to deter
mine the source of Ray's funds through an intensive reinvestigation
of the July 1967 Alton Bank robbery certainly stemmed almost
entirely from the Bureau's awareness that Ray's extensive expendi
tures during 14 months of freedom strongly suggested the possi
bility of association with as-yet-unidentified individuals

In addition to the funding concern files reflected efforts over
the months following Ray's arrest to (1) identify possible criminal
associates through a recheck of the New Rebel Motel in Memphis
and of motels hotels and roominghouses in Birmingham for the
time period of the rifle purchase (311) (2) to investigatethe possi
bility that a Louisiana State Policeman was in fact the mysterious
"Raoul" (310) (3) and to interview Ray himself on the issue of
conspiracy Thus while officials in both the Justice Department and
the FBI were rapidly reaching a unanimous no-conspiracy conclu
sion this did not prevent at least a limited amount of conspiracy
oriented field investigation even following Ray's arrest

Despite these efforts however the committee's review of
both the evidence within the FBI files indicating specificconspira
torial possibilities and of the investigative techniques employed by
the Bureau and the Department of Justice in resolving these leads
did not disclose a basis for confidence in the official conclusion that
responsibility for Dr King's death did not extend beyond the trigger
man In fact the committee's review revealed serious defects in both
the focus and the method of the overall conspiracy investigation

First conspiracy leads were at times resolved solely through
establishing a potential coconspirator's alibi during the period of
March 29 1968 to April 4 1968 designated as the pertinent period
for purposes of the assassination investigation (313) The inadequacy
of this method was demonstrated by the FBI's own investigation which
had almost immediately produced substantial evidence that Ray's
plan to kill Dr King began to take form while he was still a resident
of California that is prior to March 17 1968 Moreover the general
notion that a conspiracy suspect can be eliminated by establishing his
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absence from the scenes of the crime and of one major overt act (the
rifle purchase) reflected a simplistic view of the law of conspiracy In
1968 as now a conspiracy prosecution required only an agreement and
one subsequent overt act by any of the parties in furtherance of that
agreement Proximity to the scene of the crime while clearly a relevant
and significant investigative concern was not in a conspiracy investi
gation the ultimate issue

Second FBI files reflected only limited efforts independent of
specific positive leads to investigate the possible involvement of those
extremist organizations (such as the White Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan or the Minutemen) which had demonstrated both a propensity
for violence and a clear antagonism toward Dr King A general can
vassing of all racial criminal and security informants occurred at
various stages during the investigation (311) Beyond this general
directive however and a series of alibi checks on known hate-group
activists during the initial stage of the investigation the Bureau's
investigation of possible extremist involvement was both limited and
unimaginative

For example even after the Bureau had received evidence
of a possible link between the United Klans of America and Ray in
the form of Ray's immediate selection of Arthur Hanes Sr (an attor
ney who had done extensive legal work for the Klan) and in later
informant information indicating the possibility that the United Klans
of America might become involved in the funding of Ray's de
fense (315) no concerted effort was made to pursue the conspiratorial
implications of this information Additional steps which might have
been considered include a check of Bureau hate-group indices against
Ray's known and potential associates and the compulsion of sworn

testimony of appropriate Klan officials through the use of a grand jury
subpena and the judicious use of immunity grants

Third FBI and Department of Justice files reflected almost
total reliance on the field interview as a means of resolving issues
clearly relevant to the overall conspiracy investigation At no time was
a grand jury utilized to supplement the FBI's field investigation of the
numerous conspiracy allegations despite situations where it would
clearly have been appropriate The circumstances surrounding Ray's
escape from Missouri State Prison for example considered by some
to be the first step in an elaborate year-long conspiracy to assassinate
Dr King was never investigated through the grand jury Similarly a
possible association between Ray and a Missouri State Prison inmate
association named the "Cooley Organization was left essentially un
resolved after extensive field interviews with MSP inmates and former
inmate-associates of Ray confirmed the existence of the group but

(failed) to ascertain information concerning its principles or member

ship or the extent of its network (316) the use of a grand jury to

explore this issue.a logical step following the unsuccessful interview

process.was apparently never considered
Additional examples of conspiratorial allegations or issues

appropriate for grand jury treatment included the false CB broadcast
in Memphis one-half hour after the assassination seen by some as an
effort to divert police attention from the flight of the true assassin

(317) and allegations received by one John McFerren that the owners
of a Memphis produce company had been involved in directing and
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funding the assassination (318) In both situations however the
Bureau and the Justice Department were satisfied to resolve the issues
solely through field investigation

Of far greater potential significance than any of the defects
noted to this point however was the almost inexplicable failure of the
FBI and the Justice Department to focus a concerted effort on Ray's
family and specifically his brothers during the conspiracy investi
gation Absent any extrinsic evidence family members of the suspected
triggerman deserved at least some investigative attention Given the
significant amount of direct and circumstantial evidence received by
the FBI during the months following the assassination that strongly
suggested a great deal more contact among the three brothers than any
was willing to admit.the failure to pursue this area more aggres
sively constituted a serious defect in the overall investigative effort

The single most significant piece of evidence raising the possi
bility of participation by a brother in the assassination came during
early interviews by the FBI of clerks at the Aeromarine Supply Co.
in Birmingham During such an interview Donald Wood told agents
that Ray while exchanging rifles on March 30 1968 5 days before the
assassination explained that he had decided to return the initial rifle
and replace it with a more powerful weapon after a conversation with
his brother (319) This statement was of course later used as the
factual basis for a Federal conspiracy complaint charging Ray (then
known as Eric Galt) and "an individual whom he alleged to be his
brother with a violation of 18 U.S.C 241 (320) In addition to this
incident however the FBI received additional evidence which over the
weeks and months to follow created an ever stronger possibility of
family knowledge of and involvement in circumstances surrounding
the assassination of Dr King Examples follow

On August 4 1967 Ray told a female acquaintance in Canada
that he had been in Grey Rocks (a resort north of Montreal) for about
1 week (321) and that he would be leaving within the next few days
to meet his brother in Montreal Three weeks later Ray told the same
acquaintance that he was currently working with a brother in real
estate and that he had no problem with money and could always get
some

In December 1967 immediately before his departure on an
abrupt and never adequately explained trip to New Orleans (322)
Ray told Dr Mark O Freeman a psychologist that his brother had
found a job for him in the merchant marine based in that city (323)
In early January 1968 shortly after his return from this trip Ray
made a $364 payment for dance lessons and told a Los Angeles dance
instructor that he had recently met his brother in Louisiana (324)

On March 2 1968 15 days before his departure from Cali
fornia and approximately 1 month before the assassination Ray
stated during a discussion at graduation ceremonies at a Los Angeles
bartending school that he would be visiting his brother in Birming
ham for about 2 weeks (325)

On March 9 1968 Ray turned down an offer of employment
from the president of the same bartending school explaining that he
was leaving town within 2 weeks to visit his brother (326) Approxi
mately 3 weeks later of course Ray mentioned a conversation with his
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brother while exchanging his rifle at the Aeromarine Supply Co in

Birmingham
In and of itself the coincidence of numerous references by

Ray to a brother during the time period surrounding three important
pre-assassination transactions.the New Orleans trip Ray's depar
ture from California to take up residence in Atlanta Dr King's home
town and the Birmingham rifle purchase.presented a strong basis
for directing a major investigative effort toward the family More
over this was not the full extent of the evidence available to the
Bureau and the Justice Department

In his first interview with FBI agents John Larry Ray a
younger brother exhibited strong signs of racism when he belittled
the crime with which Ray was charged "all he has done is `kill a
nigger (327) and stated that there would be no interest in Ray if
King had been white (328) Moreover the strong likelihood of John
Larry Ray's involvement in Ray's escape from Missouri State Prison
had been established by the end of April when a review of prison
records it dicateda visit to the prison by the brother on April 22 1967
the day before the escape (329)

Similar indications of racism were manifested by Ray's sec
and brother Jerry Ray particularly in his close association with
J B Stoner head of the virulently anti-Black National States Rights
Party following Ray's London arrest In addition information re
ceived by the FBI around the time of Ray's arrest reflected state
ments by Jerry that his brother was to receive at least $100,000 for
killing Martin Luther King and that the purchase of the Mustang,
and use of the safe deposit box in Birmingham were linked to a con
spiracy (330)

Moreover it was clear almost from the beginning of the
Bureau's investigation of Ray that both brothers were lying to the
interviewing agents concerning contact with James Earl during the
recent past John Ray's claim during his initial interview that he
had not seen his brother in 3 years was undermined by MSP records
indicating his visit to the prison the day before Ray's 1967 escape
And Jerry's similar denial of contact with his brother was contra
dieted by information received by the Bureau shortly before Ray's
arrest (331) as well as by admissions of James himself to author Wil
liam Bradford Huie that he had given a red Plymouth automobile to
Jerry in Chicago in August 1967 and had called Jerry while enroute
to New Orleans in December 1967 (33)

In addition to undermining Jerry's official denials of contact
with James during the preassassination period Ray's story to Huie
also provided a final major piece of evidence in the growing case
against the brothers In two Look magazine articles published in No
vember 1968 4 months before the guilty plea large portions of Ray's
story to William Bradford Huie including the first detailed version
of his early association with "Raoul appeared for the public to
examine Following the plea the entire "Raoul story from the first
meeting in Canada to the alleged gun-running operation in Memphis
on the day of King's assassination was published in Huie's book "He
Slew the Dreamer (333) A comparison of the "brother allusions by
Ray in Canada California and Birmingham with Ray's own Raoul
story revealed remarkable coincidences
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For example Ray's known reference to a planned meeting
with a brother in Montreal coincided with his alleged meetings with
Raoul in that city Ray's known references to a brother both before
and after the December New Orleans trip coincided with his claim
that he met Raoul in New Orleans to receive money and discuss future
criminal activities And Ray's known references to his brother imme
diately prior to his move to Atlanta and during the rifle purchase
coincided with his claimed receipt of instructions from Raoul to come
East and to purchase a display weapon for the gun-running negotia
tions

Thus within a relatively short period after Dr King's assassi
nation the FBI had collected evidence of numerous references by Ray
to a brother during crucial moments in his preassassination activities
of strong signs of racism in both John and Jerry Ray of probable in
volvement by John in the Missouri State Prison escape of claimed
knowledge by Jerry of an assassination conspiracy and a prospective
$100,000 payoff and of striking coincidences between Ray's own story
of Raoul and the independent evidence of association with his brother
Clearly this evidence warranted a major and concerted effort by both
the FBI and the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department to
determine both the extent and the nature of Ray's actual preassassina
tion contact with his brothers In fact however no such concerted ef
fort was made

This is not meant to indicate that the Bureau ignored the
family or the brothers during their investigation As has been indi
cated previously an intense effort was made to secure assistance and
information from the various family members during the prearrest
fugitive investigation (334) and during this period the brothers were
-interviewed on numerous occasions (334a) concerning knowledge of
-the suspect's location In fact at one point the Bureau's preoccupation
with the fugitive investigation became so great that a recommendation
-was made for the use of patently illegal electronic surveillance of John
`Larry Ray and Carol Pepper in an effort to locate the subject (335)
Had such a tactic been implemented any subsequent conspiracy case
against family members could have been seriously jeopardized Never
theless with the exception of comparisons of the fingerprints and palm
prints of the two brothers with unidentified latents in the case (336)
an effort to verify Jerry Ray's alibi for April 4 1968 (337) and the
posing of some questions during the above-noted field interviews ar
guably connected to a conspiracy investigation investigative files re
flect no significant efforts to determine the extent of their criminal
involvement with James

No effort was made for example to determine whether the
1967.68 travels of either brother coincided with those of Ray's com
panion Raoul Such an effort might have included motel and airline
canvasses under Ray brother aliases and employment verification for
appropriate periods

Similarly no effort was made other than through direct ques
tioning of the brothers themselves to establish the alibis of either
Jerry or John during the time of the rifle purchase and John's alibi
went unchecked even for the day of Dr King's assassination Ironi
cally the Bureau covered this ground routinely with other conspiracy
suspects
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Further Jerry Ray's statements concerning a conspiracy in
June 1968 and again in March 1969 during a discussion with Kent
Courtney a conservative spokesman in New Orleans were never ade
quately pursued Despite a strong indication by Jerry in the latter
situation that he would discuss the conspiracy with Courtney during a
meeting on March 20 1969,(338) and Courtney's apparent willing
ness to cooperate with the Bureau (339) no consideration was given
to the use of consensual electronic surveillance to record Jerry's dis
cussion with Courtney Rather a decision was made.based on Court
ney's suspect reputation and a fear of Bureau embarrassment.to pur
sue a field interview with Jerry Ray instead (3/x.0) When Jerry was
ultimately located however he refused the interview and thereafter
Bureau efforts ceased (341)

In addition the files reveal no efforts to investigate the brothers
through interviews with their associates Given the criminal nature
of many of John's associates this might well have required the use
of a grand jury and immunity grants investigative tools which might
have been useful in the additional areas of John's probable involve
ment in the MSP escape and his possible participation in the Alton
Bank robbery in July 1967 Some of this grand jury and immunity
work could have been accomplished it is noted without violating a
Justice Department policy against compelling testimony of a family
member or facing the issue of immunity with either of the brothers
As at all other times during the investigation however the grand
jury and immunity approach was not used

Finally the files reveal no efforts to investigate the associates
of Ray's brothers either through direct saturation interviews or
through the development of an informant apparatus Thus the pos
sibility that Ray's connection with an active conspiracy with one of
his brothers was never adequately pursued

IX HOOVERCOINTELPRO ANDTHEASSASSINATIONINVESTIGATION

Not surprisingly the adversary relationship which had existed
for so long between the FBI and Martin Luther King Jr. did not
terminate with the assassination of the civil rights leader To cite only
one example * * * FBI files reflect Bureau plans in March 1969 to
brief Congressmen in an effort to defeat the proposed creation of a
national holiday in recognition of Dr King's birthday The counter
intelligence operation was approved by Hoover who noted at the same
time that it must be handled very cautiously (342)

Despite this continued animosity however the general feeling
of the Justice Department and FBI officials interviewed on the subject
was that Hoover's hatred of King and the Bureau's extended involve
ment in security investigations and COINTELPRO activities against
the man and his organization had the ironic effect (although perhaps
predictable in light ,of the Bureau's noted preoccupation with public
image) of increasing the intensity of the investigative effort after the
assassination The following is an excerpt of testimony given by
Ramsey Clark

Q Mr Clark given the dislike which Mr Hoover felt
toward Dr King and communicated to you in lunches and
other occasions and given the * * * FBI * * * electronic
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surveillance and taps in the early sixties and the continued
interest in Dr King in the form of requests to you for addi
tional electronic surveillance as recently as April 2 only 2
days prior to this assassination did it ever occur to you that
the FBI * * * would not be ina position to objectively carry
out the responsibilities of the investigation itself

A I don't believe it did * * * I had the strongest clearest
conviction that the FBI would do everything in its power to
investigate this case quickly effectively and successfully and
it wasn't just logic It was I mean my total being told me
that the thing Mr Hoover really loved most the Bureau
was on the line here and that if they couldn't produce here
where many would suspect their concern that their failure
would do more damage to them in the minds of the people
than any other case they had worked on (343)

Similar sentiments were expressed by FBI unit Chief Wilbur Martins

dale (3.4) Assistant Attorney General Vinson of the Criminal Divi
sion (3.45) and Assistant Attorney General Pollak of the Civil Rights
Division (346)

In an attempt to determine how great the potential problem
was the committee early in its investigation identified FBI personnel
who were involved in some significant manner in either the preassassi
nation COINTELPRO and security investigations against Dr King
or the postassassinationMURKIN investigation Not surprisingly a

comparison of the two lists revealed some overlap in personnel both at

headquarters and in the field Beneath Hoover and Tolson Assistant
to the Director Cartha DeLoach had overall supervisory responsibility
for the operations of both the Domestic Intelligence Division (Secu
rity and COINTELPRO cases) and the General Investigative Divi
sion (MURKIN investigation) and was therefore equally involved in
both In the field the most significant overlap was in the Atlanta office
where the case agent for the King security case (May 21.June 5 1968)
and the SCLC security case (Apr 26 1966.Mar 12 1971) was also as

signed initially as case agent for the MURKIN investigation in that

city
In light of this Atlanta assignment it is clear that no official

effort was made either by the Bureau or the Department of Justice
to formally preclude the involvement in the assassination investiga
tion of agents with backgrounds in the King security or COINTEL
PRO operations (The absence of such an effort was also confirmed
in the committee interviews.) However a number of factors indicated
that this use in Atlanta of an agent with extensive King security work
in his background as "case agent during the MURKIN investigation
did not create significant problems First his assignment as Atlanta
MURKIN case agent lasted only for the month of April thereafter
the responsibilities of the position were assumed by another agent in
the office Moreover during much of the period prior to Ray's positive
identification on April 19 1968 the operations in Atlanta's office were
directed by an inspector from Washington with extensive experience
in major civil rights cases In addition the position of case agent
while central because of its function in coordinating monitoring and
reporting on the investigation did not carry command responsibilities
Thus while the evidence showed the use of an agent with an extensive
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background in King COINTELPRO and security work as case agent
in Atlanta's MURKIN investigation there was no additional evidence
that the field office investigation was curtailed or restricted as a result
of the assignment

Attorney General Clark recalled no concern about a wide
spread or debilitating prejudice against King within the ranks of
the FBI that would have affected the day-to-day investigation

I guess I assumed that the agents who were doing any work
that related to Dr King were just acting in the ordinary
course of their employment * * * My sense of the distor
tion if there was one or was to be one was that it came from
the top which was often the case because Mr Hoover had
been so dominant so long and that the prejudice in individual
agents would have been less than the prejudice of the Direc
tor toward Dr King but that once they saw as I believed
him making this his first priority investigativewise they
would too (347)

At headquarters the effect that Hoover's hatred for King had
,on his personal involvement in the investigation is difficult to gage
from files alone Nevertheless certain patterns are clear Hoover re
ceived information on the progress of the case primarily through daily
internal FBI memos and briefings with Rosen DeLoach and Tolson
His scribbled comments on various investigative memoranda indi
cated closest attention to those details of the investigation that re
flected on the conduct of his (348) agents or an image of the Bu
reau (349) A deep-seated distrust of the press and his displeasure
with agents who broke the no comment rule also appear on numerous
occasions

April 18 1968.-I want "no comment strictly adhered
to We have plenty to still do in this case and no time to en
gage in chatter with the irresponsible press which is already
printing a lot of "hog-wash".(350) (Emphasis in original.)

April 27 1968..Tell Jensen to stop talking (Emphasis in
original.) (351)

April 29 1968..We must adhere to "no comment The
avid press will be concocting all kinds of wild stories and if
we start answering them we are "sunk The press release is
all we have to say at this time (352)

May 4,1968..I must insist that we stop giving off the cuff
comments re Ray case (Emphasis in original.) (353)

'(214) On at least one occasion Hoover rejected an investigative
proposal apparently because the source of the information to be
pursued had in 1947 called Hoover an "SOB. (354) Nevertheless
as a general rule the files reflect neither positive additions (355) nor
restrictions by Hoover on the scope of the investigation He main
tained apparently relatively close contact with investigative develop
ments (Assistant Director Alex Rosen described his primary func
tion in the assassination investigation as keeping the Director in
formed) (356) and clearly developed his own personal theory on
the evidence of the case specifically that Rav was a "racist and de

-tested negroes and Martin Luther King, (357) but that he was not
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a fanatic in the sense of Sirhan Sirhan Moreover while Hoover
believed that "Ray acted entirely alone, he assured Ramsey Clark
on June 20 1968 that "we are not closing our minds that others
might be associated with him and we have to run down every
lead. (358) These assurances were then passed on to his chief lieu
tenants in the MURKIN investigations in the form of a written memo
randum to Tolson DeLoach and Rosen among others
(215) Thus while there were serious problems with the FBI's
assassination investigation both in its failure to pursue significant
conspiracy possibilities and in a disregard for the constitutional rights
of both citizens and the defendant James Earl Ray there was no cur
rent evidence that these specific deficiencies or any others were directly
or indirectly caused by Director Hoover's well-documented hatred for
Dr King and his movement

Submitted by
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mittee on Assassinations (MLK Document 220368)
Ibid at p 2 see for example staff interview with James R Malley

supra at ref 16
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 10 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861.1180
Ibid
Teletype director to all continental officesApr 10 1968 FBI Headquar

ters Murkin file serial 44.38861.191 see for example FBI teletype at ref 37 for
similar record check of the "Willard name

Memorandum Daunt to Bishop Apr 18 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861.2034

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 13 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861.1348

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach supra at ref 39
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach supra at ref 52
Ibid
Memorandum Rosento DeLoach Apr 16 1978 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.1704
Ibid
Ibid
Memorandum Rosento DeLoach Apr 17 1968FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.1706
Memorandum Rosento DeLoach Apr 18 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.1367
Memorandum T E Bishop to DeLoach Apr 17 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861.1705
Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 18 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.1271
Memorandum C L Trotter to Mohr Sept 2 1969 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44 38861.5818
Ibid
Ibid see e.g. memorandum Daunt to Bishop supra at ref 51 (placing

the range of ridge counts searched at "9.15 and the number of potential sus
pects identified at 1740)

While someoutside commentatorshave expressedconcernover the amount
of time necessary to identify Ray through his prints the committee's investiga
tion has revealed no problems in the Bureau's procedures

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 19 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44 38861-4046

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 19 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 41 38861.1727
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'69')See e.g. Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 19 1968 FBI Headquar
ters Murkin file serial 44 38861-1396

Memorandum Jones to Bishop Apr 19 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861-1938

Memorandum Jones to Bishop Apr 25 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861-2584

See e.g. Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 27 1968 FBI Miami field
office Murkin file serial 44-1854-614

Airtel SACChicagoto Director Apr 19 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861-1316

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 23 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44-38861-2406

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 10 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
&infile serial 44 38861-3362

Memorandum Rosento DeLoach May 9 1968 FBI Headquarers Murkin
file serial 44-38861-3435

Teletype Director to SAC Kansas City May 13 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861-3369

See e.g. memorandum Branigan to Sullivan June 14 1968 FBI Head
quarters Murkin file serial 44--38861-4682Airtel Director to SACKansas City
June 20 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-4653

A summaryof the committeeinvestigation of the Casa Susana racial inci
dent can be found in the section of the Final Report of the House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations pertaining to the assassination of Dr King

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 26 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44-38861-2207

See e.g. Teletype Los Angelesto Director Apr 25 1968 FBI Headquar
ters Murkin file serial 44-38861-2190 memo Rosen to DeLoach Apr 30 1968
FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-2598

Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 22 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861-1658

Teletype Director to all SAC's Apr 23 1968 FBI Miami fieldofficeMur
kin file serial 44-1854-206

Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 29 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861-2443

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 3 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44-38861-3123

Airtel Director to SAC'sAtlanta Birmingham and Memphis May 6 1968
FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-2989

Teletype Director to All SAC's May 14 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 41 38861-3495

Airtel Director to SAC's Atlanta Birmingham Los Angeles Memphis
New Orleans May 21 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-3806

Memorandum Rosento DeLoach May25 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44-38861-4353see e.g. Teletype Director to SACSpringfield June 7
1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 41 38861-432 (direction to "com
pletely exhaust every avenue of investigation on Alton Ill. bank robbery)
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach July 29 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file
serial 44 38861-5079

SeeTeletype Director to All SAC's supra at ref 82
See e.g. FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-2324summariz

ing investigation of Atlanta fieldoffice
See e.g. Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 24 1968 FBI Miami Mur

kin file serial 44-1854-273
Teletype Detroit to Director Apr 25 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44-38861-2350
Teletype Director to SAC St Louis Apr 30 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-2498
Teletype Director to SAC'sChicago Kansas City St Louis Springfield

May 1 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-2622
Teletype SAC St Louis to Director May 7 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-3146
Memoralndum Director FBI to Attorney General May 13 1968 FBI

Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-3509
Memorandum Director to Attorney General June 11 1968 captioned

"Electronic Surveillance FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44 38861non
recorded serial
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FBI interview with John Larry Ray May 9 1968 by State Attorney
Patrick W Fradley St Louis field officeMurkin file serial 44-775

See e.g. Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 10 1968 FBI Head
quarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-3510

Ibid
Correspondence Director to Ottawa Legat May 11 1968 FBI Memphis

fieldofficeMurkin file serial 44-1987SubL-75
103) Ibid
10.0 Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 21 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur

kin file serial 44 38861-3832
Teletype Director to SAC Boston May 14 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 41 38861-3514
Correspondence Director to all SAC's May 21 1968 FBI Miami field

officeMurkin file serial 44-1854-604
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 22 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-4552
Teletype Director to SAC's Birmingham Chicago Kansas City Los

Angeles Newark May 22 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861
3872

Teletype Director to SAC'sMemphis Buffalo and Legat Ottawa June
5 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-88861-4262

Airtel Legate Paris to Director June 13 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44-38861-4725

See e.g. memorandum Callahan to Mohr captioned "Murkin-CostData.
June 4 1968 July 23 1968 Nov 20 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serials
44-38861-444444 38861-493344 38861-5471

Memorandum DeLoachto Tolson June 8 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44 38861-4447

Memorandum Rosen to McGowan June 10 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861-4379

Seememorandum DeLoachto Tolson supra at ref 112
Transportation of Federal prisoners is normally the responsibility of

the U.S Marshall Service The use of FBI agents to transport Ray resulted in bad
feelings within the USMS and a feeling that the FBI had infringed on another
agency's jurisdiction See e.g. memorandum DeLoach to Tolson July 26 1968
FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-4970

Memorandum Director to Tolson DeLoach Rosen Bishop Sullivan
June 20 1968FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-4660

See e.g. memorandum Rosen to DeLoach July 29 1968 FBI Head
quarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-5079

Airtel Director to SAC Kansas City June 20 1968 supra at ref 78
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach June 24 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44 38861-4779
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach June 11 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-4408
Memorandum Director to Pollak June 13 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-4419
Memorandum Attorney General to Director June 18 1968 FBI Head

quarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-4671
Memorandum Director to Attorney General July 23 1968 FBI Head

quarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-5003
Memorandum Fred M Vinson Jr. to Stephen Pollak July 29 1968

FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 4138861-5003
Memorandum Stephen Pollak to Director July 30 1968 FBI Head

quarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-5004
Order granting defendant's motion for dismissal of complaint U.S Dis

trict Court Northern District of Alabama Dec 2 1971
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Oct 1 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur

kin file serial 44-38861-5225
Memorandum Pollak to Director Nov 27 1968 FBI HeadquartersMurkin file serial 44-38861-5462
William Bradford Huie "I Had Been in Trouble Most of MyLife in Jail

Most of It Look Nov 12 1968 and article Lookmagazine Nov 26 1968 "I Got
Involved Gradually and I Didn't know Anybodywas to be Murdered.

Teletype Memphisto Director Mar 13 1969FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 41 38861-5622
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The FBI's complaint filed pursuant to title 18 U.S.C 241 alleged a vio
lation of Dr King's constitutional right to travel

See staff interview with Ramsey Clark supra at ref 22 see e.g. staff
interview with Fred Vinson Jr. June 30 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument230173)

Ibid
Staff interview with StephenPollak supra at ref 23
Executive sessiontestimonyof RamseyClark July 19 1978 p 63
Staff interview with Ramsey Clark supra at ref 22
Executive session testimony of Ramsey Clark supra at ref 135
See e.g. letterhead memoranda FBI to DOJ Apr 6 1968 Apr 8 1968

Apr 9 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serials 44-38861-329/44-38861-982
44-38861-22444-38861-1174/44-38861-139

Letterhead memorandum FBI to Attorney General and others Apr 11
1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-859 see e.g. LHM Apr 12
1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 41 38861-53844-38861-1113

Staff interview with Wilbur Martindale supra at ref 6 p 4
Staff interview with ClemMcGowansupra at ref 3 p 4
Staff interview with James R Malley supra at ref 16 p 4
Staff interview with Ed McDonoughsupra at ref 4 see e.g. staff inter

view with Wilbur Martindale supra at ref 6
Staff interview with Fred Vinson Jr. supra at ref 132
Ibid
Staff interview with Stephen Pollak supra at ref 23 p 3
Memorandum Rosento DeLoach May2 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44-38861-2946 teletype Director to SAC'sBirmingham and Memphis
May 2 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-2851

Ibid
Executive session testimony of Ramsey Clark supra at ref 135 p 76
Ibid at p 74
In response to a question concerningthe appropriate role of DOJ attor

neys during the prearrest investigation Mr Clark respondedas follows
Q In addition to keeping abreast of the steps in the investigation

effort did you perceivean active role during the actual fugitive investi
gation following the assassination until the time of Mr Ray's appre
hension on the part of Department of Justice attorneys or was their
responsibility up until that time to receive and digest information from
the fieldin preparation for possibleprosecution * * *

A Well you know there really wasn't a whole lot we could do as
lawyers * * *

Memorandum DeLoachto Tolson supra at ref 112
Memorandum Pollak to Director June 10 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-4505
See e.g. memorandum Rosen to DeLoach June 12 1968 FBI Head

quarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-4528
Memorandum Pollak to Director Aug 16 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44 38861-5114 see e.g. individual memos can be found in
FBI Headquarters Murkin file serials 44-38861-441944-38861-451541 38861
4426 44-38861-450344-38861-454944-38861-4585

Executive session testimony of Ramsey Clark supra at ref 135 ref 66
Staff interview with RamseyClark supra at ref 22
Ibid
Ibid
Staff interview with Cartha DeLoach supra at ref 18
See e.g. staff interviews of Ed McDonough James R Malley Alex

Rosen supra at ref 4 ref 8 ref 12 Seealso staff interview with Thomas BishopJune 20 1978 p 3 (MLKDocument230012)
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 17 1968 FBI HeadquartersMurkin file serial 44-38861-1555
Ibid at p 2 ("Action sectionof memo step 4)
See e.g. staff interviews with Alex Rosen Wilbur Martindale James

Malley supra at ref 12 ref 6 ref 16respectively
Staff interviews with Stephen Pollak supra at ref 23

(165a) It should be noted that at least one serial in the FBI files suggests
Attorney General Clark's willingness to leave the decision on the filing location
to the FBI Mr Clark is reported to have told MaconWeaver U.S attorney in
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Birmingham that he did authorize prosecution of Gait but was unaware where
process would be filed since this was a decisionfor the FBI (Memo SACBirm
ingham to file Apr 18 1968 Birmingham Field Officefile 44-1740-1005) This is
of course inconsistent with the authorization procedure described by Assistant
Director Rosenduring a committeeinterview

FBI Headquarters Murkin files serial 44.38861.1061
Article Washington Star Apr 28 1968 p A16 FBI Headquarters Mur

kin file serial 44.38861.2633
Article New York Times May 13 1968 p 38 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44.38861.3556
Article WashingtonPost Apr 24 1968 p 37 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.2638
Memorandum DeLoachto Tolson supra at ref 112 (page3 of addendum

to memorandum)
A legal attache (legate) is an FBI overseas representative Legates are

attached to the U.S Embassy and are found in a limited number of major cities
throughout the world

Memorandum DeLoach to Tolson supra at ref 112 (page 5 of adden
dum to memorandum)

Staff interviews with Ramsey Clark Cartha DeLoach supra at refs 22
and 18

Staff interview with Ramsey Clark supra at ref 22
In rejecting Clark's request the Director instructed his staff to dissem

inate only the information usuals disseminated to the Department
MemoDeLoachto Tolson July 2 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin ran

dom fileserial 44.38861-4761
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Aug 21 1968 FBI Headquaters Mur

kin file serial 44.38861.5115
See e.g. memorandumDirector to Attorney General June 12 1968 FBI

Headquarters Murkin file serial 44.38861.4355
See text infra at ref 209.215
See text infra at ref 194 et seq concerning FBI's relationship with

Louis Lomax an investigative reporter on the King case
Editorial Los AngelesTimes Apr 30 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.3184
See e.g. TeletypeMemphisto Director Apr 22 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44.38861.1739
See e.g. Teletype Director to All SAC's Apr 29 1968 FBI Headquar

ters Murkin file serial 44.38861.2443
See e.g. radiogram director to All SAC's May 14 1968 FBI Headquar

ters Murkin file serial 44-38861.3495
Ibid
Memorandum Jensen to file May 3 1968 FBI Memphis Murkin file

serial .44-1987.sub.162B
See e.g. memorandum Rosen to DeLoach June 18 1968 FBI Head

quarters Murkin file serial 44 38861.4644
Memorandum Vinsonto Director Aug 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44-38861.5059
i(189) Airtel SACNew Orleans to Director Mar 18 1969 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861.5661
Ibid
Airtel Director to SAC'sNew Orleans and Memphis Mar 26 1969 FBI

Headquarters Murkin file serial 44.38862.5661
Ibid
See e.g. Teletype Memphis to Director May 23 1969 FBI St Louis

Murkin file serial 44.775-1142
1(194)Ray's trip to New Orleans is discussed in the final Report of the House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinationspertaining to the assassination of Dr King
Teletype Houston to Director Apr 25 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44.38861.2013
Teletype Houston to Director Apr 26 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861.2241
See Teletype Los Angeles to Director Apr 25 supra at ref 81
Ibid
Ibid
See memorandumRosen to DeLoach Apr 30 supra at ref 81
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Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 7 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 4 388614145

Memorandum Rosento DeLoach May 2 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur
kin file serial 44-38861.3196

The apparent concern was Lomax's ability to exploit the relationship
with the FBI

MemoRosen to DeLoach Apr 12 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file
serial 44.38861.850

Memorandum ASAC Sylvester to SAC New Orleans Apr 15 1968
FBI New Orleans Murkin file 157.10673.186When asked about these instruc
tions Mr Rosen had no specific recollection of the situation but stated that
Garrison's total unreliability may partially account for his desire that the New
Orleans officedisassociate themselves from Garrison's office

Memorandum ASACSylvester to SAC NewOrleans Apr 17 1968 FBI
New Orleans Murkin file serial 157.10673.258In an interview with HSCAstaff
Jim Garrison could not recall Orlena Miller Staff interview with Jim Garrison
Dec 28 1977 (MLK Document 150160) Efforts by the committee to locate
Orlena Miller in New Orleans with knowledge of the King case were not
successful

See e.g. Teletype Denver to Director May 23 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44.38861.3925Teletype Oklahomato Director May 24 1968
FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44.38861.3956 Teletype Little Rock to
Director May 24 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file series 44.38861-3973
MemorandumRosen to DeLoach May 27 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file
serial 44-38861.4306Teletype LosAngelesto Director May27 1968 FBI Head
quarters Murkin fileserial 44.38861-4067

(207a) General Investigation Divisioninternal memorandumunrecorded serial
May 28 1968

"Extensive investigation would be required to verify his whereabouts if
do not use his assistance Note that Bradley promptly learned of recent investi
gation as mentioned referenced Los Angeles Airtel Since he has offered full
assistance then should investigation proceedwithout prior contact with him he
would undoubtedly feel his offer was ignored Since allegations of New Orleans
District Attorney Garrison are uppermost in Bradley's mind embarrassment to
Bureau could follow if he took his own inference that such investigation per
tains to Garrison's allegations

Embarrassment might also arise should Garrison learn of current investiga
tion about Bradley since Garrison might infer this supports his position in some
way

It is felt that most discreet verification of alibi could be undertaken on ,basis
of information received directly from Bradley since it would allow fewest pos
sible contacts and minimize possible embarrassment Los Angelesholding inves
tigation in abeyance.

Airtel SAC Los Angelesto Director June 7 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44.38861-4366

See e.g. letter Director to Dick Thornburg June 14 1968 FBI Head
quarters Murkin file serial 44.38861.4599

Adverse or hostile treatment of the Murkin investigation also receivedBureau
attention although of a different variety Offending editors were contacted
normally by the SACof this local FBI office and lengthy memos were sent to
Washington detailing the specificsof the ensuing conversations In one memo
anticipating such a confrontation Washington promised by the local SACthat
"the next time I am in personal contact with ranking officialsof the Los Angeles
Times newspaper I intend to point out to them in the appropriate manner their
blatant disregard for the truth in this matter as well as their exceedinglypoor
taste in publishing such an editorial. (Airtel SAC Los Angeles to Director
Apr 30 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44.38861.3184.)

See also Airtel SAC Houston to Director April 26 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861.3182(describing lengthy conversation with editor
of Houston Chronicleconcerningeditorial entitled "FBI Loses Someof its Shine
According to the memo the SAC successfully "straightened out the offending
editor and received repeated assurance that "(the editor) had the greatest re
spect for Mr Hoover and realized that no other investigative agency could have
donesuch a thorough job of investigating.
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The Crime Records Division of the FBI in addition to responsibilities in
the areas of crime statistics Congressionalliaison and citizen correspondence
handled all press and media relations for the FBI

Letter DeLoach to Tolson Mar 11 1969 FBI Headquarters Murkin
file serial 44.38861.5654

Ibid
Letter Jones to Bishop Mar 20 1969 FBI Headquarters Murkin file

serial 44-38861.5655
Staff interview with Thomas R Bishop June 20 1978 House Select

Committee on Assassinations p 3 (MLK Document230012)
Staff interview with Gerold Frank Sept 1 1977House Select Commit

tee on Assassinationsp 4 (MLKDocument130100)
See staff interview with Fred Vinson Jr. supra at ref 132
Use of a grand jury to secure the testimony of James Earl Ray had been

considered by the Department of Justice on at least two occasions to be dis
cussed in a separate sectionof this report

Teletype Chicagoto Director Aug 23 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
`file serial 44.38861.5142

Memorandum Director to Pollak Sept 10 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44.38861.5158

Airtel SAC Birmingham to Director Sept 2 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861.5160

See memorandum Director to Pollak supra at ref 219
Memorandum to Attorney General re James Earl Ray PossibleEvidence

of Conspiracy DOJ King Assassination file 144.72.662
Memorandum Pollak to Director Sept 17 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44.38861.5174
(223a) Ibid

SeeLookmagazine Nov 12 1968supra at ref 129
Memorandum Pollak to Director Nov 7 1968 FBI Headquarters

'Murkin file serial 44 38861.5382
Memorandum Pollak to Director Nov 16 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-33861.5388
See Lookmagazine Nov 26 1968 supra at ref 129

See memorandum Pollak to Director supra at n 128
When interviewed by the committeeAAGPollak couldnot recall why the

Department's decision took so long and agreed that the reason for the ultimate
-decisionnot to pursue a warrant was based on an assumption that Huie's articles
-containedmost of the information

Seestaff interview with AlexRosen supra at ref 12
See staff interview with James R Malley supra at ref 16
Ibid
Seestaff interview with ClemMcGowan supra at ref 3
Ibid
See staff interview with Wilbur Martindale supra at ref 6
See staff interview with Ed McDonoughsupra at ref 4
See staff interview with Fred Vinson supra at ref 144
See executive sessiontestimony of Ramsey Clark supra at ref 135 p 78
Ibid at p 78
Ibid at pp 79-80
Ibid at p 82
FBI interview with Charles J Stein Apr 24 1968by State attorneys

Gardner and Slicks dictated on Apr 30 1968 Los AngelesMurkin file 44.1547
See e.g. FBI interview with GeorgeJones (Kansas City Apr 22 1968

'302 by State attorney Howe) Robert Burns and James Stidham (Kansas City
June 14 1968 302by State attorney Howe)

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Aug 19 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861.5097

For further analysis of the investigation concerning Ray's family see
text infra at refs 319.340

See e.g. memorandum from Director to Pollak Apr 20 1968 and
Apr 25 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861.5631(concerning
the Bureau's resolution of allegations made by one John McFerren concerning
Frank C Liberto and James W Latch of Memphis Tenn.)

Executive session testimony of Ramsey Clark supra at ref 135 p 85
Ibid at p 26
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Ibid at pp 25-26
Ibid at p 85
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 9 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur

kin file serial 44-38861-3764(HSCA Document260130)
See memorandum Director to Attorney General supra at ref 97
Memorandum Casper to Mohr May 10 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44-38861-3763
It is unclear whether these problemswere consideredby Attorney Gen

eral Clark or other attorneys in the Department of Justice (as is noted in the
text which follows Mr Clark has no recollectionof receiving the electronic sur
veillance request) However it is interesting to note that in approving the pro
posal Assistant to the Director DeLoach appended the following note "It is
doubtful that Attorney General will approve These couldbe of great assistance.

Several FBI documents reflect strong dissatisfaction with the amount
of time being taken by Attorney General Clark to act on pending electronic sur
veillance requests See e.g. memorandum Brennan to Sullivan June 10 1968
caption Electronic Surveillance Awaiting Approval of Attorney General (MLK
Document260130)

Staff interview with Harold F Dobson June 28 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassination (MLKDocument230396)

See memorandum Director to Attorney General supra at ref 98
(257a) Article New York Times June 20 1968 p 23 (Incorporating text of

President's statement in signing title III into law)
Telegram Hoover to Phillip Canale Jr. June 9 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkin file serial 44-38861-4346
Teletype Legate Londonto Director June 24 1968 FBI MemphisMur

kin file serial 44-1987sub M-110
Memorandum General Investigative Division June 24 1968 FBI Mem

phis Murkin file serial 44-1987sub M-111
Teletype Memphisto Director June 26 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur

kin file serial 44-38861-4718(Recommendingconsideration of interview of Ray
prior to his delivery into custody of local authorities in Tennessee.)

Letter Arthur Hanes to Attorney General Clark July 11 1968 FBI
Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-4923

Memorandum Hoover to Tolson DeLoach Rosen Bishop July 16 1968
FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-4853

See letter Vinson to Hanes July 16 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin
serial 44-38861-4923

Memorandum Vinson to Director July 17 1968 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861-4923

Ibid
See staff interview with William Martindale supra at ref 6
Seestaff interview with Robert Jensen supra at ref 2
Testimony Capt Billie J Smith evidentiary hearing on defense motion

to modify conditionsof confinement Aug 30 1968 (MLKDocument 110337)
Teletype Memphisto Director Aug 30 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin

file serial 44 38861-5209
See e.g. memorandum SAC Memphis to Director Oct 11 1968 and

attached communications FB'I Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-5235
memorandum SAC Memphisto Director Oct 14 1968and attached communica
tions FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44 38861-5242Airtel SAC Memphis
to Director Nov 24 1968 and attached communications FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861-5327

SeeAirtel SAC Memphisto Director supra at ref 271
See executive session testimony of Robert Jensen supra at ref 19 p 14
Ibid at pp 50-51 When interviewed on the subject William Morris

former sheriff of ShelbyCounty told membersof the committee staff that he did
not deny the mail photocopyinghad occurred but stated that he had no recollec
tion of any specificdetails surrounding the situation (Staff interview with Wil
liam Morris Nov 21 1968 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK
Document 270327).)

Ibid at p 51
Ibid at p 55
Ibid
Ibid at p 54 Cartha DeLoach had no recollection of any activity in

Memphiswhich might have intruded upon Ray's attorney/client privilege (Staff
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interview with C DeLoach June 26 1978 (MLK Document230174) Alex Rosen
Assistant Director of the General Investigative Division did not recall seeing
neither the Sept 30 1968 Memphis airtel detailing Battle's order or the three
letters which followedin apparent contravention of the order He recognizedhis
initials on the Oct 31 1968headquarters directive to Memphis but had no inde
pendent recollection of the situation that had triggered the directive (Staff in
terview with AlexRosen June 28 1978(MLKDocument210237)

Finally neither Attorney General Clark (executive session testimony of Ram
sey Clark July 19 1978 at pp 89-92 )nor Shelby County District Attorney

=Canaleknew of any activity constituting an infringement on Ray's attorney/
client privilege

Memorandum SACMemphis to Director Aug 14 1968 FBI Memphis
Murkin file serial 14 1987sub M-172 Stoner was subsequently hired by Ray to
represent him in certain civil actions however a formal attorney/client relation
ship did not developuntil after Ray's plea

See memorandum SAC Memphisto Director 26 1968 supra at n 271
Ibid
Airtel SAC Memphisto Director Aug 26 1968 FBI Headquarters Mur

kin file serial 44-38861-5162
Ibid
Teletype Memphisto Director Aug 6 1968 FBI MemphisMurkin file

serial 44-1987sub N-44
SeeAirtel SAC Memphisto Director supra at ref 282
Airtel Director to SAC Memphis Oct 31 1968 FBI Headquarters

Murkinfile serial 44-38861-5310
A search of Miami field officeMurkin files for example shows no lead

sent out from Washington or MemphisfollowingRay's mention of Miami in his
letter to Hanes

Memorandum Rosen to Deloach Mar 11 1969 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861-5612

Ibid
Ibid
Ray was taking steps at this time to replace Foreman with court-ap

pointed attorneys to handle an appeal from his guilty plea However none had
yet beenformally appointed

Airtel SAC Houston to SAC Memphis Mar 12 1969 FBI Memphis
Murkin file serial 44-1987sub M-447

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Mar 12 1969 FBI Headquarters
Murkin file serial 44-38861-5639

Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Mar 13 1969 FBI Headquarters
-Murkinfile serial44-38861-5615

See Teletype Memphisto Director supra at ref 130
Staff interview with Robert Jensen Aug 8 1978 (MLK Document

260328)
Staff interview with Jerris Leonard June 30 1978House Select Com

mittee onAssassinations (MLK Document230102) Leonard recalled staff attor
neys arguing that an internal DOJ policy precluded taking an uncooperative in
dividual before a grand jury subsequent to his guilty plea The committeefound
no other evidencethat such a policy existed

Staff interview with John Mitchell July 5 1978House Select Commit
tee onAssassination (MLKDocument230175)

Staff interview with D Robert Owen Aug 11 1978House Select Com
mittee on Assassination (MLKDocument210383)

Memorandum Jerris Leonard to K William O'Connor Sept 22 1970
caption "James Earl Ray.

Staff interviews with Bernard Fensterwald Mar 21 1978House Select
Committee on Assassination (MLK Document 190476) See e.g. staff interview
with Bernard Fensterwald Aug 7 1978House Select Committeeon Assassina
tion (MLK Document240136)

Staff interview with William O'Connor Aug 6 1978 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (MLKDocument270016)

Report of the Department of Justice task force to review the FBI Martin
Luther King Jr. security and assassination investigations Jan 11 1977 at p 105

Memorandum Hoover to Tolson DeLoach Rosen Bishop Sullivan
June 20 1968 FBI Headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-460

Staff interview with Ramsey Clark supra at ref 22 p 3
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Memorandum Fred M Vinson Jr. to William S Lynch Aug 20 1968
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I INTRODUCTIONTHE ISSUES AND THE APPROACH

As a result of James Earl Ray's almost immediate repudiation of
his guilty plea there has been considerable speculation that its entry
was part of an elaborate plot to silence him and prevent the exposure
of other conspirators Those who subscribe to this theory hold that
these "others feared the disclosures that might come to light if Ray
was afforded a full trial in open court

The committee endeavored to examine the guilty plea in
depth It attempted to determine if the trial court had before it
sufficient evidence to warrant its conclusion that James Earl Ray was
in fact responsible for the death of Dr Martin Luther King Jr The
record was reviewed to determine if the trial court should have had
cause to believe that the plea was anything other than voluntarily and
intelligently entered The nature of the legal representation that Ray
received prior to the entry of his guilty plea was examined and evalu
ated under the requisite standards for such representation under the
1978 standard and the standard as it existed at the time of the plea in
1969 Additionally the committee looked into all of the points that Ray
has raised or that have been raised on his behalf in support of his
contention that his guilty plea was the end result of a campaign of offi
cial harassment carried out against both himself and his family
by local Memphis authorities and the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion

II CHRONOLOGICALREVIEW

On March 10 1969 James Earl Ray appeared before the Honor
able Judge W Preston Battle of the criminal court of Shelby County
Tennessee and pleaded guilty to the murder of Dr Martin Luther
King Jr (1) The plea was the result of negotiations entered into by
Ray's then chief attorney Percy Foreman and the Shelby County
Attorney General Phil Canale (0) Ray was also represented by the
Shelby County Public Defenders Office through Hugh Stanton Sr.
and Hugh Stanton Jr. who Judge Battle had appointed to aid Fore
man in the defense (3)

Technically Ray pleaded guilty to the first degree murder in
dictment that had previously been returned against him The maxi
mum penalty for that crime under Tennessee law in 1968 was
death (4) Nevertheless under the terms of the prosecution's recom
mendation to the court which had been the result of the State's nego
tiations with Ray through Attorney Foreman Ray was spared the
death penalty and he was sentenced to a term of 99 years confinement
in the State penitentiary at Nashville (5)

During the course of the hearing before Judge Battle Ray was
extensively questioned by the court to determine the voluntariness of
the tendered plea and if Ray understood the rights that his guilty plea
waived (6) In addition as part of the plea Ray was required to sign

(219)
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:a proposed stipulation of material facts The stipulation contained the
facts relating to Ray's travels and other actions that the State con
tended supported its case against him (7) Thus in entering a plea of

guilty Ray specifically (1) waived his rights both at trial and on

appeal and (2) admitted his role in Dr King's slaying
Nevertheless within 3 days of the guilty plea James Earl Ray in

a letter to Judge Battle dated March 13 1968 repudiated the plea and
its stipulation of facts and requested a new trial (8) In the same letter
Ray indicated to the judge that Percy Foreman no longer represented
him This letter was followed by another dated March 26 1969 which
was also directed to Judge Battle and which repeated most of the state
ments contained in the letter of March 13 (9) and clarified that his

purpose was to obtain a new trial (10) By this time Ray was also in
contact with attorneys Richard J Ryan J B Stoner and Robert W
Hill Jr. whose services he secured to challenge the guilty plea Judge
Battle died on March 31 1969 without taking any action on any of the

requests contained in Ray's letter
Following Judge Battle's death Ray filed a formal petition for

a new trial on April 7 1968 (11) At the conclusion of the hearing on
the formal petition the court issued a memorandum finding of facts
and conclusions of law (12) which held that (1) The guilty plea was

properly entered (2) the guilty plea precluded Ray from filing a
motion for a new trial (3) Ray knowingly intelligently and volun
tarily expressly waived any rights he had to a motion for a new trial
or appeal (13)
(S) After exhausting his appeals in the 'State courts of Tennessee
Ray sought review of the trial courts decision in Federal court by filing
a writ of habeas corpus (14) The writ addressed itself to a variety of
issues but was fundamentally two-pronged First Ray alleged that
his plea had not been voluntarily and intelligently made Second
he contended that he had not received effective assistance from his
counsel prior to the entry of the guilty plea The U.S District Court
for the Western District of Tennessee Western Division initially de
nied the writ on March 30 1973 without holding an evidentiary hear
ing (15) This decision was appealed to the U.S Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals which reversed the District Court on January 29 1974
holding that the lower court should have held an evidentiary hearing
before it ruled on Ray's request for relief (16) The State of Tennessee
sought review of the Sixth Circuit's decision in the United States
Supreme Court which denied the request for a writ of certiorari on
June 3 1974 (17) The case therefore was returned to the District
Court for further proceedings Upon remand an evidentiary hearing
was held before the District Court and on February 27 1975 Federal
District Court Judge Robert M McRae ruled that Ray's constitutional
rights had not been violated consequently his petition for a writ of
habeas corpus was denied (18) Review of the matter was subsequently
taken up by the U.S Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit (19) On
May 10 1976 the Court of Appeals handed down a decision that
affirmed the lower court's judgment The court's opinion made the
following points

(1) The evidence sustained a finding that Ray had voluntarily
and knowingly pleaded guilty to murder in State court
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The evidence supported findings that Ray's attorney (Percy
Foreman) had not made many of the statements attributed to him
by Ray in urging him to plead guilty and that Ray had not reason
ably believed that he had no alternative to a guilty plea

Ray did not sustain the necessary burden to show that he
had been prejudiced by contracts with a writer who agreed to sell
Ray's story to finance his defense or by events which occurred
because of the existence of such contracts

Ray failed to show that the investigation of his ease by his
attorneys had been inadequate or below the standards usually
required of a criminal lawyer of ordinary skill

Ray failed to show that the advice given to him by his at
torney (Percy Foreman) to plead guilty was not within the range
of professional competence demanded of attorneys in criminal
cases

Ray failed to show that he had been denied effective assist
ance of counsel because of surveillance interception of mail and
delivery of attorney-client communication to the prosecution by
law enforcement officials This failure resulted from Ray's in
ability to show that the complained-of conduct had affected the
preparation of his defense prejudiced him or contributed to Ray's
decision to enter a guilty plea

Ray sought review on this decision to the U.S Supreme Court On
December 13 1976 the Supreme Court denied Ray's request for a
writ of certiorari (20)

III THE LEGALSTANDARD

The committee requested the American Law Division of the
Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress to de
termine the legal standard to be used in evaluating the voluntariness
of the guilty plea (21) This project was undertaken not to second
guess the district court but to determine independently whether the
factual circumstances of Ray's plea when measured against the ap
plicable legal standard lent any substance to Ray's claims that the
plea was entered involuntarily or unintelligently In Federal court
guilty pleas are measured against rule 11 of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure which in pertinent part provides

(A) Insuring That the Plea is Voluntary
The court shall not accept a plea of guilty or nolo con

tendre without first by addressing the defendant personally
in open court determining that the plea is voluntary and not
the result of force or threats or promises apart from a plea
agreement The court shall also inquire as to whether the de
fendant's willingness to plead guilty or nolo contendre re
sults from prior discussions between the attorney for the
government and the defendant or his attorney (22)

The State of Tennessee is currently considering the adoption of
a procedural rule that is substantially identical to the Federal Rule
of Criminal Procedure 11 (23)

Additionally both the Federal and Tennessee courts have

42-636-79-15
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handed down decisions relating to the voluntariness of a guilty plea
entered by a defendant in a criminal case The U.S Supreme Court
has held that the voluntariness of a guilty plea can be determined only
by considering all of the relevant circumstances surrounding it and
it is reversible error for a Federal court to accept a tendered guilty
plea unless the record shows that the defendant voluntarily and un

derstandingly entered it (24) In addition the Supreme Court has
determined that the plea must be free of coercion (25) threats or

intimidation (26) and tricks or deception (27) The Court has also
ruled that a guilty plea must be intelligently made that the defendant
must be competent to enter the plea and that the defendant must un
derstand the nature of the charges and consequences of the plea (28)

At the time James Earl Ray entered his plea in 1968 as well as
in 1978 the Tennessee Courts have relied heavily on decisions by
the Federal courts Tennessee's courts have held for example that
the plea must be made voluntarily and with full understanding of its
consequences (29) Further they have held that a plea of guilty un
derstandingly and voluntarily entered on the advice of counsel con
stitutes an admission of all facts alleged and a waiver of all non

jurisdictional and procedural defects and constitutional infirmities
if any in any prior stage of the proceedings (30) Tennessee law pro
vides that a guilty plea is not rendered involuntarily when no more
is shown than that the accused is faced with an election between a
possible death sentence on a plea of not guilty and a lesser sentence
on a guilty plea (31) Under Tennessee law State action that would
raise a 14th amendment due process grievance is not involved when
the ineffectiveness of a retained attorney is questioned because a re
tained attorney does not act as an officer of the State Additionally
mere inappropriate advice to plead guilty is not of constitutional
dimensions (32)

IV APPLICATIONOF THE STANDARD

The committee used these standards to assess Ray s claim
that the guilty plea that he entered to Dr King's murder was
involuntary Ray based his claims primarily upon the following points
(1) Irreconcilable conflicts of interest involving Ray's attorneys and
author William Bradford Huie (2) failure of defense counsel to ade
quately investigate the case (3) round-the-clock surveillance of Ray
in the Shelby County jail (4) threats made to the Ray family designed
to cause them to influence James Earl Ray to plead guilty and (5)
threats made by Foreman to Ray concerning the type of courtroom
representation Ray could expect if he refused to plead guilty and
forced Foreman to go to trial (33)

The committee examined each of the points Ray raised about
the nature of his guilty plea The results of that examination follow

A Conflicts of interest involving Ray's attorneys
James Earl Ray first in conjunction with Arthur Hanes Sr.

his original attorney and then with Percy Foreman Hanes successor
entered into contracts with author William Bradford Huie for the
literary rights to Ray's version of the events preceding during and
succeeding the assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr Subse
quently Ray maintained that he entered these contracts only at the
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insistence of his attorneys (34) The committee conducted interviews
with all of the parties to the contracts Additional information help
ful in determining from what perspective the contracts should be
viewed was found in the pleadings depositions and other papers filed
in Federal court in Ray v Foreman and Ray v Rose (35) Ray v
Foreman a civil suit brought by James Earl Ray against Foreman
Hanes and Huie raised the issue of whether the interests of Fore
man Hanes and Huie so conflicted with Ray's interests as to seriously
hamper or jeopardize Ray's preparation of an adequate defense of the
murder charge brought against him in relation to Dr King's death
Ray v Rose was the habeas corpus action brought by Ray in district
court after his efforts to secure his freedom through the Tennessee
judicial system failed

The committee's examination revealed that prior to his first
trip to England to meet with Ray after being retained Hanes was
approached by Huie who expressed an interest in writing Ray's story
(36) As a consequence on Hanes second trip to England he carried
with him written agreement that Huie had provided for Ray's signa
ture One of these was a broad power of attorney authorizing Hanes to
act for Ray (37) A fee and agency agreement purported to assign to
Hanes 40 percent of any money which James Earl Ray might realize as
a result of his prospective agreement with Huie It also appointed
Hanes as Ray's exclusive agent and attorney in handling his affairs
contracts negotiations as well as the sale of the rights for any type
of publication (38)

Subsequently Ray was brought a third document to sign It
was a three-party agreement that had previously been executed by
both Hanes and Huie By its terms the three-party agreement pro
vided that Ray give Huie exclusive literary rights to his story spe
cifically his version of the circumstances of Dr King's assassination
and Ray's alleged participation in it and the story of his trial the
ultimate objective of the agreement was stated to be the establishment
of the truth of what occurred (39)

In September 1968 the attorney fee agreement between Ray
and Hanes was amended at Ray's request The provision that Hanes
was to receive 40 percent of the money Ray received from Huie was
changed so that the total amount that Hanes would receive was limited
to $20,000 plus expenses (40)

After Percy Foreman was substituted for Hanes as counsel for
Ray on November 12 1968 Ray and Hanes on one hand and Huie
on the other granted to each other on January 29 1969 and Febru
ary 3 1969 the appropriate releases to extinguish the obligations
under the original three-party contract Hanes then transferred all of
his rights to royalties under the agreements to Ray (41) Then Ray
transferred through a new contract all of his rights to proceeds from
the sale of any of Huie's writings to Foreman (42) Finally Foreman
reassigned to Ray conditionally all of the royalties due from Huie
in excess of $165,000 a sum which Foreman continued to be entitled
to as an attorney's fee (43) These documents and transactions there
fore were the agreements that Ray maintained placed both Hanes and
Foreman irreconcilably in conflict with his interest (44)
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(19) A review of the statements given during depositions in Ray
v Rose and Ray v Foreman showed that Ray was a willing party
to the literary contracts that he and his attorneys entered into
with William Bradford Huie Ray repeatedly denied that he was
ever interested in the money that he would realize as a result of his
assent to the contractual arrangements with Huie (45) Hanes and

Ray basically agree moreover that the original and primary reason
for entering into the contract was to assure enough money to finance

Ray's defense (46) Nevertheless their opinions then diverge In the

deposition he gave in Ray v Foreman Ray maintained that Hanes was
in the case solely for the money and that he passed information to Huie
even though he knew that Huie was in turn passing the information
on to the FBI (47) Hanes while never denying his desire to be paid
for the work he did just as steadfastly maintained that without the
literary contract Ray would have been unable to retain counsel or
fund the type of investigation that a case of this magnitude re
quired (48) Ray claimed that prior to being retained Foreman was
shown copies of the agreements that Ray had entered into with Wil
liam Bradford Huie and Arthur J Hanes Sr Ray further stated
that Foreman told him that the literary agreements were not in his
best interest and could be instrumental in putting him in the electric
chair.(49) Ray also claimed in his deposition that Foreman promised
that he would not enter into any contracts until after Ray had gone
to trial but that he subsequently broke his word by contracting with
Huie (50) In his deposition in Ray v Foreman Foreman said that he
initially had no intention of engaging in any sort of literary arrange
ment and it was only after Ray suggested the literary contract as a
means of raising the money necessary for his defense that Foreman
sought to have his name substituted for that of Arthur Hanes on
the Huie contract (51) Foreman also asserted in his deposition and
in his public testimony before the committee that the fee arrange
ment that he and Ray entered in which Ray assigned all of the
literary royalties to Foreman was a "trust arrangement employed
by Ray to protect his potential earnings from the threat of attach
ment should Dr King's widow bring a civil suit against him for
Dr King's wrongful death (52) During the committee's public hear
ing Foreman was questioned by Congressman Harold Sawyer about
this assignment

* * * * * *
Mr SAWYERThe assignment is very specific It is an out

right assignment It makes no reference to any trust agree
ment or understanding

Mr FOREMANWell if it had done so it could have been set
aside by the same suit that might have been filed against Ray
in accordance with his responsibilities At least I would so
hold It would be that way in my home State

Mr SAWYERWeren't you then entering into a fraudulent
concealment of assets knowingly

Mr FOREMANYou can call it that if you want to I accepted
it and I accepted it to protect at Ray's request I was the
only person that could accept it for a valuable consideration
I don't consider it was professionally improper
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Mr SAWYERAside from a characterization or label how
could it be anything else but a fraudulent concealment

Mr FOREMANWell if it came down to the lawsuit in testi
mony I would have testified then as I am now that I was
holding it in trust for Ray and that would not have been
a fraudulent concealment

Mr SAWYER But the purpose of the instrument was to
create a fraudulent concealment Whether it was later pene
trated by a lawsuit or testimony the plan itself was a clear
fraudulent concealment You as a lawyer certainly were aware
of that

Mr FOREMANLet's admit it now and can we get on to an
other question

Mr SAWYERI would like to get an answer to that one
Mr FOREMANYou understood it You had to answer it be

forehand You didn't want an answer You wanted to make
a speech Now I am ready for another question

Mr SAWYERYou don't care to
Mr FOREMANI have answered your question Ile asked me

to do it Ray I did it and I am not sorry for it I reconveyed
it to him as soon as I finished the case and that was my idea
(53)
* * * * * *

At first Foreman acknowledged the impropriety of the assignment
but within minutes recanted saying he saw nothing professionally
improper in accepting the assignment from Ray (54)

Review of the court documents also showed that any argument in
support of the theory that the financial interest of Huie and Foreman
in the literary contract was in conflict with Ray's interests is under
cut by Ray's guilty plea In Ray v Foreman the contractual obliga
tions were subjected to judicial scrutiny These obligations included
not only the agreements between Hanes Foreman Huie and Ray but
also the agreements between Huie and the publishing houses who
paid him to write Ray's story An examination of these con
tracts shows vividly that the value of Ray's story depreciated
tremendously once the guilty plea had been entered,(55) lending sup
port to Foreman's contention that his only concern in pleading Ray
guilty was saving his life and that the money that might have resulted
from the existence of the literary contracts did not color his profes
sional judgment regarding the wisdom of a guilty plea (56)

Nothing in the committee's examination of the Hanes-Huie-Ray
and Foreman-Huie-Ray literary agreements has led it to reject the
findings made by Judge Robert M McRae Jr.. in Ray v Rose (57)
There the court determined that the contract that Hanes negotiated
was an apparent violation of one of the disciplinary rules of the Amer
ican Bar Association's Code of Professional Responsibility (58) and
Foreman's fee had it been collectable would have been unreasonable
Nevertheless as Judge McRae found there was no evidence to support
James Earl Ray's allegation that the conflicts of interest existing be
tween himself and his attorneys in any way caused him to plead guilty
involuntarily To the contrary it appeared that in both instances Ray
had an opportunity to and in fact did exercise an informed choice in
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engaging in the literary contracts Hanes appears to have fully dis
closed to Ray "the contents of all contractual provisions into which he
caused an agreement to be executed on his advice whereby his financial
interest might be in conflict with Ray's best interest in his defenses in
the criminal trial. (59) Further according to Foreman the contract
to which he was party was pursued only after Ray's specific request
(60)

Since Ray was fully informed of the provisions of Hanes con
tract with Huie and since Hanes was dismissed by Ray months before
Ray entered the guilty plea it is hard to assess exactly what detri
ment Ray suffered as a result of Hanes "irreconcilable conflict of
interest. That Huie was brought before a grand jury on February 7
1969 (61) and compelled to give testimony concerning what he had
learned as a result of his correspondence with Ray would at first blush
appear to lend credence to Ray's conflict-of-interest concerns A closer
examination however dispels that impression Hanes indicated in his
deposition in Ray v Foreman that he did not discuss the defense with
Huie nor did he give Huie any information that he thought would aid
the defense (62) Huie claimed for his part that at the time the grand
jury subpena was served he had turned over all of his correspondence
with Ray to Foreman (63) These two facts served to insulate Ray from
any harm resulting from the Hanes-Huie agreements In addition
Ray's distrust of Huie caused him to provide the author with factually
erroneous data (64) As far as Foreman's contract with Huie it can be
said that the same violation of the ABA disciplinary rule applies Nev
ertheless Foreman's decision to plead Ray guilty did not appearto
turn on his expectation that it would increase the value of the interest
that he held in the literary contract Since it is undisputed that Fore
man warned Ray about the dangers inherent in such agreements (65) it
seems entirely plausible that Ray sent Foreman to reinstitute the Huie
contracts Both men have continually maintained that their only pur
pose for entering the contracts was toprovide money for the defense
effort (66) What may be implausible was Foreman's contention that
Ray's assignment of all literary rights to him was in the nature of a
trust agreement (67) The document itself revealed no such intention
and in fact was a complete relinquishment of all rights which Ray
had to the proceeds of the literary contracts (68)

Finding nothing in the interviews documents or other in
vestigation to support Ray's claim of prejudice it would seem that
while a definite conflict of interest did exist it did not materially affect
the quality of representation received by Ray
B The quality of Ray's legal representation

Since the U.S Supreme Court has not yet definitively defined
effective assistance of course the lower Federal courts have been
left to develop the standards by which to measure the performance
of practicing attorneys in providing the assistance contemplated by
the sixth amendment As a result some circuits use reasonable com
petency as the standard against which to gage effectiveness Others
require that a defendant have the assistance of a competent attorney
"acting as a diligent and conscientious advocate. (69) Still others
continue to use the traditional test requiring only a level of representa
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ton that prevents the proceedings from becoming a "farce and mock

ery of justice. (70)
The sixth circuit which encompasses Memphis Tenn. has

abandoned the "farce or mockery standard in favor of "reasonably
likely to render and rendering reasonably effective assistance. The
court has rejected the "farce or mockery test except as it might be
considered a conclusory description of the objective standard of rea

sonably effective assistance (71)
In Beasley v United States decided in 1974 5 years after

James Earl Ray's guilty plea the sixth circuit held that it is in
effective assistance of counsel for a defense attorney to deprive a
defendant of a substantial defense by his own ineffectiveness or incom
petence and that defense counsel must perform at least as well as a
lawyer with ordinary training and skill in the field of criminal law
In addition the court held that the attorney must conscientiously
protect his clients interests without regard to conflicting considera
tions must investigate all apparently substantial defenses available
to the defendant and must assert them in a proper and timely manner
and must not advise his or her client erroneously on a clear point of
law if this advice leads to the deprivation of the clients rights to a fair
trial The court noted that the use of defense strategy and
tactics that lawyers of ordinary skill and training in criminal law
would not consider competent would deny a defendant the effective
assistance of counsel if some other action would have better protected
the defendant and was reasonably foreseeable before trial (70)

The right to effective assistance of counsel required by the
sixth amendment has long been recognized to apply to a criminal case
in which the defendant pleads guilty as well as to a case in which a
trial is conducted (73) Additionally since the Supreme Court's de
cision in Gideon v Wainright (74) a defendant pleading guilty to
a felony charge in State court has had a right to the assistance of
counsel guaranteed and protected by the sixth amendment (75)

James Earl Ray became dissatisfied with the representation
that Arthur Hanes Sr. was affording him This dissatisfaction sprang
primarily from the relationship that Hanes had established with
Huie (76) As a result of this dissatisfaction and through the efforts
of James brothers Jerry and John Percy Foreman was contacted
On November 10 1968 Foreman replaced Hanes as Ray's attorney
(77) Two days later on November 12 1968 Foreman appeared in
court and succeeded in having the case continued until March 3 1969
so that he would have sufficient time to prepare a defense (78) Foreman
had therefore approximately 4 months from the time he entered the
case until the time the guilty plea was entered to investigate the fac
tual allegations and the evidence against Ray

Ray has alleged that Foreman's investigation was so de
ficient as to deprive him of the effective assistance of counsel (79) The
committee has examined the merits of this allegation

As with the previous issue the committee was aided in its
inquiry by the deposition pleadings and other documents filed in both
Ray v Rose and Ray v Foreman In addition wherever possible the
committee interviewed the people who were principally responsible
for the defense investigation of Dr King's death The investigation
was matched against the minirauni legal standard required of counsel
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conducting a criminal defense to determine if Foreman was ready
willing and able to take the case to trial

Foreman has claimed that from the time he entered the
case until the time of Ray's guilty plea he spent between 80 and 90
percent of his time working on Ray's case (80) In the deposition that
Foreman gave in Ray v Foreman Foreman estimated that he spent
from 30 to 75 hours in interviews with Ray (81) He also related that
he used approximately eight senior law students from Memphis State
University as investigators (82) Foreman was vague about what the
students did for him and could produce none of their work products
(83) Foreman was also vague about other aspects of his investigation
of the facts Apparently he did speak to Huie regarding his investiga
tion (84) and to Hanes concerning the investigation carried out by
himself his son and the investigator they hired Renfro Hayes (85)
It also appears that Foreman did speak to some of the potential wit
nesses (86)

After reviewing the depositions of Foreman Hanes Hugh
Stanton Jr. and James Earl Ray as well as committee interviews
it may be concluded that the independent investigation of Dr King's
death performed by Percy Foreman left much to be desired Numerous
witnesses were never contacted by Foreman or any of his representa
tives Foreman has refused to give the numbers or identities of all
the witnesses that he claimed to have interviewed (87) Hugh Stan
ton Jr. stated that the public defender's canvass of witnesses was in
complete at the time that the guilty plea was decided upon (88)
Additionally Thomas Emerson Smith one of Foreman's student in
vestigators has told the committee that neither he nor any of the other
students who were chosen to work with Foreman ever conducted a
single interview In fact according to Smith the group was never
asked by Foreman to carry out any type of investigation whatsoever
(89) It appears that Foreman spent a relatively small amount of time
interviewing Ray he also failed to avail himself fully of the knowl
edge of the case possessed by his predecessor Arthur Hanes Sr The
committee reviewed the hourly activity logs that were kept during
James Earl Ray's stay in the Shelby County Jail They reflected that
Foreman spent somewhat less than 20 hours with Ray during the ap
proximately 4 months that he represented him (.90) This figure is at
variance with Foreman's own recollection that he spent between 35
and 70 hours interviewing Ray.(91) Ray's recollection of the time
Foreman spent with him comports almost to the hour with the figure
developed by the committee's review (92) An explanation for the
discrepancy between the committee's figure and Foreman's recollec
tion might be found in the public hearing testimony of Dr McCarthy
DeMere Dr DeMere testified that at some point after Ray was
brought to the Shelby County Jail security was relaxed somewhat (93)
As a result Dr DeMere stopped signing into the jail when he came to
visit Ray It is unclear from his testimony whether this sign-in proce
dure was separate and apart from the detailed log kept by Ray's guards
even though those logs did not bear any signature If the two logs are
in fact one-in-the-same then it is conceivable that some of Foreman's
visits with Ray did not appear

In an interview with the committee Hanes maintained that he
made every effort to make his files available to Foreman but Foreman
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only used a small portion of them and he never used Hanes per
sonal knowledge of the case although Hanes offered to assist.(94)
(34) Even though Foreman may be faulted for not conducting a more

thorough or independent inquiry he did have at his disposal the fruits
of the investigations conducted by William Bradford Huie Arthur

Hanes Sr. and Renfro Hayes as well as the investigation conducted by
the Shelby County Tenn. Public Defender's Office (95) before he
advised Ray to plead guilty While Foreman's independent investi

gation might be considered minimal the scope of the combined

investigations carried out on behalf of the defense was sub
stantial (96) The investigation conducted by the public defender's
office was the most comprehensive Two full-time and one part-time
investigators for the defender's office interviewed numerous witnesses
and followed up investigative leads (97) In addition these investiga
tors double-checked the investigation that had been done previously
for Arthur Hanes Sr. by Renfro Hayes much of which was found to
be unreliable (98) Photographs taken by Attorney Russell X Thomp
son as well as the results of an investigation he had conducted were
obtained (99) The public defender's work product in Ray's defense
filled between 10 and 12 files (100) Weaknesses in the State's case were
uncovered and considered (101) Foreman and cocounsels Hugh Stan
ton Sr. and Jr. discussed these weaknesses rand decided that they were
not glaring enough to discredit the totality of the case that had been
assembled against Ray (102) Despite Ray's protestations to the con
trary it may be concluded that his decision to plead guilty was
based more upon Foreman's recitation of the State's case against
him than any other consideration (103) While questions may be raised
about the quality of the defense there is insufficient evidence to con
clude that the level of representation which Ray received from the
Hanes the Stantons and Foreman fell below the applicable standard

C James Earl Ray's stated reasons for pleading guilty
(35) Ray has continuously maintained that the guilty plea he entered
in the King case was involuntary (104) The reasons given are

That Percy Foreman forced Ray to plead guilty against his
will (105)
That the conditions of Ray's incarceration in the Shelby
County Jail and his health were so poor that he was unable
to resist the pressure placed on him by Foreman to enter the
plea (106)
That Foreman and the FBI harassed Ray's family in order to
force the guilty plea (107)
That Ray believed he would automatically be entitled to a new
trial if he appealed the guilty plea (108)

(36) The committee examined each of Ray's reasons to determine
if there was any validity to them Once again the committee's assess
ment was aided by a review of the relevant court documents in the
Ray v Rose and Ray v Foreman cases (109) Additionally whenever
it was appropriate individuals who figured centrally in Ray's claim
were interviewed by the committee Treated below are findings about
each of Ray's stated reasons for pleading guilty
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(a) Percy Foreman forced Ray to plead guilty against his will

Ray's allegations here deal with factual inaccuracies misrep
resentations threats and bad advice that he imputes to Foreman The
U.S Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reviewed the findings of
the U.S District Court for the Western District of Tennessee on this
issue (110) The court of appeals summarized the basis for the dis
trict court's decision

The court found that most of Ray's allegations regarding
Foreman's inducement of the guilty plea were not sup
ported by the proof Specifically the court found that Fore
man did not advise Ray even if innocent to plead guilty that
Foreman suggested to Ray that Ray would be better off
financially with a guilty plea but that this statement did
not influence Ray in his decision that Foreman did not
advise Ray to plead guilty because he would be pardoned
by John J Hooker Jr. who would be the next governor
of Tennessee and that Foreman did not attempt to persuade
Ray to plead guilty by telling him that the prosecution was
prepared to bribe a key witness against Ray by saying that
Foreman would exercise less than his best efforts if Ray in
sisted on a trial or by telling Ray that Judge Battle would
not allow him to change attorneys and that Foreman would
not withdraw

The allegations that Ray made on this point arose out of
conversations where the only persons present were James Earl Ray and
Percy Foreman Under the best of circumstances Ray would be hard
put to prove what he claimed occurred during those conversations par
ticularly since Foreman categorically denied all of Ray's claims against
him (111) Foreman's assertions were at times equally self -wing
During the committee's public hearings for example Fero-an testi
fied that he never recommended to Ray that he enter a guilty plea
(112) That statement is unacceptable when it is measured against the
February 13 1969 letter that Foreman sent to Ray and that is inca
pable of any interpretation other than a strong recommendation that
Ray plead guilty (113) Nevertheless the seriousness of Ray's charges
the case with which they can be made and Ray's vested interest in
gaining the substantial benefit of a new trial all work to resolve the
issues against Ray unless he could corroborate or independently
establish them

James Earl Ray was a career criminal in 1968 who had had
extensive exposure to the criminal justice system both by way of trials
and guilty pleas Arthur Hanes Sr. indicated that Ray was coopera
tive only up to a certain point (I14) In Foreman however Ray met
an equally experienced individual (115) Ray's answers to the ques
tions posed by Judge Battle at the time of the guilty plea reveal a
man who was convinced of his guilt and not simply cowed (116)
That he challenged his plea so quickly (within 3 days after it was
entered) is consistent with a pattern of behavior that he established
years before In 1959 Ray was arrested for the robbery of a super
market Shortly after his arrest he gave a complete statement to the
police in which he admitted his complicity in the crime By the time
of the trial Ray had reversed his position not only maintaining his
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innocence but also contending that his earlier confession had been the
result of police brutality (117) On the basis of the evidence it may be

concluded that Foreman's recommendation that his client plead guilty
did not overwhelm Ray's will to resist

(b) The conditions of Ray's incarceration in the Shelby County Jail
and the state of his health were so poor that he was unable to
resist the pressure placed on him by Foreman to enter the guilty
plea

According to James Earl Ray his will to resist Percy Fore
man's demands that he plead guilty was seriously diminished by the
"macabre conditions that were instituted in the Shelby County jail
specifically for his incarceration He further claimed that his health
was adversely affected by those conditions (118)

Because of the notoriety of the case and the strong emotions
that had been evoked by the murder of Dr King extraordinary meas
ures were taken by Shelby County sheriff William Morris to safe
guard Ray's life and prevent his escape

In testimony given during the course of the Federal court hear
ing on Ray's motion for a writ of habeas corpus Billy J Smith the
officer in charge of the special detail that handled Ray's security de
scribed the conditions that Ray lived under during his stay in the
Shelby County Jail According to Smith all of the windows in the
cell block where Ray was housed by himself were covered with steel
plating The doors leading to the cell block were made of steel Two
officers were assigned to guard Ray at all times necessitating the
deployment of six officers to cover three 8-hour shifts The interior
of the cell was surveilled at all times by two closed circuit TV cameras
A log was kept by Ray's guards of his every move Ray's food was
selected by the supervisors of his security detail at random from the
food that was prepared for the other prisoners and the employees of
the jail Once selected it was placed in a locked stainless steel box to
prevent anyone from tampering with it before it was given to Ray
A microphone was placed in the cell and the entire cell block which
consisted of several cells was continually illuminated (119)

The legal memorandum was filed on Ray's behalf in
Ray v Rose added this graphic comment "For 8 months Ray saw no
sunlight in fact he was not able to tell night from day. (120)

The person most able to comment on the state of Ray's health
during his stay in Shelby County Jail and the possible effect that the
special precautions that were taken might have had upon his health
is Dr McCarthy DeMere who served as Ray's physician from the time
he was returned to Memphis from England until he was taken to the
Tennessee State Penitentiary at Nashville Dr DeMere was inter
viewed by the committee about the points which Ray raised
(121) In addition the committee reviewed Dr DeMere's testimony
in Ray v Rose and in its public hearings as it related to these same
charges (122) Based upon the interview and the review it may be
concluded that

James Earl Ray was in good health when he arrived in Mem
phis from England (123)
Dr DeMere saw Ray at intervals throughout Ray's stay in the
Shelby County Jail (124 )
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Ray's condition remained excellent during the time he was in
the Shelby County Jail (125)
Dr DeMere arranged Ray's diet with the jail's dietician and it
was nutritious (126)
Ray gained weight while he was in the Shelby County Jail
(127)
Ray complained to Dr DeMere about the lights in his cell at
first but never complained about losing sleep (128)
The only medical complaints that Ray made during his stay
in Shelby County Jail concerned occasional headaches and nose
bleeds.(129)
The headaches were treated with aspirin and Dr DeMere de
termined that the nosebleeds might have been an after-effect of
the plastic surgery which had been performed on Ray's nose
in California or perhaps just from picking his nose (130)
The facilities that Ray occupied were comparable to a good
motel suite and compared favorably to a first grade suite room
in an ordinary hospital (131)

Additionally Dr DeMere stated that he and Ray enjoyed a good
personal relationship and were on a friendly basis throughout Ray's
stay in the Shelby County Jail (132) He added that he never saw
Ray depressed and Ray never exhibited any tension or nervousness
during these visits (133) Finally Dr DeMere said that in his
opinion Ray was in better health when he left the Shelby County
Jail than when he arrived (131) It may be concluded therefore
that neither the conditions under which Ray was incarcerated in
Shelby County nor the state of his health in any way influenced him
to enter the guilty plea

(c) Foreman and the FBI harassed Ray's family in order to force
the guilty plea

(45) Ray claimed in the pleadings filed in the habeas corpus
proceedings that his family was harassed and pressured by both the
FBI and Percy Foreman prior to the guilty plea The ultimate aim of
these actions according to Ray was to force him to plead guilty rather
than going to trial Concerning the FBI Ray maintained that

The FBI threatened to arrest and rejail his father at
Fort Madison Iowa where he had escaped 40 years
earlier (135)
The FBI burglarized the home of his sister Carol
Pepper (136)
His brother John Larry Ray was sentenced to 18 years
in prison for his role in a bank robbery.an excessive
sentence in comparison to his codefendants (137)

Concerning Foreman Ray maintained that
Foreman claimed that Ray's brother Jerry would be
arrested and charged with conspiracy to murder Dr
King if Ray did not plead guilty (138)
Foreman tried to convince Ray's family to sell him on
the plea (139)
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The committee attempted to explore Ray's allegations as they
related to both Foreman and the FBI Here too however the sole

support for many of the allegations is Ray's word or that of various
members of his family Given their bias the committee was reluctant
to accept their contentions as true without corroboration or inde

pendent substantiation
The committee's investigation uncovered no corroboration for

Ray's claims that the FBI had a role in burglarizing his sister's house
(140) or caused his brother to receive a longer jail sentence As a
matter of fact John Ray was not arrested on the charge that brought
the 18-year sentence until almost 112 years after James Earl Ray
entered his guilty plea (141) so it must be concluded that John's
sentence was too remote in time to effect James Earl's decision to enter
the guilty plea

The charge that the FBI threatened Ray's father originated
with James brother John Ray It was impossible to determine
through independent evidence whether or not such a threat was ever
made Further James Earl Ray was unclear about the impact if any
the knowledge of this threat had on his decision to plead

Ray's claim that Foreman attempted to coerce him into plead
ing guilty by raising the threat of his brother's incarceration for con

spiracy in King's death was also examined Ray said that Foreman
tried to impress upon him that a guilty plea was necessary to prevent
the FBI from involving Jerry in the case (142) Nevertheless when he
was pressed on the subject by the committee in an interview at Brushy
Mountain Penitentiary Ray indicated that Foreman at no time
claimed that the FBI had informed him of Jerry's imminent arrest
but he had alluded to the possibility that Jerry might be picked up
(IV)

On February 19 1969 Percy Foreman met with members of
the Ray family at the home of Ray's sister Carol Pepper in Maple
wood Mo According to a brief filed on Ray's behalf in Ray v Rose at
this meeting

Foreman read aloud the reasons which James Earl Ray
gave for refusing to plead guilty He tried to ridicule and
refute these reasons and to cajole and threaten the Ray family
into helping him coerce Ray into accepting his deal Al
though all refused Foreman then told Ray that the members
of his family wanted him to plead guilty (144)

Once again the committee was confronted with a situation where no
proof independent of the Ray family's statements could be found to
corroborate or substantiate James Earl Ray's allegation Nevertheless
since Ray's family refused to urge him to plead guilty and he had an
opportunity to see and talk to both of his brothers prior to entering
the plea it is reasonable to assume that any misconception that Fore
man might have given Ray as to his family's feelings would have been
cleared up by the time Ray entered Judge Battle's courtroom on March
10 1969 In fact under close questioning by the committee in a Brushy
Mountain Penitentiary interview Ray admitted that to his mind there
had really only been two instances of any harassment of his family
the FBI threat against his father and Foreman's remarks about
Jerry Ray's possible incarceration (145)
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Even giving Ray the benefit of the doubt regarding all of the
threats that he mentioned he has still failed to indicate how or even if
these threats worked to coerce him into entering the plea

Additionally the committee was unable to reconcile Ray's stated
fear that his family would be 'harassed by the FBI if he did not enter
the guilty plea with the criticism which he directed at the Bureau's
Director J Edgar Hoover at the time the plea was entered He would
hardly have criticized the very agency he feared if he were under its
domination

(d) Ray believed he would automatically be entitled to a new trial if
he appealed the guilty plea
Statements made by James Earl Ray both prior to and subse

quent to the guilty plea raise questions as to his grasp of its finality
The prevailing judicial attitude toward guilty pleas is (plainly

laid out in the U.S Supreme Court's recent ruling in Blackledge v
Allison (146) where the Court stated

Properly administered guilty pleas can benefit all con
cerned The defendent avoids extended pretrial incarceration
and the anxieties and uncertainties of the trial he gains a
speedy disposition of his case the chance to acknowledge his
guilt and a prompt start in realizing whatever potential
there may be for rehabilitation Judges and prosecutors con
serve vital and scarce resources The public is protected from
the risks posed by those charged with criminal offenses who
are at large on bail while awaiting completion of criminal
proceedings These advantages can be secured however only
if dispositions by guilty plea are accorded a great measure
of finality To allow indiscriminate hearings in * * * post
conviction proceedings * * * would eliminate the chief virtues
of the plea system.speed economy and finality

While an important value finality is sometime difficult to se
cure The criminal justice system itself encourages appeals as well as
collateral attacks upon convictions and particularly so in cases such
as James Earl Ray's where the accused is incarcerated Such an indi
vidual generally speaking has everything to gain and nothing to lose
from filing an attack on his conviction even if that conviction came
about by a guilty plea (147)

It is not surprising therefore that appeals and other efforts to
obtain review are extremely numerous and that many are what has
been commonly characterized as frivolous These pleas for relief
cannot of course be rejected out of hand As the American Bar Asso
ciation put it

In order to establish that an appeal is frivolous it is neces
sary to make an evaluation of its merit If that evaluation is
done with due process the case would have been through the
essential steps of an ordinary appeal (148)

James Earl Ray believed that such an evaluation would result
in the case's reversal Percy Foreman has said that "* * * Mr Ray's
opinion of an appeal was an unassailable reversal He equated appeal
with reversal * * * He thought he would get an !automatic reversal
and keep going up like a rubber ball. (149) Ray's responses to ques
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tions put to him about his motivation in entering the guilty plea are
also enlightening In his interview with the committee. Ray stated
that his main purpose in entering the guilty plea was to get rid of
Foreman (150) He looked upon the plea as a mere technicality de
signed to get him out of Memphis (151) He believed that Foreman
planned to throw the case (152) but because of the court's stated atti
tude at the time he fired Hanes Ray felt that he would not be allowed
to fire Foreman (153) Thus according to Ray the guilty plea served
as a convenient harmless alternative to the other options open to him
namely going to trial with Foreman who he no longer trusted (154)
going to trial with the public defender who he felt had neither the
skill nor the resources to handle a major case,(155) or going to trial
unrepresented (156)

Ray's claimed failure to understand the nature of the guilty
plea calls its validity into question This question may be resolved
however when the requirements for a valid guilty plea are examined
The committee conducted just such an examination It found that the
Constitution of the United States and the Supreme Court's interpreta
tion of it requires that trial courts make a number of determinations
before accepting a defendant's tendered guilty plea Thus the trial
court must determine if the plea has been entered voluntarily under
standingly and intelligently (157) and its assessment in those regards
must appear affirmatively in the court's record (158) Under these
guidelines the minimum requirements for a valid guilty plea are that
it be the voluntary expression of the defendant's own free choice (159)
and that the accused himself must possess a sufficient awareness of the
relevant circumstances and likely consequences of his plea (160) Ray's
past history moreover argues strongly in favor of the proposition
that he knew that the guilty plea would effectively extinguish all of his
legal remedies For example on December 17 1959 Ray was found
guilty by a St Louis Mo. jury of robbery Ray subsequently appealed
that decision to the Missouri Supreme Court which rejected his appeal
and affirmed the lower court's decision on February 12 1962 (161) In
light of this previous appellate experience it is difficult to credit the
theory that Ray in fact believed that he had only to appeal from the
guilty plea to replace his lawyer and win a new trial

V CONCLUSION

It may be concluded that Ray's plea surpassed the Constitu
tion's minimum requirements From the committee's scrutiny of the
circumstances surrounding James Earl Ray's guilty plea it may be
concluded that although the plea contained troubling issues Ray was
not coerced into entering it that the conflict of interest that Ray
alleged on the part of attorneys Hanes and Foreman did not result
in or influence Ray's decision to plead guilty that Percy Foreman's
personal investigation of the facts of the case should have been more
thorough but the work product of others who investigated the case
provided him with enough information to provide Ray with effective
assistance of counsel and finally the reasons which James Earl Ray
gave for pleading guilty were self-serving and in no instance provided
the basis upon which he would be entitled to a new trial

Submitted by
RONALDADRINE

Senior Staff Counsel
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INTRODUCTION

The committee's effort to understand Ray's motive was one of the
most significant aspects of its investigation Because Ray has consist

ently denied his participation in Dr King's murder the committee did
not have access to the most probative evidence.the assassin's own ex
planation for the crime The committee therefore necessarily relied
on the testimony of others and an analysis of Ray's conduct

The committee's findings on the question of motive were based
in part on an exhaustive field investigation of incidents in Ray's past
alleged to support a number of motive possibilities including racial
psychological and financial The committee's investigation of a num
ber of these incidents is included below

RAY'SALLEGEDASSOCIATIONWITH A SYMPATHIZEROF THE AMERICAN
NAZI PARTYIN 1944

According to both George McMillan author of "The Making of
an Assassin, and William Bradford Huie author of "He Slew the
Dreamer, James Earl Ray developed a close relationship with an
older man originally from Germany who was Ray's supervisor at
the International Shoe Co Tannery East Hartford Ill. in 1944 (1)
According to McMillan this individual identified in FBI files as
Henry Stumrn (2) of Alton Ill. was an outspoken admirer of Adolf
Hitler who "carried a picture of the German Fuehrer with him. (3)
Stumm and Ray allegedly frequented an Alton Ill. cafe after work
where they would discuss Nazi politics for hours

Stumm apparently refused to speak with McMillan about his al
leged relationship with Ray but the author was able to interview Eric
Duncan then shop steward at the tannery Duncan reportedly claimed
that Ray and his German friend were seen together frequently The
owner of the Alton Ill. cafe also spoke with McMillan and remembered
"the two coming in after work * * *

taking the two back stools * *
and then talking lengthily. (4)

Henry Stumm was interviewed by the FBI on January 10 1969
and stated he had worked at the leather tannery in Hartford Ill. for
almost 30 years but did not recall ever having met James Earl Ray
Stumm denied all allegations that had been made by members of the
news media during the months following the assassination including
their suggestions that he was pro-Nazi that he had given Ray a copy
of Hitler's "Mein Kampf and that he had met frequently with Ray
in the Alton Ill. cafe Stumm supplied the FBI with the names of two
Alton Ill. residents who would verify that he had driven to and from
work with them every day during that time Stamm entered the United
States from Germany in 1928 and became a citizen in 1936 he stated
emphatically that he had always maintained a pro-American atti
tude (5)

(243)
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Henry Stumm died before committee investigators ap
proached him for an interview The committee did however interview
`William E Maher Ray's uncle from Alton Ill. who saw Ray often
during this period of time Maher had previously spoken to the FBI
on April 22 1968 and reportedly said James Earl Ray had associated
with an individual who had pro-Nazi leanings and "he became anti
Negro and anti-Jewish as a result. (6) When Questioned by the com
mittee staff regarding this statement Maher said that although he was
aware Ray associated with Stumm at the tannery he had no knowledge
that Ray saw him at other times Maher insisted their relationship
was no more significant than that of fellow tannery employees Ray
mentioned him to Maher only once outside of their work Ray and
Maher were walking together and after they saw Stumm on the street
Ray turned to his uncle saying, Henry thinks that Hitler is all right.
Maher replied "If that's what Henry thinks he's in trouble around
here. They both laughed and Maher regarded the incident as a joke
Maher repeatedly denied ever hearing Ray make any pro-Nazi or anti
Black remarks (7)

From the information available to the committee it is evident
that James Earl Ray and Henry Stumm did have contact with one an
other within the tannery perhaps on a regular basis Because the com
mittee was unable to interview Mr Stumm it was difficult to deter
mine whether his association with Ray might have stirred an interest
in the philosophies of Adolf Hitler It was apparent however that
the passage of more than two decades would erase the effects of a rela
tionship which was.by any account.short termed In the absence
of evidence of more recent contact by Ray with members or sympa
thizers of the Nazi Party there is an insufficient basis for concluding
that the ideologies of Adolf Hitler or the American Nazi Party had a
discernible effect on his participation in the assassination

RAY'SREFUSALTOMOVETOLEAVENWORTHHONORFARMIN THEMID-1950'S

It has been alleged by several authors particularly George Mc
Millan in "Making of an Assassin and Gerold Frank in "An Amer
ican Death, that James Earl Ray's refusal to move to an integrated
honor farm while incarcerated at Leavenworth Penitentiary Kans.
in the mid-1950's was a clear indication of pronounced racial
animosities (8)

On March 7 1955 Ray and Walter Terry Rife stole 66 blank
money orders from the Kellerville Ill. post office and went on a 2
week spending spree They were arrested on March 23 1955 and
charged with the Federal offense of forging an endorsement on a U.S
Postal Money Order Ray was sentenced to 45 months at the Federal
penitentiary at Leavenworth Kans. on July 1 1955 (9)

On April 5 1958 Ray was given conditional release from
Leavenworth His release progress report dated April 4 1958 reflected
the following

At the time of initial classification Ray was placed under
medium custody and assigned to the fire department He re
mained on such assignment until July 15 1955 when he was
reassigned to the paint shop On July 12 1957 Ray was
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approved for our honor farm but was never actually trans
ferred to such assignment due to the fact that he did not feel
he could live in an honor farm dormitory because they are
integrated Due to this fact he was never placed under such
status Iie was assigned to our bakery where he remained
until released on conditional release (CR) (10)

James Earl Ray was questioned on his general racial attitudes
in a September 1977 Playboy interview and gave the following reason
for his refusal to move to the Leavenworth honor farm

RAY I did refuse to be transferred to the farm and the
supposedly integrated dormitories But the overriding reason
was a prison policy of handing out extra time for marihuana
possession.possession being anything found in your immedi
ate area in the dormitory

PLAYBOYYou mean you felt the blacks smoked dope and
that you would be punished for it

RAY Maybe (11)
The committee was unable to determine whether Ray's response

to Playboy was the truth or simply an attempt to draw attention away
from the documented evidence concerning this issue Even accepting
on face value.Ray's stated reasons for resisting the transfer they
nevertheless reflected a tendency to engage in racially oriented gen
eralizations on human behavior The incident did not however indi
cate fanatical racism on the part of the assassin.especially in light of
Ray's willingness to enter into close working relations with Blacks
during his employment at Indian Trails in 1967 The incident was
viewed therefore as simply one more example of general lack of
empathy for Blacks

RAY'SALLEGEDINTERESTIN A BOUNTYON THE LIFE OF DR KING WHILE
AT MISSOURISTATEPENITENTIARY

During its investigation the committee developed convincing
evidence of a St Louis-based conspiracy involving John Sutherland
a patent attorney-and John Kauffmann.an associate of Sutherland's
involved in a variety of legal and illegal activities According to G
Russell Byers the committee's primary source of information for the
allegation Kauffmann brought him to Sutherland in late 1966 or early
1967 Sutherland in turn offered Byers $50,000 to murder or arrange
the murder of Dr King

During the committee's investigation of Byers and his story
the committee determined that word of the Sutherland-Kauffmann
offer might have reached Ray through a variety of channels two of
which involved associates of Ray at Missouri State Prison The com
mittee was unable to demonstrate a direct link between Ray and the
St Louis conspiracy through inmates or officials of the Missouri State
Prison Nevertheless it did identify four inmates who claimed per
sonal knowledge of Ray's interest in collecting on a bounty on the
life of Dr King

Thomas Britton former MSP inmate was interviewed by the
FBI in May 1965.( 12) Britton stated that he and Ray met in MSP
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while Ray worked as a walkboy in Britton's cell block On one occasion
Ray reportedly told Britton that "he intended to make a bunch of
money

* * * there are more ways of making money than robbing
banks. When Britton questioned him on this Ray told him about an
organization outside the prison called the "Businessman's Association
which had offered $100,000 for people like Dr King to be killed Ray
added "King is 5 years past due. Britton asked Ray what this group
was and Ray replied "I don't know but I will find out. (13)

Britton could provide no further information on the alleged
"Businessman's Organization. He did indicate however that an or
ganization called "Cooley's Organization

* was being operated by a
group of prisoners.perhaps "old cons who were trustees in A hall

during his term of incarceration Britton described it as a protection
organization that provided assistance to its members against other
prisoners as well as to those in trouble with prison authorities The
organization also trafficked in contraband and reportedly could ar
range an inmate murder Britton estimated the organization's mem
bership at five to six inmates A $10 membership fee was required (14)

Britton explained that he had been approached by another
inmate and asked if he would join "Cooley's" a short time after
expressing an interest Britton was approached by Ray who gave
him a "membership Cooley's Club card He used his card on several
occasions during arguments with inmates over wagers Although he
and Ray never discussed the organization Britton assumed that Ray
was a member because he appeared to be well trusted by the group
Britton did not however indicate that a connection existed between
this alleged inmate association and the "Businessman's Organization
mentioned (15)

In light of Sutherland's mention of a "secret southern organiza
tion, and Sutherland's known contact with a businessmen's organiza
tion the committee found Britton's information extremely interesting
Unfortunately while the staff was able to locate relatives of Britton
it was unable to locate Britton himself Thus his information could
not be pursued
(19} Another former MSP inmate James W Brown was inter
viewed by the FBI in April 1968 (16) Brown stated that he associated
with James Earl Ray in MSP from 1963 until Brown's release in 1965
In the fall of 1963 Brown and several other inmates were present
when Ray said that he was going to get Dr King when he got out
A "Cooley organization would pay him $10,000 for the murder
Brown also told the FBI Ray cursed Dr King when he read about
civil rights demonstrations in the newspapers Ray was reportedly
glad when President Kennedy was killed and called him a "nigger
loving s.o.b. (17)
(20) The committee located and interviewed James Brown regard
ing the above allegation.(18) Brown stated that he met James Earl
Ray in mid 1959 when he and Ray were working at a mail-order house
in Kansas City Mo. together Brown stated he had his next contact
with Ray at Missouri State Penitentiary when he and Ray began

*The FBI devoted a significant amount of time and resources to an investiga
tion of this organization While they were satisfied that it existed they were
unable to identify its members
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their respective prison terms in 1960 Sometime in 1964 Ray allegedly
told Brown "if he could get out he had an offer to knock King off.
Brown stated this was the only time Ray spoke of killing King they
were in the prison yard with several other inmates Brown denied

any knowledge of a "Cooley organization or of an offer of $10,000
from any group to kill Dr King (19)

The third former Missouri State Penitentiary inmate who

allegedly heard James Earl Ray discussing a bounty on Dr King's
head was Raymond Louis Curtis In April 1968 Curtis was inter
viewed by the FBI after he attempted to publish a story detailing
his association with James Earl Ray at Missouri State Peniten

tiary (S0) Curtis claimed to have been incarcerated with James Earl

Ray since 1955 in several prisons their last contact was between 1962
66 at Jefferson City Mo Curtis claimed that he and Ray shared a
cell at Missouri State Penitentiary along with a third individual
whom he refused to identify According to Curtis Dr King's move
ments became a topic of discussion among the three cellmates in 1963
64 Curtis stated the following rumor was circulating in MSP at that
time The "KK (Kill King Kill Kennedy) of the South had raised
$1 million as a bounty on Dr King's head A similar bounty had al

legedly existed on President Kennedy's head and James Earl Ray
mentioned a dozen times he would like to have collected that money
Ray said a number of times in the presence of Curtis "If I get out
in time and if King is still alive I would like to get the bounty on

King. Ray never mentioned who he would contact on the outside but
Curtis explained that criminals knew how to make those contacts
Curtis detailed the plot which he and Ray had worked on for almost
3 years Ray according to Curtis began to follow Dr King's move
ments with maps after he heard of the $1 million bounty on his head
When asked by the FBI if he would testify to the KK story Curtis
refused stating he feared for his life (21)

James Earl Ray commented on Raymond Curtis allegations
in a letter to James Lesar in January 1976 which was reprinted in a
national magazine

Met Raymond Curtis the first time in the Kansas City Mo.
jail in 1955 knew him only because blocks were small After
he was sent to Leavenworth I learned (from Curtis accom
plice) that Curtis was an FBI informer and I turned on him

Next saw Curtis in 1962.64 at Jefferson City when he ap
proached me in the yard with some escape yarn I told him
to get away I never saw him again but heard that he checked
in a protection building Next time I was in London jail and
Curtis wrote pretending to know me I wrote back a sarcastic
letter (Hanes may have letter) only letter I got from anyone
but family and counsel Last heard Curtis murdered two
people in Georgia and is on death row FBI got Curtis pa
roled twice (22)

(23) The committee located and interviewed Raymond Curtis (l3)
who admitted meeting Ray in 1955 and being incarcerated with him
on three occasions the last time in MSP Curtis claimed to know Ray
very well at MSP During the fall of 1963 Curtis and Ray were
watching a television in the prison yard when news of President
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Kennedy's assassination came on Ray allegedly said "Someone made
a big score off of that hit every time a big hit is made I'm not out
to make it One day I'm going to make one big score like that. Al
though Curtis claimed Ray disliked Blacks he could not point to any
specific act or statement by Ray that led him to this conclusion and
he could not recall Ray ever making any remarks to him about Dr
King.(24)

In addition to Curtis criminal record several other factors
have caused the committee to discount his information First Curtis
has attempted to sell his story on more than one occasion Second he
refused to name the MSP inmate who might corroborate his informa
tion to the FBI Third he refused to commit himself to sworn testi
mony Fourth his statements to the committee differed significantly
from those given to the FBI

Donald Lee Mitchell was interviewed by the FBI in September
1968 at his own request (25) At that time Mitchell furnished a hand
written statement which detailed his relationship with James Earl
Ray Mitchell claimed that while he and Ray worked together in food
service before Mitchell's release in June 1966 Ray told him in con
fidence about his plans to escape in the spring of 1966 Ray asked
Mitchell to help him The following ekcerpt from Mitchell's statement
reflects what Ray told him about a bounty to kill Dr King

Some people (friends in St Louis) fixed it with someone
in Philadelphia for him to kill Dr King * * *

Ray told me not to worry about a thing Also how did a
grand sum of $50,000 sound to me I said great but what if
we get caught He explained we wouldn't and if we did we
would get out of it with a fixer lawyer besides who in the
South like "niggers (26)

Ray reportedly advised Mitchell that both of them would get
$50,000 for killing King and later on they would get additional money
for killing "one of those stinking Kennedy's. According to Mitchell
Ray never told him the identities of those offering this bounty (27)

During the interview Mitchell described in detail Ray's plan
for the assassination and Mitchell's role in it

He (Mitchell) was to be near the building from which
Ray would shoot King and after the shots were fired and
attention was focused on the building he Mitchell was to
run and create attention to get the police to chase him * * *
this would give Ray ample time to walk away from the build
ing Mitchell was then to tell the police that he heard shots
and since he was an exconvict he got scared and did not want
to get in any trouble so he ran * * * Ray was then going to
go "up north and after awhile purposely get himself picked
up on his jail break from the Missouri State Penitentiary
because he said that he would have enough money at that time
to hire a lawyer to get him parole (28)

Mitchell's FBI interview reflected fairly accurate knowledge
of James Earl Ray's second escape attempt from MSP as well as his
habits and associate and therefore indicated Mitchell did have some
contact with Ray In addition Ray's alleged mention of "some
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people (friends in St Louis) and the sum of $50,000 coincided with
Byers information on the Sutherland/Kauffmann offer Unfor
tunately the committee was unable to locate and interview Donald
Lee Mitchell The committee therefore was unable to explore fully
information that he might possess on a conspiracy in the assassination*

Information provided by convicts must of course receive
close scrutiny The information provided by all four MSP inmates
in their initial FBI interviews was interesting and potentially sig
nificant It cannot however be given significant weight without inde
pendent corroboration This is particularly true in the case of individ
uals such as Mr Curtis who made efforts to barter his information

RAY'SALLEGEDINVOLVEMENTIN RACIALINCIDENTSWHILEAT MISSOURI
STATEPENITENTIARY

During its investigation the committee noted allegations from
a variety of sources that Ray had been involved in racial incidents
while in custody at Missouri State Penitentiary between 1960 and 1967
The committee investigated these reported incidents In addition the
committee interviewed approximately 30 MSP inmate associates on the
subject of Ray's racial attitudes

In June 1964 Missouri State Penitentiary was a racially segre
gated institution with severe overcrowding in A hall the all-Black
cellblock Warden E V Nash attempted to relieve this situation by
moving 11 Blacks into the all-white cellblocks F and G halls (29)
'Shortly thereafter while returning from the prison yard four of these
Black inmates were attacked by a group of prisoners wearing pillow
cases over their heads (30) One Black prisoner died and three others
received severe knife wounds (31) This incident was followed by sev
eral beatings and stabbings mostly racially motivated in the summer
and fall of 1964 (32)

In his book "The Making of an Assassin, author George
McMillan wrote that Jerry Ray told him that James had bragged that
he was "one of those who wore a pillowcase that afternoon. (33) Dur
ing his investigation of the incident however McMillan found no evi
dence to substantiate Jerry's information (34) McMillan also noted
that a thorough investigation of the incident by prison authorities in
1964 resulted in the identification and punishment of the responsible
inmates The officials concluded that James Earl Ray was not among
this group (35)

The committee was unable to obtain a copy of the report of this
incident from either Missouri State Penitentiary officials or the Mis
souri Division of Corrections Both offices had destroyed the files dur
ing the intervening 14 years (36) The committee did however inter
view Warden Donald W Wyrick former Warden Harold R Swen
son and former Deputy Warden Bernard J Poiry three prison offi
cials currently residing in Jefferson City who were well acquaintedwith the incident and the followup investigation (37) To the best of
their current recollections six white inmates were placed in solitaryconfinement pending the outcome of the investigation No formal
charges were lodged however and the inmates were subsequently re

*Becausethe FBI did not uncoverthe Sutherland/Kauffmann plot in 1968 theydid not question Mitchellin this area
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leased (38) James Earl Ray was not among those under investiga
tion.(39)

The FBI interviewed a total of 100 inmate associates as well
as several other close associates of James Earl Ray's during their in
vestigation in 1968 (40) The committee determined from its review
of these 100 interviews only 22 commented on Ray's racial views and
only 2 mentioned the 1964 racial stabbing incident (41) One of these
inmates Ernest Bagby recalled the incident clearly and stated posi
tively Ray was not involved (42) The other inmate Louis Dowda told
the FBI that Ray either knew those involved well or was involved
himself (43)

During the course of its investigation the committee inter
viewed 30 former inmate associates of Ray's as well as 5 present and
former prison officials at Missouri State Penitentiary (44) Of these 35
26 mentioned Ray's racial views but only 2 inmates claimed to have
knowledge of the 1964 racial stabbing incident Joe Hegwood told
the committee staff that he knew all those involved in the incident and
Ray was not among them In fact the incident occurred in a cellblock
on the opposite side of the yard according to Hegwood (45) The other
inmate who claimed personal knowledge of this incident Jack Rom
prey also advised the committee that he (Romprey) was close to those
who participated in the 1964 stabbing and Ray was not among
them (46) The majority of inmates indicated James Earl Ray showed
no propensity for violence (47)

A second incident raised by McMillan dealt with James Earl
Ray's alleged reference to Martin Luther King in a derogatory manner
in the presence of other inmates at Missouri State Penitentiary (48)
According to McMillan fellow inmate Raymond Curtis told him that
in 1963.64 when he and Ray were watching Martin Luther King on
the television together "(Ray) reacted as if King's remarks were di
rected at him personally He began to call him Martin `Lucifer King
and Martin Luther `Coon'. (49)

Curtis told the FBI in May 1968 that Ray and he shared a cell along
with a third man at Missouri State Penitentiary (50) Curtis alleged
further that Ray discussed at length with Curtis and the third uni
dentified inmate the details of his plan to kill Dr King (51) Ray's
alleged use of derogatory terms toward Dr King was corroborated by
another MSP inmate Cecil Clayton Lillibridge during a 1968 FBI
interview Lillibridge was reported to have said that Ray disliked
Blacks and although he had no particular feeling toward King he
had once referred to him as Martin Luther "Coon. (52)

In an attempt to corroborate the above allegations committee
staff located and interviewed Curtis and Lillibridge (53) Curtis cur
rently incarcerated in Georgia told the committee during the course
of his interview that Ray did not like Blacks but could not recall any
specific racial incident in which Ray was involved Curtis told the com
mittee that Ray never made any remarks to him about Dr King (54)
Ip addition the committee's review of cell assignments for Ray and
Curtis failed to reveal any time at which the two shared a cell.( 55)

Lillibridge told the committee that he and Ray occupied the
same cell for a shorttime in 1966 or 1967 He stated that during this
time James Earl Ray was assigned to a heavy construction detail as
a punishment for refusing to work and he was required to work along
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side Black prisoners for many weeks Lillibridge recalled that the
Black inmates would joke with him by calling him "gray man instead
of Ray and James Earl Ray would in turn refer to Martin Luther King
as Martin Luther "Coon. Lillibridge was positive that Ray viewed
this exchange as a joke and did not believe it reflected animosity be
tween Ray and these Black inmates (56) A review of Lillibridge's and

Ray's cell assignments reflected a period of approximately 2 weeks in
December 1966 and January 1967 when they occupied the same cell in
C hall.( 57) Ray's work records reflected that he was assigned to in
side construction during this same time.( 58)

The committee received additional evidence on Ray's relations
with Blacks while at MSP from Dr McCarthy DeMere Ray's physi
cian at Shelby County Jail in 1968 and 1969 Dr DeMere testified in
the habeas corpus proceedings in 1974 that he had questioned Ray
concerning his racial opinions to determine whether Black deputies
should be used to guard Ray (59) Dr DeMere stated that Ray told him
he liked blacks and "that he had been in prison with them beforeand
he had no prejudice whatsoever.

Dr DeMere was questioned on this subject by the committee
during both an interview and public testimony he recalled that Ray
was extremely aggravated by the pretrial publicity with regard to his
purported racial animosity Ray told Dr DeMere that some of his
friends in Missouri State Penitentiary were Black and that he resented
the media's gross distortion of his racial attitude (60)

In addition to its investigation of specific racial incidents at
MSP the committee reviewed approximately 100 FBI inmate inter
views(61) for evidence on Ray's racial views during that time period
The committee identified those individuals who worked closely with
Ray in the bakery celled near or with him showed knowledge of his
habits or family or were identified as associates of Ray The commit
tee also identified those inmates who claimed Ray was racially prej
udiced Ultimately the committee was able to locate and interview over
30 of Ray's closer inmate associates Twenty of these inmates indicated
knowledge of Ray's racial attitudes 3 claimed Ray was racist while
17 told the committee he showed no apparent dislike for Blacks (62)
Finally one of those inmates who said Ray did indeed show anti-Black
feelings added that there was a good deal of racial friction throughout
Missouri State Penitentiary during this time and that Ray's attitude
was not ,an uncommon one among white inmates (63)

As was noted in the committee's final report the investigation
at Missouri State Penitentiary produced conflicting evidence on Ray's
racial attitudes and did not provide a basis on which one might con
clude that Ray killed Dr King solely for racial motives

JAMESEARLRAY'SINQUIRIESCONCERNINGIMMIGRATIONTO SOUTHERN
AFRICANNATIONSANDTHEPOSSIBILITYOFJOININGMERCENARYFORCES
OPERATINGIN AFRICA

Several transactions undertaken by James Earl Ray following
his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary evidenced an interest in
racist African regimes Shortly before his escape from the Missouri
State Penitentiary on April 23 1967 James told his brother John
Larry Ray that he would like to flee the country and in this connection
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he mentioned that he thought former German army officer Ian Smith
was doing a good job as Prime Minister of Rhodesia (64) Once outside
the prison walls Ray did seek information concerning emigration to
Rhodesia and South Africa and following the assassination of Dr
King he attempted to arrange transportation to Africa He was bound
for Brussels Belgium apparently in an effort to make contact with
the remnants of a white mercenary force at the time of his apprehen
sion ,at London's Heathrow Airport on June 8 1968

In its attempt to determine whether the assassination of Dr
Martin Luther King Jr. was motivated by racial hatred the com
mittee reviewed these transactions The committee believed that Ray's
fascination with segregated nations might indicate a general sympathy
for these policies The first indication of Ray's interest in African
countries following his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary arose
during his trip to Mexico in late 1967 Ray stayed in Mexico during
late October and early November 1967 and during that time sought
information about emigration to Rhodesia which he considered a
safe English-speaking country

During an interview with the committee Ray was asked about
his activities while he lived in Puerto Vallarta He explained

I tried to get out of the.I attempted to get out of the
United States down there through I think this was where the
Rhodesia questions come up It was an ad in the U.S News
& World Report wanting immigrants to Rhodesia They
give an address that you write to some.and I wrote to them
and I told them that I was been I was a U.S citizen but I
was.I lost it because I was had been in a foreign army or
something I put some story on it and I'd like to immigrate to
some English-speaking country

* * * (65)

Ray waited 2 or 3 weeks for an answer to his inquiry When he re
ceived none he decided to leave Mexico and travel to Los Angeles
Calif His interest in Rhodesia however continued

On December 28 1967 Ray wrote a letter to the American
Southern African Council in Washington D.C. concerning emigration
to Rhodesia John Acord chairman of the council provided this letter
to agents of the FBI on May 9 1968 (66) The letter read as
follows (67)

DEAR SIR I recently read an article in the Los Angeles
Times on your council [sic] The John Birch Society* pro
vided me with your address My reason for writing is that I
am considering immigTating to Rhodesia however their [sic]
are a couple legal questions involved

One The U.S Government will not issue a passport for
travel to Rhodesia

Two Would their [sic] be any way to enter Rhodesia
legally [from the Rhodesian Government point of
view]

*Becauseof the reference to the John Birch Societyin the Galt letter to Acordthe FBI also checked the files of the Los Angeles Birch Society officebut theirfiles reflectedno record under the name Galt or any other Ray alias (FBI Airtelfrom Los Angeles to Director May 10 1968 Los Angeles Murkin file 44-1574serial 1236.)
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I would appreciate any information you could give me on
the above subject or any other information on Rhodesia

Sincerely
Earn STARVOGAIT,**

Los Angeles Calif

Acord explained to FBI agents that he was in Rhodesia when the coun
cil received the Galt letter but his secretary sent Galt a form reply
and some literature on Rhodesia The purpose of the American-South
ern African Council according to Acord was to promote amicable
U.S relations with South Africa Rhodesia Angola and Gambia (68)

Ray's letter indicated that he was apparently misinformed
about the requirements for travel to Rhodesia suggesting that his in
vestigation of the immigration possibility had been limited In 1967
a U.S passport was valid in all countries except the People's Republic
of ,China North Korea and North Vietnam and travel by citizens of
the United States to Rhodesia was unrestricted (69)

Ray again under his Galt alias next wrote the Orange County
California Chapter of the Friends of Rhodesia an organization that
attempted to advance friendly United States-Rhodesian relations
Ronald Hewitson president of the Orange County Friends of Rho
desia gave the FBI a February 4 1968 letter from Eric S Galt (70)
Galt had written to thank Hewitson for his response to a previous let
ter although Hewitson was unable to find any earlier correspondence
from Galt The Galt letter noted that most of his questions regarding
immigration to Rhodesia had been answered though he would ap
preciate any additional information He also wrote that he did not
intend to depart for Rhodesia until November 1968 (71) The com
mittee noted that Ray's apparent plan to remain in the United States
until November 1968 would suggest that if he had decided to kill Dr
King at the time of this letter his plan did not yet include a definite
timetable This letter did not of course preclude the possibility that
his letters concerning Rhodesia indicated an attempt to establish an
escape plan

The frequency of incidents reflecting Ray's interest in African
countries increased significantly following the assassination of Dr
King Ray wrote author William Bradford Huie that after he reached
Canada he traveled from Toronto to Montreal to arrange passage on
a ship to Africa from that port in case he was unable to secure a
Canadian passport (72) In his account for Huie Ray described his
efforts

* * * In Montreal I got a room on Notre Dame West all
the way across town from Notre Dame East where I lived in
August 1967 If I didn't get the passport I was going to rent
passage on a ship that sailed around the coast of South Africa
and try to slip in at one of the stops I found a 'Scandinavian
line that had ships going to Mozambique The price for a
ticket was $600 But they wanted a passport number so I gave
up on that (73)

**"Galt was the alias used by Ray at this time

42-636.79.17
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Ray was unable to find suitable transportation during the 9 days he
maintained he spent in Montreal so he returned to Toronto In his
account for Huie Ray continued

When I got back to Toronto from Montreal I had about
$800 I wanted to go to an English-speaking country in Africa
so I could get employment but the price of a round trip ticket
was $820 You can't get into one of those countries without a
round trip ticket * * * (74)

Frustrated in these efforts Ray left Canada for Europe
In an interview with the committee Ray said he traveled to

Europe in an effort to reach Africa he added that he hoped particu
larly to get to an English-speaking country such as South Africa or
Rhodesia.(75) He landed in London on May 7 1968 and during that
day exchanged the return portion of his ticket back to Toronto for
passage from London to Lisbon Ray told Huie that he made immedi
ate inquiries concerning travel to Angola

When I arrived in London I called the Portuguese Embassy
about a visa to Angola I was told it would take 1 day to pro
cess I then took a plane to Lisbon (76)

A review of investigative files indicated that Ray departed for Lisbon
that evening (77)

Ray spent 10 days in Portugal He hoped to arrange passage on
a ship from Lisbon to Africa and he thought that he might be able to
make contact with a white mercenary military group in the Portuguese
capital because of the colonial presence of Portugal in Angola In
fact Ray told Huie that most of his time in Portugal was spent look
ing for a ship to Angola (78) On his eighth day in Lisbon according
to this account Ray found a ship for Angola but he was unable to
leave on that vessel because it was scheduled to depart in 2 days and
the necessary visa required 7 days to process

The Portuguese police investigation of Ray's activities in Lis
bon revealed contacts with other African nations Some time between
May 8 and May 11 1968 Ray visited the Rhodesian Diplomatic Mis
sion in Lisbon (79) He presented a Canadian passport to prove his
identity and explained to a Mission employee he wanted to write his
brother a white mercenary in Angola He requested an address in
Salisbury Rhodesia that he could use to forward correspondence to
his brother but was informed no such service was available Ray then
asked a few general questions about immigration to Rhodesia and left
the office

Ray also sought information at the South African Embassy in
Lisbon some time between May 8 and his May 17 return to London
(80) An embassy employee told Portuguese police that "Sneyd, in an
American accent said he was interested in finding his brother and
that he wanted to travel to South Africa in order to make inquiries
Sneyd explained that his brother had been in the Congo though his
present location was unknown

Sneyd was told by an employee at the South African Embassy
that in order for an American to enter South Africa a visa was re
quired Sneyd responded that he was a Canadian citizen and in turn
was informed that a visa was not mandatory but he would need to
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offer proof of financial responsibility as well as provide his exact des
tination in South Africa and reason for the journey The employee also
mentioned to Sneyd that the Johannesburg mercenary army office was
closed and that the -embassy did not know of any other organization
that could help Sneyd locate his brother (81)

One author reported that Ray also contacted the Biafran Office
in Lisbon concerning the possibility of fighting as a mercenary in Bi
afra (82) The Portuguese police found however that the purpose
of that office was to purchase arms in Europe and handle their transit

through Lisbon to Biafra and it did not ordinarily receive inquiries
from prospective white mercenaries The office records failed to reflect

any Sneyd visit (83)
Finally evidence indicated that Ray visited the South African

Airways office in Lisbon sometime during his stay in Portugal At the
time of his apprehension at Heathrow Airport in London on June 8
1968 he had a South African Airways timetable in his possession on
which the Lisbon telephone number of the South African Embassy was
written in ink A pencil mark appeared next to a flight to Salisbury
Rhodesia (84)

Following these efforts to reach an African nation from Por
tugal Ray returned to London on May 17 On May 30 1968 he ex
changed 15 South African Rand for 7.13.10 or about $17.50 Ameri
can at a London branch of Lloyd's Bank Limited (85) It seems
likely that he bought the South African currency in Lisbon His pos
session of the foreign currency would indicate that he was at one time
relatively certain that he would be traveling to South Africa This
exchange of the currency in London evidences a diminished likelihood
of that journey as well as Ray's general shortage of funds

Ian Colvin reporter for the London Daily Telegraph told Scot
land Yard detectives that he was called by a person who identified
himself as Ramon George Sneyd on Tuesday June 4 1968 (86) This
information is consistent with New Farl's Court Hotel proprietress
Janet Nassau's report that Snevd made calls to the Daily Telegraph
on that Tuesday the day before he left her hotel (87) Colvin said that
Sneyd who was later identified as James Earl Ray had called to re
quest the telephone number of Major Alistair Wicks Colvin was not
certain where Sneyd got his name hut on May 20 1968 the Daily
Telegraph published an article by Colvin which noted that Wicks
described as a former mercenary leader in the Congo returned to Eng
land on May 18 1968 following 90 days detention in Lome Togo (88)

Snevd explained to Colvin that he was a Canadian and he
wanted to locate his brother a mercenary who fought in Angola and
was reported missing Rather than release the telephone number of
Wicks and expose him to powsihle harassment Colvin instead offered
to pass Sneyd's message to Wicks and have him return the call Sneyd
agreed and gave Colvin his telephone number at the New Earl's Court
Hotel Colvin did pass on Sneyd's number but Wicks did not pur
sue the contact because he did not recognize Sneyd's name (89)

Two days later on June 6 1968 Sneyd made a series of desper
ate calls to Colvin (90)

A ccording to the account Colvin gave Scotland Yard investi
gators Sneyd substantially altered his June 4 1968 story Sneyd told
Colvin that he had moved to another hotel and after he was pressed
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by Colvin admitted that his brother was not missing in Angola
though he had not heard from him in a long time Sneyd said he
wanted to become a mercenary and needed information Colvin told

Sneyd that he might find the remnants of a mercenary force that had
left Africa in Belgium and suggested that Sneyd contact M Jean
Gerard-Liebois research editor on Congo affairs of the Centre de Re
searchers et Informations Sociales et Politiques (CRISP) who might
be able to tell Sneyd where to inquire Colvin offered to send Sneyd a

postcard with the Gerard-Liebois address in Brussels and Sneyd then
told Colvin that he was staying at the Pax Hotel on Warwick Way
After this conversation however Colvin decided not to send Sneyd
any names and wrote a postcard merely suggesting that Sneyd consult
the Belgian Embassy or Consular Section of the British Foreign Of
fice about his brother Colvin heard no more from Sneyd or James
Earl Ray

In an apparent attempt to follow up on the information he re
ceived from Ian Colvin James Earl Ray was about to leave London
for Brussels Belgium when he was apprehended at Heathrow Air
port on June 8 1968 At the time of his arrest Ray was carrying a .38
caliber revolver loaded with five rounds of ammunition When asked
why he had the gun Ray responded to officers that he planned to travel
from Brussels to Rhodesia and he said "things are not too good there
just now. (91) Ray also had among his belonging a London Daily
Mail advertisement for cheap flights to South Africa and a South
African Airways timetable that he probably picked up in Lisbon (92)

The committee undertook its review of Ray's efforts to immi
grate to African countries to determine whether this behavior reflected
en innate racism that might also explain the assassination of Dr King
No such evidence was found Ray's interest in Rhodesia was first ex
pressed prior to his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary during a
conversation with his brother John Larry Ray The committee's in
vestigation at Missouri State Penitentiary however indicated that
considerable discussion about "safe countries occurred within the
inmate population and that Rhodesia was often mentioned in this
regard (93) There is sound reason to believe therefore that Ray's in
quiries concerning Rhodesia in Mexico in late 1967 and in California
in early 1968 stemmed from a desire to reach a safe haven and not
because of an interest in the country's politics This interpretation is
supported by Ray's post-assassination conduct His frantic efforts to
reach a variety of African countries probably reflected a simple desire
to elude his pursuers Similarly it seems reasonable to assume that his
mention of interest in joining mercenary forces constituted an attempt
to lend credibility to his inquiries rather than a desire to continue a
personal war against Blacks

THE "BIG NIGGER TELEPHONECALL

In his book "The Making of an Assassin, George McMillan
wrote that James Earl Ray called his brother Jerry from Memphis
on the morning of April 4 1968 Jerry who worked in Chicago as a
night watchman at a suburban country club allegedly told McMillan
that this last phone call from James Earl Ray came in the morning
during Jerry's off-time and was less than 3 minutes in length (94)
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I don't know where he was in Memphis when he called
* * * I don't think it was on the road * * * just his voice
and my voice

Usually when he called he talked I talked But not this
time ! If I tried to tell him anything he wouldn't let me He
wasn't wanting any jokes or small talk that day He was ex
cited and all worked up What he said was "Jerry tomorrow
it will all be over I might not see you and Jack for a while
But don't worry about me I'll be all right ! Big Nigger has
had it! (95)

Jerry Ray has repeatedly denied that this phone call ever took

place (96) He filed a suit against McMillan in September 1977 alleg
ing the author printed numerous untruths in his book about the Ray
family including this alleged April 4 1968 phone call (97)

The committee began its investigation of this allegation with
the realization that its ability to either corroborate or disprove it would
have great significance on the issue of Jerry Ray's foreknowledge of the
assassination as well as on the separate issue of Ray's motive in the
assassination of Dr King George McMillan supplied the committee
with copies of his handwritten notes taken immediately following his
interviews with Jerry Ray (98) Mr McMillan also gave the commit
tee a sworn affidavit indicating that these notes accurately reflected
his discussions with Jerry Ray (99) These notes reflected that during
two separate interviews in 1972 Jerry discussed this phone call made
to him by James in Memphis McMillan did not tape record any inter
views with Jerry and told the committee on March 15 1978 (100) and
again on June 19 1978 (101) that Jerry was the sole source of this
information

McMillan was therefore unable to supply the committee with
corroboration for the statement

In an April 1977 New Times magazine article Jeff Cohen and
David Lifton claimed author William Bradford Huie had confirmed
McMillan's account of the April 3 1968,* phone call to them (10?)
The committee obtained copies of Litton's notes of his interview with
Huie which did in fact confirm the call (103) Huie was subsequently
interviewed by the committee on this issue and advised that Jerry
told him of such a phone call while visiting Huie in Huntsville Ala.
in November 1968 (104) Huie recalled that he and Jerry were drink
ing that evening but he did not think Jerry was drunk or unaware
of what he was saying Jerry allegedly told Huie that James Earl
Ray called him the night before the killing and told him that "Big
Nigger has had it. Huie insisted however that he did not believe
Jerry's story then and did not believe it in 1978 Huie stated that in his
opinion Jerry would say anything for a few dollars and that he
(Jerry) knew nothing about the caseV

Finally the committee asked McMillan whether he and Huie
had ever discussed this information McMillan denied any such con

*Discrepancies exist between McMillan's notes the Lifton article and
William B Huie's recollection regarding the date this alleged phone call was
made to Jerry McMillan varies the date from April 3 1968 in his notes and
interviews to April 4 1968 in his book Lifton and Huie claim it was made on
April 3 1968
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versation (105) Thus it would appear that the authors received their
information independently

The committee was confronted with two separate issues First
whether Jerry Ray told Huie and McMillan of the call and second
whether the telephone call actually occurred Mr McMillan in
cluded his interview with Jerry in a book provided the committee with
notes corroborating the interview and swore to the accuracy of these
notes in an affidavit In addition his version was corroborated by the

independent recollection of Huie While the authors differed on the
date of the alleged phone call their recall on the content was sub

stantially similar There was a legitimate basis therefore for conclud

ing that Jerry's statements occurred
There was no basis however for concluding that Jerry's state

ments reflected the truth His credibility was highly suspect In addi
tion he was known to have fabricated bank records which he later sold
to McMillan (106) It seems reasonable to assume that his comments to
Huie and to McMillan were false and motivated by a simple desire for
financial gain

Submitted by
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INTRODUCTION

The FBI's investigation in many ways both thorough and suc
cessful nevertheless failed to resolve several significant questions
concerning Ray's preassassination activities One such question was
the reason for Ray's trip from Los Angeles to New Orleans in Decem
ber 1967 The task of the committee in the New Orleans investigation
was to determine first the nature of James Earl Ray's activities while
in New Orleans and second whether these activities might bear on
the assassination or indicate a conspiracy between Ray and another
individual or individuals

Several separate sources of information on Ray's trip were avail
able to the committee These included FBI investigative files wit
nesses in both California and New Orleans Ray's own statements to
the committee and other interviewers regarding his trip and a variety
of conspiracy allegations that have surfaced since the assassination of
fering explanations for Ray's New Orleans activities.)

Much of the FBI's investigation in 1968 involved interviews of
friends and relatives of Charles Stein,2 individuals who had come
into contact with Ray during his 2-day stay in New Orleans Where
possible the committee located these individuals (1) and conducted
its own interviews In some cases the committee also interviewed FBI
agents responsible for the original investigation (D As could be ex
pected the passage of time significantly diminished the amount of
detail that could be furnished by those interviewed In a few cases
potential witnesses had died (3)

Apart from the FBI's investigation the committee also had
access to Ray's own explanation for his trip While many of Ray's
statements proved unreliable the committee nevertheless attempted
to investigate any detail furnished by Ray that might shed light on
the purpose of the trip The information provided by Ray and witness
statements then provided the background for the committee's New
Orleans investigation

RAY'S ACCOUNTOF THE NEW ORLEANSTRIP 3

On December 15 1967 James Earl Ray and Charles Stein de
parted Los Angeles for New Orleans Ray's own account of his activi
ties from December 15 1967 until his return to Los Angeles remained
relatively consistent throughout his various interviews with the com
mittee Sometime subsequent to his arrival in Los Angeles in mid
November Ray said that he called his contact [an associate of Raoul]

1See sec IIC of Report for a detailed discussionof several New Orleans based
conspiracy allegations

'Charles Stein was Ray's traveling companion to and from New Orelans2A more extensive discussion of Ray's accounts on the New Orleans trip can
be found in a separate staff report entitled "Compilation of the Statesments of
James Earl Ray. See vol III HSCA.MLK hearings at pp 201.206
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in New Orleans (4) He made the call he said because he was short
on funds During the course of this phone call Ray was instructed
to travel to New Orleans during the month of December to meet with

Raoul although no precise date for this proposed journey was speci
fied Ray maintained that his decision to drive to New Orleans pre
dated his discussion on December 14 with Marie Martin at the Sultan
Room Bar It was during this discussion that Ray mentioned to Mar
tin that he would be traveling to New Orleans (5) Martin according
to Ray expressed interest in Ray's intention to make this trip and

suggested that her cousin Charles Stein accompany Ray and share
with the driving

Ray has never provided extensive detail on the drive to New

Orleans or about Charles Stein his driving partner He has stated
that he has no recollection of his discussions with Stein and conceded
that he could have told him anything Stein and Ray drove straight
through to New Orleans without stopping at night the driving was

split While en route Ray made a phone call to his brother Jerry the

purpose of which Ray claimed was merely to check in with him and

say hello
After arriving in New Orleans Ray said he checked into the

Provincial Motel on the recommendation of Charles Stein Since he
and Raoul had no prearranged meeting place Ray called the New
Orleans telephone number and was instructed by an individual to
meet Raoul at Le Bunny Lounge on Canal Street (6) After this phone
call.sometime during the afternoon of December 17.Ray met with
Raoul During this conference which lasted for only 15 to 20 minutes
Ray maintained that the prospect of a gunrunning operation was
first discussed Ray received $500 from Raoul with the promise of
more money in the future After Ray and Raoul concluded their busi
ness Ray informed Stein that he was ready to return to Los Angeles
but since Stein was visiting relatives and wished to remain in New
Orleans they stayed 2 additional days

Ray's explanation for his trip to New Orleans has not varied
throughout his interviews with the committee He was in need of

money and a passport from Raoul and because a drive by car would
not be overly expensive he decided to make the trip The committee

ultimately rejected Ray's Raoul story nevertheless it found his trip
significant for other reasons Ray's need to transact whatever business
he had in New Orleans must have been pressing A long-distance car

trip exposed Ray a fugitive from the law to the risk of being stopped
by police in a random vehicle check His willingness to assume this
risk indicated the significance which he attached to the trip

Charles Stein Ray's companion during the drive to and from
New Orleans therefore became a major focal point of the committee's
efforts

CHARLESJOSEPH STEIN

In December 1967 Stein was a 38-year-old unemployed ex-car
salesman enjoying a bohemian lifestyle centered around a personal
cosmic philosophy of life He resided with a sister Rita Stein and
two of her four children at 5666 Franklin Avenue in Los Angeles
At least superficially a more improbable associate of Ray would be
difficult to imagine Nevertheless several aspects of Stein's back
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ground raised logical areas of inquiry First several witnesses in both
the FBI and the committee investigations had provided evidence indi
cating Ray's interest in both the use and sales of narcotics,(amphet
amines at Missouri State Prison and marihuana during the year of
freedom after Ray's escape.) Without evaluating the credibility and
weight attached to this evidence the fact that Charles Stein's back
ground(7) reflected occasional involvement in narcotics suggested
this activity as one possible explanation for the association between
Ray and Stein and for their abrupt trip to New Orleans (8)

Other areas that the committee focused on during its investiga
tions of Stein and his association with James Earl Ray included the
possibility raised by the testimony of several California witnesses
that Stein and Ray had known each other long before their readily
admitted meeting on December 14 (the day before the New Orleans
trip) Stein's registration at American Independent Party Headquar
ters in Los Angeles on the morning of the New Orleans trip and
Stein's knowledge of Ray's activities in New Orleans

Stein was interviewed initially by the committee in January
1978 Following this extensive 3-day interview a field investigation
was undertaken in both Los Angeles and New Orleans to establish the
reliability of statements received from Stein during the interview and
to examine Stein's background associates and activities in both cities
Following these investigative efforts Stein was brought to Washing
ton for questioning under oath by the committee This substantial
investigative commitment was considered necessary because of Stein's
status as one of the few existing primary Ray associates and because
of his involvement in the New Orleans trip The results of the inves
tigation are summarized below (9)

Charles Joseph Stein was born on May 11 1929 in New Orleans
La. with the exception of one stay in New York in 1952 and travel
with the merchant marine during the late 1940's and early 1950's he
resided in New Orleans until 1964 when he moved to his 1978
domicile.Los Angeles Calif Stein left school after the sixth grade
and held minor jobs shining shoes and washing dishes until he began
work as a deckhand on a tugboat at the age of 13 Three years later
he took out union membership in the merchant marine and recalled
visits to South America and Greece during his periods at sea After
several years with the merchant marine (at least 3 of which were
at sea) Stein found employment as a longshoreman on the docks of
New Orleans This was followed by a brief term as a welder's and
pipefitter's helper

In 1952 Stein went to New York in search of a position with a
company exporting auto parts to Brazil the job failed to materialize
when the company's license to ship materials abroad was revoked and
Stein returned to New Orleans and joined the Army After 5 months
at Fort Bliss Tex. Stein suffered an injury to his lower back during
a carpentry detail Soon after the accident he left the military

After leaving the Army Stein returned to New Orleans and
during the next 10 years took positions as barker waiter and bartender
with clubs in the French Quarter Stein managed a club named
Marie's Lounge in the midfifties and worked at the Silver Frolic in
the early sixties

42-636-79--18
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As of 1978 Stein had been married four times He had a son
Charles Stein Jr. by his first wife Marie Catalana whom he married
in approximately 1949 or 1950 Marie Catalana was followed by Gloria
Hall (no children) and between 1960 and 1964 by Mickey Medina
(no children) During the 3 to 4 years prior to his departure from
New Orleans in 1964 Stein and Mickey Medina ran a prostitution
business offering the services of Mickey and several other women (10)
Stein lived off the proceeds of the business

In addition to prostitution activities in New Orleans Stein's
criminal activities in that city included by his own admission running
dice tables at Marie's Lounge in 1955 and the use of a variety of nar
cotics The probability that Stein was involved at least on a small
scale in the sale of narcotics in New Orleans also seems high.(11)

After leaving New Orleans in 1964 Stein moved to Los Angeles
home of his sister Rita and her husband Lino Rosas He worked as a
car salesman for Felix Chevrolet on Figueroa Street Brand Motors
on Crenshaw Boulevard and Burbank Ford on Olive Street leaving
the last job sometime in 1967 Stein's job with Burbank Ford was his
last official job Since then he has been supported by unemployment
and social security disability payments

During his interview with the committee staff Stein professed
his belief in a cosmic philosophy of life In addition to a strong belief
in God Stein's philosophic principles incorporated a belief in an after
life in extraterrestial life and in an ability to communicate with other
forms of life (12) Stein began developing his cosmic philosophy in
1964 with his departure from New Orleans and relocation in California
Thus he abided by these principles during his relationship with James
Earl Ray While his beliefs were clearly unorthodox Charles Stein
seemed to be a highly intelligent and essentially rational individual

THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEENCHARLESSTEIN ANDJAMES EARL RAY

Prior to moving to 5660 Franklin Street (his residency on
December 15 the day Stein and Ray departed for New Orleans) Stein
lived at 3340 Floyd Terrace the home of Rita and Lino Rosas Charles
sister and brother-in-law During the FBI investigation three indi
viduals living in the vicinity of 3340 Floyd Terrace stated that they
had observed a white Mustang outside of Stein's address during the
period of Thanksgiving 1967 One neighbor a Mr Raymond Murphy
identified the driver of the car as James Earl Ray (13) If this in fact
occurred then Stein and Ray met before either are willing to
acknowledge

During his interview Stein acknowledged that he lived at 3340
Floyd Terrace in 1966 and 1967 but was certain that he and Rita left
that address and moved to 5666 Franklin Avenue as long as 2 months
before he met Ray Stein emphatically denied any contact with Ray
at the prior address he stated that Lino Rosas an ex-New Orleans
resident of Mexican heritage used 3340 Floyd Terrace as a location to
fix up old cars for resale and worked with an unidentified Mexican
mechanic in this business Lino Rosas also dealt in marihuana at 3340
Floyd Terrace and Stein while denying any direct involvement in the
operation admitted that on one occasion he buried a bottle of mari
huana in the backyard to improve its quality Stein denied knowledge
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of Lino's marihuana source but stated that it was a good one because
Lino was able to sell the merchandise at reasonable prices (14)

3340 Floyd Terrace was used as a crash pad for many of Stein's
friends Nevertheless Stein stated that the premises were not used for

hustling that is prostitution and claimed that he would have known if
such a business had been in process Stein stated that Ray would not
have fit in at 3340 Floyd Terrace a residence often frequented by
hippies on searching mind-expansion trips Stein stated that Ray a
close-minded individual was not into this at the time Stein also as
serted that Ray if questioned could provide no information on the
type of people who frequented 3340 Floyd Terrace Finally Stein
denied that Ray parked his Mustang there and recalled no other
Mustangs with Alabama plates in the vicinity of the residence (15)

During his executive session testimony Stein again clearly and

emphatically denied Ray's presence at 3340 Floyd Terrace and noted
that his sister Rita Rosas possessed a white Mustang while living at
that address He stated that anyone suggesting Ray's presence at 3340
Floyd Terrace had lied to the committee (16)

Mr Stein's denial of contact with Ray at 3340 Floyd Terrace
was corroborated by the testimony of his sister Rita Rosas (17) as
well as by additional field investigation performed by the committee
Based on available evidence it can be concluded that Ray and Stein
did not in fact meet prior to December 14 1967 when they were in
troduced at the Sultan Room a lounge at the St Francis Hotel in
San Francisco

In December of 1967 Charles Stein was living with his sister
Rita and two of her children at 5666 Franklin Street The weight of
available evidence indicated that he met Ray on December 14 1967
at the request of Rita who had encountered Ray earlier that evening
at the Sultan Room lounge Rita had been looking for a means of
transporting her two other children from New Orleans to California
and Ray had indicated his own plans to go to New Orleans Charles
Stein was persuaded by his sister to drive with Ray to New Orleans
to pick up the children It was Stein's impression that Ray felt ini
tially he would be making the trip with Rita and was both surprised
and suspicious when Stein was substituted

The committee developed no significant evidence to contradict
this version of Stein's first meeting with Ray Because Stein was un
employed at the time he was free to leave Los Angeles on famoment's
notice He had extensive family in New Orleans and the trip provided
an opportunity to see them again.(18) Finally in light of Ray's fugi
tive status it is not unreasonable for him to have wanted another pas
senger in the car during a long drive on the open road the chances of
a random stop by the police existed and Stein's presence provided a
legitimate reason for making the trip to New Orleans.that is to pick
up Stein's niece and nephew Ray was however apparently concerned
about the possibility that he was being set up for a robbery by Rita
Stein and her brother He suggested to Rita and Marie Martin that he
might bring a gun with him on the trip (19) Stein never saw a weapon
on Ray during the trip

In summary the credible evidence would seem to indicate that
Stun and Ray came together fortuitously the day before the trip to
New Orleans that both had separate and independent rea c .s for
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making the trip and therefore that no evil purpose existed at least
initially for their joint venture

The day of their departure for New Orleans Ray took Stein his
sister Rita and their cousin Marie Martin to Wallace e mpaiign head
quarters on Lankershim Boulevard Contrary to Ray's assertions the
three Stein relatives were unanimous in their statements that Ray
initiated the trip to campaign headquarters.(20) Charles recalled that
Ray offered to pay for the expenses on the trip if all three would agree
to sign up with the Wallace campaign and added that he agreed readi
ly In light of Stein's clearly apolitical nature and the total ;absence
of any other evidence linking Stein and the AIP his denial of involve
ment in the original decision to visit AIP headquarters was entirely
credible

After completing their visit to AIP headquarters Ray drove
Rita and Marie back to 5666 Franklin Avenue and dropped them off
Ray and Stein then drove to Ray's residence on Serrano Street and
stopped very briefly to pick up mail Stein did not enter the apartment
then or at any other time

Stein recalled that Ray was definitely going to New Orleans for
reasons of his own and that he was not making the trip merely to ac
commodate Rita Ray mentioned that he was going to see more than
one person.either engineers or contractors While Ray gave no spe
cific address for the meeting (other than !areference to Chartres Street
which Stein cannot recall precisely) Ray's description of the area
brought to Stein's mind a specific location containing warehouses and
railroad tracks.(21) Stein felt that Ray's reference to the meeting
place in New Orleans reflected a certain familiarity with the city

Stein thought that Ray may have told him that he called New
Orleans in advance to let them know when he would arrive (22) This
call was made after Ray pulled off the road outside of Houston Tex
Stein recalled a liquor store and a candy store in the vicinity Stein
was never close enough to Ray to observe the number he dialed or
the amount of money he may have used or to hear the conversation
He stated that he observed Ray make phone calls on only one or two
occasions and that the calls never lasted more than 5 or 10 minutes
In his testimony during committee hearings Ray admitted making one
cull to his brother Jerry while en route to New Orleans (23)

Stein also stated several times during his initial interview
that he recalled Ray mentioning the name Raoul Stein was con
fronted during this initial interview with an FBI interview which
reflected his statement that the person he [Ray] was going to see
[had] an Italian-sounding name.a well-known name in New Orleans
(24) Stein agreed that Raoul was not Italian sounding and stated that
perhaps he was dodging the FBI's questions

Because of the clear significance of this portion of Stein's inter
view Stein was asked again about this matter during his testimony
under oath before the committee in April 1978 At that time he was
also confronted with a February 13 1969 FBI interview in which he
had been asked specifically whether Ray had mentioned a Raoul at
any time during their relationship Stein's response as summarized
in the FBI interview "Stein said he had never heard Ray mention
anyone by the name of Raoul during his contacts with Ray. ( )
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Stein's testimony on the subject given under oath became far less
certain

STAFF COUNSELThis is the first time you testified about
this matter under oath I am asking you is it your testimony
now despite what you told the Bureau despite your explicit
denial to the Bureau.is it your testimony today that Ray in
fact mentioned the name Raoul

Mr STEIN I think that he did If I can remember I think
he did I don't know

STAFFCOUNSELSo your memory now is not as precise as it
once was on that issue

Mr STEIN It was not even precise back then
In several interviews with the FBI during the months immedi

ately after the assassination many covering the New Orleans trip in
great detail Stein never indicated that Ray had mentioned Raoul
There is a similar absence of this detail in his interviews with the press
and in all of reporter Louis Lomax articles on the New Orleans trip
[written with the assistance of Stein shortly after the assassination]
In February 1969 as is indicated above he specifically denied to the
Bureau that Ray had mentioned the name Raoul Finally after
initially informing the committee investigators of the incident in Jan
uary his recollection became notably uncertain when pressed on the
matter under oath

Against this background and considering the fact that Stein
was in contact with individuals attempting to put together a film
documentary on the King assassination in January 1978 and who later
attempted to sell information to the committee for a substantial sum of
money.* Stein's alleged recollection or Ray's mention of Raoul on
the New Orleans trip was !prompted it may be concluded not by a
specific factual occurrence but rather by the passing chance of financial
gain It would be difficult to credit Stein's testimony on this matter

Ray stayed in New Orleans for 2 days After his early after
noon arrival with Stein they made two quick stops at the homes of
two of Stein's relatives to drop off some belongings that Marie Martin
had sent east and then to reach the residence where Stein himself
would be staying Ray then asked for suggestions on a place to stay
in the same general area of the city He gave no indication of the
amount of money he was willing to spend The Provincial Motel was
suggested to the best of Stein's current recollection by one of his
relatives After agreeing on the Provincial Stein and Ray proceeded
to the motel Stein waited outside in the alley while Ray registered
Ray then brought Stein back to his relatives and departed with the
Mustang (26)

In light of the consistency between the stories of Ray and
Stein and the absence of countervailing evidence the Provincial
Motel was probably not selected by Ray prior to his arrival Thus
any business that Ray may have planned prior to his arrival in New

*This information was later turned over to the committee pursuant to a con
gressional subpena It consistedof taped interviews with Stein and Marie Martin
end was generally a repetition of information already provided to the FBI or the
committee
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Orleans did not involve the motel This does not preclude the possi
bility that Ray met with associates at the motel at some later time

Sometime later the first day Stein took a walk with his son
Charles Stein Jr They covered approximately 2 miles and passed
by the "merchandise mart and the Trade Mart building Later that

afternoon Ray told Stein that he (Ray) had been drinking beer
and had seen Stein walking on Canal Street

Ray's failure to call Stein over to join him at the bar on Canal
Street suggested to Stein the possibility that Ray was with someone
at the time Ray told Huie that he met "Raoul, in "Le Bunny
Lounge, on the day of his arrival in New Orleans "Le Bunny
Lounge is in fact on Canal Street and thus could have been the
bar where Ray was drinking his beer.* Because Stein did not see Ray
he could not tell the committee whether Ray was alone or with another
Stein had no knowledge of "Le Bunny Lounge, and could recall no
mention of this establishment by Ray (27)

The next day (December 18) sometime during the morning
Ray came to Stein's sister's (Marie Lee's) home Ray told Stein that
he had finished his business and was ready to return to Los Angeles
The fact that Ray was prepared to return to California so quickly
would indicate of course a prompt completion of his business in
New Orleans Moreover it would seem to rule out the possibility that
Ray came to New Orleans to enjoy the French Quarter or a change
of scenery Rather he appears to have had some specific and relatively
simple task to accomplish

In fact Stein and Ray did not depart until the next day
Stein's recollection is quite clear that this was his idea not Ray's
Stein was apparently able to convince Ray that the weather pre
cluded an immediate departure after a phone call to unidentified
authorities for weather information Ray agreed to postpone their
departure by 1 day (28)

Stein emphatically denied two other possible reasons for Ray's
New Orleans trip both of which had been received by the committee
from Charles DeCarvelho.a close New Orleans friend of Stein's (29)
First DeCarvelho told the committee that Stein had told him (De
Carvelho) in 1967 that Galt came to New Orleans to campaign for
Wallace's Presidential bid in Mississippi and Alabama to distribute
campaign materials and to solicit campaign funds Second DeCar
velho said Stein had indicated a plan to introduce Ray to some of
his friends including Papa Joe Conforto Stein denied making either
statement to DeCarvelho Stein admitted that he knew Joe Conforto
but stated that he would never have introduced Ray to him more
over he did not recall seeing Joe Conforto himself while in New
Orleans (30)

Finally Stein specifically denied under oath involvement
with Ray in "illegal or criminal activity generally or in the manu
facture purchase or sale of narcotic or non-narcotic drugs Similarly

*While the committee rejected Ray's "Raoul story it noted the high likelihood that the story was intended to conceal contact with one or both of his
brothers Ray's reference to a meeting with "Raoul at "Le Bunny Lounge maywell be another instance in which he is disguising such contact
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he denied involvement with Ray in any type of legitimate joint ven
ture during the trip
(44) In light of several factors including (a) the major differences
between the characters and personalities of Stein and Ray (b) the
strong evidence that Ray and Stein met the day before the New
Orleans trip (c) Stein's emphatic and specific denials under oath
of criminal activity with Ray (d) an extensive field investigation in
both New Orleans and Los Angeles which included extensive question
ing often under oath of associates and relatives of Charles Stein
(31) it appears that Stein's involvement with James Earl Ray both
on the New Orleans trip and otherwise was innocent and unrelated
in any way to the assassination of Martin Luther King
(45) Stein's testimony did provide several indications of conspiracy
or at least association between Ray and another in New Orleans

Ray had a "purpose for the trip in Stein's mind
Ray described a meeting place in New Orleans where he would
contact his associates)
Stein recalled one or two telephone calls en route to New
Orleans and thinks now Ray may have been calling New Orleans
to let his associate (s) know when he would arrive ;*
the circumstances surrounding Ray's sighting of Stein on
Canal Street on the first day (December 17) indicated he
was with someone at the time and
Ray completed his business in New Orleans rapidly and was
ready to return to Los Angeles the morning of December 18

(46) It may be concluded therefore that Ray met with someone in
New Orleans on prearranged business Stein however provided no
information to indicate that the business was necessarily connected
to the assassination.**

INVESTIGATIONAT THE PROVINCIALMOTEL

(47) During its investigation in New Orleans the FBI determined
that Ray registered at the Provincial Motel 1024 Chartres Street for
the nights ofSunday and Monday December 17-18 1967 Due to the
clear indications of a meeting in New Orleans the committee inves
tigated the possibility that the Provincial was the meeting place
(48) On May 7 1968 the FBI's New Orleans Field Office circulated
to 18 other field offices a list of all guests who were registered at the
Provincial Motel(33) between December 17-19 1968 the dates of
Ray's registration The list contained 25 names Each field office was
directed to locate and interview the individuals for any knowledge
they might have pertaining to Ray Of these 25 individuals only 10
were located and interviewed by the FBI by the end of May 1968
no one interviewed had any information to assist the FBI's
investigation

*Stein could provide no specific details or recollections to corroborate his
intriguing speculation on the purposeof the call

**The committee developedsignificant evidence indicating a meeting between
Ray and one or both brothers in New Orleans This is detailed in section IIR
of the final Martin Luther King report
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In the November 26 1968 issue of Look magazine an article by
William Bradford Huie detailed Ray's travels prior to the assassina
tion In this article Huie described Ray's stay at the Provincial Motel
In response to this information the Bureau requested the New Orleans
field office to reinvestigate the motel's registrants (33) Pursuant to
this directive photostatic copies of the motel records were incorpo
rated into a report dated November 27,1968 (34)

In reviewing these investigative files the committee determined
that there were actually 63 guests registered at the Provincial at the
same time as Ray as opposed to the 25 registrants originally inves
tigated by the Bureau in April and May In late November 1968 the
FBI dispatched to the pertinent field offices the additional 38 names
of guests No positive information was received from these leads

Records of the Provincial Motel indicated that Ray using the
alias "Galt, occupied room 126 for the nights of December 17-18
(35) Galt's registration card also indicated that only one person
occupied room 126 during the pertinent period and that Galt checked
out prior to 1 p.m on Monday December 19 1967 (36) The FBI
interviewed Bryan DuPepe the owner of the Provincial Motel in
April 1968 (37) DuPepe advised the Bureau that he had no record
of unusual activity in room 126 on the dates of Ray's occupancy The
FBI determined that Ray made no long distance phone calls from
room 126 the Bureau was unable to make the determination regard
ing local calls since the log for calls made prior to April 4 1968 had
been destroyed (38) The committee interviewed DuPepe on Feb
ruary 14 1978 He advised the staff members that room 126 was
at the time of Ray's occupancy the least desirable in the motel since
it was split-level with the bath and bedroom on different floors He
recalled that the room probably was rented at a rate of $14 a day and
that if more than one person were to occupy room 126 they would find
the accommodations very uncomfortable (39)

The most intriguing information concerning Ray's stay at the
Provincial Motel was developed in the testimony of Anthony Charles
DeCarvelho.( 40) His information presented the committee with evi
dence of a meeting at the Provincial Motel Because of the importance
of such a revelation and the fact that DeCarvelho's statements alluding
to a meeting were at variance with all other accounts (including his
own interviews with the FBI in 1968) DeCarvelho's testimony was
taken under oath in a field deposition

DeCarvelho a close acquaintance of Charles Stein was
employed as a cab driver in New Orleans in December 1967 In his
statement to the committee he stated that he arrived at the home of
Stein's mother Clovina Olonzo shortly after Stein and Ray's arrival
there on Sunday December 17 After being introduced to Ray as
`Eric Galt, DeCarvelho recalled that Ray asked DeCarvelho to drive

him to the French Quarter stating "There is somewhere I got to go.
(I1) DeCarvelho recalled that Ray specifically requested that he drive
him to the Provincial Motel According to his testimony DeCarvelho
quoted Ray as saying "I want you to drive me there and wait for me
I will be about 5 or 10 minutes.

After arriving at the Provincial Ray got out of the car and
DeCarvelho turned the car around in the motel's courtyard While
DeCarvelho was making this maneuver he noticed Ray walking along
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the balcony of the second story of the motel (43) "He was looking
around for a number you know like.like trying to locate a number.

DeCarvelho did not see Ray knock on any doors or enter any room.
He recalled that Ray had taken an attache case with him when he

left the car which he brought back with him when he returned Al
though he could not be certain DeCarvelho was under the impression
that Ray went to the Provincial Motel to meet someone

Mr DECARVELHOI believe he told me he was meeting some
body

STAFFCOUNSELAre you speculating
Mr DECARVELHONo no I have a pretty good idea that

that what he told me that he wanted.he was going to be but
a few minutes (46)

Ray returned to the car approximately 7 minutes later DeCar
velho asked "Did you meet your friend to which Ray replied "Yeah
yeah everything is all right. (47) After leaving the Provincial Ray
and DeCarvelho drove around New Orleans for approximately 20
minutes DeCarvelho then dropped Ray off at the home of Clovina
Olonzo Charles Stein's mother

DeCarvelho's testimony was unique in its suggestion of a meet
mg between Ray and an associate at the Provincial Further he was a
sincere witness with no ascertainable motive to fabricate his statement
Nevertheless the committee's investigation revealed no evidence to
corroborate his testimony

According to Stein he drove Ray to the Provincial for Ray's
initial registration A trip with Stein to the Provincial did not neces
sarily preclude another trip by Ray and DeCarvelho but it did make
this second trip appear less plausible According to Stein the two men
drove back to the Olonzo home after Ray registered and Ray departed
only to return shortly thereafter (48) It is possible that in that interim
period Ray arranged to meet an associate at the Provincial Motel re
turned to the Olonzo residence and persuaded DeCarvelho to drive him
back to the motel What is left unexplained in this scenario is why Ray
needed DeCarvelho to drive him to the motel He and Stein had been
there shortly before The Provincial Motel and the Olonzo home are in
the same neighborhood and it is unlikely that Ray would have needed
DeCarvelho's assistance in finding the motel It was also improbable
that Ray would deliberately involve DeCarvelho as a possible witness
to a clandestine meeting at the Provincial

It was also significant that Stein was unaware of Ray's and De
Carvelho's trip to the motel In his interview Stein stated that he knew
of no time during Ray's first day in New Orleans that Ray and DeCar
velho drove around together (49) Stein and DeCarvelho saw each other
during the next 2 days and according to DeCarvelho discussed Ray
and his purpose for traveling to New Orleans it is unusual that De
Carvelho did not tell Stein of his visit with Ray to the Provincial

The most significant problem with DeCarvelho's statement
however was its inconsistency with prior statements to the FBI FBI
interviews of DeCarvelho contained no references to the Provincial
Motel visit a fact which would have been significant in their attempt
to determine the purpose of Ray's trip The committee considered two
possible explanations for this discrepancy Either DeCarvelho did not
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relate this information to the FBI or the FBI agents conducting the
interviews failed to include these highly significant details in their
reports

In a staff interview Special Agent William F Kusch who had
interviewed DeCarvelho in 1968 advised the committee that anything
mentioned by DeCarvelho concerning people or places visited by Ray
would have been thoroughly investigated by the Bureau.( 50 ) Kusch
noted that the FBI was attempting to locate Ray at the time of the De
Carvelho interviews The possibility of a meeting by Ray with another
at the Provincial would have been of signficant interest and would
have been documented A thorough review of the New Orleansinvesti
gative files reflected no mention of DeCarvelho's information or of a
subsequent investigation of that information

In view of this and other problems with DeCarvelho's story it
may be concluded that his information was unreliable

The unreliability of DeCarvelho's testimony did not however
undermine the conclusion that Ray traveled to New Orleans to meet
someone and that such a meeting transpired It is also possible of
course that this meeting was at the Provincial Motel The committee
was simply unable to locate concrete evidence of this possibility

It must be frankly acknowledged that the mystery that has al
ways surrounded the New Orleans trip has not been cleared up Several
aspects of the trip are clear however

1 Ray's decision to make this trip and his activities in New Orleans
were unrelated to his association with Charles Stein

2 The decision to travel to New Orleans on Friday December 15
1967 was abrupt and without significant planning or foresight

3 Whatever Ray's business was in New Orleans it
was significant enough to travel nearly 4,000 miles to trans
act and
involved a transaction which could not be as readily
accomplished with a phone call or letter

4 James received money on the trip A financial analysis of Ray's
spending habits during his fugitive period document a pattern of
significant expenditures 'after--his return from New Orleans
These included an immediate payment of approximately $350.00
for dance lessons

5 Ray met with someone in New Orleans This conclusion was based
on Ray's receipt of money as well as Stein's testimony to the
committee.*

6 Ray's business in New Orleans was accomplished quickly
7 There was no evidence of a direct link between Ray's activities

in New Orleans and the assassination of Dr King Nevertheless
it was noted that Ray's next significant criminal activity was the
assassination

*It is highly probablethat Ray met with oneor both brothers Ray mentionedto
two independent sources in Los Angelesthat his trip involved his brother Both
James Earl and Jerry Ray admit that James telephoned Jerry while en route to
New Orleans Both these references to his brother and New Orleans and this
phone call suggest that the two met in New Orleans (See MLK Report Section
IIB for additional discussionof the possibleinvolvementof Ray's brother in the
New Orleans trip.)
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(64) Two significant questions remained open after the committee's
investigation First the committee was unable to determine why New
Orleans was chosen as the site of Ray's business If in fact Ray met
his brother(s) it is difficult to explain why this meeting took place
in New Orleans Jerry was at the time employed at the Sportsman
Club in Chicago and James was in Los Angeles A more convenient
meeting place could have been chosen It seems reasonable to assume
therefore that New Orleans itself was connected with the purpose of
the trip Second the committee was unable to determine the exact
nature of Ray's activities in the city

Submitted by
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Lloyd Calloway the husband of Lorraine Calloway was never located or
interviewed by the committee The Callowayswere the aunt and uncle of Charles
Stein The committee was satisfied however that all New Orleans witnesses who
would have been in a position to furnish information of any value were located

See for example Staff summary of interview of S.A Pat Collins Decem
ber 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document No
150176) staff summary of interview of S.A Stephen Callendar Jan 13 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Document No 170064) staff
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The committee determined that three of Charles Stein's relatives were
deceased at the time of its investigation These relatives were Willie and
Clovina Olonzoand Dale Rodriguez

In "The 20,000Words, Ray states that someoneanswered the phone in
New Orleans and asked him to come to New Orleans around Christmas He has
never elaborated further about who this individual was (See "The 20,000
Words, vol XII HSCA.MLK Hearings.)

There are contradictory accounts as to who initiated the discussion of
Ray's drive to New Orleans Huie in He Slew the Dreamer wrote that Ray
mentioned the proposedtrip and that Marie Martin then told him of Rita Stein's
problem See William Bradford Huie He Slew the Dreamer (New York Dela
corte Press Inc. 3d ed. 1970) p 77 GeroldFrank wrote that Marie Martin first
broached the subject and then Ray volunteered to drive Stein SeeGeroldFrank
An American Death (Garden City New York Doubleday and Co. Inc. 1st ed.
1972) p 163

Ray did not have any independent recollection of the name of this bar
After describing the lounge to Huie the author located the establishment
Ray never disputed Mule's identification of the Le Bunny Lounge as the site
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story to Huie is that "Raoul wrote him while he was in Los Angeles and told
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body Was To Be Murdered, Look Magazine Nov 26 1978 p 92 Ray also
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called "Raoul. It is during this phone call that Ray claimed he was advised of
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party See "The 20,000Words, XII HSCA.MLK Hearings
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8815343(MLK Document No 190610) Stein's record reflects a 1961arrest for
possession of narcotics in New Orleans but no conviction on that charge a
1969 arrest for cultivating marihuana in California but no conviction and a
1974convictionfor the sale of heroin

Although Ray indicated both to author Huie and to the committee
that he had foreknowledgeof the necessity to travel to New Orleans sometime
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abrupt and without significant planning or preparation (Regarding the indica
tions of foreknowledge see e.g. "The 20,000Words, XII HSCA.MLK Hear
ings Staff Interview of James Earl Ray Apr 14 1977 hearings before the House
Select Committee on Assassinations 95th Congress 2d session Washington
D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1979 Vol IX pp 195 204-207.) Stein
and Ray met for the first time on Thursday December 14 1967 Either Rita
Stein or Marie Martin introduced the two men and arrangements were made
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for them to travel to New Orleans for the purpose of transporting Rita's two
daughters back to Los Angeles These arrangements were impromptu and did
not predate the Thursday evening discussion There is no indication that Ray
specifically intended to travel to New Orleans on Friday December 15 1967
According to an FBI interview with Dr Mark O Freeman Ray had originally
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Within moments (1) of the shot that felled Dr King two wit
nesses in the northern wing of Bessie Brewer's roominghouse observed
a man run down the hallway from the area of ,a common bathroom at
the end of the hall This bathroom faced to the east of the rooming
house* and overlooked the Lorraine Motel (2) William Anschutz
the tenant from room 4.B saw the man briefly but could provide only
a general description On the other hand Charles Q Stephens a tenant
from 6.B provided a detailed description and felt that the man he
saw fleeing down the hallway was the same person he had seen check
ing into room 5.B earlier in the afternoon (3) Subsequently Stephens
identified a profile photograph of James Earl Ray as looking very
much like the man he had observed checking into room 5.B (4) James
Earl Ray has admitted that he checked into room 5.B on the after
noon of April 4 1968 (5)

During the investigation following the assassination authori
ties were unable to uncover an eyewitness to the assassination who
could make a positive identification of the assassin Thus Charles
Stephens quickly became a significant witness

Questions however were raised as to the reliability of Stephen's
tentative identification The committee therefore conducted a full
investigation into his reliability as a witness

The committee first determined that Stephen's significance as a
witness may have been somewhat exaggerated during the months fol
lowing the assassination Stephens was provided with a police guard for
a period of several months following the assassination and at one time
was jailed as a material witness (6) Lt R A Cochran second in com
mand of the homicide squad in 1968 explained however that the
protection was made necessary because of exaggerated newspaper re
ports concerning Stephens ability to make such an identification (7)
Cochran added that Stephens could never really identify the assailant

Phil Canale the Shelby County Attorney General in 1968 who
prepared the Government's case against James Earl Ray testified that
Stephens had seen Ray checking into the roominghouse prior to the
assassination and in the hallway after the assassination Canale added
that he was considered an important but not an essential prosecution
witness (8)

A substantial issue was raised concerning Stephens sobriety on
the day of Dr King's assassination One witness a taxi driver named
James McGraw told the committee that only minutes before the
assassination he observed Stephens lying on his bed in room 6.B in a
drunken stupor.(9) McGraw's assertions to the committee received

*A diagram of the second floor of Bessie Brewer's roominghouse was intro
duced into the record during the committee'spublic hearings See MLK exhibit
I'-20 vol 1 HSCA-MLKhearings p 79
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support from Capt Tommy D Smith of the Memphis Police Depart
ment Smith a lieutenant for the homicide squad on April 4 1968 re
ported to the crime scene following the assassination of Dr King He
observed both Charles Stephens and his common-law wife Grace
Walden,* after the assassination and told the committee that both
appeared to be intoxicated (10) Smith did not question either
Stephens or Walden at the time

On the other hand the first police officer to observe and question
Stephens only minutes after the assassination Lt James Papia of the
MPD intelligence section (11) told the committee that although
Stephens had obviously been drinking he was neither incoherent nor
staggering.(12) Lt Glenn King who was also at the scene within
minutes after the assassination interviewed Stephens and found him
coherent (13) He told the committee however that Stephens was well
known on South Main Street for his excessive drinking habits (14)

These judgments of Lieutenants Papia and King were supported
by the statement of Lloyd Jowers the owner of Jim's Grill a bar lo
cated under the northern wing of the roominghouse According to
Jowers Charles Stephens was in his establishment on April 4 drink
ing.like always (15) Nevertheless Jowers stated that Stephens was
in control of himself and knew what he was saying or doing (16)
Jowers added.in a statement that casts some question on the assertion
of James McGraw.that although Stephens drank beer all the time by
the quart he never saw him passed out (17)

The committee also questioned J Harold Flannery the attorney
for the U.S Department of Justice who prepared the Ray extradition
affidavit that was executed by Stephens (18) Flannery stated that he
had carefully questioned Stephens and examined the circumstances
under which Stephens had identified Ray's profile photograph He
was convinced as to the genuineness of that identification (19) The
committee was also told by Stephens attorney Harvey Gipson that
he believed Stephens April 4 1968 statements truthfully represented
what Stephens had in fact seen on that date (20)

The committee considered the possibility that Stephens testi
mony might have been influenced by the reward offered for informa
tion leading to the arrest and conviction of the assassin Stephens lost
his judicial bid for the $100,000 reward which had been announced
on April 5 1968 In the court's ruling however the reliability of
Stephens identification did not become an issue (21) Rather the
court's ruling was based on its finding that Stephens had no knowledgeof the reward offer at the time he provided his initial statements on
April 4 The court further found that Stephens information did not
in fact lead to either the arrest or the conviction of James Earl
Ray (22)

Finally the committee reviewed a variety of statements by
Stephens and noted their general consistency over the past 10 years
(23) In addition a similarity was noted between the description pro
vided by Stephens after the assassination and that of James Earl
Ray (24)

*Acompletediscussionof Grace Walden's significanceas a witness is includedin the committee'sfinal report see IIA
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*The assumption is made here that Ray would have taken the stand and re
peated his basic Raoul story During interviews with the staff Ray told the
committeethat this was his trial strategy
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To sum up while it may be concluded that Charles Stephens
did in fact see James Earl Ray in the hallway immediately following
the assassination his testimony to that effect was vulnerable on sev
eral counts had Ray gone to trial First the evidence is overwhelm

ing that Charles Stephens was drinking on April 4 1968 Only the
extent of that drinking is at issue Second the hallway at Bessie
Brewer's was dimly lighted and Stephens was separated from the

fleeing assassin by between 40 and 50 feet Finally Stephens him
self has declined to provide an unqualified identification of the assas
sin In his June 1968 identification of Ray's profile photograph for
the FBI he stated only that the profile photo of Ray looked very much
like the man he saw in the roominghouse (25)

Stephens value to the prosecution's case would therefore have
been limited His testimony that he heard steps between room 5.B and
the roominghouse bathroom on several occasions prior to the shot would
have provided circumstantial evidence against Ray since Ray has
admitted renting and occupying room 5.B on the afternoon of April 4.*

Beyond this Stephens testimony would have contributed little

Submitted by
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